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Introduction
"To be amused by what you read-that is
the great spring of happy quotations."
-C. EMontague

emember when you were growing up, and there was
that one guy on the block who cur the grass with a
five-speed riding mower that had the grass-catcher
bag, a horn and even headlights? You know the
guy-he had the jet-powered garden hose attachment, the
automatic hedge trimmers and the electric paint roller he
wore like a backpack.

R

Today, we all know the computer equivalent of this guy
too. He always has the latest version of the greatest software
and there's a copy of literally every program made sitting
on his 500mb hard drive.
Then there's the rest of us. We get by just fine with the
Mac equivalent of the push mower and a screwdriver that
doesn't require batteries. In fact, sometimes the simplest
tools work best, and that's why we use shareware. If you
have ever wished you had an affordable, easy-to-use software program that you could test drive before deciding
to buy, read on.
Like most great things in life, shareware has legions of fans
and numerous skeptics. Some Mac users dismiss shareware
as not powerful enough for their needs. Others are put off
by the thousands of different programs to wade through.

..
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Bur the truth is, plenty of quality shareware is availableeveiy bit as legitimate as any commercial, off-the-shelf
package; and it's yours for a fraction of the cost of big-time
software. Often it's even free. The trick is knowing what to
look for and where to find it. Enter The Mac Shareware
500, Second Edition, a practical tour guide of the labyrinthine world of shareware.
Where restaurants and hotels rise and fall by the Michelin
stars, Mac shareware offerings are put through virus checks,
functionality evaluations and stability scouring before
they're included in this book. Then we rate them on all the
above, as well as the "fun" factor.
Since T he Mac Shareware 500 was first published, we've
heard from scores of shareware enthusiasts telling us how
happy they are to finally have a comprehensive, objective
source for evaluating and raring shareware. So, if you've
ever been frustrated and wished you could just find a simple solution to a complicated problem, odds are there's a
shareware program with your name on it.

HOW TO USE THIS BOOK

T he first section of this book will help you get a handle on
what exacdy shareware is, where you can find it, how to
trouble-shoot it and how to use it to its fullest potential.
You'll find valuable insight into the politics and ed1ics of
the shareware community, tips and tricks on dealing with
viruses and system conflicts and advice on how to shop for
the specific shareware you need.
The second section is organized by particular categories of
shareware. In each chapter, we discuss a few of the finer
points of that realm of software and then review our favorite shareware programs in that category.
Each shareware category is identi£ed by an icon, located on
the top outside corner of every page. Individual programs

Introduction
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are listed alphabetically within each chapter. Contact and
pricing information, when available, is located in the margin to the left of that program's description. If no information is given, it means we searched and couldn't find any.

(Note to shareware authors: If your program is listed here without proper credit or with incomplete information, please
get in touch with us. We'd love to include all informacion
on your program in our next edition.)
You'll also find ratings for each program. We evaluated performance, soph istication and ease of use of each package
and assigned it a rating:
above average, but nothing to write home about
pretty cool
.._.._.._ = noteworthy
.._.._.._.._ = really cool
••••• = indisputably a classic
.._ =

.._.._ =

No system of categorization is foolproof. so if you don't
find a particular program where you'd expect it to be, check
the Index or Table of Contents.
To make the book as useful as possible, we've set some
paragraphs off from the body of the text with a special
icon. Text marked by a clipboard icon is information that
we think is of special interest. A thumbs-up icon appears
next to tips or tricks that can help you use shareware effectively and in creative or unusual ways.
And finally, pay special attention to our Bomb Shelter
icons. Fortunately, these icons, which warn you of potential
bugs or incompatibilities with certain programs, are few
and far between.

.
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GOING ONLINE

Perhaps one of the most exciting aspects of this book is its
companion library, the Ventana Press Mac Shareware 500
Library-located on America Online (AOL). Besides all
the great shareware in this book, the library also features
message boards where you can discuss the latest hot shareware news, and a technical support area where you can ask
questions about the shareware in this book. If you are a
member of America Online, you can use the library to
quicldy find every program covered in this book and download your favorites. The quickest way to get there is to type
the keyword: M ac 500.
If you're not an AOL member, we encourage you to join. In
fact, we've made it easy for you to do by including AOL
software on the companion disks and 10 free hours of online
time for new members. All you need is a modem (for more
details on modems and where to buy them, refer to Chapter
2). To sign on to AOL, insert the starter disk into your
Macintosh, copy the software onto your hard drive and follow the instructions that come up when you launch the
program. Once online, you'll find every program from The
Mac Shareware 500 compiled in a single library (keyword:
Mac 500) , where you can also get technical assistance and
• exchange ideas with other shareware users.

WORKING WITH THE DISKS

Another great feature of The Mac Shareware 500 is the disks
packed with selections from the very best shareware we
could find. Please keep in m ind that the software on these
disks is shareware, and while some of the programs are free,
others require that you pay for them if you use and like
them. For details on specific programs, refer to the ReadMe
documents on the disks or to Appendix B in this book.

SYSTEM 7-FRIENDLY

All the shareware in this book was tested under Systems 6.0.x
and 7. While no piece of software will run flawlessly on every
Macintosh, unless otherwise noted in its review, each shareware program reviewed here is System 6- and 7 -compatible.

Introduction ·
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HARDWARE/ SOFTWARE .
REQUIREMENTS

Unlike books that deal with a single, specific program, The
Mac Shareware 500 doesn't tell you exactly what kind of
M ac you'll need to take full advantage of the shareware
covered. It depends on which programs you're using and
what you'd like to accomplish with them. But as a general
• rule, we recommend 2mb of RAM and a 40mb hard drive
as the configuration for anyone working with a Macintosh.
We've tested all the software in this book to make sure it's
fully compatible with System 7 . Programs have been tested
on a variety ofMacs running System 7.0, 7.0.1 and 7.1
under a wide array of loaded extensions. If you're still running System 6.0x, most programs should run on your Mac,
but there may be a few isolated exceptions. If you own a
compact Mac with a black-and-white, 9-inch screen, take
heart. Most shareware is designed with those parameters in
mind. While a large screen or color monitor may help, they
are by no means necessary for every program covered in
this book.

KEEP THE SHARE
IN SHAREWARE

You may be aware of a trend that could possibly threaten
the future of shareware. Some online services are locking
shareware authors into "exclusives," preventing them from
uploading their programs on other services or distributing
them by any other means.
By paying up, you may give shareware authors a great
incentive to maintain their independence. Then, they may
not be tempted to go commercial.

LET'S GET STARTED

We've written The Mac Shareware 500 to help you find the
specific shareware programs you want and need to make
your Macintosh a more fun and productive tool. We also
want to introduce you to software you m ight nor otherwise
be aware of.
More than anything, this is a clearinghouse for information
on shareware. Subsequently, we want to do everything we
can to ensure that this book is complete and accurate. So if

.
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you have suggestions or ideas, if you find errors or ambiguities or if you have a favorite program that wasn't included
in this edition, please drop us a line.
As an incentive for your feedback, we'll give away a free
copy of the next edition of The Mac Shareware 500 to the
people who send in the 10 best tips, recommendations or
ideas.
We hope you enjoy The Mac Shareware 500 and find it
useful. And we encourage you to support your favorite
shareware authors.

Ruffin Prevost
AOL: Venrana500
Internet: Ventana500@aol.com

Rob Terrell
AO L: VenranaMac
Internet: VentanaMac@aol.com

C IS: 70524,3216

Ventana Press
PO Box 2468
Chapel Hill, NC 275 10
9 19/942-0220
FAJ<: 919/942-1140
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What Exa
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"It is the essence ofi.,fl{ilirtmr;e
use of the simplest

• w

hen the first Apple compu
in 1977 it was an ungainly
jumbled circuits and wires that
a computer
fanatic could love. Its roots were in the
"homebrew" tradition of maniacal electronics devotees who
would forsake practically anything for their beloved Apple.
But as the Apple evolved, its maverick roots gave way to a
more mainstream image. Apple mentors began forging inroads into the education and small business markets, lending legitimacy to the product. And just when it seemed
that the Apple II was going to complete irs metamorphosis
into a powerful, mature machine, out of the cocoon
emerged the Macintosh.

But that first Mac fell short of its designers' aspirations.
Though a lot of thought went into the aesthetics of the
original Macintosh, its performance level suffered in competition with the computer's sleek design, resulting in a less
powerful machine. T he compact, vertically oriented Mac
looked great sitting on a desk; but unlike the Apple II, it
couldn't be opened up or modified by its users.
More important than its shortcomings, though- and even
more important than its good looks-was the philosophy
behind the Macintosh: a powerful, easy-to-use computer "for
the rest of us." It featured a radical new operating system,
with graphics instead of cryptic keywords, and a consistent
set of commands throughout irs applications. And it was
more fun to use than oth er computers.
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The Macintosh succeeded beyond the expectations of
many industry observers. As it has matured, it has fostered
a spirit of enthusiasm and pioneering creativity that borders on the culrish. Mac owners aren't just computer users;
their personal computers are exactly that: personal. More
than anything else, that passion and fervor have propelled
the Mac forward.

Now, less than a decade after its introduction, the Macintosh has become a mainstay of the publishing and graphic
arts professions and is on the cutting edge in video and
other creative fields. Even beleaguered IBM wants in on the
Macintosh magic and has joined forces with Apple to try to
make lightning strike thrice.
But with success have come the bureaucratic maladies that
seem prerequisites to being ranked with the big companies:
product delays and shortages, high prices and a technical
support system that often leaves retailers holding the bag
and end users out in the cold. These plagues and maladies
have left many long-time Apple zealots scratching their
heads, asking, Where's that innovative "homebrew" attitude now?
You hold the answer to that question in your hands: shareware. Just as the Mac was a radical departure in personal
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computing, shareware is a fundamental about-face from
conventional software. Offering a wealth of software applications and utili ties, shareware is distributed on the honor
system by irs authors, with the understanding that if you
like and use the program, you'll send payment {and a modest one at that) directly ro the author. No slick marketing
or fancy packaging; it's just the facts, ma'am, nothing else.

co-founder Steve Jobs was so concerned about how the Moe looked, smelled
and felt, he urged his engineers to design it without fans, which, he said, annoyed
people. Even though it would hove meant o more aesthetically pleasing machine, it
would hove been too weak to handle serious computing. The fans prevailed.
: Because so many people write shareware, there's literally an
endless stream of homebrewed programs floating around.
: We don't have a Census Bureau count, but we've sifted
: through more than 15,000 of the most frequently used
shareware favorites to come up with the software reviewed
: in this book. We've seen claims that as many as 50,000
: Mac shareware programs exist; our guess, though, would
~ place the shareware universe at about half that number.
0

0

0
0

0

0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0

W ith that many programs ro choose from, there's certainly
something for everyone. Shareware ranges from ideas as
simple as desktop clocks ro fairly complex programs like
N IH Image, formerly known as Image (the popular imageediting program ), or ZTerm (the full-featured telecommunications application).
But first let's examine some important differences between
shareware and commercial software. Since most best-selling commercialware is created by a team of professional
programmers working to fill a broad-based need, these
applications are often powerful, complex and expensive.
Shareware, on rhe other hand, is much simpler in scale and
narrower in scope. Usually the product of a single author,
cl1e average shareware program has fewer features than its
commercial cousins, and, though it may be less powerful,
flexible and precise, it's often easier to use. Also, many
shareware programs address a very limited-sometimes
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even esoteric-market that a large software package overlooks because of economic logistics. (We'll deal with that
issue in more detail later in this chapter.)
Perhaps the most obvious and inescapable gap between
shareware and commercial software is that of quality.
Herein lies the challenge of defending shareware's image.
Commercial software firms live and die by the reliability of
their programs; they can't afford to put an inferior product
on the market. But the stereotypical shareware scenario is
quire different. Some shareware authors aspire to perfection,
some don't. They spot a need, work to fill it, then release
their program almost as an afterthought. They often offer
it to the public for next to nothing; so if they get just that
in return, they're nor disappointed. Sometimes casual
shareware authors may upload something they've written
for their own use to a bulletin board with a warning like
this: "This wacky little program works pretty well on my
Mac sometimes; yet other times I can't seem to get it to
work at all. It crashes a lot when I print, but I don't know
why. Still, if you think it might be something you can
use, try it at your own risk and, if you like it, send me a
postcard or $5 ."

This certainly isn't to say that all shareware is unstable and
barely usable. In fact, The Mac Shareware 500 shatters that
stereotype. In this book, we tap the viable community of
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fine shareware authors who strive to release top-quality
work and who expect, in turn, to be paid for their effortS.
They place great stock in writing solid programs that people can use with confidence and peace of mind.
Despite erratic financial return and lackluster recognition
from the "legitimate" Mac community, many shareware
authors continue to crank out great programs, wide-ranging in content and varied in complexity. Shareware users
are sometimes faced with the pleasing problem of trying to
pick which of a number of good shareware programs to use
for the same task. For example, a number of perfectly reliable, highly effective shareware programs can calculate
interest, amortize loans and perform other tricky financial
functions too tedious to attempt by hand but too trivial to
warrant a major software package.
Probably nowhere else in the Macintosh community-not
even at Apple itself--does the raw, unbridled enthusiasm
for the Macintosh take hold and produce treasures as it
does among shareware authors and users-maybe the last
living descendants of those strange and wonderful garage
gurus who created the first Apple. Some would even argue
that the shareware community is the last bastion of pure
Mac fanatics left-the only ones who haven't yet traded in
their Star Trek T-shirts and basement workshops for
Armani suits and a booth at Macworld Expo.

WHY SHAREWARE?

Price

You might be wondering, "What does shareware have to
offer that I can't find on the shelves at my neighborhood
computer store?" The answers might surprise you. In fact,
shareware has some benefits unmatched by mainstream
software. Read on.
On the average, shareware is priced two to ten times cheaper than commercial software. A simple utility like a label
printer, for instance, might sell for about $15 as shareware,
while comparable commercial products go for between $50
and $75. Fonts are an even better bargain: shareware fonts
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cost $5 to $3 5, while Adobe, Bitstream and other major
vendors charge $150 to more than $300 for their fonts.
By dissecting a commercial software sale, it's easy to see
how shareware can yield such savings. Talcing a $100
commercial sale, you can expect $10 to go toward disks,
manuals and other materials; $5 for paclcing and shipping;
$50 for the store or mail-order house; $25 for the company
that owns the so ftware. Usually there are additional costs as
well, especially if the company engages in extensive marketing efforts or sets aside even more money for researching
and d eveloping future versions of the product. Perhaps $ 10
fi nds irs way back to the author.
On rhe other hand, if the author of the same program opts
against d istribution through commercial channels, he/she
can sell it as shareware for, say $30, and pocket almost all
of rhat amount.

Timeliness

M ore often than no t, when a new need arises for a specific
lcind of program, shareware is rhe firstest with the mostest.
A good shareware author can hack out a program in a few
days, sometimes soo ner fo r a straightforward p roduct. Beyond rh at, shareware autho rs are constantly upgrading their
products-usually more frequently than commercial software developers can afford ro.

roditionolly, shorewore authors pick up the slock by generating innovative programs
thot fill gops the big guys ignore. For example, check out Chapter 12 for greot
shorewore thot mokes System 7 work the woy you olwoys wonted it to.

Support

T he support you get as a registered shareware user can be a
welcome relief com pared to the complexities of dealing
with, say, Microsoft or Ald us. If you've ever tried to call a
large software company to ask a question about something
simple, like printing a document from one of its programs,
you know how frustrating it can be: "Hello. All o ur operators are busy at the moment, but to expedite your call, you
will be referred to rhe next available operator. If you are
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cal ling from a couch-cone . .. "And from there, it's a m aze
of automated Q & A sessions, busy signals and confusing
submenus othetwise known as "voice jail." If you're lucky,
you may eventuall y get co talk to a live person who may or
m ay not know the answer co your question.
Not so with shareware. You ca n call the author and, often,
talk to him o r her right away, and it's great having your
question answered by the person who actually wrote the
program. Also, most shareware authors are accessible
thro ugh online services (see C hapter 2), so you can "chat"
with them online or leave a message in their e-mail box.

Availability

To get a copy of a commercial program, you have to run
d own to the score or call up a catalog dealer. Bur you can get
most shareware programs instantly by downloading from an
onlin e service, such as America Online, CompuServe or
the Internet. This is particularly helpful if you need the software now and simply can't wait until tomorrow.

Originality

Some of the most dear-sighted solutions ro daily Mac
frustrations come in the form of shareware. Many shareware programs are written as a result of a single, innovative
programmer asking, "Wouldn't it be cool if my Mac would
... " or "Wh y is it no one has ever written a program that
would let m e ... ?" Few large firms can support this kind
of programming. It boils down to a questio n of econo mies
of scale. While it may be worth it for one person co write a
program that 250 people will pay $25 for, it's crazy for a
large company co devote its resources to a venture that
yields o nly a few thousand dollars.
Take a program like John Rotenstein's Temperament 2. 0,
fo r example. It deletes those phantom "temporary"
M icrosoft Word files that mysteriously gather in your
System Folder. T ho ugh they're tiny (3k or 4k) and don't
really affect your Mac's performance at all, some people
lose sleep at night knowing those Word Temp files are
there. But who has the time co delete them whenever they
crop up? Apparently not John Rotenstein. H e wrote a pro-
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gram rhar does that for him. Don't expect Microsoft to
offer Rotenstein a lot of money for his program-while it's
fun and cure, it's hardly worth a dime to most users. Bur so
what? More than 1,000 America Online users have downloaded it.
On the other end of rhe spectrum is a program like Stufflt,
the immensely popular compression program that eventually went commercial and has become so all-pervasive that
it's now used as part of the installation software for Microsoft Word 5.0 and a host of other programs.

Simplicity

The large software companies don't have an easy job. Their
products have to be all things to all people. In order to
reach as large a marker as possible, they design their software to serve the needs of a number of vastly different
users. And in the fight to stay ahead in a highly competitive
market, corporate vendors often engage in a "battle of features'' ro differentiate their products. The end result can be
great: a powerful, diverse piece of software. But this process
can also yield a perplexing collection of complicated bells
and whistles that may detract from your original needs.
Not so with shareware.
Shareware programs are usually written with a singular goal
in mind. Some are frivolous, and some are so specific or
esoteric only a few people want them-but if you're one of
those few people, that piece of shareware can be incredibly
valuable. For example, Deneba Systems's Quote lnit, by
Lincoln Stein, serves only one purpose: it ensures that
every rime you hit rhe quotation mark key, you get curved
quotes (" "), also known as typesetter's quotes, instead of
the straight quotes(") common to many word processing
and page layout programs. It's a simple program that
addresses a very specific problem, bur does so without a
plethora of unnecessary features or options.
Shareware is necessarily simple because irs authors don't
have the time or resources to develop a complex, intricate
product. That's not to say that there's no comprehensive,
powerful shareware on the market, but this is usually the
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exception rather than the rule. So if your needs are specific
and limited, shareware's inherent simplicity can be a welcome change.

GETTING AHANDLE
ON SHAREWARE

If you ask a dozen Mac users what shareware is, you'll get a
dozen different answers. Some think shareware is free software floating around the computer loop for anyone to
hook into, just as the name implies. Others think it's nothing more than a motley assortment of games and quirky,
offbeat programs. And some users have no idea what it is.
Even under cl1e strictest definition of the term, there are a
few things almost all shareware programs have in common.
Most (but not necessarily all) shareware is
.._Distributed on the honor system, giving the
user a chance to try it out before paying for it.
.._ The copyrighted property of its author
(although most authors don't mind if you pass
along their work so long as it remains in irs
original complete form and you're not doing so
as part of a commercial venture) .
.._ Available via online bulletin boards, user groups
or directly from the author.
.._ Written by a single author.
.._ Designed for the typical user
any model Mac.

to

run on almost

In addition, other forms of noncommercial software may be
labeled shareware. Here's a rundown of cl1ose other breeds.

Public Domoin Sohwore

This is software with no copyright restrictions- like many
popular songs, recipes, illustrations or other creative worksthat is parr of the general public treasure trove of intellectual capital. Although most software enters the public domain
by design, it also can do so by accident if the author fails to
tal<e the proper steps to protect ir.
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Freeware

Fill-in-the-Blank-Wore

Freewa re, on rhe whole, is shareware for w hich there's no
asking price. M any people mistake (or choose ro mistake)
all shareware for freeware. W hile some people claim that
public domain sofLware and freeware are rhe same rhing,
one significant difference is this: a freeware aurhor retains
rhe copyright and may, in future releases, change rhe program's status fro m freeware to something else.

So mewhere bcrween freeware and sharewa re lies the vast
wo rld of "othcrware," whose authors ar en't asking for
mo ney bur instead request that yo u give up- heaven forbid-a litde something special in return for their efforts.
A few examples include ecoware (if you like the program,
do so mething good for the environment), happiware (just
smHe a nd be hap py), beerwarc (chug a beer in honor of the
sharewa re author), primalscrearnware (holler like a madman if you like it) and postca rdware (send the author a
postcard of your hometown). There are many amusing and
bogus variations on this them e.

Chapter 1: What Exactly Is Shareware, Anyway?
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W hen folies fi rst hear abo u t shareware, a cypical reactio n is
to ask, "So if ch is sru ff is so great, how come ir's shareware?
W h y is n't it hooked up w irh a big company and making
big money?"
T h ese q uestions in fact have a number of good a nswers:

+ Many of rhe ideas for shareware programs are
so simple rhar, ar face value, a la rge company
doesn't see any commercial viabilicy to rhem .
.;.... Some autho rs actually expect ro make money
from their sha reware.
.;.... Perhaps mosr imporranr, shareware authors are
often fiercely individual istic, wanting ro do things
their own way rather tha n being conrrolled by
company policy or marker surveys. T hey have a
singular visio n they wanr to d eliver directly ro
d1 e real-world users, wirh n o inrerference from
anyone else.

THE FREE-RIDER PROBLEM

T h e chief mo rivaring idea behind shareware is rhat ir provides an easy way fo r p rogrammers ro create software and
make money fo r their efforts.
The idea l scen ari o is rh at the sh areware author writes and
releases a dandy p rogram rhat scads of enthusiastic users
love. No soo ner d o they install it on th eir hard drives rhan
rhey rush to their checkboolcs to send in rheir $15 registration fee. T he users are hap py because rh ey get qualicy software a r a low price; the autho r is happy because he/she gets
to reap rhe fuJI benefi ts of his/her work, bypassing the
complications of dealing with a software publisher.
But surely it can't be that simple, can it? If it were, wh y
wo uldn't every good progra mmer devore all his or her time
to writing shareware? W har's the h itch? Enrer the no-good ,
ungrateful, double-crossing Free Rider.
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~hareware is the unsung hero of the Macintosh world: it works its fingers to the

~ bone, day in and doy out, ond look of the thanks it gets. If we can't oppeol to your
sense of ethics, cast the royalties issue in financial terms. The unsung, unpaid hero
may go commercial next time around ond cost you two to ten times more than the
modest shareware fee.
Just check out the typical shareware program's instructions,
ReadMe documents and information boxes. They read like
the greatest hits of country music's somebody-done-mewrong songs--countless tales of woe about users who never
pay up. Download counts, install base statistics and numerous other data point to a lot of "users" in the negative sense
of the word. The unfortunate truth is that, for the most
part, the authors have a right to complain.

~
r.\~,~
I.
__,
.__,_.....

For this reason, we hope this book clues you in to the
problems of a shareware author. For the medium to continue, it must prove at least marginally viable. It's only fair
to pay for a program you use and rely on. Yet many people
who are diligent about using registered commercial software have no qualms about using shareware they've never
paid for. Mac users must be reconditioned to view shareware as something more than a novel sideline in the Mac
software lineup--and then pay up.
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~hove you heard of any of these popular commercial programs? Red Ryder
1Ff(telecommunicotions); Stufflt Deluxe (file compression and archiving);
MicroPhone II (custom communications); Super Boomerang (file navigation utility).
Guess what they hove in common: they all started out as shareware. And now the lotest versions of these all-time favorites hove moved into the commercial channel.

THE END OF AN ERA

Free Riders who still don't feel motivated to become
responsible users need only note how the shareware market
is becoming more commercialized with each passing year.
The shareware community is showing early warning signs
of losing that "homebrew" ingenuity. Now some authors
are abandoning the "try before you buy" concept and
releasing "demo versions" or "crippled versions" of their
shareware instead of the full-blown program. Other shareware authors are migrating to the commercial market,
which, despite its other drawbacks, usually provides steady
income, all other things being equal. Even new versions of
old shareware classics are cropping up as newly released
commercial packages. It's not difficult to understand why
this is happening, and no one is to blame more than users
who subscribe to the Free Rider Plan.
To illustrate just how frustrating life as a shareware author
can be, let's look at a celebrated case in the shareware community. We'll call it "The MaxAppleZoom Affair."

MoxAppleSwoon

There once was a Belgian programmer named Naoto Horii
who wrote a program called MaxAppleZoom. For several
years it was the toast of the Mac town, listed as the "Best
of" in the Macintosh magazines more than once. (We've
listed it in Chapter 4, a review of our top shareware picks.)
Its function was simple. Every monitor has a black border
around the picture; MaxAppleZoom turns this black border into usable screen space. Instantly, your 13-inch Apple
monitor gains an extra inch. It's like getting a larger monitor for free.
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Or rather, that was the problem. Horii asked a reasonable
$25 shareware fee for MaxAppleZoom, which reprograms
the video circuitry-no simple feat. (Apple still hasn't
duplicated his efforts in its System software.) MaxAppleZoom also manages to remain compatible with every other
program on the market. All this from one guy, programming in his spare time, in a town in Belgium, far from
Apple's Developer Support groups. But few users paid.
One day Horii rigged his program so it would stop working on a specific date in the summer of 1991. Only those
who had sent in their payment would have versions of the
program that would continue to work after that time.

MaxAppleBoom

On that fateful day, hordes of Free Riders were severely disappointed to find that their screens had shrunk back to the
original proportions. Unfortunately, through technical and
logistical oversights by Horii, even some paying customers
were caught with versions that stopped working when they
should have continued operating as usual.
Horii's name was dragged through the mud on the popular
online services. He went from Hero to Heel in a matter
of weeks. Users of his program examined it to see why it
wouldn't work, and the more technically adept hackers
came up with fixes that restored it-but many of these
people were using the program illegally.
Horii has since released a new version that has no expiration date and includes other features that usually come on
monitors costing thousands of dollars. (For more details on
how MaxAppleZoom works, check out our review in Chapter 4.) Horii is still asking only $25. We say, pay the man.
Horii is just the latest in a long line of wronged shareware
authors. Many other brilliant programmers offer their
wares in good faith, expecting to be compensated for their
efforts, but they too haven't gotten the cash or respect they
deserve. And that's part of why we decided to write The
Mac Shareware 500. We wanted to showcase the work of
some of the marvelous talent in the Mac community that
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goes largely unrecognized, and we wanted to spread the
word that these shareware authors deserve compensation
for their creative efforts. Support these authors.
It helps no one if these creative people withdraw their suppore from the shareware communiry. These programmers
represent the last of the Jolt-Cola-and-powdered-doughnuts-at-4-in-the-morning breed, the penultimate hackers,
diving in where others fear to tread and asking only a pittance in return. Support them. Keep the vision and spirit
of Macintosh alive.

MOVING ON

The burgeoning shareware market offers many treasuresfrom a longtime favorite like NotePad++ to underpublicized gems like Flash-It. The Mac Shareware 500 is part
quality-control specialist, part road map, helping you slash
through the thorny thicket that is the shareware community.
But all this talk about what shareware is and isn't begs the
question, How can you get your hands on the stuff? It's
usually available from user groups, online services and
commercial disk-duplicating services. In Chapter 2, we'll
explain the derails of downloading shareware from a compurer bulletin board or online service, as well as explore the
ocher shareware ourlers.
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'7he new electronic interdependence
recreates the world in the image ol
aglobal village."
-Marshall Mcluhan

T

racking down commercial software is fairly simple:
most people buy it through com purer retailers or
the prolific mail-order companies. But how do you ·
find shareware? These days, it's nor hard to locate
shareware. In fact, given the variety of sources, it can be
downright difficult to avoid shareware. But knowing the
advantages and disadvantages of these sources can help you
find quality shareware quickly, easily and cheaply.
Many user groups offer libraries of shareware. Mac mailorder companies also sell disks by mail. Some Apple dealers
keep their favorites on hand for customers. Many hardware
manufacturers fill their drives with shareware as a selling
feature. Bur the most abundant collections are often found
in the online services, such as CompuServe (CIS) and
America Online (AOL) or on the Internet.
Let's explore some of the most common shareware sources
and cover a few tips on using them effectively.
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USER GROUPS

Many large and small towns alike have Macintosh User
Groups (MUGs) that meet periodically to discuss and swap
shareware. The most active groups have shareware libraries,
sometimes cataloging programs from years ago. (Of course,
the older stuff probably doesn't work anymore, but it's that
dedication to preserving ancient Mac history that should
impress you.) Most MUGs compile a new disk of featured
shareware every month.
Perhaps the most famous user group, boasting the largest
collection of Mac shareware, is the Berkeley Macintosh
User Group (BMUG) . In fact, BMUG p ublishes irs own
massive catalog, which its members (and nonmembers) can
use to do their shareware shopping.
To find the user group nearest you, you can call Apple
(800-538-9696). Better yet, call a computer store and ask
for the name of your local user gro up. And while you have
them on the phone, see if the store offers irs customers any
shareware. If so, it might be worth buying somethi ng cheap
like a mousepad to take advantage of irs shareware offerings. Also check at nearby schools and colleges; their user
groups are usually very lively and up to date, plus they're
terrific sources of shareware.

DISK-DUPliCATION
SERVICES

Another fertile source of shareware is the disk-duplication
and -compilation service industry-companies that, for a
small fee, send yo u a disk of shareware. Educorp, for instance, has a catalog of disks featuring public domain and
shareware software; you pay for the disk plus a mai ling fee,
and it's yours. Because of copyright issues, d isk-duplicatio n
services cannot charge for shareware. Besides, many shareware authors balk at the p rospect of a third parry making
money from their work, since the idea behind shareware is
that the money go directly to the author.
Bur the disk duplicators get around this sticking point by
charging a "service" fee instead. Nonetheless, there are
many scrupulous and reputable shareware "distributors"
our there and if you prefer to buy your shareware this way,
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; plenty of companies will be happy to send you a free cata: log of their shareware libraries .

.
• An excellent source of shareware, if you're looking to buy it
: on floppies, is the National Home and School MUG. This
• organization is run by folks who truly care about shareware
: (including a few great shareware authors), and they offer
~ only quality programs for reasonable handling fees.
: Contact Bob Nordling (PO Box 640641, Kenner, LA
: 70064; 504-838-0190) for details on shareware and a
~ membership to the group.
We highly recommend you check out International
Oatawares's Diskette Gazette (2278 Trade Zone Blvd., San
Jose, CA 95131; 800-222-6032), a great publication that's
updated frequently. It's chock full of groovy little gems that
the commercial distributors often don't carry. It also has a
• catalog full of shareware, all of it System 7 -compatible.
(Why mess around with anything else?) The shareware in
the Gazette runs fine under System 7.0 or 6.0x.

CD-ROMS

Many mail-order firms sell CD-ROM disks filled with
• shareware. CD-ROMs can hold up to 660mb of software,
so one wise purchase can keep you in shareware for life.
However, potential disadvantages are that CO-ROMs can
be fairly expensive ($75 to $200 apiece), unevenly organized and full of untested, unproven programs. Also, relatively few people have CD-ROM players.
In reviewing the most popular CD-ROMs, we noted a
high percentage of duplication. In other words, any one
disk would probably have almost everything you could
want. Also, keep in mind that CDs are stuck in timefrozen solid the day they're pressed. So the newest shareware on a CD may be months or even years old. Of further
concern, we found some of the older shareware programs
on these disks to be unusable-prone to crash under
today's systems. That gave us even more impetus to write
this book and flag system incompatibilities and other
potential heartbreaks.
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DOWNLOADING

The easiest way to get shareware, and by far our favorite
method, is by "downloading" it-connecting your computer
co another computer via phone lines. It guarantees the software is always the latest and greatest version, fresh from the
hard drives of the people who create and use it.
Since we recommend it so highly, we're going to cover
downloading in detail. Bur if you're haunted by the
Matthew Broderick character in ~rgame.t-ealling up
strange computer networks into the wee hours-you might
consider rhe alternatives previously mentioned. After all,
it's possible to build your shareware collection with nary a
thought of modems.

How Downloading Works

Here's a crash course in downloading: you call up a host
computer with your modem and choose the files you want
to download. It sends the files you request, converting
them from the digital format of its storage devices to the
analog format required by the telephone. Your modem at
home converts the sounds from the phone back into digital
information, to be saved onto your hard disk.
O nce you understand a few simple concepts, downloading
is a snap. Bur like anything else computer-related, it can
become super-geeky-complicared if you don't arm yourself
with some basic knowledge. To download shareware, you
need the following:
• A computer. Since you bought this book, we
assume you have one. Any model Macintosh
will work-in fact, any computer will work,
since every computer ever made has some provisions for rhe transfer of data. But we're concerning ourselves with Macintosh shareware. If you
don't have a Mac, our completely objective
advice is that you go out and buy one. Pronto.
.._ A modem. The key to downloading is this piece
of equipment. Shorr for modulate-demodulate, a
modem converts the digital signals of a computer
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into analog pulses-short bursts of sound that
can be transmitted over analog media, such as
telephone lines or even radio waves .
.._ A cable for the modem. Don't forget to buy one
before you leave the store or you won't go online .
.._ Software. The many different computer networks you can connect to via a modem vary
widely in their use of software interfaces. On
The Mac Shareware 500 disks in the back of this
book are two great telecommunications programs for the Macintosh- America Online's
custom software and ZTerm, a fine shareware
program-but more about both of these later.

Choosing a Modem

So many modems are available for the Macintosh, it would
be impossible to list them all. Prices and features fluctuate
dramatically. For instance, some modems come with a free
online service account and a usage credit, so you can try
the service out before you sign up. Some modems include
the necessary interface cable; others don't, meaning you
have to go out and buy one. (Your Mac may have a built-in
modem, or you may have a modem you've used with an
older Mac that you're perfectly happy with. If that's the
case, you may want to skip this section.)
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Then there's the question of speed. The faster the modem,
the faster you can download software, and the lower your
online (hourly) charges will be. Modems are speed-rated in
baud, which roughly means bits per seco nd. (A bit is the
smallest piece of information a computer can store; a byte
is 8 bits, a kilobyte is 1024 bytes. Each letter on this page
takes up I byte. The simplest shareware is usually around
• 2k, the largest around 300k-and some are even larger.)
The currenr standard for speed is 14,400 baud, but you'll
pay a premium for this. A 2400-baud modem-which
until on ly recently was the state of the arc-can be had for
under $50. And new standards are emerging that will let
• modems fly as fast as 28,000 baud or so. These higher-baud
modems cost more, bur definitely are worth it if you'll be
downloading lots of shareware. "Bargain modems" running
at slower speeds can be found and aren't necessarily a bad
choice. Bur remember: what you don't pay for now, you
pay for Iacer in hourly connection fees, or if you live outside a local access area, long-d istance phone charges.
C heck your favo rite Mac magazines for modem reviews
and the best deals.
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Most modems come with the required software, known as
"terminal emulation software." Basically, this program lets
you type to a computer via your modem and receive its
responses on your own computer. It also allows for transferring files back and forth . T here's an abundance of this
software, some of which is even shareware. Again, we're
including one of the best programs- ZTerm-with The
Mac Shareware 500 (see the disks). But you may need special software, depending on whom you call.

WHO YA GONNA CALL?

So, who exactly do you call with your modem? Hundreds
of bulletin-board systems (or BBSs) across the country let
you download all the shareware you want for no more than
the price of a phone call. Another option is a large online
service, such as America Online or CompuServe, that
charges an hourly connection fee, or the Internet, the
world's largest computer network.
Each source has its own considerable benefits. For example,
the largest online services generally have the most up-todate software libraries. CompuServe, the giant in the field,
boasts a software library in the m ulti-gigabytes. It's sort of
th e Gunslinger's Bar for program mers-the baddest and
best tend to hang out there. Irs software libraries reflect
that, featuring the most current, nifty scuff.
Bulletin boards tend to have a local flavor and feel. Software is posted by the users; therefore, a bulletin board's
library reflects its users' interests and idiosyncrasies.
Let's take a closer look at each of these sources.

ONLINESERVICES

The easiest, most popular method of distributing shareware is through a major onl ine service, like Com puServe or
GEnie. Through a modem, you dial up these massive computer systems, which are like extremely large BBSs with
custom interfaces. Many online services offer their own
software programs for connecting with them, eliminating
the burden of learning cryptic commands and menus.
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The largest online services tend to have huge, up-to-date
libraries of software that have been extensively cataloged
and cross-listed, making finding that particular program
you need a fairly simple matter.
Another benefit is that the large services check their files for
viruses. The importance of this feature cannot be overestimated: downloading software frequently propagates viruses.
(Some of the better BBSs check for vi ruses as well.)
One of the best reasons for downloading your shareware
from an online service is timeliness. As quickly as things
move in this industry, and as often as Apple updates its
System software, shareware can quickly fall behind. Online,
you can download the latest and greatest version as soon as
the author releases it. And if you find bugs or other problems, you can send the author a note about it. Some shareware authors use online systems as test beds, encouraging
users who download their programs ro report any incompatibilities so they can fix the problem in the next version.
In addition, online services offer other valuable benefits.
You can connect with other people and have conversations
through the keyboard; you can shop via online catalogs;
you can check the latest news wire or get a stock quote.
You can send electronic mail to online friends, or have
• faxes sent to those not lucky enough to be online. And
many hardware and software companies offer online technical support for their products.

America Online

Our favorite all-around online service is America Online
(AOL). Irs simple, well-thought-out interface, strong
library and helpful fellow patrons make it a real find.
Perhaps one of the things we like most is that it offers a
sense of place. It's like being part of a large community of
friendly computer users. We've found no other online service with such consistent sryle and personality.
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Figure 2-1: America Online makes use of the familiar Macintosh interface.
Unlike most online services {and BBSs), AOL doesn't force
you to use an ancient command-line interface to wind your
way through various menus and submenus. Instead, you
use the already familiar windows and pull-down menus to
log on, enter your password and browse the library. No
complex commands. No strange secret code words. No
chicken bones and magic catch-phrases to get the dang
thing to work.
There's plenty of cool stuff on America Online, but not so
much that you get overwhelmed or lost- a real problem
with other services.
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Figure 2-2: AOL's file search system makes finding shareware abreeze.
You simply type in the program you're looking for and click on a category.
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Ir's simple ro get starred. H ere's how it works: America
Online sends you a disk. You copy irs contents onto your
hard drive. T he first rime you launch its program, it calls
an 800 number and downloads a list of local access numbers; you pick the one closest to you. It then dials the network. You get ro pick your user name and password, and
you're online.
America Online features easy downloading roo. After you
locate the file you want ro download, you just click on the
appropriate burmn. You can choose ro download rhe file
immediately or save it ro a list of other files w be held for
later downloading. Using AO L, you can program your
Mac ro go online at any rime (even when you're not home)
and check your mail, send letters, download files- and
then sign off aummatically.
If all that's not enough ro get you signed up for America
Online, then consider that every piece of shareware
reviewed in this book is available in the Mac Shareware
500 Library, found exclusively on America Online. In fact,
we've included an America Online starrer disk and 10 free
ho urs of online time with this book. For more information
on how to sign on to America Online, please see Appendix
A or refer to the materials enclosed with rhe AOL disk.

(ompuServe

CompuServe Information Service (CIS) is the mother of all
online services. It's been around since 1977 (nearly forever
in the computer business) and has outlived several of its
competitors along the way (such as former archrival T he
Source) .
CompuServe's special interest groups (SIGs) are the definitive source for info rmation on any Macintosh subject.
Unlike America Online, it doesn't have a set of features
specifically targeted for the Mac, but it does have lots of
Mac sofrware {as well as software for all other major and
most minor computers) .
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Because of its age, CompuServe uses a complex, unfriendly
interface, with countless m enus to traverse-though if you
can remember the correct arcane command, you can skip
all d1is.

j
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Wl ndovs and CoreiORAU . There are date and li N codes , a place for TO : , FROM : ,
RE : , and a narker tha t wi ll indicate the total 01110unt o f pages. Be sura to
oet In t o revea l codes and put all of 'JOUI'"' t ext be fore the NUMBER OF PAGES
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you think of ill

Figure 2-3: Navigator lets you set up intricate search and retrieval
sessions for (ompuServe offline, saving you time when yougo online.
However, mere are two programs-CompuServe Navigator
and CompuServe Information Manager-that use me Mac
interface well. To use these programs successfully you have
to already be familiar with me intricacies of CompuServe.
Plus, you either have to pay extra for d1em or download
them when you first sign on. (AOL's software is free wirh
rhe membership.)
CompuServe's large library can actually seem overwhelming. W h ile browsing, it's not uncommon to get lost in the
huge, winding electronic "stacks." Bur if yo u want it,
mey've got it.
One spot you might want to check our on CompuServe is
ZMac, a special Macintosh-oriented area managed by Z iff
Davis, the people who publish MacUserand MacWEEK It
features lots of great shareware compiled and rested by industry experts, and it has many shareware programs that
aren't distributed anywhere else. To access ZMac mro ugh
CompuServe, log on and type GO ZMAC.
CompuServe has a service known as SWREG, or "Shareware Registration." Ir allows you to pay your shareware fees
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online, using your credit card- something most shareware
authors can't match.
H ere's how it works: you n otify CompuServe that you
wanr ro pay for a program . CompuServe {which already
has your credit card number, since they've been billing you
since you signed up} then bills your credit card for the
p roper amount. CompuServe calces a cut for handling the
transaction and sends the shareware author a ch eck for the
rest.
For international sh areware users, SWREG can be a godsend. If you live in Japan and want to register for shareware, your bank will probably ch arge you $25 fo r the cash
currency exchange-which in most cases is more than the
shareware itself! But with SWREG, the currency exchange
is handled by the credit card company. No cash, no muss,
no fuss.
It's near, easy and painless. T he only problem is that some
shareware authors complain about the size of CompuServe's piece of rhe action. But most others are h appy ro
have a convenient billing method-and hen ce an easy way
to get paid.
Shareware authors abound on CompuServe. You can find
famo us names like Raymond Lau, D ennis Brothers and
many others. If you have problems with their programs o r
find new bugs, you can contact them via electronic mail.
T hey may already h ave a fix.
If you're interested in signing on to CompuServe, all you
need ro get starred is a modem . T h e cusromer service number for CompuServe is 800-848-8990. For more information o n how ro reach other online services, please refer to
Appendix A.

The Internet

By far, the largest, most expansive collection of shareware
exists on rhe lnrernet, the worldwide computer network
used by more than 10 million people. Unfortunately, the
Internet has a reputation for being complicated and difficult to navigate, and until recently it hasn't been easily
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accessible to ordinary computer users. Previously, only educators, researchers, college students and government workers spent much time on the Internet (or the Net, as it's
called), but that's changing rapidly.
Because the Internet is so vast, it features dozens of huge
Macintosh software collections, most housed on the hard
drives of major research universities. You can spend (and
waste) hundreds of hours downloading shareware randomly from the various sires around the Internet, so it's important to know what you're looking for and have a good idea
of where to find it before you go bouncing around the Net.
The best resource we've found for exploiting the rich treasure troves oflnterner shareware is Michael Fraase's The
Mac Internet Tour Guide (Ventana Press). It comes with a
disk packed with slick Internet software and walks you
through the process of signing up for Internet access all the
way through downloading files.
If you're already on the Internet (or know someone who
has access), you might check out some of the larger Mac
software sites online. A couple of the largest are at Stanford
(check the /info-mac/ directory at the sumex-airn.stanford.edu FTP site) and the University of Michigan (search
the /mac/ directory at the mac.archive.umich.edu FTP
sire).
There are plenty of other places on the Internet to gather
shareware, and as access fees and high-speed modem prices
continue to drop, expect this to become the preferred collection method of serious shareware junkies. For more
derails on the Internet, including how to sign up and get
started, contact lnterNIC at 800-444-4345.

BUllETIN-BOARD
SYSTEMS

Bulletin boards represent the newest form of American pioneering. They're a wild, untamed land with little or no
rules save those the denizens themselves have embraced.
A bulletin-board service is a small computer system set up
to accept incoming calls from users with moderns. Users
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can download or upload files, or just wander around looking for stimuJating entertainment. Because they're much
simpler than a more elaborate online service, practically
any technically adept person with a phone and computer
can set one up (and sometimes we chink practically everyone does just chat).
Most BBSs are free. Some charge fees. Most have software
libraries and are open to the public. Some BBSs are brandexclusive; others are top-secret. Some are a local call; ochers
are long-distance.

Electronic buJietin boards, however, don't offer simple software for navigating through the system. Their programs are
certainly usable, bur you'll spend valuable time and perhaps
long-distance charges figuring out how to use the many
different command-line interfaces char are almost always
unique to each BBS.
Perhaps the best thing about the BBS scene is chat each
board reflects the interests and personalities of irs operator.
Unlike the national online services (which resemble the TV
networks in how they're very careful not to offend anyone's
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sensitivities), each BBS has the freedom to be funny, irreverent or even downright lurid. That's why we love 'em.
Exploring the BBS frontier could be the subject of a whole
book. We'll simply list a few of our favorites used extensively in researching The Mac Shareware 500. (You can find
more numbers listed in Appendix A, or look in a recent
issue of Computer Shopper for up-to-date listings.) Pick one
and give it a try. Usually, th e most it will cost is a phone
call. Also, many BBSs list phone numbers of other BBSs,
giving out even broader frontiers to explore online.

Mac(incy BBS

Supported by the AppleSiders in C incinnati,
this BBS has software not only for Macs but for Apple Ils
as well. 606-572-5375.

Mousehole BBS Dedicated to the Macintosh developer,
Mousehole features libraries heavy on what programmers
like: programming tools, utilities and cool games. It has
several phone lines, so there are fewer busy signals. 408738-5791. System operator: Larry Nedry.
Private Idaho

If you're interested in taking a trip into the
fringes of what you can (or should) use your Macintosh for,
check out this no-holds-barred BBS featuring the best in
lewd, subversive and obnoxious shareware programs (the
kind our publisher wouldn't let us review in this book).
Sporting files with names like MacJesus (your personal savior on a floppy disk) and Geraldo-Matic (discuss your
hang-ups with tabloid TV's high priest), you can understand why Private Idaho operator Robert Carr asks new
users to read pages of disclaimers before first logging on.
208-338-9227. It's everything a BBS should be.

My Dog Bit Jesus Part of a loose collection of bulletin boards
in the San Francisco area, My Dog Bit Jesus also boasts a
strong collection of the bizarre and offbeat, including a lot
of shareware files you'll never see on CompuServe or
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America Online. And it's probably just as well. 415-6588078. T here are some things the general public just
shouldn't know about.

MOVING ON

The wonderful world of shareware is just a phone call
away. Even the uninitiated can be a pan of it.
Get a ~odem. Install the America Online disk in the back
of this book. Or use ZTerm to call a few BBSs. (Try not to
get bitten by the BBS bug roo hard, though, especially if
• you have a job, a social life or a tight budget.)
But once you've got your shareware, you'll almost certainly
enter the less-than-wonderful world of compatibility problems, program errors and system bombs. Chapter 3 offers a
prescription for the headaches .
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genre, it sports a reputation for being about as buggy as the
Okefenokee Swamp in July. In fact, some people simply
refuse to use shareware, claiming it's unreliable or unstable.
Unfortunately, they're sometimes right. Murphy's Law
being what it is, all software- from commercialware to
freeware-is prone to glitches and gaffes .

O n the other hand, well-written, stable code is by no
means the exclusive domain of mainstream commercial
programmers. T he shareware applications featured in this
book offer proof of that.
Bur whether a program is simple or complex, computer
knowledge is power. W ith chat in mind, this chapter offers
a guided tour of how the Mac operates. T his should help
you rake charge when things won't work the way they're
supposed to. Although we wrote the chapter with common
shareware problems in mind, we also explore the techniques and strategies for all-purpose Mac trouble-shoo ting.

I~
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PLAYING AGAINST
ASTACKED DECK

Debugging new software is seldom an easy process. Individual shareware authors face many of the same problems
and setbacks that stymie large commercial programmersalthough working the kinks out of a simple shareware
program is an easy task compared to testing a major pagelayout or word-processing package.
But shareware authors don't have the resources, the money
or the connections to beta-testers that big developers do.
They usually have to rely o n the altruism of friends and
colleagues to test their software. Consequently, some of the
bugs that commercial vendors would catch can slip by. In
fact, the resting process for a new shareware application
may even come after it has been released. Then, it's not
until the author receives bug reports and other notices that
he or she has a chance to clean up the program.

shareware gem we haven't seen duplicated yet in the commercial market is The
TypeBook, by Jim Lewis-{] fabulous piece of freeware that automatically prints
a comprehensive type specimen of every font installed on your Mac. You can even
modify the sentences and paragraphs it prints. If you don't mind the author's address
on every page, the program's free. Or, for $45, you can get your own company logo,
name, address, etc. This treatment looks sharp, especially for service bureaus or individuals who wont to utilize typefaces to project a professional image. Contact Jim lewis,
Golden State Graphics, 2137 Condis Ave., Santo Ana, CA 92706; 714-542-5518.
CompuServe: 71650,2373. America Online: JimXLewis.
For these reasons, among others, shareware continually suffers a bum rap. Although in some cases it's deserved, in
general the shareware community is rich in talent and ingenuity. Since shareware is produced by and for the grassroots user, it often rums up undreamed-of gems that fill
a vacuum industry insiders were completely unaware of.
Shareware also benefits from direct and constant personal
dialog between authors and users through online services
and user groups.
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TROUBLE-SHOOTING
SOFTWARE

Get It Down on Paper
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It's only common sense to take precaurions when trying
our any new software-shareware or otherwise. Follow a
few basic rules: make backups of everything, read and follow the instructions for installing and using the program
(we know it hurts, bur sometimes you've just gotra do it),
and try the program out on a sample project before you
try to push it to the limits on an important deadline.
When trouble-shooting shareware, keep accurate records of
the problems you encounter and the solurions you devise.
Keep a notebook by your Mac and document the process.
(If that's roo much of a hassle, at least scrawl a note in
blood on your wall!) It will be time well-spent if you end
up making changes in your system and then have to reconfigure it a few months down the road. In addition, if the
problem is software-related, you may be doing the author
a service by recounting the details. If they're informed
about documented bugs or proven incompatibilities with
their programs, authors can fix things in future releases.
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Keeping Track of
Releases &Versions

It's important for authors to update their shareware.
Equally important, you should keep up with the shareware
versions you're using, because an old (or even a new) version of a program can cause problems.
Lee's say, for example, you have a shareware word-processing program you rely on heavily. You're working on a project with a partner who has the same program-or so you
both chink. Your partner in Hong Kong has been faxing
you hard copies of her work and you've been reading them,
marking corrections and then faxing them back to her. The
night before your big project is due, the plan calls for your
partner to send all her work over the modem, including
your corrections. She says she'll send you the shareware
word processor files. Things are looking like they'll go off
without a hitch.
Your partner sends the files and jets off for a well-deserved
vacation in Tibet. But when you try to open her files,
things don't work right. Maybe they don't open at all, or
maybe they open but with lots of garbled and scrambled
text, or perhaps the formatting is screwy. How can this be?
You both used the same program. Unfortunately, you used
differem versions, and your older version won't open files
created with your partner's newer one.
For this reason, an important trouble-shooting reminder is
ro keep track of version numbers of the shareware you use,
particularly if you're trading files with another user or sending work to a service bureau. You can usually find out what
version of a program you're using (as well as other information, like the author's name and address, copyright dares
and so on) by starting the program and then choosing
''About ... " under the Apple Menu. You can find other
information about the program in the "Get Info" box, or
by highlighting the program's icon in the Finder and
choosing "Get Info" from the File menu (or pressing
Command-!). This brings up a box with version numbers
and creation and modification dates.
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WHAT MAKES THE
MACINTOSH BOMB?

When your Mac seizes up and that all-roo-familiar bomb
icon appears, there's always a reason-the trick is figuring
out that reason. {We didn't say there was always a good reason, just a reason.) Dictating the way the Macintosh operates-including why and when it crashes-is a set of rules
embedded in its hardware and software. Special chips in
the Mac give it instructions on what to do and where to
turn each time it's started up. From there, System software
governs everything from how the Desktop looks and the
Finder behaves to the subtle intricacies of how every application performs (or doesn't perform). This combination of
hardware and software controls what happens to everything
else on your hard drive; so from a trouble-shooting standpoint, it's important to have a good understanding of how
it all works.

Once More Into the Brink

You may think that every time you boot up, your Mac runs
through an unvarying routine to bring you to the Desktop,
ready to work. Well, yes and no. When you boot your
computer, factory-installed Read Only Memory (ROM)
chips instruct it on how to begin its startup routine, bur
that's about all the Mac remembers. Each startup is like
another trip into the unknown. That's where Apple's
System software comes in. System software is the heart and
soul of the familiar graphical interface, and it's a huge part
of what you pay for when you buy a Macintosh.
When you sit down to learn a new program on the Mac, it
looks and feels like most other Macintosh applications
because of the System software. Everything that happens in
the Finder-the way you manage your Mac's Desktop--is
governed by System software. It keeps track of where all
your files are, what they're named, when you modified
them last, and a hose of ocher details that you don't ever
have to concern yourself with. In short, it's almost entirely
the System software char makes a Mac a Mac.
Apple's latest release of System software is Version 7. 1, or
"System 7.1." Updating the System software enables Apple
to add new features and dramatic improvements to its
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computers wirhour changing a single chip or circuit inside
the machine. Unfortunately, each update can (and usually
does) create a whole new set of problems. When you run
an old application under new System software, it is like
changing the rules in the middle of the game. It's important to update your applications so they'll be compatible
with new System software.

Monogement of
Startup Items

A big part of what makes your Mac different from someone else's is your collection of applications and utilities that
load during startup. Under System 6.0x, they were called
!nits (programs that initialize at startup) or Cdevs (Control
Panel Devices)- items that reside in your System Folder
and load when your Mac starts up. U nder System 7, the
idea is pretty much the same, only now they're called
Extensions. (Many Extensions function in the form of
Control Panels.)
Some people run only a few items at startup, while others
sport a long list of often superfluous and even frivolous
Extensions. But whether you're using 2 or 22 startup items,
they can cause trouble for everything else on your Mac.

Note: When we refer to a "startup item," we're not talking
about the applications you store in the Startup Items
Folder under System 7. We're referring to programs that
load during your Mac's actual boot routine. T he Startup
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Items Folder is activated immediately after that. (Perhaps
Apple should have named that folder the Post-Startup
Items Folder.)

As if things aren't complicated enough, other favorite territories of shareware authors are !nits, Extensions and other
startup items. Because not all shareware is completely tested, and because !nits strongly influence how the rest of
your system operates, it's important to have a good handle
on how they work and the role they play in system conflicts.

The Mother Load

As your Mac starts up, the various startup items in your
System Folder begin loading. Most of them display a small
icon along the bottom of your screen as soon as they load.
In fact, many so-called "power users" judge each other by
the number of startup icons plastered across their monitors. But, like cliff diving or alligator wrestling, this is, at
• best, an impractical method of proving one's accomplishment or prowess in a chosen field of endeavor. The more
startup items you run, the higher the chance you'll encounter a system conflict.
Even the order in which startup items load is an important
part of ensuring that your system runs smoothly. Because
the functions of some Extensions often overlap, or even
conflict, their loading order may determine their dominance over other Extensions or applications.
Various arcane rules govern which !nits and Cdevs load
first, and methods for using special characters to alphabetize the names of your startup items let you control their
loading order. But using special characters to influence
loading order can cause as many problems as it solves:
changing the name of a program often conflicts with the
way it interacts with your System software. A better solution is to use a separate program to control which programs load and in what order.
For System 6.0x, INIT (that's the name of the program) is
a helpful utility. It's a startup item that lets you determinebefore your Mac finishes booting up-which items will initially load. Extensions Manager, a similar utility for System 7,
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is provided free by Apple. (See C hapters 11 and 12 for
more o n urilities and extensions.) Bur the best program of
its kind is Now Software's Startup M anager, which provides
a staggering number of options for managing your startup
items. It's powerful, reliable and convenient, and once you
start using it, you'll wonder how you ever got along withour it.
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Figure 3-1: Startup Manager, from Now Software, is the best way to
control all the iunk that loads when you first turn on your Mac.
A few other basic tricks enable you to control the loading
o rder of startup items. When running System 7, holding
down the Shift key on scarru disables all Extensions. And
when running either System 6.0x or 7, holding down the
mouse button and Space bar during startup usually disables
most Extensions. Besides that, dragging a startup item out
of the System Folder, or disabling it from irs Control Panel
or o ther dialog box, is another, albeit less elegant, method
of manipulation.
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Let's say you've just installed a number of new shareware
programs downloaded from your favorite bulletin board.
Unfortunately, you've already muddied the waters; installing them all at once only complicates matters. To keep
things simple, try our your new shareware by installing
only the program you want to use right away, and leave
the others for later.
Okay, so you fo llowed installation instructions (we know
you didn't skip over those all-important ReadMe documents,
right?) and began trying the new program out. But as you
launched it the fi rst rime, strange things happened. Maybe
your Mac seized up, or you got a bomb icon and an error
message, or your machine just mysteriously restarted itself.
Whatever the problem, if it's some new form of mischief
you've never encountered before, the odds are your new
shareware is the culprit. Q uite simply, the reason your Mac
bombs is because it can't do what it's supposed to. If that
sounds like a circular argument, imagine how your Mac
feels. For some reason it's getting conflicting signals and is
being asked to either resolve the problem or carry out contradicting commands. W hen all else fails, it bombs.
More often than not, your new shareware (or any software,
for that matter) is conflicting with an Extension that has
already loaded and asserted control over how your system
operates. T he new shareware may be trying to take control
of the exclusive domain of that Extension; or, worse, it may
be instructing the Mac to do the opposite of what it was
told to do earlier. So, your first recourse on encountering
difficulcies is to turn off all your Extensions and then see if
yo ur new shareware works properly.

Smoking Out the Culprit

If, after disabling your Extensions, your Mac behaves normally once again and the new shareware program seems to
work properly, that's an excellent sign that one or more of
your Extensions conflicted with the new shareware. You
can try to isolate which Extension is causing the conRicr by
turning your Extensions and startup items back on- bur
only turn them o n one at a time. After you restart and the
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first Extension loads, test the shareware program. If it
works, you can rule out that first Extension as the culprit.
Leave the first Extension turned on, and activate another
one, then restart and retest the shareware. If it still works,
the second one probably isn't the problem either. Keep
turning the rest of your Extensions on individually, retesting the shareware program and restarting after turning on
each new Extension, umil the problem finally reappears.
When the problem pops up again, it's probably because
there's a conflict with whatever Extension you turned back
on most recently.
This is a tedious but fairly reliable way of linking the cause
co the effect. Unfortunately, if you're running several Extensions, this can be a time-consuming and frustrating
process of trial and error. And if the problem lies with the
combination of two or more Extensions, you may never
figme things out. Sometimes a better approach is to use a
little deductive reasoning tO figure out which Extensions
might be incompatible with your shareware.
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For instance, if you have a shareware program that prints
or catalogs fonts, it may not work properly with Suitcase II
or Master Juggler. (This is not the case with The TypeBook,
mentioned earlier in this chapter, which works fine with
these program s.) Both Suitcase II and Master Jugglercommercial font managers- load on startup and allow you
tO stare fonts outside your System file (where they usually
reside). Consequently, as your shareware font utility searches your System file for fonts, it may not find them. While
this may not crash your Mac, it can spell trouble for getting the shareware application tO run properly.
Another common culprit is virus-protection software.
O ften, antivirus Extensions load up and, in an effort to
protect your Mac from strange and foreign invaders, block
perfectly healthy, virus-free shareware programs from working as they're designed to. Though it's important tO always
be vigilant about detecting viruses, it also pays tO suspect
antivirus software as a potential conflict when you've exhausted most other possibilities.

ike a human virus, ocomputer virus is o tiny foreign body that reproduces ond
spreads throughout the computer community. Viruses usually spread when friends
copy files vio disks or modems. They don't come about by occident; o curious or mali·
cious programmer creates them. Many viruses ore actually benign but cause problems
simply because they're there; others ore specifically designed to destroy data.
If you should happen tO discover a virus during the course
of your trouble-shooting, take care of it right away. Many
viruses are triggered by such things as the date or the number of times you've restarted your Mac. Most of all, stay
calm. The problems some viruses cause may even be less
bothersome than Extension conflicts. For more detailed
information on viruses and how to get rid of them, see the
review of the antiviral shareware program Disinfectant in
C hapter 4.
So, while it's good advice to first check your Extensions
when encountering new shareware difficulties, a little
deduction and luck can expedite your trouble-shooting.
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DON'T FORGET
YOUR MEMORY

When you cry to gee everything running right on your
Mac, mismanaged memory may thwart those efforts.
Everything you do on your computer requires memory,
and shareware is no exception. If you plan to make the
most of your shareware, allocating che appropriate amou nt
of memory to each program can sometimes make a difference in your M ac's performance. The less memory you
have available, the more important the whole issue of
memory management becomes.

Two Different
Kinds of Memory

Before we delve too deep into the recesses of memory, let's
review the two different kinds of memory. Earlier in the
chapter, we discussed the factory-installed memory chips in
your Mac: ROM (Read Only Memory) chips. ROM chips
are "read only"; no informacion can be stored on or written
to them. The ocher kind of memory, RAM (Random
Access Memory), can be wriccen to as well as read from.

•

Just as your hard drive can run out of space (this occurs
when it's fill ed co capacity with files and applications), it
can run our of RAM as well. As a program is updated and
changed, features are usually added chat require more RAM
to run properly.
Obviously, problems are sure to occur when you run out of
memo ty. To safeguard against chis, avoid the following:
• Running a program that's too large.
• Running too many programs at once (under
MultiFinder or System 7).
• Performing complicated cut-and-paste
fun ctions.
• Running Apple's new System software if you're
not equipped to handle ir. (System 7 requires at
lease 2mb of RAM to work at all and twice that
if you intend co cake fuJI advantage of the
System's features.)
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Mention something like a "suggested memory-size allocation setting" to rhe typical M ac user and he or she is likely
to get furrowed brows and sweaty palms. Memory problems rank up there with fo nts and SCSI chains as the
sacred domain of true Macintosh gurus. Most users, scared
off by what seems like a complicated situation, are left to
the mercy of the self-professed experts.
The fortunate truth is rhar memory problems are no more
impossible to deal with than any other glitch. There's no
dark and evil voodoo at work here, no chicken bones and
boiling porions. It's just that, generally, memory issues
aren't discussed or documented as thoroughly as they
should be.
Each program requjres RAM to run. Usually, the more
powerful and complex the program, the more memory it
requires. You can find out the suggested memory allocation
for a specific application by going to the Finder, clicking
once on irs main program icon and then choosing "Get
Info" fro m the File menu (or by pressing Command-!). A
small information box appears containing that program's
icon, creation and modification dates, and other information. Ar the bottom-right corner of the "Get Info" box is
an area labeled "Memory," which lists the "Suggested size"
(amount of RAM) recommended to run that program and
the "Current size" actually allocated to it.
You can't change the suggested memory size, because it's
the programmer's recommendation . Bur it's easy to change
the actual amount of RAM your Mac assigns to that program. Just place your mouse pointer over rhe box displaying the current size and double-dick, then type in the new
number. T hat sounds simple enough, bur be warned that
this is one way you can defi nitely wreak havoc with your
Mac if you don't look before you leap.
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Stuffl t Classic''"' Info

•

Stufflt Classic""'
Stufflt Classic""' 1.6

Kind: application program
Siz:e : 242K on disk (243 , 236 by tes used)

'a'ht!rt! : Lazarus : Utilities : power user's
toolkit : Stufflt Classic Folder:

Created: Tue, Oct 23, 1990, 2 :59 PM
Modified: Wed, Nov 13 , 199 1,2:21 PM
Vers ion: 1 .6, Copy right @) 1990, Aladdin
Systems, Inc. and Raymond Lau.
Comments:
To adjust how much RAM is allocated to the
Program "Stufflt Classic," type in the desired
amount in the box after "Current size" below .
.....Memory ........................- .............;
J Suggested size : 600
K !

0

lockt!d

I Current size:

~K

I

!.................................. ..... ......... ...............;

Figure 3-2: If you're frying to conserve memory, you can probably get by with
running StuHit Classic on 500k of RAM, rather than the suggested 600k. But be
careful-this can sometimes cause problems.
By changing the memory allocation of any program from
irs suggested size, you always run the risk of causing that
program to malfunction. For instance, let's say you're constantly running out of memory, so you decide to conserve
some by running PageMaker on 750k of RAM, half irs recommended 1500k. PageMaker, surprisingly, will run at this
setting if you stick to the absolute basics. Bur if you're
doing a lor of heavy page-layout work, odds are you'll need
something much closer to the recommended size.

t'l.a le remember being all aglow after upgrading our original Apple II Pluses from
\IJ.W 64k to an awesome 128k of RAM. Times have changed. MacWrite II, the popular word processing program, requires the recommended BOOk just to run properly.
Twealcing the allocated memory sizes of your most oftenused programs is one way to free up a little RAM here and
there. And if you do it carefully and systematically, it can
yield positive results. Natu rally, this whole process works
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just as well in reverse, roo. If you find a program keeps
crashing whenever you try complicated stuff with it, assigning that program more RAM may help the problem. But,
as you should always do whenever trying anything risky
and new, back up everything first, and then thoroughly test
your changes on a practice or dummy document before
trusting them to the real thing. And, of course, o ne more
good piece of advice to always follow is: save frequently.
When your machine runs out of RAM, it will sometimes
just crash and you'll have to restart. This means that all the
changes made since your last save-all the data stored in
RAM-have been lost.

RAM:AWorthwhile
Investment

If you're reading chis book, yo u probably own a Mac. And
even if you don't, you're no doubt aware of how expensive
it can be to get everything you need (or want) for your
computer. Obviously, we chink one of the best values in the
Mac world is shareware. Shareware lees you get the most
from your Mac. But that's on the software end of things.
If you're looking for a great bargain and a true productivity
enhancer on the hardware end, we have one top recommendation for you: RAM. Too many people try to "get
by," running their Macs on 2mb of RAM when they
should be using 5, or running on 5mb when they really
need 8. When you think of all the time wasted opening
and closing programs, rescaning, copying files and generally sitting around waiting for the computer to finish computing, it seems insane not to buy as much RAM as you
can afford.
Over the pasr few years, RAM chips {sold to end-users as
SIMMs- Single In-line Memory Modules) have taken o n
the characteristics of a commodity on the open market.
T he pages of Mac magazines have started to resemble the
trading boards for pork bellies and crude oil as vendors
have competed (sometimes quite vigorously) for a fin ite
number of users' dollars. We recommend buying memory
from an established business with a good track record.
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Make sure they offer a several-year warranty and an installation guide {at least a printed guide, bur preferably a
videotape). We recommend the following firsthand:

Conserving Memory

TechnologyWorks

800-879-9739

Third Wave Computing

800-284-0486

Peripheral O utlet

800-332-6581

Your Mac will be more stable and operate more efficiently
if you take intelligent, well-planned steps to cut down on
memory consumption (or else buy more RAM outright).
H ere are a few more things you can do to reduce the
amount of memory your programs need to run properly:
1. Turn offunused startup devices. If you're running short of
memory and are working on a specific task, turn off any
startup items that don't directly relate to solving that problem. For char matter, turn off your Talking Moose, those
eyes that follow your cursor around the screen, your Bart
Simpson sounds, your screen-saver. Turn off all the stuff
that mal(es your Mac fun-at least until you've accomplished your memory-intensive task.
2. Close documents, windows and programs not in use. If you
have d1ree or four applications open and need to free up
more memory, you should quit any applications you're not
using or planning to use in the near future.
3. Turn Virtual Memory on. If you're using System 7, you
have the power to double your RAM instantly by donating
a chunk of your hard disk. Your Mac tricks itself into seeing a portion of your hard disk as RAM. T his gives you
twice the RAM you actually have. But since hard disks are
slower than RAM, it will slow you down somewhat.

More Alternatives

W hile proper management of your startup items and your
RAM are two of the most important aspects of troubleshooting your system, a couple of other things can also help.

1. Clear offenough hard drive space. Hard drive space is like
closet space-you can never have too much of it. Unfortu-
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narely, it's also a lor like RAM-you never seem to have
enough. If you're like most Mac users, you like to keep as
much stuff on your drive as possible. After all, nobody likes
shuffling floppies around all day; it's nor productive. Well,
neither is running your Mac with just 1 or 2mb of free
space on your hard drive. If you're constantly having to
clear off another megabyte or two just to get things done,
you need to rake some drastic steps: buy a new hard drive
(they're cheaper than you think), or finally erase all those
games you don't play anymore, or get rid of those "Star
Trek" startup so unds.

b rule of thumb is to keep 20 percent of your hard drive free at all times. While
,.,A this is probably a good idea, it's kind of like remembering to change your oil
every 2,000 miles. Only mechanics and little old ladies from Pasadena tend to stick to
that schedule. But it's important to change your oil every once in a while and keep at
least 3or 4mb of free space on your hard drive. We think everyone should follow this
advice. Don't make us call your parents.
Another solution is to use file-compression software such as
Stuff1r or Compact Pro to compress your least-used files.
We prefer Stuff1r over Compact Pro, and it's reviewed in
C hapter 4, "Making the Most of rhe BesL" If these programs don't meet your compression needs, we recommend
Salient Software's DiskDoubler and AutoDoubler programs.

~I ere's a great tip for salvaging things when a memory-related error causes your

-n

Mac to lock up. If your computer has a programmer's switch (on the side of most
Macs; on the front of the llcx, llci and Quadra), press the Interrupt key. Adialog box
with a > prompt will appear. Type "GFINDER" and hit Return. If luck is with you, you'll
be returned to the Finder.
2. Save often and make frequent backupr-not to overstress
the matter, but we really believe in this. The more often
you save your work, the less you'll lose if something goes
wrong. And if you've ever had a catastrophic hard drive
failure in rhe middle of an important rush project, you
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know how viral frequent and complete backups are. Again,
as mentioned earlier, it's also important co back up everything and work only on copies of files whenever you're trying something totally new or dealing with the great
unknown.

FOILING MURPHY'S LAW:
SUMMARY

Here are a few things co try if your shareware isn't working
properly:
.,.. Check the version number of the shareware
program you're using. Make sure it's compatible
with the version of the System software you're
using. Also pay attention to version numbers
when sharing files, or sending work to a service
bureau or other outside processor.
.,.. Experiment with the order in which your startup items load, to find and eliminate conflicts
between "competing" Extensions .
.,.. Turn off your startup items and then restart
your Mac. Then turn them on one by one, resting the shareware application each time and
restarting afterwards. Continue this until you
isolate the conflict.
.,.. Use an Extensions management utiliry to expedite the process of testing your startup items for
compatibility with new shareware as well as to
control their loading order.
.,.. Maximize your available RAM by adjusting
your applications' allocated memory sizes.
Buying and installing more RAM is the best
solution to lack-of-memory problems and the
best investment the rypical Mac user can make .
.,.. Whenever attempting something new or "dangerous," back up your hard drive and work only
on copies of important files. It's the best protection against the penalties of Murphy's Law.
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Obviously, there are a lot of possible conflicts in dealing
with shareware. Some of the techniques discussed in this
chapter will help you trouble-shoot new shareware. But
strange and unexplainable inco mpatibilities are bound to
come up. (If this never happens to you, co nsider yourself
lucky.) Persistence and patience will pay off if you do your
trouble-shooting in a systematic manner, but taking precautions is the best way to avoid disastrous errors.

~ l e all need a little help nowand then when we're trying to figure out why things

----yy aren't working right. If all elsefoils, we recommend that you go out and buy

Help!, the system-conflict detection software. Help! analyzes your hard drive and system set-up, and helps you diagnose and solve memory problems, startup document
conflicts, hardware and software incompatibilities and System software snafus. It lists
for S149. If you wont more information about the program, write Teknosys, Inc., at
3923 Coconut Palm Dr., Ste. 111, Tampa, Fl33619, or call them at 800-873-3494.
Another product you might find helpful, although not as slick and savvy as Help!, is
/NIT Info, the book/diskset from MagiMac Publishing (12 Monterey Dr., Nepean,
Ont., Canada K2H 7A6). The bookcomes with a shareware HyperCard stock ($15)
that helps document and track downstartup document conflicts. The stackalone is
available on most of the major online services. The book is poorly designed and it con
be a challenge finding the informationyou need, but it offers several helpful insights.
If you're plagued by Init trouble, /NIT Info might save the day.
Luckily, there's another way to avoid a lot of the bugs and
glitches that accompany many shareware programs: choose
and install o nly the very best shareware around. And that's
exactly what we've compiled for you in C hapter 4. These
programs are our favo rites . Because they deliver what they
promise without fail and without any unwanted surprises,
they're also the favorites of thousands of seasoned shareware veterans throughout the Mac community. So let's
check out the finest shareware. We don't think you'll be
disappointed.

N

ow that you know where to find shareware and
how to make it behave with the other programs
that run on your Mac, we're going to start our
shareware evaluation by discussing a few of our
favorite programs and what they have to offer.

Our picks reflect the wide range of shareware complexity.
Some of our favorites a1·e among the simplest of programs.
Others you have to work to master. So read through the
program listings and consider our opinions and suggestions-keeping in mind that there's no "right" or "wrong"
way to use your favorite piece of shareware. If it works for
you and you get the results you want, then just keep on
trucking.
All rhe programs reviewed in this chapter and throughout
the book are available in the Ventana Press Mac Shareware
500 Library on America Online. You will find the Mac
Shareware Library in the Computing & Software section of
America Online, or you can go there instantly by typing
the keyword: Mac 500. To sign on to America Online, you
can use your 10 free hours of online rime and the starter
disk that come with this book, plus the Mac-compatible
modem of your choice. For further instructions on how to
join America Online, or for more information about the
Mac Shareware 500 Library, please see Appendix B.
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Author: Fred Monroe
Address: AppleUnk: Fredom

There are a lot of cool things you can do with aliases, and
that's where the real power of this utility lies.
If you hold down the Control key while dragging an object
in the Finder, AKA will create an alias of that object in the
location to which you control-dragged ir. This feature is
similar to the Finder's built-in ability to make a copy of an
item you've dragged to another location while holding
down the Opricn key.
For instance, if you're working on a proj ect with zillions of
similar files archived on floppies char you want ro work
from (instead of copying them to your hard d rive), you can
use a neat alias trick ro keep track of what's on them.
First, create a folder on your hard drive and give it a name
(say, ''Al ias Folder"). Then, insert each floppy, giving it a
name different fro m any other floppy. (Be sure ro write
that name on the fl oppy label.) T hen use AK.J\s ability
to control-drag aliases of all the files on that floppy ro the
Alias Folder you've just created. Repeat this process for
each floppy. Then when you need a particular file, you
double-click on irs ali as and the Finder cells you to insert
the appropriate floppy. That way you don't spend weeks
searching through your floppies trying to find that one file
name in a sea of labels.
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Author: Pop Void Publications
Address: 109 Minna St., Ste. 583
San Francisco, CA 94105
Price: Freeware

Yo u'll either love or hare this font at first glance; it's bound
to elicit a strong response. Bearsville grabbed us the first
time we saw it, and we've seen it being used more and more
often lately.
Initially, it might strike you as a novelty font limited to
a few wacky uses here and there. Bur when mixed with a
strong, bold sans-seri f face like Futura or Franklin Goth ic,
Bearsville holds its own as a unique face with its own merits, independent of any novelty value.
The obvious temptation is to use it strictly as a Seventies,
"Brady Bunch" look. However, you can achieve some interesting effects with Bearsville that have nothing to do with
lava lamps or platform shoes. For example, setting words in
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a small-point-size, all-lowercase Bearsville gives them a
mild "woodcut" look, evoking the primitive style that
seems to be currently popular. Or try setting Bearsville
along a curved path, using a program like Illustrator or
Freehand, to achieve a disorienting effect. Experiment with
line spacing to achieve even wilder results using this brash,
versatile typeface.

The minute a man is
convinced that he is
interesting, he is not.
Figure 4-1: Beatsville is a distindive and versatile display face.

Version: 2.05
Author: Loftus E. Becker, Jr.
Address: 41 Whitney St.
Hartford, a 061 05
CIS: 70206,67
GEnie: LOnY
Applelink: 00529
Price: $5

Everyone forgers the dare, even Loftus Becker-which is
why he wrote this function key. It's a classic: simply press a
key, and it types in the dare or time. You can customize the
date it types: 3/4/95, or March 3, 2001 and so on.
A function key, better known as an FKey, is a small program that's run when you press the Command key, Shift
key and a number key all at once. On our machines we
press Command-Shift-6 and DareKey types the date.

It works with just about any program. It fal(es your Mac
into thinking you're actually doing the typing. We've tried
it with many popular applications, including Word,
ClarisWorks, Excel and PageMaker.
T he only catch is installing it. We've included the shareware program FKEY Master (reviewed in Chapter 12) on
this book's companion disks; it will install DareKey into
your System file. If you're already used to a program like
Suitcase or Master Juggler, you can use these instead; see
their manuals for derails.
Function keys are the epitome of simple usefulness; and
DareKey, even though it's old, still works like a champreally handy and easy to use.
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Version: 3.3
Author: John Norstad
Address: AcademicComputing
Northwestern University
2129 Sheridan Rd., Evanston, IL60208
Internet: J-norstad@nwu.edu
Price: Freeware

Disinfectant is the stro ngest shareware antiviral program
for your Mac. It scans your hard disk for viruses, eradicates
them and repairs the infected programs. It also installs an
lnit that will constantly watch over your System, informing
you if it sees any viruses attempting to infect your Mac.
Many commercial programs on the market do the same
thing, and we've used them all at one point or another.
Bur none has features so strong we would choose it over
Disinfectant-or, certainly no features worth the difference
in cost.
Perhaps more dun any other shareware program, Disinfectant is updated faithfully and in a timely manner. The
latest release, Version 3.3, detects a strain of the MBDF
virus and the CODE 1 virus, which was first discovered at
several universities o n the east coasc. It infects applications
and d1e System file but does not infect document files. It
spreads under both System 6 and System 7, changing the
System hard drive name m "Trent Saburo" whenever an
infected Mac is restarted on Halloween of any year. T he
new version also contains new color icons and fixes an error
that caused Disinfectant m crash on very rare kinds of
damaged resource files.
The greatest thing about Disinfectant is its Help system.
It provides derailed help not only about the program and
how ir works but also about vi ruses. It's sort of a concise
primer, listing all known Macintosh viruses, how they
work, how they can hurt you and what to look for. It explains in derail how it prevents d1ese viruses from working.
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Figure 4-2: It~ important to use Disinfectant regularly to check your harddrive
for destrudive computer viruses.
Be sure to read this Help fi le, even if it takes you a while to
do so. You should be well informed about viruses. If you
arm yourself wirh knowledge, viruses won't have a chance.
We recommend creating an anciviral floppy disk. You'll
have to initialize a floppy and place on it a copy of the
6.0.7 System fi le. T hen copy Disinfectant ro it. Select the
D isinfectant icon and go ro rhe Finder's "Special" menu;
fro m there, choose rhe option "Set startup . . ." and make
Disinfectant the startup program. T hen eject and lock the
disk. (Name it "Virus Killer" or something equally cute.)
This way, even if a virus gets into your System and infects
every program on you r hard disk, you'll have a weapon
against it. A locked disk cannot be infected by a virus. In
the event of total virus infestation, reboot from your newly
created floppy. Disinfectant sho uld appear. Scan your hard
drive and repair what you can.

i1Yany people make the mistake of buying virus software and never using it.
Disinfectant is a great program, making it easy to spot-check your hard
drive from time to time to make sure it's virus-free-but for it to be truly
effective, you have to use it.
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A nice feature of D isinfectant is the Option key. When you
click the "Scan" button with the Option key pressed, Disinfectant will ask you which volume or folder to check. It
can check any online volume, including floppies or network volumes (though these take longer) . We've tried and
don't recommend scanning an AppleShare or Novell server
from a remote Macintosh. If you scan from the Mac that's
running the file server, you won't have to worry about files
being in use or not having enough access privileges.

As of this writing, the latest version of D isinfectant is 3.3.
T he version number changes when new viruses hit the
street. It's wise to keep up to date, and it's one of the reasons we suggest you use an online service, such as America
O nline. That's the fastest way to learn of dangerous new
viruses and the fastest way to get a copy of the new version
of Disinfectant.
The first decision you'll have to make when installing
Disinfectant is whether to install the protective I nit. The
idea behind using a System Extension to check for viruses
is that it can be far more vigilant than you ever dreamed of
its being when it comes to protecting your hard drive. The
Extension is always there, lurking in the background, waiting for something out of the ordinary to happen. It never
gets tired, never becomes impatient and never loses interest
in its job. When it notices a suspicious activity that may be
a virus, it informs you of what's going on and asks you
what you want to do. Pretty handy, huh?
Unfortunately, many legitimate, helpful Mac programs can
be m istaken for a virus by the various virus-protection programs, including Disinfectant. Any program that attempts
to make certain alterations to the system or install itself
onto your hard drive in a certain way will send up a red
flag to Disinfectant. T hese kinds of false alarms annoy
many people, who often choose not to install the protective
lnit. If you're not going to install the Inir, we highly recommend you run Disinfectant on a regular basis and have it
scan your drive for viruses. But if you don't mind putting
up with an occasional false alarm, in exchange for the peace
of mind of having a constant guard dog against viruses,
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installing the Init is the beu er idea. Besides, you can always
remove it later if you decide you're not happy with it. Before
deciding whether to use the Init, consider the amount of
contact your Mac has with other Macs or with data from
other Macs. The more contact you have, the more likely
yo u are to be infected by a virus.

h

ven with the Init installed, it's a good idea to perform periodic spot checks for
~ viruses. It gives you an idea of howlikely you ore to come into contact with a
virus, and you can develop a scanning schedule accordingly. But it's important to do
this on o regular basis, just like backing upyour hard drive; otherwise, you'll probably end up not doing it of all.
To install the Init, launch Disinfectant and pull down the
menu under "Protect." You'll have two choices: Install Init
and Save lnit. C hoose Install lnit, and D isinfectant automatically puts the l nit where it's supposed to go inside your
System Folder. If you'd rather install it yourself or would
just like to mal(e a backu p copy of the Init, choose Save
Init and tell Disinfectant where you'd like to save it on your
hard drive.
Finally, for a really funny surprise that shows the sense of
humor of D isinfectant author John Norsrad, go to the
Apple Menu and choose "About Disinfectant." At first,
you'll get a picture ofNorstad and the usual informatio n
about the program, bur if you wait a few seconds you'll get
a hilario us surprise. On the serious side, kudos to Johnhe's rruly a Mac hero.
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Version: 1.3
Author: Brion Thomas
Address: riverTEXT
PO Box 2517
Portland, OR 97208
CIS: 73057,377

GEnie: B.T.
Price: $25 suggested donation

T he assassination of Joh n F. Ke nnedy has received more
actention lately chan perhaps any single event in h uman
history. W hile dozens have made small fortunes from
books, movies and other projects espousing particular consp iracy theories (George Bush and the C IA; Lyndon
Jo hnson and the militaty-industrial complex; Carlos
M arcello and Santo Traffica nte and the M afia; Fidel Castro
and the C ubans), HyperCard author Brian Thomas has
created a stack offeri ng no single theory, but simply presenting the physical evidence in the most clear and cohesive manner possible. And unlike many of the high-p rofi le
assassination researchers and pundits, the Kennedy tragedy
is not a cottage industry for T homas, it is an important histo rical event that demands exploration and explanation.

Figure 4-3: Examinethe evidence and make up yourownmind withthe
11/ 22/63 EXTRA! HyperCard slack.
If you've seen H yperCard stacks The W hite Rose and If
M onks H ad M acs ... , chen you're already familiar with
T homas's intricate, exh austive, detail-rich work. He obvio usly pou rs his heart and soul into h is work. H e tackles
important, viral issues, presenting a fresh and creative
approach to history, art and the interco nnection of the
past, the present and the future. In short, he p ushes the
envelope of what H yperCard programming is all abo ut,
a nd he was creating informative, entertaining, engrossing
multimedia stacks long before companies like Com pton's,
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Microsoft or Phillips were haggling over what "multimedia"
means or who owns the patenrs for th e concept.
His EXTRA! stack features digitized photos, meticulously
researched diagrams, sounds recorded live during the shooting of Lee Harvey Oswald and a derailed phographic analysis. If, like most Americans (including us), you suspect there
was more to those six seconds in D allas than the Warren
Comm ission claims, you owe it to yourself to get a copy of
this excellent HyperCard stack. In a time when it's become
hip and "funny" to ridicule individuals who spend their
own time and money trying to learn the truth about the
Ken nedy assassination, it's important to point out that
Brian Thomas has produced a classy, inrelligent and wellthought-out presentation for anyone interested in learning
about what really happened.

I

.__________,Ift Find Neut IJ ~iiii~~
® Whole Word

0

f>ort lol Word

0

Cose Sensltlu e

figure 4-4: Older versions of the excellent 11/ 22/63 EXTRA! stack featured an
interactive Quick Time movie of the lapruder film.
W hile you're picking up a copy of the EXTRA! stack, you
should also search out copies ofThe White Rose, If Monks
Had Macs ... and Brian's latest stack, a devoted and derailed
study of T homas Nasr's bitingly witty and influential political cartoons. While Brian tends to sell himself extremely
short in charging for his HyperCard stacks (his policy-an
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adm irable one-seems to be that it's mo re important to
have his wo rk widely distributed than to make a fortune),
we'd recommend sending him five or six high-density Hoppies, a return-postage envelope and a check for $25 or $30.
We guarantee you'll receive mo re than your money's worth.
If you want more derails on his work, drop him a line and
include a SASE for complete pricing informatio n.
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Version: 2.1.1
Author: Andrew Welch
Address: Ambrosia Software, Inc
P.O. Box 23140
Rochester, NY 14692
AOL: AmbrosiaSW
CIS: 73424,1226
Applelink: Ambrosia.SW
GEnie: Andrew.Welch
Internet: AmbrosiaSW@aol.com
Fax: 716-47 5-9289
Price: $10

No matter how many word processing programs you know
and use, you'll always need a notepad DA. We use
FlashWrite. When you start the program, you get blank
pages to type o n. Yo u can nam e each page whatever you
want; the fi rst page is already nam ed "Scratch page," just
right for scribbling quick notes. You can add names, delete
names or rename pages at any time.
But what sets FlashWrite apart from the slew of other notepad DAs is that it has its own menu bar, placed inside its
window. The menus it offers provide features that most
other notepads don't. W ith the Font and Style menus, you
can set the font, size and style of your text. The File menu
lets you import text from word processing documents; you
can also print your note pages. The Edit menu, in addition
to the usual complement of edit commands, gives a statistical word count and lets you set the type of files it saves.
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Figure 4-5: FlashWrite is asmall but powerful notepad desk accessory.
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FlashWrite II is actually an update from a previous version .
W ith irs powerful features, sparse use of memory (it runs
on about 20k) and easy accessibility, the new version is
highly recommended.

Author: Amanda Goodenough
Address: Amanda Stories
1025 Martin Rd.
Santa Cruz, CA 95060-9721
Price: Freeware

T he HyperCard hit, Inigo Gets Out, has been popular for
several years. It has withstood the test of rime that distinguishes it as a classic. Written by Amanda Goodenough,
this stack tracks you, the cat Inigo, as you explore the
world. You choose where you want to go by clicking the
mouse on strategic objects-for instance, to get our of the
house, you click on the door. Most of the time, there's a
choice to be made as to what to do. You need to choose
between where to go, what to explore and whom to tangle
with. You'll wish that, rather than choosing, you could see
everything at once, bur you can always go back and explore
other options.

Figure 4-6: The charming HyperCard stack Inigo Gets Out tells the story of acat
and the adventures it has while taking a walk one day.
T he only flaw with this program (if you can call it a flaw)
is that it's too short for adults who wish they were kids. Bur
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real kids love ir. The author sells commercial versions of
this software as well , featuring more adventures of Inigo.
We recommend starring with the freeware version (or the
latest free addition to the Inigo saga, Inigo Takes a Bath),
which you can download in 15 minutes.

Version: Demo
Author: Craig Hickmon
Address: 615 East 39th Ave.
Eugene, OR 97405
Bitnet: Chickmon@Oregon.uoregon.edu

KidPix was getting a lot of positive press a while back, but
it was usually the commercial version that was catching
folks' eyes. This is the shareware demo version of the same
program, and it's basically the same ball of wax without a
few of the bells and whistles. Anyway, KidPix deserves
every drop of ink it gets in the Macintosh press, because it's
a great little program. The idea Craig Hickman had was to
write a paint program for Ben, his three-year-old son,
malcing a few changes to rhe way traditional paint programs work.
H e succeeded brilliandy in producing an engaging, enterraining, stimulating program that kids of all ages are sure
to enjoy. T he paint tools are fun and easy to use, producing
wacky drawings and creative results. When kids want to
clear the screen, they choose a stick of dynamite and click
on their drawing, which then "explodes," leaving a blank
screen in irs place. A question-mark icon produces whimsical and unpredictable results. If you have a young Mac
enthusiast, get your hands on KidPix and ger him or her
starred early. It's a great way to let rhem blow off a litcle
steam, d o something creative and learn about computers
all at the same time.
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Figure 4-7: Young artists will find a wide collection of unique tools for fulfilling
their creative urges. Adults, of course, will just enjoy playing with KidPix.
We've watched kids play with KidPix only ro have their
parenrs nudge them aside for a chance to get at the Mac
and rry rhe program our. So be careful when using this
addictive program, or you may find yourself in a hairpulling match wirh a five-year-old over who gets ro make
the next picture.
T he success ofKidPix speaks for itself. This popular shareware program quickly spawned a commercial successor,
and while we think the currently distributed shareware
demo version is excellenc in irs own right, rhe commercial
version offers a number of bells and whistles rhat are well
: worth paying for.
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Version: 3.2.1
Author: AndrewWelch
Address: Ambrosia Software, Inc.
P.O. Box23140
Rochester, NY14692
AOL: AmbrosiaSW
CIS: 73424, 1226
Applelink: Ambrosia.SW
GEnie: Andrew.Welch
Internet: AmbrosiaSW@aol.com
Fax: 716-47 5-9289
Price: $1 5

It's a testament to the talent and productivity of shareware genius And rew Welch that we're adding another of
his programs to o ur "best of" chapter. But after you play
Maelstrom, you'll understand why we had to include it in
this roundup of world's greatest shareware.
With fantastic art and graphics by Ian Gilman and Mark
Lewis, Maelstrom does for the tired old Asteroids-style games
what the Mazda Miata did for sporty roadsters. Hell yes, there's
fun to be had blasting away at rodcs floating through space!
In this game, you destroy asteroids and enemy ships, grab
goodies that give you more firepower, and basically try to
survive as long as you can in the maelstrom of space combat. T he game play is fluid and fast, presenting a steady
stream of new challenges as the game progresses. The animation is crisp and professional, and the sound is the best
of any shareware game we've seen, better than most commercial games. If you've got your Mac hooked up to a
decent pair of stereo speal<ers {and what game-loving,
shareware-harding Mac-geek doesn't ?), you'll realize how
good shareware can sound.
Also, tal<e the time to hunt out some of the alternative
sound fi les for Maelstrom. Some folies have created their
own set of sounds for the various explosions and other
actions in the game. While Welch's Ren & Stimpy samples
are great, we also love the funked-up James Brown sounds
that are floating around out there.
T his is one of those games that'll stay on your hard drive
for a long time-because it's so damn good. Two of our
shareware testers {not us, though, we swear) went about a
week without speaking to each other while they spent all
their time trying to beat each other's high scores. (If you
can top 1.3 million, you're better than o ur top tester.)
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Version: 2.0.6
Author: William Pear
Address: 1903 FoxToil Dr.
laGrange, KY 40031
Price: $40 registers the shareware;
free 60-daytrial
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Mariner ranks as one of the all-time ultimate shareware
programs. T hat's a big statement, we know, especially for
a new kid on the block like this. But the program offers
strong features at an unbeatable price.
Mariner is a spreadsheet program. Spreadsheets are what
turned computers from a fun hacker's toy into a business
necessity. You're given a range of cells in which you can
enter values or formulas, and the computer worries about
the calculations.

Figure 4-8: Like its expensive store-bought cousins, Mariner features
both a too/bar and floating palettes.
Mariner provides good capabilities for a modest amount of
money. Compare that with store-bought spreadsheets,
which can run in the hundreds of dollars. And usually
they're big-Excel tal{es up at least 3mb on a hard disk.
But Mariner is powerful enough for more than just the
casual user. It provides some features not even found in
commercial software like Excel. Examples:
• Tear-off m enus and a command bar for easy
access to the most commonly used commands.
-tft. M ultiple levels of Undo.
-tft. Background recalculation.
-tft. Variable cell height and width, text font

and sizes.
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Built in are 60-some functions fo r math, statistics, financial
calculations and logical operations. These functio ns are
similar to those for Excel or Claris's Resolve spreadsheet.
Using M ariner's export or import functions, you can move
back or forth to a colleague who uses one of those more
expensive packages.
In fact, Mariner compares well with Excel and Resolve.
H owever, both commercial offerings are faster in recalculation and screen redraw than Mariner. And Mariner is missing a few features the big boys have, like 30 charts and
• macros. T he author has promised these in a future release.
The weal<est area of the program is in irs file capabilities.
It supports only two file formats, Text an d Mariner. We
find that our biggest use for spreadsheets is massaging data
into a format we need, and perhaps performing calcula• rions off char data, chen transferring it back to wherever it
came from. W hile Text is sufficient, there are other standards such as SYLK and DIF chat would make Mariner
more connecnve.
We found some bugs in the financial fu nctions and the
Font support, but they should be fixed by the time you
read this. And we have a quibble with the seven-day trial;
it seems very unshareware-like to disable the program after
the trial period. The whole point of shareware is to trust
yo ur users.
But overall, this is by far the most useful business shareware around.

Version: 1.44
Author: Naoto Horii
Address: B.P. 1415, B-1000
Brussels, Belgium
Price: $25

MaxAppleZoom, which not long ago reigned as one of the
most popular utilities for the Mac II, has fallen out of favor
with users who have large-screen monitors, third-party
video cards and built-in video. But for those who can use
it, MaxAppleZoom remains the most widely used System
enhancement around.
Its function is easy to describe. See that black border
around the edge of your computer monitor? That space
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isn't used by Apple's standard video card. MaxAppleZoom
reprograms the video card to use that space. The usual
screen size, in pixels, is 640 x 480. MaxAppleZoom
expands this to 704 x 512 pixels. (Pixel stands for picture
element; it's a dot on your screen.) All of a sudden, you
have an extra inch on your screen.
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Figure 4-9: At the pushof abutton, MaxAppleloom turns many 13-inch color
monitors into 14-inch color monitors.
To take advantage of MaxAppleZoom, you need the standard Apple color video card and a 13-inch monitor. When
MaxAppleZoom was created, this video card was pretty
much standard; it was the only way to get color on your
Mac. But nowadays, many people run their monitors from
the on-board video included in the Mac IIsi, Ilci, LC and
Quadra. Because it requires a video card to work, MaxAppleZoom won't work with these models.
Many people now use other brands of video cards, like
SuperMac's lightning-fast accelerated cards or Rasterops's
24-bit color cards. MaxAppleZoom doesn't work with
these, either. And even if you have the right video card, you
may be using the wrong type of monitor, such as the Apple
Portrait (full-page) monitor. MaxAppleZoom won't help
you in these cases, because of the differences in the various
monitors and how they interact with the video cards that
drive them.
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If you can use MaxAppleZoom, you have a few options.
Since MaxAppleZoom cuts so close to the edge of the
display, you can set the expanded size to 672 pixels wide
instead of704. This may help if your Desktop disappears
off to the side.
The latest version also includes a portrait mode, which
emulates a 15-inch, full-screen monitor on your 13-inch
monitor. To see the lower few inches, move the mouse to
the bottom of the screen, and everything scrolls up immediately, like a super-fast scroll bar. You can use the portrait
mode with only 16 colors instead of the usual 256; this is
because extra video memory needs to be allocated for the
vertical space. It's a really neat feature, though we ended
up using it less than we originally thought we would. The
main problem is that it's a chore to have to reboot every
time you want to change to portrait mode; it would be better to be able to switch on the fly, so that when you go to a
word processor, you could have the full page.
Overall, MaxAppleZoom is the enhancement we use the
most. It's on both our home and office machines, and
works like a champ even in multiple-monitor configurations.

Note: One problem: if you're using a video card in addition
to on-board video on a Mac Ilci, MaxAppleZoom will
refuse to work. It doesn't crash; it just refuses to load. We're
hoping a future version will solve this problem.
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Version: 1.53b23
Author: Wayne Rasband
Address: Internet, Bitnet:
wayne@helix.nih.gov
CIS: 76067,3454
Price: Public domain

Image embodies every aspect of the greatness that shareware can achieve. Wayne Rasband has written a remarkable
program. What's more, he continues to earn his place in
rhe Macintosh firmament by nor just giving away his program but by giving it up completely to the public domainand, in addition, by giving away the source code for the
asking, as well as a 60-page manual (including an index)!
It's, undoubtedly, one of the best software deals in history.
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Image is an application-designed digital image processing
and analysis program, much like Photoshop or Digital
Darkroom. It can acquire, display, edit, enhance, analyze,
print and animate images. It reads and writes TIFF, PICT
and MacPaim files. Ir supports many standard image processing functions, including histogram equalization, contrast enhancement, density profiling, smoothing, sharpening, edge detection, median filtering and spatial convolution wirh user-defined kernels up to 63 x 63. Perhaps just
as amazing is that Image also incorporates a Pascal-like
macro programming language, providing the ability to
automate complex, and frequently repetitive, processing
tasks directly from within the program.
New features in this version include compatibility wirh
some Photoshop import/export plug-ins, some new filters
and new tools, and bug fixes for various incompatibilities
with previous versions. As with Photoshop, Image features
a submenu under the File menu (for the Acquire command) for using Photoshop-compatible acquisition plugins. You must store rhe plug-ins in a folder named "Plugins" located either in the same folder as Image or in the
System Folder. With plug-ins and the Acquire command,
Image can scan in 8-bit grayscale, 8-bit indexed color and
24-bit color images.
This program is light-years ahead of any other image processing shareware we looked at; in fact, it rivals some of the
big-rime commercial players on the market. Though the
program is public domain, we bet author Wayne Rasband
wouldn't mind if you dropped him a line or sent him a small
check. H e certainly deserves it. If you've ever wished you had
a basic, reliable image processing program for the price of a
download or a floppy, wish no more. Image is here.
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Version: 2.6.2
Author: GUnlher Bloschek
Address: Petzoldslr. 31
A-4020 Linz, Auslrio
lnlernel: gue@soft.uni-linz.ac.ol
Price: Poslcordwore

PopChar is a Cdev (Control Panel device) that provides a
graphical display of all the characters available in a particular font. (It's what Apple's standard Key Caps should have
been- it just took a shareware author to do it right.) You
can click o n a character and PopC har will type it for you.
And, true to its name, it pops up whenever you click on its
icon- a tiny boxed "P" in the menu bar.
The latest version of PopChar allows you to invoke the
program from an icon menu next to the balloon help
menu; the program's settings are stored in a preferences
folder (rather than in a resource file within the actual contro l panel); and you can insert up to 255 characters in the
"More" mode.
Using PopC har is a pretty simple process, bur there are a
few things to keep in mind that will help make it operate
more smoothly on your System. The "Hot Spot" for
PopChar, the spot where you click and hold the mo use
button to bring up the list of characters, can be configured
to appear in any of the four corners on the main menu bar.
We suggest trying to keep PopChar on the left end of the
menu bar because, generally, there's less fuss and muss
involved in configuring it that way. Under System 7, you
have the active application menu along the right end of the
menu bar with Balloon Help next to it; if you're using
SuperCiock or some other clock device, things can get
crowded along that edge.
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Figure 4-10: Pop(har is amuch more useful alternative to Apple's Key Caps DA,
which comes free with every Macintosh.
If you don't like having the small boxed P appear in yo ur
menu bar, you can set a check box in PopChar's Control
Panel so that it won't appear, even though the "Hot Spot"
will still be there and work fine. We like running PopChar
without the P, just because we know where our "Hot Spot"
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is located and don't need to be reminded. Bur that's a matter of personal preference.

.:· ~...

Also important to remember is the fact that you should
position your cursor where you want an extended character
you're searching for to be inserted. For example, if you're
trying to find a copyright symbol, set the cursor just before
" 1992, " so rhar when you choose the symbol, it's inserted
directly in front of the dare.

,-"'/ '.....

l jf you're running Adobe Type Reunion, you'll wont to enable the "apply Adobe Type
i Reunion patch" check box. This helps eliminate some of the compatibility problems
between the two programs.
When choosing a character using PopChar, pay attention
to the keystroke notation in the upper right corner of
PopChar's screen. If you're going to rype the same extended
character over and over, you'll want to learn the keystroke
so that you can enter it direccly from the keyboard .

Version: 1.4.2
Author: Paul Mercer
Address: P.O. Box 160165
Cupertino, CA 95014-0165
Apple link: MERCER 1
Internet: pmercer@apple.com
Price: Freeware

So once your computer's turned on, what's the power key
good for? Nothing, really, unless you have this Init.
Programmer's Key makes the power key work like the
interrupt switch on your Mac. In combination with the
C ommand and Option keys, it will restart or shut down
your Mac as well. Very handy (especially for programmers),
Programmer's Key is another classic gem that has irs roots
embedded in the "good old days." Programmer's Key was
written by Paul Mercer, who's now at Apple Computer and
doesn't need to be writing shareware anymore. Yet he does: he
has kept updating this hack fo r every new Macintosh model.
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Version: 1.04
Author: Ben Heller
Address: Stick Software
32 Deer Hoven Dr.
Ithaca, NY 14850

Internet: deadman@garnet.berkeley.edu
Price: $25

You're cruising through space, minding your own business,
when out of nowhere comes wave after wave of attacking
aliens, all gunning for you. A caffeine-induced nightmare?
No, it's just Solarian II.
Ir's a rehash of Galaga, that old video game where you sit at
the bottom and blast the bad guys while they sit at the top
trying to blast you. You, of course, have the standard oneshot-at-a-time cannon, while they can shoot all they want,
as well as swoop down and slam into you. You steer from
left to right with the mouse. Your ship is slow, but it has a
shield, which will stop them-momentarily. Shield energy
goes quick. Be sure to shoot the right targets to get more.
The sounds are impressive, too. There's a different so und
for every action in the game. When you hit bonus targets,
you get a cash register sound. When you hit another target,
there's laughter. It's loud and boisterous and insane and frenetic. W hat more could you want from a game?
We have only one complaint: the slow speed of your spaceship. Going from left to right seems to take an eternity. Of
course, this keeps things challenging, and as you advance
through the gan1e, you can pick up "bonus speed" by being
in the right place at the right time.
Solarian has been classic shareware for several years. It is
the kind of game that prompts people to ask, "Whatever
inspired someone to release this game as shareware?" One
way to answer that question is to pay the man, right?
If yo u don't have a color Mac, forget it. Solarian II won't
even try ro run on a Mac Plus, SE or C lassic. And if you're
running a Mac II, you must have all 256 colo rs turned on.
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SoundMasrer is a powerful and fun conrrol panel for using
sound on the Mac. It's the kind of program that makes
folks' jaws drop when they first discover it. When we've
demonstrated it, people immediately say something like,
"That's really cool! Do you have to have some kind of special setup for that or can I run it on my Mac?" The good
news is that SoundMaster runs on just about any kind of
system and is a well-proven, very stable program.

Version: 1.7.4
Author: Bruce Tomlin
Address: 15801 Chose Hill Blvd.,-#109
Son Antonio, TX 78256-1 037
GEnie: BTOMUN
AppleUnk: 04872
AOl: BTomlin
Internet: bruce@f555 .n387 .zl.fidonet.org
Price: $15

;
•
•
:
:
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SoundMasrer allows you to assign specific sounds of your
choosing to various actions and events on your Mac. For
instance, you can set yo ur Mac ro play a certain sound each
rime it scans up, shuts down or ejects a disk. You can make
it play another sound when it empties the trash; and the
latest version has added new events to the list of choices,
like opening a window or changing the zoom box view.
You can activate any SND-format sounds you have on your
Mac and assign them in any combination to the events
supporred by SoundMaster. In a way, it's a fairly frivolous,
perhaps even silly, program but that's parr of why we recommend it so highly.

Be sure avoid "sound overload" when you first install
... SoundMasrer.
It gives yo u an endless number of options as
to

..
..
.

..
.

to how and when your Mac will make a sound, so it's easy
to becom e overwhelmed by all the choices. We suggest activating only a few of the possible evenrs that trigger sounds
when you first install it. For instance, you might want to
pick a particular sound to play when you starr up your Mac
(Captain Kirk saying, "Space, the final frontier ... " fo r
instance); when you insert a disk (Barr Simpson saying,
"T hanks, man"); and when you shut down (Porky Pig stuttering, 'That's all folks"). This should keep your auditory
experiences heightened for a while .
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Figure 4-11: With SoundMaster, you can program your favorite sound files to
ploy of aparticularly appropriate time.
Most people get a huge kick out of SoundMasrer the first
rime they run it. Then it often gers on their nerves and
they abandon ir to the scrap heap of "rejected software." We
think this is a darn shame. SoundMaster adds as much fun
to your Mac as any program we know. You just have to
pace yourself when you start using it. If you link every
event in SoundMaster to a certain sound right away, practical ly every aspect of you r work will be interrupted by
sounds. It's best to start out slow and gradually work your
way up to rhe rank of Omnipotent Potentate of Macintosh
Sound and Noise.
Another strategy for using SoundMaster without burn ing
out is ro keep adding to your library of sounds. If you limit
yourself to just rhe sounds you have on hand, you'Ll tire of
rhem eventually. But if you add to them by getting new
sounds from your local MUG or downloading them from
an o nline service, you can keep things fun and interesti ng.
For more information on wh ich sounds are available fo r
rhe Mac and where you can find them, see Chapter 14,
"Sound & Music."
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Version: 3.0.7
Authors: Aladdin Systems & Raymond lou
Address: 165 Westridge Dr.
Watsonville, CA 95076
AOL: Aladdin
Applelink: ALADDIN
CIS: 75300,1666
Internet: oloddin@well.sf.co.us
GEnie: ALADDINSYS
Connect: ALADDIN
Price: $25

Sruffl r is the Horatio Alger of rhe shareware world. Ir starred out as a shareware file-compression urility (a program
that lers you reduce the size of a file, sometimes dramatically, so you can conserve disk space or cm modem-transfer
time) when file compression on the Macintosh wasn't really
a big deal and a program called Pack Ir was popular among
online service users. Stufflt didn't burst on the Mac scene
with flash and fire, bur it soon gained a followin g of devoted users.
Before long, Aladdin Systems acquired the rights to marker
Srufflr, but rather than yanking the shareware versions
from the public channels, quadrupling the price and
adding a host of useless features, Aladdin split their market
into a commercial version-Stufflt Deluxe-and a shareware versio n-Stufflt Classic. T he previous release of the
shareware changed the name to Srufflt Lire and ski ed a
version number to 3.0 so that both the shareware and commercial versions had the same number.
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Figure 4-12: Using Stufflt, you can create an archive that contains several files
compressed and cataloged for efficient storage.
With Stufflt, you can compress several files into a single
file, reducing the size of each original file in the process.
Stufflt Lire sports a few new features nor present in Stufflt
Classic, including improved speed and compression, simplified file formatting, drag-and-drop capabilities, enhanced
virus scanning and support for Apple Events and Inter-
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Application Communications. But perhaps most exciting
of all is that Srufflt is still shareware; you can try it out fo r
two weeks to see if you like it, and it only costs $25.
If you need to give a stuffed file to a friend who doesn't
have Srufflt, the program can create self-extracting files, so
that your friend need only double-click on an icon and
specify where on his or her hard drive the file should be
unstuffed. An even better solution is ro give your friend a
copy of Stufflr Expander, also from Aladdin Systems.
Srufflt Expander is available free to individuals for their
use in expanding Stufflt files, but it will also decompress
Compact Pro and Disk.Doubler files, which are the two
other most popular file-compression programs. And since
Stufflr Expander supports drop-launching under System 7,
you can select a whole gaggle of compressed files (from all
three different formats) and drop them onto the Srufflt
Expander ico n. Then, go rake a coffee break and come
back a while later to find all your files conveniently, automatically and painlessly decompressed. Viva la shareware!

Author: David Dowe
Address: GEnie: XTH04747
Price: Freeware

T homas is a striking font that features thick, brash serif
(having ornamental o r finishing strokes) lerrerforms. It's a
handsome typeface; but to use it effectively, remember that
it is heavier than many other fonts you might be used to
working with. We like to use T homas as a headline typeface for documents that need a strong and distinctive look.
It contrasts well with more delicate serif typefaces like
Palatino and Bookman.
Because its thick strokes may "close up" when set in small
point sizes, Thomas works best when used for larger, nontext purposes. For example, if you're designing a conventional-looking newsletter, give it a touch of class as well as
some impact by using Thomas fo r headlines, captions or
other elements rl1at draw attention. Many newspapers
mal<e great use of Bodoni's contrasting thick and thin
strokes for headline type. Yo u can achieve similar results
with Thomas.
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In every company, at every
fireside, one is struck with
the riches of nature.
Figure 4-13: Thomas works well in headlines, captions or other elements that draw attention.

r.i\Iol~-\11 ·
Version: 3.2.1
Author: Andrew Welch
Address: Ambrosio Software, Inc.
P.O. Box 23140
Rochester, NY 14692
AOL: AmbrosioSW
CIS: 73424, 1226
Applelink: Ambrosio.SW
GEnie: Andrew.Welch
Internet: AmbrosioSW@ool.com
Fox: 716-475-9289
Price: $15

There's nor a whole lor to learn if you want ro use To Do! ,
which is a testament ro the simplicity of this handy DA.
Most of us like to keep a running list of"rhings to do,"
since we rarely accomplish as much as we want to in a single day. With To Do! you can list and sort the things you
have to get done and also view the big picture of what your
day holds in rhe way of impossible tasks.
The latest release of To D o! incorporates a couple of minor
bug fixes, including alterations to correct a compiler build
snag and allow the program to function properly on a
Quadra with an instruction cache.
To D o! lers you create a m aster list of topics ro tackle, each
of whose main topics has a corresponding sublisr of related
subj ects. To each of rhese items you can add comments or
• checkmarks (once you've accomplished the task), assign a
priority number or delete rhe item entirely next rime you
revise rhe list. A good tip is to include phone numbers or
addresses of your contacts during the day. That way, if you
should neeJ co leave your computer, you can print our
your To Do! list with all the relevant information and rake
ir with you.

As you make our your list of things ro do, assign each item
on the list a prio rity number. To Do! forces you to assign a
1, 2, 3 or checkmark to each item in rhe submenu. As a
project grows and your list becomes longer, each item on
th e sublist is grouped according to irs urgency, with number 1 items always placed at the top of rhe list. That way
you don't have to scan down rhe list ro find our what's a
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priori ty. (Bur if you let To D o! assign each item irs default
priority of 1, you'll have to read through the list to figure
out what you need to address right away.)
0
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Figure 4-14: To Do! helps you keep track of all the things you have to do.
You can print your entire To Do! list in bullered form with
each sublisr indented under irs main task, or you can print
only rh e main items and elect nor to worry about the nagging details. You can also print out just the data related to
any single topic on your To D o! list.

Note: O ne thing that might throw you off in printing the
list: items with checkmarks on the screen print out with x
marks next to them, because every typeface includes the
letter "x," and lists print f:·lSter (on any printer in any typeface) wirh an x than with a checkmark graphic.
Finally, be sure to delete old projects once they've been
accomplished. We know there's something nice about having a list of stuff that's checked off instead of waiting to be
finished; but after a while, completed projects dominate
your To D o! list, making it ha rder to focus on the tasks at
hand. If, like us, you need to remind yourself of accomplishments fro m time to time, just print out your list of
gleaming checkmarks and tape it to the refrigerator door,
next to the fingerpainting and drawings of dinosaurs standing ato p exploding volcanoes and eating fighter planes.
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Version: 0.9
Author: David P. Alverson
Address: Alverson Software
5635 Cross Creek Ct.
Mason, OH 45040-2448
Price: $30/$40 with disk

Ir's official. ZTerm is undoubtedly rhe best shareware terminal-emulator program you can get. T his newest version
ices the cal<e.
It was one of the first terminal-emulator programs for the
Macintosh to support the ZModem file-transfer prorocol,
which is faster, more accurate and far easier to use than
other file-transfer protocols. For instance, if a file transfer is
interrupted, it will pick up later where it left of(
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Figure 4-15: ZTerm is the best shareware modem program around, even better
than many commercial programs bundled with modems.
As far as terminal emulators go, ZTerm is far better than
the sorry imitations most companies sell or give away with
their modems. Its features include the following:
..._A phone book, which stores phone numbers
and communications settings.
• An autodialer that can dial, in order, as many of
the numbers in the phone book as necessary,
moving on to the next one if it detects a busy
signaL
.._ A rudimentary scripting language, to automate
your online sessions .
..._ Sound support, which plays whatever sounds
you choose when a connection is established or
a download has been completed.
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It supports VT-100 and PC-ANSI terminals, in color if
you have it. This means that bulletin boards or online services that put out color signals for IBM PCs will work on
your system, too. It has a scrollback buffer; so as stuff
comes over the wire too fast to read, you can scroll back
(hence the name) and read it at your leisure.
All these features are nice, but the real joy comes in using
ZTerm's good ol' file-transfer functions. When you send or
receive a file by modem, you're transmitting a file. Many
protocols are designed to make this process easier or less
error-prone, but ZModem has become one of the most
popular. In ZTerm, the ZModem protocol works automatically. When the computer you've called sends a file, ZTerm
notices and begins the download. It names the file for you
and brings up a status display that shows the estimated
time remaining, the bytes received and a graph of how
much is left. This status dialog is actually well designed,
which is kind of rare in shareware.
The author, David Alverson, has faithfully supported his
product through the years. Although it's been several years
since he last upgraded ZTerm, it was worth the wait.
ZTerm is a must-have.

MOVING ON

These programs represent our picks of the best shareware
programs available. They're versatile, straightforward and,
in large part, enjoyable to use. Unfortunately, not all shareware can boast such qualities. Sifting through myriad
shareware offerings is a formidable task. That's where the
rest of this book will come in handy. It lists the runners-up,
an honorable distinction in the heavily populated shareware world.
Use the information in this chapter and the ones that follow as a shopping list and buyer's guide to lead you to the
software you want and need.
But, most of all, have fun!

Fun &Games

"I do not like work, even when
someone else is doing it. "
- Mark Twain

e hear a lot of talk about what a great productivity tool the M ac is. In fact, a lot of us
even bo ught o ne believing it would make
our lives easier- that we would accomplish
more with less effort and expense. But then again, in our
hea rt of hearts, there were o ther enticements: namely fun
and games.
Let's face it, Mac fans love their machines. Not only are
they relatively easy to use, but they're actually fun . Just as
we keep our favorite frivolous toys and gadgets around the
house or office, our Macs are crammed with quirky, amusing games and gimmicks that in som e cases do little more
than make us smile. Bur in a field as high-and-mighty and
complex as computers, that's no small feat. C omputers are
by nature short on personality, so the best way to befriend
them is to customize and humanize our machines with
humorous routines and wacky programs. After all, the personal computer industry owes a lot of irs success to those
first home video games, like Pong and hockey. Many of
today's serious computer jocks were yesterday's video-game
junkies, a trend that's sure to continue. But now that they
have retired rheir Araris, rhose computer-game pioneers
are finding a fun-and-games shareware extravaganza on
the Mac.

\
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SEARCHING FOR THE
PERFEG SHAREWARE GAME

Despite irs fri endly inrerface and great graphics capabilities,
the Macintosh remains a seriously unexploited platform for
commercial sofrware games. Reasons why the marker isn't
loaded with killer games include the following:
*"Marker- Traditionally, the Mac has been marketed to certain groups of users, such as typographers, graphic artists and others in the related
publishing industries.
*" Numbers-Because of rhe relative difference in
the nu mber of Macs compared ro the number
ofPCs, programmers interested in games are
more likely to choose the bigger PC platform
for their efforts.
*" Price-Nobody wams to pay $275 fo r a game.
Yet the effort requ ired ro program an awesome,
four-color game often equals or exceeds the
work required to write a lucrative utili ty or
design an expensive typeface. So who wants co
pur the same amoum of work into an effort
they can charge only half as much for?
But don't despair. Shareware h as partially filled that void.
Some shareware offerings, like NerTrek or Solarian II,
rival any of the games you might find on the commercial
marker.
T here are o ther reasons as well why shareware gan1es vary
so widely in quality. One person who should lrnow about
such things is Steven Levy, contributing ediror for
Macworld magazine. Each year, Levy presents his Game
Hall of Fame, in which he reviews the best gaming offerings of the past year. "Now that the Mac LC has taken
hold, you might see an increase in the number of good
games being written," Levy says. He cites the LC as the
first good "game Mac," since it offers reasonable performance and built-in color vi.deo at a low cost.
"As the install base of these cheap color machines increases," says Levy, "more and more good games will start
being released ." Unfortunately, Levy points out, the less
powerful Macs, such as rhe Mac Plus, SE and Classic, are
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being wrirten off as a game platform because they lack the
speed and muscle to run a complex game that might take
four or five disks to install.
And perhaps that's where shareware can once again fill the
gaps left by commercial vendors. There are many good
shareware games that run fine on a slow, low-memory,
black-and-white Mac. Proceed wi th caution, though: the
shareware game caceg01y is heavily populated with a lot of
horrible shareware games. Half the battle of finding good
games is enduring the snags and crashes that seem so common in this category; the other half is finding games that
are rough enough to remain challenging without being
impossible to play. Mal{e it easy on yourself by relying on
: The Mac Shareware 500 to guide you through the maze.
:
•
•
:
•
•
•
•
:

SEPARATING THE FUN
FROM THE GAMES

Setting up an effective method for categorizing all the Mac
games out there isn't easy. A game is usually simple enough
to identify as such, but what about an Init such as WackyLights, which makes the lights on your extended keyboard
flash on and off in a goofy sequence? It's not really a game,
but what else is it?
In short, that's a tough question to answer. Some programs
you might think are games could just as well belong in
Chapter 11, "System Enhancements" (where you'll find
WackyLigh ts reviewed). So if you don't find your favorite
game in this chapter, check the Index for it; there's a good
chance we decided it was something besides a game and
listed it elsewhere in the book.
This chapter features items that lee you take a break and
have fun on your Mac. These programs should help relieve
stress and make you smile during an otherwise oppressive
day. However, lots of fun stuff that also serves a useful application (besides malcing you laugh) will be found under
its other classification. For example, SoundMaster, the popular Control Panel chat sets your Mac to play certain sounds
at startup, shutdown or ocher specified times, is found in
Chapter 14, "Sound & Music," as well as in C hapter 4,
"Malcing the Most of the Best," because we think it's one of
the best shareware programs available for the Macintosh.

'
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Note: All th e programs reviewed here and throughour the
book are available in the Ventana Press Mac Shareware 500
Library on America Online. You'll find the Mac Shareware
Library in the Computing & Software section of America
Online, or you can go there instantly by typing the keyword: Mac 500. To sign on to America Online, you can
use your 10 free hours of online time and the starter disk
that come wicl1 this book, plus the Mac-compatible modem of your choice. For further instructions on how to
join America Online, or for more information abour the
Mac Shareware 500 Library, please see Appendix B.
Now, back to pure, unapologetic fun and games. If you're
the kind of computer user who appreciates the Mac's ability to delight and amuse, read on and enjoy.

Version: 5.1
Author: Fred A. Moulden, Jr.
Address: 11109 Riozo Sq., #9
St. louis, MO 63138
Price: $15
Rating: ,._,._,._

As the name implies, this is your traditional checkers game,
played from a 3D perspective. Don't expect a lot in the
graphics or animation department, since checkers is, by
nature, something of a humdrum game when it comes to
exciting visuals. You can play against the computer or
another person. Problems: the computer takes a long time
to make its move, and it's not at all challenging on the easy
setting, which comes with the demo version. As far as
checkers goes, though, this game makes the grade.

Author: Mark-Jason Dominus
Address: 250 W. 94th St.
New York, NY 10025
GEnie: B.DOMINUS
Price: Freeware
Rating:,._,._.._,._

Have you ever wanted ro create your own adventure game?
Well, this HyperCard stack lets you do just that, from creating rooms and text ro importing graphics. If you're imaginatively inclined, this approach is right up your alley.
Knowing a little about HyperCard also helps with this program. The Adventure Construction Kit is a program you
can really sink your teeth into, with a tangible result: your
very own game. (The one thing this program could use is a
good Help section explaining how the program works.)

'
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A frivolous but amusing HyperCard stack featuring the
famous ''American Gothic" painring. The old woman asks,
"Why should people want to kiss each other?" The pitchfork-carrying old man answers, "It's an old custom. All the
really high civilizations go in for it." Great fun at parties.

Author: Acme Dot Co.
Address: P.O. Box 5923, Titusville, FL 32783
CIS: 76703,654
GEnie: J.J. Anderson
MCI: CSM
Price: $5 for software catalog
Rating:.._.._.._

Artillery is one of those games that keeps getting better as
the author revises it. This latest color version features several new options that enhance game play. The object of this
"projectile motion simulation" game is to blow up the
enemy player's castle on the other side of a hill with your
mortar. You can adjust the amounr of powder you use and
the angle of your mortar, raking into consideration wind
speed and direction. Sadly, there's no sound in the new version. Nevertheless, a very enrercaining game for two players
(but it gets old fast when you play by yourself) .

Version: 2.0.1
Author: Kirk Crawford
Address: 121419th St.
Hermosa Beach, CA 90254
GEnie: K.CRAWFORD1
Price: $10
Rating:.._.._.._

.
..
..
..

: Figure 5·1: Shooting over large hills is askill you'd better develop if you hope to
win at Artillery.

..
.
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Version: 85.12.08
Authors: R.Crandall, S. Gillespie & S. lew
Address: 1100SEWoodward
Portland, OR97202
Price: Freeware
Rating: • • • •

Author: David A. Bailey
Address: 7030 Enright Dr.
Citrus Heights, CA 95621
Price: $10
Rating:..._.._..._.._

Version: 1.0
Authors: Brian Greenstone and Dave Triplett
Address: Pangea Software
10918 Kirwick
Houston, TX 77024
AOl.: BrianG19, DTriplett
Price: Charitywore, 55
Rating: • • • • •

T his excellenr billiards gam e was created by some guys at
Meraresearch, Inc., to test algorithms, so it works like a real
pool game. T hese guys knew w hat they were d oing. Billiard
Parlour is as close to rhe real thing as you're likely to get
with a shareware game. It features excellent graphics and
smooth animatio n, and rhe balls mal<:e a satisfying smacking sound when they bounce off one another. T his game
has been downloaded countless rimes, and with good reason . It's the perfect way to play pool w ithout having to
devote an entire room of your house to that pursuic.

You've gotta have this one. It allows you to project your
own biorhythms, or to compare yours with those of a boyfriend/girlfriend or whomever. You can plot the emotional,
physical or mental rhythm , or all three at once. Best of all,
the program lets you print out the graph to save for posterity. Sure, it's flal<:y hippie stuff, bur it's a hit at parries.

Bloodsuckers is one of the most spectacular, disgusting,
entertaining shareware games in recent memory. In this
game, a graphic representaion of one of your arms extends
across the bottom of the screen. With your other hand
(controlled via mouse) you have to swat wave after wave of
mosquitoes, spiders, gnats, bees, mires, slugs and o ther horrible insects seeking to suck your blood. If they suck o ur all
your blood, you lose (just like in real life!). If you can keep
your pain level low eno ugh, you get more blood at the end
of each round.
The graphics are fantastic, the animation is smooth and
flawless, the sound is excellent, the game play is rigorous
and fast paced. Bloodsuckers gets harder as you go along,
bur by increments slow enough so that you can keep up
and stay interested in the gam e. Greenstone and Triplett
believe in the old-school philosophy cl1at shareware "should
cost pennies and have no strings attached." All they ask for
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this magnificent triumph in shareware programming is a
$5 donation to the American Cancer Society, 1599 Clifcon
Rd. N .E., Atlanta, GA 30329. D o it, or you suck.
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Version: 3.0
Author: Ken Winograd
Address: 2039 Country Club Dr.
Manchester, NH 03102
Price: $10
Rating:.._.._.._

~~,~~?!P.~li!~Jl_.
Version: 3.1
Author: John BarneH
Address: Fantasy Computing
1335 Knoll Dr.
Oceanside, CA 92054
Rating:.._.._.._
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You gorra love Brickles. Ir comes in colo r with sound and
features very flexible game play. You can play with one, rwo
or four paddies, and can adjust the size o f the ball and paddle and the game speed. It's fun co play, but a little hard to
conrrol with d1e mo use, tho ugh you get used ro it after a
while. Overall, this game is a real classic that almost everyone loves. lr's also a good way to inrroduce your non-computer-using friends to the M acintosh, because it mimics
many games based o n the same concept.

T he premise here is d1at you use cannons to fire rounds
from one side of the screen to th e othe r in an attempt to
blow up your competitor. Target options like rrees, hospitals and command posts enhan ce game play. The players
square off on opposite sides of the screen and bang away
until they score the crucial sho t. C annon Fodder also
allows you ro change the terrai n (m ou nrai ns, plains, hills,
ere.) and wind direction, making it a lirde more fl exible
than Artillery (reviewed earlier in this chapter). Nor bad,
bur a lot more fun if you have a human opponent.

Figure 5-2: In Cannon Fodder, you defend your buildings against the opposing
cannon.
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Version: 1.0
Author: James Winter
Address: P.O. Box 1152
Waldorf, MD 20604-1152
Price: $10
Roting:-1/t--1/t--1/t--1/t-

Version: 1.1
Author: Hiep Dam
Address: 36 Software
2226 Porkside Ave. #302
los Angeles, CA 90031
AOl: Starlobs
Price: $5
Roting: -1/t--1/t--1/t--1/t-

Version: 1.03
Authors: Randy & Brion Wilson
Address: Think Technologies, Inc
82D Escondido Village
Stanford, CA 94305
Internet: rwilson@polya. stonford.edu
Price: 1case of beer
Rating:-1/t-•-1/t--1/t--1/t-

In this game, reminiscent of Spacestation Pheta, you must
guide your robot to pick up chips, which are instantly converted into money. It takes money to operate your robot, so
you're constantly racing to maintain your ever-depleting
credit line while dodging various menacing enemies.
Hmmm ... could this be a commentary on our consumer
society? The color graphics are good, and though the
mouse co ntrols are weak, C hips & Dips is worth a try.

Co ncentroids is one of those games that demonstrate how
far shareware has come in the last few years. There are
several C oncentration-style games out there, many of
which have been our for a while, but most of them suffered from poor design , lame graphics and bad (or no)
sound. C oncentroids features commercial-quality graphics
a nd great sound and music. Better still, the user can customize the playing grid to any d esired size. The object of
the game, of course, is to march up various icons with their
tv.rins within a certain time limit. If this game has a Raw, it
is that you can't play a human opponent, and it's too easy
to beat the time limit when you play alone. A fine game
nonetheless.

This is a cool one that has you guiding your ship thro ugh
an enclosed universe full of enemy turrets and power stations. One of the few shareware games that's truly a video
game, Conrinuum features clean and enticing game play.
T he more planets you raid, the more challenging things
get; but it never reaches a level of ridiculous difficulty. AJI
the authors want in recurn for producing Continuum is a
case of beer-and they deserve it.

'
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Version: 0.4
Author: Patrick J. Stevenson
Address: 26 Roberts St., #223
Forgo, NO 58102
Price: $20
Rating: • • • •
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This program lets you create your own crossword puzzles
with dimensions of up to 23 x 23 squares. It works beautifully. You edit the game board by adding black boxes wherever they're needed; then you write in the clues and print it
out. Of course, the true genius is still the ability to make
the words mesh together, but this program is a valuable
tool if you're into making your own crossword puzzles.
Across Cl ues
Puzzl e I

65 Bt•t itt

~i

M&::..
, ••::f
.,-::0.711•
._ _ _ __
HI
-------

~Beet

~Choir

2!. lli!~'L............................ ··-·-····
74 Tveln noY el

Rgure 5-3: Creating crossword puzzles is easier than ever with (rassmaster.

e~o!~ltOd -~----'"'"'"'''"""'~~--~
Version: 2.0b2
Author: Robert Chancellor
Address: 963 Cedar St.
El Segundo, CA 90245
Price: SIO
Rating:.._.._.._.._

There are countless Dungeons & D rago ns-type shareware
games, but D arkwood is a good one. The graphics are great,
and the game is very well organized. You tal<e your player
around to armor shops and inns to get supplies and rest,
then head o ut to the arena to fight a vast array of enemies,
gaining money and experience points as you vanquish your
foes. The object of the game is to defeat the mightiest creatures in the arena, but you have to start out small, beating
up on rats and other varmints until you earn your chops.
T his isn't a true role-playing game (so sue us), but it wo rks
just like one as far as health, strength and other such stars
are concerned. This program comes with exh austive docume ntation, so even D&D virgins can get the picture quickly and painlessly.
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Version: 1.5
Author: Bob Boylan
Address: 54 Howe Rd., Coram, NY 11727
Roting:-f,.-f,.•-f,.

Version: 1.3
Author: Lloyd Burchill
Address: Box 6B3
Wolfville, Nova Scotia BOP IXO Canada
Price: Postcardware
Roting:-f,.-f,.-f,.-f,.

This is an excellent game of darts. You click and drag to
aim and decid e the strength of the throw (the farther the
drag, the farther the dart goes) . Just like the real thing, the
object is to work your score down from 301 to 0. The
graphics are pretty good, and the game play is smooth.

This is a spectacularly morbid game. Fans of Gary Larson's
The Far Side cartoon series will recall the panel showing a
dorky kid walking under a piano, tenuously held up by a
fraying rope. In the clouds above, God holds a remote control with multiple options, including "Smite," which he's
about to press. D espair brings that Far Side cartoon to your
Macintosh.
You get to play a jealous god, slaying humans like helpless
anrs under a magnifying glass. You can crush them with
chunks of brick walls, send thunderheads through to zap
them with lightning, place time bombs ro blow them to
smithereens, set traps with blocks and burn them to
death-the possibilities are endless! And best of all, after
you slay everyone, you can order more people! The black
and white graphics are weak, but that's probably a good
thing. If this were a full color, explicitly derailed game, the
sheer ho rror of it all would either drive you mad with disgust or make the game impossible to stop playing!

•

•

-
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Rgure 5-4: Fulfill your fantasies of becoming a vengeful god with Despair.
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Version: 4.1
Author: Tom Bender
Address: Trons-TexSoftware
5313 Beverly Dr.
Son Angelo, TX 76904
AOl: TomBB
Rating: +•+•
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Remember going to Radio Shack to try out the new TRS80 Model I? Remember the big black keyboard, the clunky
screen? Remember Eliza? That's right, Eliza has been resurrected from her Tandy grave and reincarnated into a slick
new Mac interface. For those of you roo young to remember this early '80s relic, Eliza is a program that psychoanalyzes you through an open-ended clinical review process.
Eliza asks you a question, and you give an answer. T he end
result (unless you decide it's more fun to assail her with
obscenities just to read her responses) is that Eliza works
you through your problems by allowing you ro see them
logically, unclouded by emotion. T his new version of Eliza
can also utilize Apple's new Speech Manager, so for the first
time, users can hear as well as read Eliza's responses and
advice. This all-time classic just keeps getting better.
ELI ZR
(!]Ji
ALRIGHT, LET'S GET STARTED. UHRT 'S ON YOUR MIND,
.0
I;W
CHE STER?
We ll I ' m hov Ing some troub les with ~y woman.
STRONG FAMILY TI ES RA E IMPORTANT FOil EMO TIONAL HEALTH .
~r
Yes I know, but she's destroying ~ y health!
.li
RAE YOU SURE THRT SIIE IS DESTROYING YOUR IIERLTH AI GilT
NOU?
Hot at t he mooent . .. but every chanc e s he get s l
DO YOU LONG FOR OTIIERS TO TRI::E CRRE OF YOU?
Uho doesn •t 7
UIIRT 00 YOU THIN.::?
•l!
I t hi nk everyone does . Hey, how 11uch ara I pay ing you anyway?
UERE YOU TilE OLDEST OF YOUR S I BLI HGS?
No.
UHY HOT?
i:
J4.
Because ~ y sist er was born fir st .1
0
1'21

~0

illi

ill
~

ii:~jl

Figure 5-5: Work out your inner conflicts in counseling sessions with Eliza.

Version: 1.0
Author: Joe Sensendorf
Address: 1224 Eva Ave.
los Altos, CA 94022
Price: $5
Rating:.._.._.._

This game resembles a bizarre Rubik's C ube-type challenge.
You scramble two intersecting circles with different patterns along their sides. Then you try to put them back
together again. It's agonizingly difficult, enough to drive
you out of your mind. Puzzle fans should like this one.

'
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Figure 5-6: It isn't easy to unscramble the jumbled tiles in Enigma.
We don't know why, but when we chose '~bout Enigma"
from the Apple Menu on our Ilsi test machine running
System 7, rhe game locked up. Exercise caution.
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Author: Ben Hailer
Address: Stick Software
32 Deer Haven Dr.
Ithaca, NY 14850
Internet: deadman@garnet.berkeley.edu
Price: Freeware
Rating: • • • •

These two popular Extensions go in your System Folder;
when you restart your Mac, you find a pair of eyeballs at
the top of your menu bar and roaming footprints wandering around your Desktop. The eyeballs follow your mouse
pointer wherever it goes, even crossing themselves if you
stick the pointer between the eyes. The footprints walk
around the windows of applications running in the background (or the Finder, if it's the only open application).
These Extensions are very stable and popular. If you're a
fan of the shareware game Solarian II (reviewed on page
105) or the commercial game Lunatic Fringe, which is
bundled as a module with the After Dark screen-saver, you
also know Ben Haller, author of all three of these programs.

'
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Special

Waffle Iron
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Figure 5-l: Bigfoot and Eyeballs are two Extensions that addabit of humor to
your Desktop.
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Version: 2.1.1
Author: Eric Snider
Address: 4941 Woodcliff Hill Rd.
West Bloomfield, Ml48033
Price: $1 0
Rating: • • •

Version: 2.0
Author: Cory Torkelson
Address: 3006 Cherry Hill Dr.
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603
Price: $15
Rating:••••

Another of Snider's solitaire-type games, this one features
four rows of 10 cards each from two decks. You try to get
your aces on the tableau. Forry Thieves is extremely hard
to beat and somewhat addictive. A fine card game.

Galactic Empire is based on a much older game by rhe
same name which was originally programmed by Douglas
Carlston. The galactic empire has been rom asunder and
each planet has begun a downward spiral into decay and
hopelessness. Your goal: to reunite the 18 inhabited planers
through military conquest. You show up with your fleer
and attack, then occupy the plan et until the rebelling forces
give up and the planer becomes parr of the empire again.
Better hurry, though; you only have 1,200 years to pull it
off. Our latent socialist sensibilities were at first slighcly put
off by the rather imperialistic nature of this game, bur it's
probably okay ro play, since you're just trying to reunite
everyone for the common good. Or something like that.
An}"vay, rhe graphics aren't bad, and on the higher difficulty settings, the game is quite challenging.

'
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Version: 3.1.4
Author: John Calhoun
Address: Soft Dorothy Software
1201 Oread, #4
Lawrence, KS 66044
Price: SB
Rating:.._.._.._.._

This very imaginative game lets you guide a paper airplane
through a series of rooms full of obstacles, using only the
greater-than and less-than (> and <) keys. You proceed
from room ro room, accumulating points as you progress.
Though the concept is simple, the game is difficult. You
have to use air vents to lift the plane over burning candles,
electrical outlets, etc. The graphics are good and the play
challenging.

Figure 5-B: In the highly popular Glider, you must pilot apaper airplane from
room to room in ahouse filled with hazards.
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Version: 1.2
Author: John Calhoun
Address: Soft Dorothy Software
1201 Oread, #4
Lawrence, KS 66044
Price: SB
Rating:.._.._.._.._.._

Glypha is much like Joust (the popular arcade game in
which you battle an opponent with lance and mount) with
an Egyptian theme. You fly your bird-riding jouster against
the enemy jousters, hoping to hit them higher than they
hit you, unhorsing-or rather, unbirding-tl1em. You then
swoop down and pick up their eggs before they hatch
again. Glyph a II is the newest version of Glypha, featuring
even better graphics than tile previous version, better control of your jouster and great sound effects.
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: Figure 5-9: Glypha filets you engage in mortal combat against ostrich-riding foes
: (or something like that .. .).
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Version: 2.0
Author: Ken Winograd
Address: 2039 Country Club Dr.
Manchester, NH 03102
Price: $10
Rating:.._.._.._.._
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Version: 1.1
Author: Mark Schleupner
Address: Imperial Software
1208 White Ave.
Baltimore, MD 21237
Price: $5
Rating:.._.._.._
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This is your basic Hangman game, in which you cry ro
com e up with the righr word before your guesses run our
and yo u're hung at high noon. (Pre tty stiff penalty for not
knowing how ro spell Albuquerque, huh?) T his nicely done
color versio n allows you to choose from 12 different catego ries o r enter your own words. A traditional staple fo r
your shareware library.

Psycho, psycho, psycho. That's all that comes to mind
when we think o f this game. You d rive a lawnmower
around the screen, cu tting the grass and blowing up bo ttles, tires and rocks, as well as chipmunks, sharks, frogs and
other creatures. If yo u run o ut of gas, you die; if you hit
anything, you die. T he latest version fearures a new batch
of digitized sounds that add a lo t, and if you don't mind
letting small kids play a game where they grind up chipmunks with a lawn mower, this is easy enough for them.
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T his is a rypical game of one-arm bandit. You start out
with $5 00 and try to better your lor by hitting a big payoff.
T he graphics are very good and the sound effects a re also
nice. If you're addicted to gambling, especially playing the
slot machines, $10 spent on M acBandit may be a cheap
way to tal(e care of you r habit.

Version: 1.1
Author: Dan Jacoby
Address: 761 1 Center Bay Dr.
Miami, FL 33141
Price: $10
Rating:.._.._.._
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Figure S-1 0: MacBandit is an engaging simulationof the casino dweller's
: favorite slot machines.
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Author: Neil Jacobson
Address: 9 Unvale Ln.
Bridgewater, NJ 08807
Price: S10
Rating:.._.._.,_

..
..
. M acCasino is indeed a Mac casino, featuring three of rhe
. great Las Vegas games: Slot M achine, Roulette and C huck.. A-Luck. Slot Machine is your typical one-arm band it
.. game. In Roulette, you place bets on the spin of the
wheel. C huck-A-Luck is a high/low betting table.
. Troulette
he graphics are nothing to write home abo ut, but they're
good enough. T he game play is a little sluggish. Bur if you
.. li ke gambling games, this program is a criple bonus.
.
..
. T his dandy little screen-saver sends up 99 fish, octopi
.. and mermaids swimming across the D esktop. You can also
. ed it d1e fish graphics or create your own, if you're so
. inclined. Mac Fish! is a fully fu nctional screen-saver (with
. sleep corners and everything) . Wh ile Mac Fish! can't rival
After Dark, d1e popular mulrimodule screen-saver from
.. Berkeley Systems, it's still a uniq ue program .
tO

Version: 2.0
Authors: Ed Fries &TomSaxton
Address: 15600 NE 8th St., Ste. A3334
Bellevue, WA 98008
Price: $19.95 + S3shippingandhandling
Rating: ,._,._,._,._
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Version: 2.2
Author: Ed Vrcich
Address: Emerald City Software
2104 SW 306 Place
Federal Way/ WA 98023
Price: $10
Rating:.,_.,_.,_
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Version: 1.0
Author: John Butler
Address: 2061 Vinton Ave.
Memphis/ TN 38104
AOL: JohnB42414
CIS: 76366}23
Prite: $10
Rating:.._.,_.,_.,_

Version: 3.0
Author: Ron Minor
Address: 2304 Canoso Ave.
los Vegas/ NV 89104
Prite: $10
Rating:._._._.._
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Here you get ro pick an NFL team and play against either
the computer or another person. MacFootball is fairly flexible in letting you choose your plays, unlike most of the
others, which force you ro sit and watch without even picking the plays. Nice color graphics and good sound effects
make this game especially appealing to football fans.

If you want co talk about computer games at all, you will
almost certainly have to deal with Pac Man, the video game
that took the country by storm and eventually became so
popular even most people's grandmothers knew what it
was. Well, now your grandmother can experience Pac Man
at home, on your Macintosh. Boasting great animation,
sound and graphics, MacMan is a fine program that lives
up to the professional standards you'd expect from an
arcade Pac Man game. The latest version features full color,
good sound and halfway-intelligent ghosts, making it
enjoyable and chalenging. So for those of you who didn't
get enough of Pac Man back when "Miami Vice" was the
number-one TV show and David Lee Rorh was still with
Van Halen, here it is for your Macintosh.

This game is very popu lar with some people, and one of
our shareware testers spent so much time playing it, we
began to get a little worried about him. You inch your way
coward your opponent (the computer) until you're close
enough to pull a karate move, all the while wary of the
razor-sharp, star-shaped ninja weapons being hurled at you,
one after the other.
The object is to progress from white belt to black belt,
and it gets trickier the farther you advance. An entertaining, humorously goofy game with good graphics and
sound effects.
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T his is a hwnoro us look at life on Capitol Hill. You use
your pork barrel to catch legislative bills floating down
from Congress. You also have to watch our for the IRS
Tax Audit man. If you miss a bill, it costs you a favor. If
you miss too many, your game ends. As a video game,
MacPorkBarrel is a little wealc; the graphics are so-so and
it's very easy. But we give it high marks for its cynical and
original concept.

Version: 1.0
Author: Jordon Zimmerman
Address: 1542 Haviland
Clayton, CA 94517
Price: $10
Rating: -f,..-f,..
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All hail Andrew Welch! Maelstrom, a commercial-quality
Astero ids-type game, renders obsolete all those other
Asteroids rip-offs that look like they were programmed to
run on an Acari 2600. We think it's one of the best shareware programs ever created, so see our description in
C hapter 4, "Malcing the Most of the Best," for the complete lowdown.

Version: 1.3.1
Author: Andrew Welch
Address: Ambrosio Software, Inc.
P.O. Box 23140
Rochester, NY 14692
AOL: AmbrosioSW
CIS: 73424, 1226
Applelink: Ambrosia.SW
GEnie: Andrew .Welch
Internet: AmbrosioSW@ool.com
Fox: 716-475·9289
Price: $15
Rating:._._._._._

Version: 1.0
Author: Jamie Kowalski
Address: 8317 Eastridge Ave., #3
Takoma Pork, MD 20912
Price: $5
Rating:._.._
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Mancala was supposedly played by our cavemen ancestors.
It was only a matter of time before someone came up with
a shareware version. It's a weird game in which you move
pebbles from the six pits on each side of the playing area to
your home pits. The one who gets the most pebbles wins.
Unfortunately, the instructions aren't clear, making this a
tough one to learn.

'
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Version: 2.0
Author: Jean-Paul Paulin
Address: 271, Collin, St-Jean-sur-Richelieu
Quebec, Canada J3B 689
CIS: 72477,2641
Price: $10
Rating:.,_.,_.,_.,_
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This is Concentration with icons instead of playing cards.
You play against the Mac, trying to match pairs of butterflies, fishbones and so forth. The graphics are good, the
game plays smoothly and it even has neat musical sound
effects. The variety of icons mal<es this game a little more
challenging and lots more fun than standard Concentration.
Memory
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Rgure 5-11: As ahighly visual variation of Concentration, Memory should be a
popular game among young children.

Version: l.l
Author: Robert Harris
Address: 87 Oakland St.
Medway, MA 02053
Price: $10
Rating:.,_.,_.,_

Version: 4.03a
Author: Thomas E. Fossen
Address: 445 Back Hollow Rd.
Waverly, OH 45690-9320
Rating: .,_.,_.,_

A version of the card game, MilleBornes is fun once you
figure out how to play it. The object is to make a 700-mile
trip by playing and adding up mileage cards. You can stop
the other player by giving hazard cards (flat tires, our of
gas, stop signs, speed limits and so forth). T he playing area
is well organized, and the graphics are pretty good.

This is the Mac adaptation of the perennial Parker Brothers
board classic. You race opponents around the board, buying up property and collecting rents. Even though the game
play is smooth enough, the graphics are slightly messy. Bur
if you're a fan of the board game, you'll probably like the
shareware version as well. Supports up to seven players.

~ The Moe Shorewore 500
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Version: 2.0
Author: Randy Carr
Address: 10340 Glenview Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
Price: $25
Rating:+••• •

Imagine a game where you battle evil foes from another
galaxy in real rime across an AppleTalk network. Now
imagine using photo n torpedoes and phasers to erad icate
the Klingon scum you're sworn to hate. Picture yourself
vaporizing Romulan invaders as they work to deploy bases
in your territory, moving in and ralcing over as only a
Romulan can. This is no fantasy, it's NetTrek.
W ith NerTrel<, you can set up a battle for the fate of the
known universe among five players, each of whom can
choose to be a Klingon, Romulan or Federation warship.
Then rhe idea is to deploy bases in each of 10 galaxies
without getting eradicated yourself. You have to refuel at
your own base, avoid heavenly bodies and battle it out
against hostile ships. The best parr is, you can battle foes in
another room or even another wing of the building, because
NetTrek is played over the same kind of AppleTalk network
used to share a printer, for instance.
This game hasn't been updated in some rime, so it doesn't
work on many of the newer Macs. Fortunately, if you're
connected to the Internet, there's a fantastic version for
global network play. You can actually battle opponents on
other continents. A word of warning: both the local area
network and Internet versions of this game are highly
addictive. Play them o nly if you have no life and want to
be consumed with the passions and paranoias of star-geeks
and techno-dweebs.

~ou con hide of the edge of your Moe's screen by positioning your ship of the very
......,..., for right or left edge. Your ship will be concealed from your enemy's long·ronge
rodor because you're not really on the right edge or the left edge of the screen;
you're in that undetectable otherworld in betweenthe two. Then just sit bock and
wait. You con see the other players, but they can't see you. They might assume you're
cloaked and will wait for you to run out of energy. But you never will. As soon os they
drift dose enough, pounce on them. And remember: o Klingon shows no mercy!
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Version: 1.2
Author: Jun Suzukawa
918 College Sl. #309
los Angeles, CA 90012
Price: 510
Rating:-t/!--t/!--t/!--t/!-

Version: 2.0
Author: larry Hunter
Address: 1212 S. 7th St.
Philadelphia, PA 19147
Price: $10
Rating:-t/!--t/!--t/!--t/!-
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f;~J.M.\~:?~~~· :**-::M· JjW::§:~~:
Version: 1.0
Author: Frank A. Marofino, Jr.
Address: Think Educational Software
Rating: -t/!--t/!--t/!-
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Faced with hordes of hand-to-hand combat games for your
Nintendo or Sega systems, it's easy to overlook a neat little
program like Ninjaboy. And while Ninjaboy won't rip out
his opponent's spine or rear out his foe's heart and show it
to him while it's still bearing (like in Morral Kombat), this
is still an entertaining game. The object is to defeat the
Oni Kid, who looks like one of the creatures from Where
the Wild Things Are. T he sound effects are hilarious as
Ninjaboy kicks and punches his way to victory before his
energy is depleted. Playing this game is like watching two
sugar-crazed hyperactive kids re-enact their favorite Bruce
Lee movie.

Great for parties, O ccult Picklt features three games of cosmic significance. In Tarot Questioner, you ask a question
and pick a tarot card that gives you a yes/ no answer. Name
Analyzer does exactly as its ririe implies, giving you a horoscope-like description of your cosmic portrait. In I C hing,
you throw six coins, resulting in a prediction of your future.
One problem with Name Analyzer is that you can't simply
type in your name; you must endure an elaborate nameentry process, as if keyboards had yet to be invented. But,
all in all, Occult Picklt is an amusing suite of programs.

This Concentration-style game centers around accumulating wealth by matching the same items (stocks, bonds,
etc.). The program features neat animated graphics and
sound effects. Up to four players can participate. We like
the multiplayer features and think it would be a great program to use if you're trying to teach young people about
how the world of finance works. Remember, kids don't
realize they're learning if you make it fun for them.

~ The Moe Shorewore 500
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Version: 1.82
Author: Robert P. Munafo
Address: 8Manning Dr.
Barrington, Rl 02806
Price: $7
Rating: .,_.._.._.,_
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Version: 2.0.1 (demo)
Author: John Calhoun
Address: Soft Dorothy Soflware
1201 Oread St., #4
lawrence, KS 66044
Price: $8
Rating:._.,_._.,_

W hen you have some spare time and feel like kicking back
and exploring the galaxy, give Orio n a go. You guide your
ship th ro ugh our solar system or to distant stars, doing
d ose-range fly-bys of moons and planets. T he game puts
you in total control of your ship, wh ich is affected by gravity and planetary motion. Luckily, you control the speed, so
you can make it to that distant star cluster in a m inute or
so. T he graphics are simple, clean and effective; the animatio n is fi rst-rate. G reat entertainment.

In Pararena, you square off against an enemy skateboarder
in a great big bowl. T he object is to get the ball in your goal
area. This game wem commercial with Version 2.0, bur you
may still want to rry out the demo {Version 2.0.1) available
online. T he animation and graphics are fantastic, and the
new version features full color, fo ur-channel sound and six
computer opponents. Pararena features a creative, fresh take
on arcade games. If you like Glider+ and Glypha (reviewed
in this chapter), you should also like Pararena, since they're
all the work of shareware game author John Calhoun.

Figure 5-12: Pararena combinesskateboarding and gladiator skills in a single,
action-packed game that~ tough to learn hut worth the effort.
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Version: 1.03
Author: Phil Bush
Address: 2025 Monks Hollow Dr.
Florissant, MO 63031
Price: $5
Rating:••••

Version: 1.2
Author: Mark Molomud
Address: Too Jones Sofrware
458 North 42nd St.
SeoNie, WA 98103
CIS: 737 60,1 275
Applelink: FULLMOON
Price: $10
Rating:.,_._..,_._.._.
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This is a cool solitaire-type card game done from a 3D perspective. You start at the seven-card base of the pyramid,
trying to pair cards that add up to 13. If you make it to the
tip of the pyramid, you win.
If you like playing card games on the Mac (and who
doesn't-it's one of the greatest time-wasters ever devised),
you should get Pyramid. It's certainly not the same old
thing offered by most other card games. Nice graphics and
smooth game play make Pyramid especially entertaining.

Get this program at all costs. It's hilarious. You place as
many little mugshots of Ronald Reagan as you want across
your Finder screen, and when you place the Finder arrow
between ol' Ronnie's eyes, he says in his own voice things
like, "I don't remember; I don't recall; Oh dear; I cannot
remember any meeting. " His eyes follow your cursor
around the Finder. Imagine 20 Ronald Reagans watching
everything you do. And when you do nothing, the Gipper
drifts off into blissful slumber. Absolutely brilliant. Kudos.

Figure 5-13: Imagine the fun of having Ronald Reagan's eyes follow your
cursor wherever it moves. We find this sort of thing irresistible.

'
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Rating:.,_.,_..,_.,_.._

This is such an excellent adaptation of the Risk board game
that it's hard to believe it's still shareware. The most recent
versi.ons come in either black-and-white or color. For the
uninitiated, the object is to conquer the world country by
country. T he more land you amass, the more armies you
get. You also receive cards for conquering countries; and if
you get three different cards, you receive bonus armies. Up
to six players can participate, be they human or Macintosh.
T he computer can seem a pretty lame competitor once you
get more experienced; but against a human opponent, Risk
• is one of the greatest ever.

Figure 5-14: Global conquest and world domination are the ultimate goals of Risk.

Version: 3.3
Author: Derrell "Bill" Clark
Address: 2308 Gambel Oak Way
Bakersfield, CA 93311
Price: $3
Rating: • • •

Save the Farm is one of those mindless, simple games you
just have to love. You're a farmer who must shoot crows
trying to steal your corn and foxes trying to steal your hens.
T here are only three controls: rhe B key, the space bar and
the mouse burton. Extremely simple, but the graphics are
great-particularly when rhe thieving critters explod e in a
blast of gunfire.

'
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Figure 5- 15: In Save the Farm, it~ your job to guard the crops and animals
against the marauding forces of nature.

Author: Art Cabral
Address: Longwood Assoc.
P.O. Box 2162
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
Price: $20
Rating: .,_.,_.,_.,_._.

~ts~k i~Deilioy - ~,.,.. ,... . . . . . .'"
Author: Brad Kish
Address: 48 Varsity Estates Ct. NW
Calgary, AB, Canada T3B 581
Price: SS
Rating: .,_._..,_

T his is a very good soli taire game in which the cards are
laid ou r in 10 rows, with four spaces for aces and fou r
spaces fo r a tableau in which to m ove your cards. The
object, of course, is to pile all cards on the aces in their
respecn ve sults.
T he graphics in rhis game are stun ningly beautiful; th e
game play is smooth and logical. It even lets you undo as
man y moves as you want, in case you screw up. Or you can
just repeat the game until you fi gure o ut how to win. It's
easy eno ugh to occasio nally win, but to ugh enough to hold
your interest. Truly excellen t.

T his DAis a good adaptation of rhe classic game of Battleship. You place your navy on an 11 x 11 grid and plug
away ar rhe enemy. The rwisr is rhar you start o ut with nine
shots per ro und, and every time you lose a ship, you lose a
certain n umber of shots. Entertaining and add ictive.

'
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Version: 0.27
Author: Christopher Gross
2333 Feather Sound Drive#A70 1
Clearwater, Fl34622
AOL: Gumphrie
GEnie: C.GROSSl
Applelink: GUMPHRIE
Price: Pleasureware (send $5 if
you enjoy thegame)
Rating: -fl--fl--fl--fl-

~f:.SiJufti~p~~.'
Author: Christopher Gross
Rating: -t~~-•-t~~--t~~-

Author: Ron Minor
Address: Route 6, Box 65
lula, GA 30554
Price: $9.95
Rating: -til--fl-.._.._

If you threw Breakout on irs side and made it 3D, you
would have something close to Shatterball, a great game
with dynamic colors, excellent sow1d and smooth game
play. The object of the game is to knock the ball down the
grid with your paddle, destroying tiles one by one until
they're all gone, sending you to the next level. Game play is
a liccle slow at first, and the perspective on the ball could be
better-as it is, it's hard sometimes to tell exactly how far
che ball is from your paddle. But overall, this is a fine game
that will keep you entertained for a while.

An air hockey shareware game, Shuffiepuck features excellent graphics and good but obnoxious sound effects. You
can adjust literally everything about the game, from court
length to puck size to your opponent's paddle. You can
even save your customized settings. The only real problem
is rhat action is hard to control with the mouse-the
motion is rather jerky. But it's still an outstanding game.

Shutcle 88 puts you in control of a space shuttle. Your
main mission is to reach NASA's space station. Your secondary mission is to captu re and repair US satell ites while
en route to said space station. At the same time, you have
to avoid collisions with meteors or Russian satellites. You
are in total comrol of the ship, from the remote manipulator to the Manned Manuevering Unit. The graphics are
good, and the game plays well. Entertaining.

'
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Figure 5-16: Shuttle 88 is aMacintosh space shuttle game that has its high-stokes
counterpart in reality.

Version: 1.0.0
Author: Mark Hayes
Internet: <<mlh@bu-it.bu.edu
Rating:+-++-+

Rush Limbaugh fans and those of you sporting "Don't
blame me, I voted for Bush" bumper stickers may want to
avoid this program, unless you can take a joke (which you
probably can't, if you voted for Bush). Mark Hayes recorded
a June 1992 Barbara Walters interview with George Bush
and ran selected bits of it through a kooky randomizer algorithm of his own creation. The result: a program that simulates a rambling speech by the former chief execu tive.
Since the program strings together random quips, ejaculations and various other Bushisms, it seems a little like the
verbal equivalent of reading a William Burroughs cut-up
passage. Bur on closer examination, the damn thing is startlingly realistic. The program takes advantage of George
Herbert Walker's halting speech patterns and rearranges his
words to give them new meaning. If you listen long
enough, you'll hear him say just about anything, from "I
support world peace and Millie" to "I don't support the
H arvard Boutique; I understand now." Most of it is rambling, incoherent gibberish, making the simulation ominously similar to hearing one of Bush's real speeches.

'
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nlike the one-term wonder himself, SimBush features a convenient Quit function
that stops the incessant prattling instantly. If you like SimBush, be sure tocheck out
other fascinating simulations by Mark Hayes. SimPiglet is a hilarious collection of flawlessly strung-together grunts and squeals from a Vietnamese pot-bellied pig. And not to
let liberals off the hook, SimJesse-The Digital Demagogue pushes the envelope of
the Sim series; you'll be chanting "run, Jesse, run," convinced the rhyming shadow senator is in the same room with you.

,.

Version: 2.0
Author: E.C. Horvath
Address: UniMoc, Inc.
Box 237
Holmdel, NJ 07733
GEnie: E.HORVATH
AT&TMoil: ehorvoth
UseNet: ech@poseidon.ATT.COM
Pri(e: Every-Wore

Simpsons G unshy is a weird but entertaining game in
which 144 tiles are laid out in a pattern called a "dragon,"
sort of like a domino pyramid. You remove loose pieces by
clicking on them in pairs. It's a simple concept, but it's
hard to pull of£ What sets this version of Gunshy apart
from others is that each rile bears rhe face of one of Mart
Groening's Simpsons characters. You m ust match Sideshow
Bob, Itchy, Scratchy, Monty Burns, and the rest of
Springfield's wacky inhabitants, with their rwins. Great
color graphics and arrwork true to the cartoon make this a
classy homage to the Fox televisio n hit.
T he version we tested was altered by Philippe Demirtj is to
make it fully compatible with System 7 and 7.1. This program is Every-Ware, which means if you keep it, you have
to give a copy to a friend. We can only hope Fox doesn't
raise a big stink over the program for copyright reasons, so
get your copy of the game fast, before it disappears.
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Figure 5-17: Test your Simpsons memory with the Concentration adaptation
Simpsons Gunshy.
Simpsons copyrigh1 © 1993 Fox Broadc.1s1ing.

r'~NJ.~~~Author: Gary Dauphin
Rating:._._._

Version: 1.04
Author: Ben Holler
Address: Slick Software
32 Deer Haven Dr.
llhaca, NY 14850
lnlernel: deadman@garnet.berkeley.edu
Price: $25
Rating:.._.._._._._

S.N.I. G .S. is a veritable encyclopedia of sniglets, rhose
wacky words for things that sho uld be in rhe dictionary bur
aren't. Who knows if rhe author made up all these sniglers
or collected th em over time. Regardless, this program
makes for a good, humorous work break.

You can't do without this o ne. Boasting spectacular graphics, sound and animatio n, Solarian II is the pinnacle of
• shareware games.
T he obj ect is to save the universe, or at least yourself, from
a variety of nasty li ttle aliens. It's a lor like G alaga, the popular arcade video game, bur ir has fantastic sounds and
superb color and animatio n.
We've chosen Solarian II as o ne of the best shareware selections in this book, and it's discussed in detail in C hapter 4,
"M aking the M ost of the Best."

'
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Version: 0.96
Author: Bill Sammons
Rating: • • •

This is a frenetic game-sort oflike playing the shoot-' emup arcade favorite, Galaga, while being on amphetamines.
With ship-seeking missiles, you try to blast your host of
foes before they blast you.
When you blow up, your ship turns into a little skull. T he
game moves so fast, you're dead before you know what
happened. Good for burning off a little hyperactivity.

Author: Steve Merel
Address: 400 Ardmore Ave.
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266
Price: $15
Rating:•••

Space Escape, an adventure game, is similar to the scores of
World Builder games our there in shareware land, except
this one was done in HyperCard. Here, you're a prisoner of
the Drools. You're on a space ship en route to their planer
to work as a slave. The object is to rake the ship over and
return with the other prisoners to Earth. The graphics
aren't quire up to professional levels, but they do the job,
and the game play is as smoorh as one can expect from a
HyperCard stack. But the plot is interesting enough to
make this a good space-adventure diversion.
Cell
A Orooltsh guerd
enters your cell
cerrytng a trey of
something meent to
look like food.
·would you like
enythtng else?· he
esks ..jo,
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Rgure 5-18: Droolish guards ore iust part of the problems you must
overcome in Space Escape.
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In this fin e adaptatio n of rhe arcade game Q IX, you must
box in sections of the screen without being hit by the spinning wand that bounces around. After covering a certain
percentage of the screen, you progress to a more difficult
level. There are plenty of QIX adaptations out there, but
this is one of the best. The graphics are good and the game
plays smoothly. It's a challenging game that can get roo
hard roo fasr. The first screen isn't too bad, b ut the second
is frustratingly hard. Bur all told, it's worth your while.

Author: More E. Dutil
Address: P.O. Box283
Rockwood, ME 04478
Price: $25
Rating: • • •

Figure 5- 19: Sparkz is agreat adaptation of the arcade hit Qix.
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~--StO,~Tfl~Trivm Quiz_.
Author: Tom Phillips
Price: Freeware
Rating: • •

Any gam e that has to do with "Star Trek" gives us pause.
We haven't yet figured our what it is about the Macintosh/
"Star Trek" connection, bur irs roots run deep. So it's with
grea t ca ution that we explore a "Star Trek" item.
H owever, this game is more of an obscure trivia quiz. The
interface is ugly and the sounds are annoying, bur rhe "Star
Trek" -based questions are hilarious. Many questions are
multiple-choice. For example, "What was the name of the
disappearing ship in "The T holian Web?" T he answer, of
course, is The Defiant. If you answered that correctly, cl1en
rest your Trek I.Q. with this amazingly detailed quiz.

'
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Version: 1.1
Author: John Calhoun
Address: Soh Dorothy Software
1201 Oread, #4
lawrence, KS 66044
Price: Postcardwore
Rating:-ft.-ft..,_-ft.

This game is unique. We've seen nothing like it in the
other shareware or commercial games we've reviewed. On
its own, Stella Obscura is a fine Star Wars-style shoot-' emup game. But when you add Calhoun's wacked-out "Straina-Vision" 30 viewer, you get a new kind of Macintosh
expen ence.
The game is displayed simultaneously on two small identical screens that appear in the same window on your
Macintosh, and Calhoun gives extensive instructions on
how to construct a special viewer (made from paper-towel
tubes, cracker boxes or whatever) that, when used properly,
gives a pretty frealcy 30 effect. We were about to throw this
game away, but Calhoun's documentation was so inviting,
it convinced us to try to construct a down-and-dirty version of the viewer. We're happy to report that, though it
almost made us cross-eyed, it worked. What a great idea!
If you want to try something that's like nothing you've
seen before, check out Stella Obscura. It's almost like a
real 30 game.

Version: 0.95
Author: Ken Mcleod
Address: 550 W. Exeter Ave.
lo Habra, CA 90631
Price: Freeware
Rating:-ft..,_-ft..,_

You gotta love Stratego. This Macintosh adaptation of the
Milton Bradley classic has good graphics and smooth game
play. If you're an old pro at the board game, you may find
the computer a less-than-challenging opponent; otherwise,
it may talce a while before you tire of marching wits with
your Mac. This version doesn't allow more than one player- although for som e time now the documents for Strarego have hinted that future versions may allow players to
co mpete via modem or by a direct cable connection.

r.~,
&
~% he documents and revision history for Stratego list several releases in which
memory allocation and management were adjusted. Our tests on the latest
version, 0.95, yielded some strange results when we tried to launch the program.
Often we received "insufficient memory" messages, even when there was obviously
more than enough memory to run the program. If this happens to you, try allocating
extra memory to the program or running it with no other applications open.
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Despi te these minor flaws, Srratego is a great game as it
is-with professional graphics and sounds. And the price
is hard to bear: it's free.

lsTR A T EG OI

rtiumm m

Figure 5-20: Strotego is a first-rote and completely accurate Mac adaptation
of the popular hoard game.

Version: 2.0
Author: Duane Blehm
Rating: .,...,..

Version: 2.0
Author: Chris lnnanen
Address: 5629 Seltler Pl.
Columbia, MD 21044
Price: Freeware
Rating: • • • •

This game is fun for about 15 minutes. Very fun. The idea
is you're the pilot of a helicopter, and it's up to you to safely
drop your srumman onto a moving horsecart below. Miss
the cart, or hi t the d river or the horse, and you lose. You
win points for flying h igher before d ropping your man.
T hat's basically it. For some reason, the game holds a stupid fascination for a few m inutes before becoming witless
and annoying.

Supermind is a shareware adaptation of the Milton Bradley
game Mastermind. T he object is to figure our, in 15 moves
or less, the random pattern of six colored pegs th e computer has chosen, using th e clues it gives you. The graphics are
fantastic, and the game plays smoothly. It's challenging,
especially since the original board game had only four pegs.
Inrellecrually stim ulating.

\
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Author: Gary A.Thompson
Address: 5916E SJellison St.
Littleton, CO 80123
CIS: 72447,2455
GEnie: GA.THOMPSON
Price: Freeware /$5for source code
Rating: ._.._.._.._.

~,. ]!ir{Di~e"!t&~ktr:,."
Version: l.O
Authors: Frank A.Marafino, Jr.
and FrankJ. Dziuba
Rating: ._.._.._.

TAO stands for T his Ain't Othello, oddly enough. Of the
many O thello impersonators out there in shareware land,
this is one of the best. T he object is to trap as many of your
opponent's pieces as you can. It works like a charm, and the
graphics in this version are neat and clean. W hen you play
against the com puter, your Mac will make taunting remarks
(which appear as text on the screen) about your moves and
strategy; this can get annoying, but it also mal(es you want
to wi n al l rhe mo re. H igh marks for this one.

T his multilevel, "3D" tic-rae-roe game features decent (bur
obnoxious) sound effects for one or rwo players. The object
is to get fo ur Xs in a row, whether they're on the same
plane or o n four di fferent plan es. The computer is smarr
enough to make the game quire challenging.

Note: D uring resting, Third D imension occasionally froze
our system. Tho ugh we couldn't isolate the exact cause, we
fou nd that runni ng this p rogram with no Extensions or
other applications active sometimes helped.

Version: 2.1.1
Author: Francesco M.Mufano
Address: Via S. Gregorio 55
20124, Milan, Italy
Applelink: ITA0357
Price: $15
Rating:._.._.._.._.

3Tris is a 3D version ofTerris in which you rotate objects
alo ng all three axes of m otio n in an arrem pt to clear a solid
level. It works just like the Terris we all know and love, except that instead of falling from the sky, the pieces drop
down a square well which you're looki ng into. The color
graphics are excellent, and rbe animation is 8.uid. The main
problem is that clue to the perspective, it's a little hard to
tell when you have a solid level. It rakes some getting used
to, bur 3Tris is a fine game.
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Version: 1.1
Author: Glenn Wichman
Address: 1128 Briaruoft Rd.
doremont, CA 91711
Prodigy: MSTF77A
Price: SS

Rating:••••
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This bizarre game lets you pilot a blimp over a ravine full
of skulls, tornadoes and other scary stuff. T he idea is to
drop bombs on and blow up the toxic waste down in the
ravine. It takes a while to learn, but is extensively documented if you're willing to wade through instructions and
H elp files. T he sounds are nice; the animation is smooth
and quick. If you're looking for something offbeat that's a
hair on the juvenile and gross side, you'll be hard-pressed to
do better than Toxic Ravine.

Rgure 5-21: Toxic Ravine is asilly but wonderful game where you try to clean
up waste by dropping bombs on it.
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Author: Richard Harvey
Address: 2212 Fort Worth Dr., #105
Denton, TX 76205

Price: $10
Rating:++••

This is a one-player-versus-the-computer game in which
you guide the Enterprise ship through different sectors of
space while also fighting off the entire Klingon fleet. You
manage your weapons systems and explore the galaxy, seeking out new life forms and boldly going where no one has
gone before, etc.
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Figure 5·22: The unfortunate captain of this Enterprise has just suffered a hit

from aKlingon photon torpedo. Ouch!
All the geeky Trek controls are at your fingertips. You can
also view your ship from rhe enemy's perspective. This
game is fun, and offers a quick Trek fix. Bur for our money,
NerTrek (reviewed on page 100) is the better "Star Trek"
game. (There's nothing like living the real-time drama of a
cross-network NerTrek dogfight.)

Version: 1.0
Author: Gory Dauphin
Address: 334 Markham Dr.
Slidell, LA 70458
Price: $5

Rating:•++

You're dialing BBSs late one night and you stumble across a
mysterious system. Little do you know, the fare of the
world is in your hands now. If you can break into the system and find your way around in time, you might be able
to avert a terrible disaster. This game looks exactly like your
monitor would if you were online, complete with command prompts. It only obeys real DOS commands (gak!).
T his unique game rests your skills at problem-solving and
"hacking." The clues are a little obvious, bur if you can't
figure it our for yourself, you're not going to get any help.
You can get a lor more involved with rhis game than, say, a

'
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computer role-playing game, in which you're merely going
through the motions. This game makes you think. The
perfect diversion for those who'd rather simulate dangerous
computer hacking than actually try it.

Authors: Jeffrey D.Morris & David M. Jordan
Address: loki Engineering
55 Wheeler St.
Cambridge, MA 02138
Price: $25
Rating:••••

Version: 3.1
Author: Bob Boylan
Address: 54 Howe Rd.
Coram, NY 11727
Price: Freeware
Rating:-(,.-(,.-(,.-(,.

In this game, you find real words within a jumbled arrangement, much like the find-a-word games we played
when we were kids. You pick as many words as you can
within an allotted time. At the end of the round, the words
are compared against an online database of "real" words.
You score points for every word you find, but you lose
points for "bogus" words that don't match the game's criteria. The interface is nice and the game works fairly well.
However, if you're beyond the fourth grade, Webster's
Revenge will have limited appeal.

Okay, "Wheel of Fortune" fans, this is the game you've
been waiting for. If you cherish the actual game hosted
by Vanna White and Par Sajak (and, let's face it, folks,
who doesn't?), you'll want ro check out this game, a great
simulation of rhe real one. Just as they do on the show,
players take turns spinning the wheel and trying to solve
rhe puzzle. My only complaint is that the game doesn't
display a running tally of the points and the money each
player has earned.
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r~':.0!!£[1£~I:~C!C].
Version: 1.6
Author: Andrew Welch
Address: Ambosia Software, Inc.
P.O. Box 23140
Rochester, NY 14692
AOL: AmbrosiaSW
CIS: 73424, 1226
Applelink: Ambrosia.SW
GEnie: Andrew.Welch
Internet: AmbrosiaSW@aol.com
Fax: 716-475-9289
Price: Freeware
Rating:_._.

Zoomation! is a sort of screen-saver-esque program that
zooms around your screen in random or preset modes.
We're not sure what it is or why it does what it does, bur
the colors are very nice on Macs that support color. We
find ir a lor of fun when we want ro leave our Macs unattended for some rime, and we like the unusual color effects
it creates.

Fonts
c

"Asweet attradive kind of grace,
Afull assurance given by looks..."
-Matthew"''"""'"''

P

erhaps more than anything else, desktop publishi ng
has helped make the M ac what it is today. Among its
strongest features for desktop publishers have been
irs excellent capabilities in working with type. But as
anyone who's priced commercial fonts knows, type doesn't
come cheap to the desktop.

~ou won't see Adobe or Bitstream issuing fonts like some of those covered in this

\.:f chapter. Take, for example, our suite of ''TV theme fonts," all of which look like
the typefaces used in popular TV shows.
Rodchenko
'1he Love Boat"
Beotsville
'1he Brody Bunch"
BeiiBottom
"Laugh-In"
Crillee
"Star Trek: The Next Generation"
CartWright
"Bonanza"

On the other hand, shareware fonts are some of the best
bargains in the computer business. While we're the first
to admit there are some pretty hideous fonts around
(not to mention some totally useless ones), when you
compare a price of$5, $ 10 or $15 for a shareware font
to $150 to $300 for a commercial typeface, it is easy to see
shareware's advantage.
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Although shareware fonts can be used for a variety of purposes, many of them are just plain fun. As with o ther kinds
of shareware, fonts created by shareware autho rs tend ro be
the ones you wouldn't find in a commercial type-house
library.
Before collecting a library of shareware fonts, it's important
ro know something about typography. While this chapter
showcases some of the best shareware typefaces available, it
doesn't teach you how ro use type effectively. That topic
would fill books-and, in fact, it has. We strongly recommend springing for a book or two. Clifford Burke's Type
From the Desktop (published by Venrana Press) provides an
insightful look at typography in general and computer
typesetting in particular. It covers typefaces, design and layout, and even printing and production.

~ ur favorite example of a weird, wacky shoreware font is PostCrypt. Only avail-

"l:Joble in uppercose, it feotures letterforms thot look like dripping point or bloodsimilar to the old '1oles From the Crypt" comic book logo. You moy ask yourself,
"Why would Iever need o dripping-blood typefoce?" Just use PostCrypt foro
Holloween porty invitotion, ond you'll wonder how you ever got along without it.
We also suggest you check out a few noncomputer-relared
type and design books, since the principles of good g raphic
design have been around a lor lo nger than the Macintosh.
Explore, read, ask questions. And, remember, there are no
absolute carved-in-granite rules for typography (although
some might be carved in limesrone). Most of all, trust
your own eye and go with what you like.

TYPEFACE INGREDIENTS

Creating an attractive, reliable, professional-looking font
isn't easy. Aside from the aesthetics of the letterforms themselves, other factors contribute to a good computer typeface:
1. Uppercase and lowercase characters. If the typeface is ro be used for body copy (the text in a
book or document), it should have a complete
set of uppercase and lowercase characters.
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2. Special characters. T he Mac is capable of making a lor of special characters, like trademark
and copyright symbols, letters w ith accent
marks and other seldom-used characters. If your
documents require such symbols, you'll want a
typeface rhar includes the complete set of special characters. If your favorite shareware font
doesn't include them, you may want to use
Times Roman special characters for serif typefaces (letters with ornamental or finishing
strokes) and Helvetica special ch aracters for
sans-serif typefaces (straight-stemmed letters
withour finishing strokes) .
3. Qual ity character design. H ave you ever wondered why some typefaces look better than others when printed our? One primary reason may
be the care that went into designing them.
4 . Kerning pairs. Frequently, certain letter pairs
have an unsightly gap between them (To, for
example) or nor enough breathing room to be
readable (oe, for example). To correct this problem, computer typographers include in their
font files hints on kerning (adjusting the space
between these tricky letter pairs). T he more
kerned pairs your typeface has, rl1e better your
typeface will look and read. Some shareware
fonts have a hundred kerned pairs; others have
nearly a thousand; some have none.

POSTSCRIPT VERSUS
TRUETYPE

Coke versus Pepsi, Ford versus C hevy, M C I versus
AT&T- some choices are hard to mal(e. But, for now,
anyway, our minds are made up: Coke, Ford, MCI-and
PostScript.
Technically spealcing, PostScript is a "page description language," which means it's a set of rules and commands that
the Mac and the printer use for talking to each other to
accomplish the job of printing your page. Your Mac uses a
similar technology, called QuickDraw, to render what you

'
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see on your screen. Because of quirks and subtle differences
between Q uickDraw (your monitor) and PostScript (your
printer), what you see is not always what you get. Since
1984, PostScript has emerged as the industry standard for
graphic designers and people who are concerned about the
quality of their graphics and typefaces.

st as your favorite word processor or spreadsheet program is upgraded, the
PostScript language undergoes changes and modifications to improve its performance as well. There are, consequently, different kinds of PostScript typefaces. When
most people refer to a PostScript typeface, they mean a Type 1 PostScript typeface,
which is the current standard used by all the large type designers. Type 3 PostScript is
an older version of PostScript, but it should look just fine on your laser printer. In fact,
all the fonts in this chapter were output to a high-resolution imagesetter, so judge for
yourself. This should not be confused, however, with Levell PostScript and its recent
upgrade, Level2, which is on overhaul to the entire PostScript language that will allow
for improved printing and processing of PostScript documents.
W hen you talk about a PostScript typeface, you're talking
about Adobe, Inc., which owns the technology that makes
PostScript possible. Until recently, it saw no reason to share
the secrets of PostScript with Apple and other interested
parties. Over the years, Apple got fed up with paying big
money to Adobe to make PostScript part of what makes a
Macintosh work. So Apple, in conjunction with M icrosoft,
worked to develop TrueType, a new technology for working with typefaces.
When Apple announced that the new TrueType font technology would accompany System 7, Mac users responded
wicl1 a collective groan. Folks hadn't even figured out
PostScript fonts yet and now cl1ey would have to learn
something new! But shortly after the release of System 7,
which incorporates TrueType as a new typeface standard,
Adobe decided to share its PostScript technology wiili ilie
rest of the world. Consequently, tl1e applause meter is
swinging back in favor of PostScript again-largely because
the latest version of Apple's operating system software, 7.1,
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incorporates Adobe's Type Manager technology, making all
our good old PostScript fonts look as nice on the screen as
TrueType fonts. (Well, almost.)
Since Apple and Adobe have kissed and made up, industry
analysts expect PostScript to remain the standard pagedescription language for some time to come.
PostScript shareware fon ts still significantly outnumber
TrueType shareware fonts, and it seems that many of the
existing TrueType shareware fonts are conversions of old
PostScript versions.

ealing with TrueType fonts can be a sticky process. Some users love TrueType;
other folks don't think TrueType offers any practical advantages over PostScript. If
you plan to send your work to a service bureau, you should probably stick to
PostScript. If you can't resist TrueType's siren song, be sure you can find a service
bureau that uses System 7 and has access to the same TrueType fonts you use. One
other bit of advice-we generally encourage folks to stick to one or the other. Just
as it's not smart to run your car on unleaded gas sometimes and on regular at other
times, problems can arise when you have a TrueType Garamond and a PostScript
Garamond on your Mac.
As a concession to TrueType, we've included a sampling of
our favorite TrueType fonts at the end of the chapter. If
you want more, check with your favorite online service or
user group. Odds are it has TrueType versions of many
PostScript typefaces shown here.
For most of the chapter, though, we'll keep things simple
and focus mostly on Type 1 (standard) PostScript fonts.

THE USUAl GANG
OF DINGBATS

Since the vast majority of shareware typefaces are display
fonts (typefaces used at a large point size for headlines,
signs or other artistic purposes), our selection leans heavily
in that direction. We've grouped these typefaces into seven
categories:
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-. Drop Caps-Ornamental fonts, usually two or
three lines tall, used at the beginning of a chapter or secnon .
._. Dingbats-Fonts composed of little symbols
or icons instead of letters (your Mac comes
equipped with the famous Zapf Dingbats) .
._. Handwriting-Typefaces that look like human
handwriting. (These seem to be a big shareware
favorite, so we've included a few good ones
here.)
._.Serifs-Solid, readable typefaces frequently used
for body copy. Characterized by finishing
strokes at the ends of letters .
._.Sans-serifs-Quality fonts often used for headlines or shorr blocks of text. Characterized by a
lack of serifs (see above) .
._. Display-Fun and wacky art fonts .
._.TrueType-Faces of all kinds that are available
in TrueType format for use with System 7.

One more note: While we rate most of the other shareware in
this book on a scale of 1 to 5, we simply describe shareware
fonts, noting problems you should be aware of and featuring a sample of each face. Rating fonts is too subjective an
undertaking. You're the best judge.

s you'll soon see, quite a few fonts featured in this
chapter are the work of David Rakowski. We couldn't
help wondering what kind of special Mac madness drives
an assistant professor of music at Columbia University to
spend so much of his time writing shareware fonts. So we
decided to ask him.
"I did most of those faces as a way of relaxing while I was
taking a year off from teaching. I was in the process of
writing a symphony, and sometimes at night I just wanted
to get away from the work of writing music, so doing the
fonts was a nice, kind of productive way of relaxing."
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Rakowski said he didn't have the same kind of critics for
his fonts as he did fo r his music, so there wasn't as much
pressure on his efforts. H e also tried to create fonts he
hadn't seen before.
In creating a new typeface, he usually started by sketching
out an idea or finding a rough approximation in a type
specimen book, and then scanning the image with a
Microtek hand scanner. Working on an SE and later a IIsi
crammed with 17mb of RAM, he would trace the design
in Fonrographer, a popular font creation an d manipulation
program. O ne fonr rook only three hours to create, while
another rook nvo days of solid work. T he extensive resting
and trouble-shooting he pur into each one account in part
for the success and popularity of his fonts. "The frustrating
part of the process," he said, "is working on the precise
spacing between certain pairs of letrers-ny ing to make
sure they look good when they're next to each other."
Because Rakowski requests that those who like his typefaces mal<e a donation to the music department at
Columb ia, he has received no money from the venture.
T he music deparrmenr, however, has received about
$9,000 in donations from satisfi ed shareware fans. T he
money is used to hire professional musicians to perform
works written by music students at Columbia. "My students are aware of where the money comes from,"
Rakowski said, "and I suppose some of them think it's
ra th er strange. "
Rakowski created his fi rst typeface out of the need for a
Macintosh font that would produce unique music symbols.
Now, he has his own "imaginary sofware company, Insect
Byres, which is an excuse to put silly endings in all of the
ReadMe documents."
If you like David Rakowski's work, send a donation to the
music department at 703 Dodge H all, Columbia University, New York, NY 10027. H e can be reached through
America O nline at the screen name "Rakman."_.
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All the programs reviewed here and throughout the book
are available in the Ventana Press Mac Shareware 500
Library on America Online. You'll find the Mac Shareware
Library in the Computing & Software section of America
O nline, or go there instantly by typing the keyword: Mac
500. To sign on to America Online, you can use your 10
free hours of online time and the starter disk that com e
with this book, plus cl1e Mac-compatible modem of your
choice. For further instructions on how to join America
O nline, or for more information about the Mac Shareware
500 Library, please see Appendix B.

DROP CAPS
Format: Type 1 PostScript
Author: David Rakowski
Address: AOL: Rakman
Price: Freewore, or see feoture story.

Ann-Stone
Ann-Stone, a drop-cap woodcut font, dates from late 19thcentury Germany. Each letter is black and is boxed, with a
curtain-like, stained-glass pattern in the backgro und. All 26
alphabetic characters are available in this font (the I and J
are identical). Also, cl1ere's an alternative T character in the
lowercase T slot.
Ann-Stone was designed by the prolific David Rakowski of
Insect Bytes (see preceding story). In case you think Insect
Bytes is a huge shareware conglomerate, Rakowski describes its Massachusetts-based operation as a "place where
we leave our doors unlocked at night, where we walk on
the lake in February and where even the Federal Express
d river says, 'Geez, you guys live way out here?'"

•
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Jugend
Format: Type 3 PostSuipt
Author: DaveNolle
Address: c/o Ragnarok
P.O. Box 140333
Austin, TX 78714
Price: $5

Jugend is a mediaeval-style d rop cap fo nt which is best
used at large sizes-if you go below 60-point or so, the
detail gets clurtered up. It's a shame the characters weren't a
lirrle lighter, but if you're ever illuminating a manuscript,
Jugend might come in handy.
J ugend was created by D ave N aJle of Ragnarok Games, a
role-playing game publisher. In this chapter you'll be reading about some other fonts from their Scri ptorium Font
Library. For each of their fonts they ask o nly $5; o r you can
buy one of their disks for $ 15, which will inc! ude a plethora
of good fontage.
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Offenbach Caps
Format: Type 3 PostScript
Author: David Rakowski
Address: AOL: Rakman
Price: Freeware, or see feature story.

Another David Rakowski creation, Offenbach Caps is
actually a set of three PostScript fonts consisting of all 26
uppercase letters in an ornate Art Nouveau scyle. Each
character is a black serif (a heavy, dark and weighty-looking
derailed serif) surrounded by a Aower and frond-like Aourishes. Since rhe fonts are so large, we recommend you nor
use them with other downloadable fo nts; bur if you must,
check rhe Unli mited Downloadable Fonts option in rhe
Page Setup dialog box.

Tenderleaf Caps
Author: David Rakowski
Address: AOL: Rakman
Price: Freeware, or see feature story.

Tenderleaf Caps is a nice font for drop caps if you're feel ing
kind of leafy. Serifs give the base font a rough and uneven
texture, like tree bark; the leaves add an 18th-century
woodcut look. This isn't a font you'll use everyday, bur if
you're doing a recycling poster or Bier Cor "A Tree Grows in
Brooklyn," Tenderleaf Caps could come in handy.
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WoodcutDropCops
Format: Type 3 PostScript
Author: David Rakowski
Address: AOL: Rokman
Price: Freeware, or see feature story.

Finishing our the trilogy of drop caps from fom master
David Rakowski are rwo font sets, WoodcutOropCaps 1
& 2, inspired by illustrations from an old children's book.
The character images are ornate capital letters. WoodcutDropCaps 1 has the following keystrokes assigned: A, B, C,
F, H , I, M, h, i, Shifc-1 and Shifc-2. Shifc-1 contains a
design used in the chapter-opening pages of the aforementioned children's storybook, and Shift-2 is a dingbat used
to mark the endings of stories. WoodcutDropCaps 2 (the
sequel!) has these characters: A, B, 0, P, S, T, U , W, t, w
and Option-t. Although there are no drop caps for other
letters, if you need highly intricate drop caps ofletters listed above, WoodcutOropCaps 1 & 2 may be just the ticket.
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Armadillo

DINGBATS

According to font creator Russ Coffman, Armadillo started
out as a personal proj ect, but "recently I went nuts and
added the Texas items and renamed it Armadillo. "

Formot: Type 3 PostScript
Author: Russ Coffman
Address: AOL: AFL Russ(
Price: Beerware

This dingbat set features little maps ofTexas, several different armadillos in black, white and various shades of gray,
and even some cool and helpful dingbats that aren't at all
related to the Lo ne Star State.

rriibLC9
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~rmadillo author Russ Coffman seems to be the major proponent of beerware. His
~ReadMe documents offer his official definition of how to pay for his Armadillo
font: Armadillo is beerware.lf you use it, you must chug a Lone Star longneck or
local equivalent in my name. Fail to do so and you may get sick and die someday.
11
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Bill's Dingbats
Format: Type 3 PostScript
Author: U·Design Type Foundry
Address: 201 Ann St.,
Hartford, a 061 03
Price: SB

If you ever get rired of Zapf Dingbats, or just want a different set of dingbats to choose from, Bill's Dingbats would
be a good place to look. T his set picks up where the classic
Zapf Dingbats leaves off. There are plenty of solid bullets
and slugs to use for setting off bullet lists, but there are also
a few eccentric dingbats as well, like a spider's web or a
cocktail glass.
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Coble Dingbats
Cable Dingbats, a font containing logos* from many popular US cable television and broadcast networks, is a newshound's dream come true. These logos are copyrighted and
are provided for private use only, lest you get any strange
ideas about using them to fake press passes.

Format: Type 1 PostSuipt
Author: Gene Cowan
Address: Cowan Design Associates
2303 Freetown Ct., Reston, VA 22091
Pri(e: Postcardware

D(r {iifm;ij ~ IJ[j]£3 • ® ~
1m NEWS R QVC USA •11
DIIIBmJ!aJ«J l i CMJ HB8
•Logos are proprietary ro rheir owners and can be used publicly only wirh rhc owners' permission.

Coiro
Author: dark T. Riley
Address: 1205 St. Andrews Way
Baltimore, MD 21239
CIS: 75140, 1537
AOL: DRRILEY
Internet: clark_riley@qmail.bs.jhu.edu

Cairo is an interesting dingbat font featuring a wide array
of strange, simple line drawings. The dingbats look as if
they were lifted from a 1950s magazine. Unlike many dingbat collections, these look pretty good at smaller sizes. At
larger point sizes, the lack of detail really starts to show. For
best results, stick to sizes between 36 and 14 points.
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Classified Dingbats
Author: Bruce Shanker
Address: 1279 Boyd Rd.
Warminster, PA18974-2260
AOL: BBUD BSS
Price: $15

These dingbats are typical of what you'd find in the classified section of your newspaper, hence the name. For a small
publicatio n with a right art budget, C lassified Dingbats
could really fill rhe design void. Uppercase characters are
black on white; lowercase characters are reversed our. For a
mere $ 15, Bruce will send you all of his fonrs on disk.
T hat's a better bargain chan anything you'll fi nd advertised
in rhe newspaper (except maybe the classifieds) .

mm11~~ ~~~
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CocoColoFont
Format: Type 1 PostScript
Author: Russ Coffman
Address: AOL: AFLRuss C
Price: Beerware

CocaCola Font, derived from original slicks from rhe
Coca-Cola Company art department, was designed by
Russ Coffman. T he march to the "Real Thing" is superb.
T he capital C produces the Coca-Cola* script logo, the
lowercase c produces the Coke logo, and typing "USA" ereaces a line that spells our "Coca-Cola USA. " We're not sure
what you might want to do wirh a PostScript versio n of the
Coke logo. But considering ir's the most widely recognized
image on the planet, we figured we'd better include it in a
co mpreh ensive book on Macinrosh shareware. Be forewarned, rho ugh : commercial, unauthorized use of CocaCola trademarks could expose you to legal action.

@!t~USA Coke

COca· COla ..........' Logo is propriew ry ro irs owner and c.1n b e used p ub licly o nly with the owner's permission.
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DovysDingbots
Format: Type 1 PostScript
Author: David Rekowski
Address: AOL: Rckmcn
Price: See feature story.

If you're planning to download DavysDingbats from an
online service or bulletin board, keep in mind that it rakes
about 10 minutes using a 2400-baud modem- more than
three rimes the normal time for a fonr download. That's
because it has about 200 dingbats and p ictures that shareware fonr-guru David Rakowski has lovingly gathered into
an awesomely comprehensive PostScript typeface. There
are run-of-the-mill dingbats, printer's fleurons (floral-like
designs), pictures of household items and a few other wild
surprises. This is the standard by which all other dingbat
sets have been judged, and it remains one of the best ever.
From the ReadMe documents to DavysDingbars: "DavysDingbats is distributed under the shareware honor systemdon't ask me why. Other high-quality products I have put
into the shareware rounds have garnered only feeble
response (look at SHPFLTNAT fonr-over 1,000 downloads, coundess other pd/shareware sales, and ELEVEN
registered users-you slackers really suck! Some 'honor'
system, huh ?). If you don't use or like DavysDingbars,
fine-erase it, throw the disks away, whatever. M ay yo u be
forced to watch reruns of 'Married W ith C hildren' forever."
Take care nor to put roo many DavysDingbats on a single
page, since they suck up a lor of memory from your printer. Too many may cause a PostScript error, and we know
how painful that can be.
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Eclectic One
Author: Brian Sooy
Address: 419 Hampton Dr.
Elyria, OH 44035-8805
Price: $11.95

Eclectic One is a unique font with the semi-psychedelic
look and tone of an underground comic or zine. The
graphics lines of the lerrerforms are right and clean, bur if
you look closely, there's a lot of subversive stuff in this 150• character set. The copyright symbol and the recycling logo
are just plain useful (as are the clocks with hands at various
points to indicate the time), bur what about the smiley face
inside the atom symbol? How about the bomb? The
cracked egg? The running stickman? The giant circular saw
blade? Pray tell, what could it all mean? Perhaps it's parr of
some international symbolic conspiracy. Well, for whatever
you do, Eclectic O ne is an excellent dingbat source.

Griffin Dingbats
Format: Type 1 PostScript
Author: David Rakowski
Address: AOL: Rakman
Price: See feature story.
(Make check payable to
Griffin Music Ensemble.)

Griffin Dingbats contains about 155 picture characters and
a rather ornate drop-cap font, based on a Gothic typeface
called Celebration. T he picture images range from Art
Nouveau and Renaissance printer ornaments to smiling,
walking vegetables.
We think this interesting collection of dingbats and drop
caps is probably the best all-around "non-font" font on
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the shareware market. A TrueType version is also available. (An IBM-PC version will soon be out; it can be
uploaded to CompuServe.)
Because it's a very large font, it may cause trouble if you use
a PostScript printer with less than 2mb of memory or use
Adobe Type Manager (ATM) with small font caches. One
problem with this font is that cerrain characters display as
blanks when ATM is used and a noninstalled bitmap size is
called for; they do, however, print fine. If you have problems with Griffin Dingbats, the version that's been broken
into smaller pieces may alleviate them. This font is available on GEnie or CompuServe.
To register to use this font, the author requests you make a
tax-ded uctible contribution to the G riffin Music Ensemble,
a performing ensemble. For $12, you'll be considered a
rightful owner; for $25 or more, you'll be listed on the
group's concen programs and will receive another disk of
fonts from the author, as a premium. If you give $50, the
author will send you two disks of fonts; and if you give
$12,000, the result will be unpredictable and incredible
JOyousness.
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Morton Dingbats

Format: Type 1 PostScript
Author: Jim Morton
Address: Pop Void Publications
109 Minna St., Ste. 583
San Francisco, CA 941 05
Price: Freeware

If you can find a good use for PostCrypt, the typeface that
looks like dripping blood (or paint), then you'll no doubt
love Morton Dingbats. C reated by Jim Morton of Pop Void
Publications in San Francisco, Morton Dingbats contains a
bizarre collection of spooky and creepy symbols, including a
skull, snake, spider, eyeball and other scary stuff. It also fearures religious symbols, including Eastern philosophical
designs like a yin-yang and symbols from the I C hing.
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HANDWRITING
Format: Type 1 PostScript
Author: Sam Wong
Address: 108 Poole Ln., Clemson, SC 29631
Price: Freeware (S5 donation appreciated)

*

Arctic
A modern-style typeface, Arctic looks like neat handwriting. T he wide characters are a lircle bottom-heavy, but they
create a nice, solid effect.

It i~ a tQrribl~ hard jOb to
~pQnd a billion dollar~ and
gQt ~our tnOnQ~'~ worth.
- George Humphrey
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Ashley
Format: Type 1 PostScript
Author: Peter Jensen
Address: 152 Hawthorne Ave.
Glen Ridge, NJ 07028
Price: 510 /$25 if used commercially

Ashley mimics a delicate, feminine handwriting when used
at a relatively small point size with tight kerning. Some
characters are a little roo loose in composition; bur overall
the font seems to work well.

An ''QgghQodll i':s onQ ~ho :slond:s
fi'r~l~ on bolh fQQI i'r) ~~d-oi'r on

bolh :sJdQ:s of on i':s:suQ
-Sen. Homer Ferguson

Heidelberg
Format: Type 3 PostScript
Author: Bill Horton
Address: 1205 De Ia Vina St.
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
Price: Freeware

If yo u've used and liked the font "MacHumaine, " you
should rake a look at Heidelberg. Created by the same
designer, it's a logical extension of MacHumaine. We like
Heidelberg for certificates, awards or anything that calls for
the weighty, formal look of hand-lettered calligraphy. As a
bonus, the author has included a Fontographer file, which,
if you have Fonrographer, allows you to open Heidelberg
and alter the subtle aspects of irs design.

B9 common consent 9ra9 flairs are
a crown of 9(or~; tfie on(9 o~ect of
resyect tfiat can ne\'er excite en"9·
-Bancroft
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Lefty Casual
Our favorite "handwriting emulation font," Lefty Casual,
was designed to look like a left-handed person's style (block
letteri ng, not cursive). It's highly convincing. If you're a
lefty and want to produce something that more or less
resembles your handwriting, Lefty Casual is a must.

Formal: Type 1 PostScript
Author: Ted Alspach
Address: AOL: TeddyO
CIS: 76467,3035

\n VV'KJlfe{'s

o-f

Sfy\e) svv\M

vv~ ~e CV{'{'ei\T\ . VI VV'Kl
J fe{'s

o-f fY . nc\p\e) Sfan~ \\'Ke a {'OC'K.
-Thomas Jefferson

lumparsky
Formal: Type 1 PostScript
Author: Walter Kafion-Minkel
Address: c/o Portland MacintoshUser Group
P.O. Box 8949
Portland, OR 97207-8949
Price: Freeware

Named after the author's six-year-old daughter, Lumparsky
is an unusual, bold, 1940s-style typeface. Based on a partial
font the author found in an old lettering manual, this font
features over 100 kerning pairs.
If you use a 300-dpi printer, the author recommends you
don't go any smaller than 14 points with Lumparsky. He
suggests setting the typeface between 24 and 60 points for
informal flyers and ads. The uppercase letters of this font
make nice drop caps, especially with body text set in prissylooking serif fonts such as Stempel Schneidler, Novarese
or Weiss.

Happin<%~ i~ not an ab~ence

of prob(e~; but the abi(ity to
deaf with them.
-H. Jackson Brown, Sr.
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Marydale
Author: Brian Willson
Address: c/o Three Island Press
215 Cedar St.
Rockland, ME 04841-2307
AOL: BWillson
CIS: 76662, 2364
Price: $10

Marydale is vaguely reminiscent of the Adobe font Tekton,
though Marydale is bolder, and the characters look more
like they were handwritten. The slight bulges at the tips of
the letters look like the sm udges of ink left when a finepoint marker first hits paper; the strokes are smooth
enough to be neat and readable but rough enough to look
like very nice handwriting. This font looks good at just
about any size, but it starts getting hard to read below 10
points. The kerning is good, creating a tight, steady look,
as if someone were closely following the lines on their ruled
paper.

The.- fovMdflon dnd pvove.-dvve.vc;e-d b~ the- milltcw~ c;hovld
no+ be- divv/5-e-d be-j-ove-h;md.
-Sun Tzu

Riverside
Format: Type 1 PostScript
Author: Steve Tulk
Address: 27 6Cottonwood Ave.
Riverside, CA 92506
Price: Freeware

Author Steve Tulk's first PostScript font, Riverside, is based
on a font called "Ripoff" (not available for the Mac). T he
face looks good, in spite of an occasional gap in kerning
pairs. But the version we tested revealed a problem: the
loops in the uppercase P, lowercase q and e filled in, printing a solid black. All other letters worked fine.

I~~ f a-+~~r ~d'

a-fwa-lffd' a- +2~rwirf~utttvt

fcr-wa-rl ~~d' d'tr"vt a-vtc£ ~~d' W!lcr-+~~r ~d'

a-fwa-lffd- a- P~wvcr-ura-+.
- Robert Frost
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Albatross

SERIFS
Format: Type 1 PostScript
Author: LORVAD
Address: P.O. Box 182
Easton, MD 21601
Price: $10

If you're looking for an easy-to-read bur unique-looking
serif face with tall ascenders (the parts of tall letters such
as l and h that stick up over most other characters),
Albatross will do nicely. It's an ideal face when you need
type that takes up room vertically bur not so much horizontally, without having to bend and stretch it in a draw or
page-layout program. Take care to leave plenty of leading
(space berween lines of type) because of the taller-thanusual amibutes of Albatross.

We cannot put the face of a person on a
stamp unless said person is deceased. My
suggestion, therefore, is that you drop dead.
- Postmaster Gen. James Edward D ay

Cheneou Text
Author: Don (err
Address: Box 11 1
30 Main St.
Ashuelot, NH 03441
Price: $15

Dan drew this font o n his computer, letter by letter. T he
• time and effort he put into the project show. Cheneau
looks a lot like the popular commercial typeface Goudy,
only without some of Goudy's quirks. A lot of commercial
versions of Goudy don't look as good as Cheneau. The letters are small, crisp, clear and solid; the kerning gives plenty of breathing room, allowing the words to flow. A perfect
text font, even in small type sizes.

The case fo r democracy is that it accepts the ratio nal and h umane
va lues as ends, and proposes as the means of reali zing them the
minimum o f coercio n and the maximum of voluntary assent. We
may wel l abando n the cosmological temple in w hich the democratic ideology originall y enshrined these values w itho ut renouncing
the fa ith it was designed to celebrate.
- Carl Becker
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Clossico
Format: Type 3 PostScript
Author: Francis X."Butch" Mahoney
Address: 302 Lessard St.
Donaldsville, LA 70346

C lassica, o ne of the most popular shareware fonts around,
has some fairly o rn ate characteristics and can therefore be
rough to read if kerned roo rightly or set in a small size.
Bur these are only minor p roblems, and you have ro do
truly mean things to Classica before it starts ro show these
flaws. Ir's a perennial favo rite and is widely used.

Justice without power is inefficient; power without
justice is tyranny. Justice without power is opposed,
because there are always wicked men. Power without
justice is soon questioned Justice and power must
therefore be brought together, so that whatever is just
may be powerful and whatever is powerful may be just.
-Pascal

Kennon
Format: Type 3 PostScript
Author: Jim Pearson
Address: 2542 SterlingCt.
Franklinton, NC 27 525
Price: $5

Kennon, a professional-quality typeface in the tradition of
Goudy O ldsryle, features a great set of kerning pairs.
(There's even a kerning pai r fo r Yg, in case the need ever
arises.) Some of the serifs for Kennon are oddly angled.
Though the font is fajrJy thick and bold, it has some quirky
cl1in ner strokes mixed in as well.

Pride makes us do things
well, but it is love that makes
us do them to perfection.
-H. Jackson Brown, Sr.
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Superior Condensed
Author: Albert J. Kim
Address: c/o The Reference Type Foundry
2553 Plum Leaf Lone, Suite (
Toledo, OH 43614
Internet: okim@opus.mco.edu
Price: $10

This beautiful serif font comes in roman and italic faces.
The problem with Superior Condensed is that at smaller
sizes the letters begin to hop up and down on the baseline a
bit, maldng the font look like it's not on a sure footing.
This is a shame, because otherwise it would be a great
body-copy font. At larger sizes it looks very good, perhaps
making it suitable for headlines, due to its compact width.
The kerning is functional, and the conservative, consistent
serifs make the type clean and easy to read.

The skill of Lenin simply cannot be overestimated. He introduced into human
relations a new dimension of evil and depravity not surpassed by Genghis Khan
or Attila. His concept of Party supremacy, girded by ruthless and ironclad
discipline, gave communism a fanaticism and an immorality that shocked
Western civilization. Underlying all of Lenins's thoughts and actions was the
use of naked force to achieve Party ends. He held that there could be no
permanent coexistence between communists and non-communists.

-J. Edgar Hoover

Thomas
Format: Type 3 PostScript
Author: DavidDowe
Address: GEnie: XTH04747
Price: Freeware

Thomas, one of our favorites, combines graceful curves
with a wonderful balance to create a lovely semibold face.
The letters have a large x-height (a relatively tall lowercasecharacter set) and a slightly condensed look.
We've chosen it as one of the best shareware programs in
this book, and it's reviewed in greater detail in Chapter 4,
"Making the Most of the Best."

In every company, at every
fireside, one is struck with
the riches of nature.
-Emerson
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Tiffany
Format: Type 1 PostScript
Author: Francis X. "Butch" Mahoney
Address: 302 Lessard St.
Donaldsville, LA 70346
Price: $25

We've tried ro make it a policy to include only full working
versions of the shareware reviewed in this book, but we
occasionally bend a little on that matter. Tiffany is one
such exception. While with Tiffany you get a complete set
of characters that you can print out and take a good look
at, some of the letters have the word "Sample" superimposed over rhem. Tiffany designer Francis Mahoney
explains his strategy this way: "Since I had trouble with
shareware, I had ro alter some of the letters by making the
printer type 'Sample' across the letter. I apologize for this
inconvenience, but this is the only way I can protect my
work and although the sample font is free, rhe final version
you purchase is not free. It is a licensed product not for
resale without permission. The price for the working version is $25 (talk rome, maybe we can make some other
deal). For the $25, you will get a disk, a license to use the
typeface and of course the software. "
Although we're a little disappointed with the way Mahoney
has disabled his font ("crippling" is the term shareware
folks use for such a practice), you can still cry before you
buy and get a great idea of how the font looks and prints.
And $25 is a small price to pay for a font that we think is
one of the best available in the shareware market.

It is only a poor sort of happiness that could ever come by
carlng very much about our own narrow pleasures. We can

only have the highest happiness, such as goes along with
true greatness, by having wide thoughts and much feeling
for the rest of the world as well as ourselves; and this sort
ofhappines often brings so much pain with it, iliat we can
only tell it from pain by its being what we would choose
before everything else; because our souls see it is good.
- George Eliot
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Windsor Demi
Format: Type l PostScript
Author: Brion Hendrix

W indsor Demi is much thicker than any demi we've seen
(a semi- or demi-weighr typeface is traditionally one that is
heavier or darker than a standard Roman weight, but not
as heavy as a boldface version of that particular font).
Windsor is an attractive typeface when used properly. It
should be set at 10 points minimum and shouldn't be used
in documents that need a light, airy feeling. Windsor lends
amhoriry and power to rhe words you set in ir.

Winning s not a sometime thing; it's an alltime thing. You don't win once in a while, you
don't do things right once in a while, you do
them right all the time. Winning is a habit.
Unfortunately, so is losing.
-Vince Lombardi

SANS·SERIF
Format: Type l PostScript
Author: Jim Pearson
Address: 2542 Sterling Ct.
Franklinton, NC 27 525
Price: $5

Brassfield
Brassfield, a medium-weight sans-serif font with round letterforms, prints clean and is versatile enough for a number
of situations. Brassfield is a distinctive font; some of irs
numbers and special characters, however, don't match the
sryle established for the ocher lerterforms-rhey aren't
shaped using the same set of curves-so they sometimes
look out of place.

To be in love is merely to
be in a state of perpetual
anesthesia.
-H.L. Menken
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Capel-Y-Ffin
Author: A.K.A. Adorn
Address: Eckerd College/LTR
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Price: $5

This true sans-serif font closely resembles the immensely
popular Gill Sans. Maybe that's why this face was named
after the Welsh workshop of E ric Gill, creator of Gill Sans.
As clear and d ean as Furura, more formal than Kabel,
Capel-Y-Ffin is a great font for display or body copy. The
kerning is nice and airy, the baseline is steady, and it looks
great at any size. Very nice work and well worth the mere
$5 fee, especially when you consider what a commercial
font house would charge for the same thing.

If they're going to cheat
you out of a french fry,
it always happens in the
drive-through, not inside.
-Don L. Weaver

Foktos
Format: Type 1 PostScript
Author: Cory MoyleH
Address: 5367 New Hampton Dr.
Soh Lake City, UT 84123
Price: $20

Fakros has that sleek, early 20th-century industrial style
that's quire popular. It has more than 1,400 kerning pairs.
It's popular among designers looking for a cosmopolitan
effect, and it works well as display type on Ayers and
posters.

We should not only use
the brains we have, but
all that we can borrow.
-Woodrow Wilson
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Homburg
Format: Type 3 PostScript
Author: Chuck Walker

Hamburg, a rounded sans-serif font, looks like a H elvetica
with curves. It's clean and sharp-looking, with a unique,
modern feel. The letterforms end in half-circles, producing
a gentle, easy-to-read effect.

Sometimes a noble failure
serves the world as faithfull~
as a distinguished success.
- Dowden

Kobel
Format: Type 1 PostScript

Kabel, a shareware version of the commercially popular
font of the same name, is one of our all-time favorite shareware fonts. It's distinctive and professional. Once you see
it, you remember it forever. And you've probably seen it.
Take a good look at the word "H eadline" in CNN's
"Headline News" logo. T he angled lowercase e gives it
away immediately: Kabel.

Behold the turtle, he makes
progress only when he
sticks his neck out.
- James B. Co nant
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· Koshgarian-Light
Format: Type 1 PostScript
Author: David Rakowski
Address: AOL: Rakman
Price: See feature story.

Koshgarian-Light is a great-looking font modeled after
Handel Gothic Light (the font used on Pepsi cans). The
fLJl character set is available, as well as punctuation and
numbers. Quickly recognizable and distinctive, the font
looks like a rounded rendition of Eurostile, a popular sansserif typeface. It also resembles the font in The Terminator
movie logo.

Don't carry a grudge. While
you're carrying a grudge,
the other guy's out dancing.
-Buddy Hackett

Machine Block
Format: Type 1 PostScript
Author: Gary Hagestead
Address: P.O. Box 81276
Fairbanks, AK 99708
Price: $15

MachineBlock lives up to irs name, sporting a machinechiseled look based on a bold Helvetica. It comes in handy
when you're searching for a face that looks monospacedthough MachineBlock isn't in fact. Ir simply has letters that
look "machine" generated, each of which takes up about
the same amount of space. On the other hand, monospaced type, like typewriter Courier, relies on the white
space between letters to create that effect. MachineBlock
comes in capital letters only.

IF YOU'RE LOOKING FOR A
BIG OPPORTUNITY, SEEK
OUT ABIG PROBLEM.
-H. Jackson Brown, Sr.
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Middleton
Version: 1.1
Author: Jonathon Hodges
Address: c/o Penguin Productions
61 Winchester Rd.
Ronkonkoma, NY 11779
CIS: 76276, 3102
Price: Freeware

This font is admittedly a rip-off of the commercial font
Florentine, but it's a good-looking rip-off. T he kerning isn't
bad, the letterforms flow, and the strokes are just bold
enough to give Middleton a firm look, but not so bold as
to leave it looking too dark to use at smaller sizes. You will
still probably want to keep the point size either high or
low; at intermediate sizes, between 12 and 18 points, the
font looks badly proportioned and is a little hard ro read.
T his font is more suitable for display type than body copy
anyway. Nice work overall.

You car1't judge a boot\
bu its cover, but that's a
veru good wau to pieR out
a little summer readif\g.
- Don L. Weaver

NeuSonslight &NeuSonsBiock
Format: Type 1 PostScript
Author: Jim Pearson
Address: 2542 Sterling Ct.
Franklinton, NC 27525
Price: $5

N euSansLighc and N euSansBlack are, obviously, light and
heavy weights ofNeuSans- an oddly slanting font with
bizarre and sometimes quirky strokes. Again, half the crick
in achieving a good effect with some shareware faces is
knowing how to use them. Use the NeuSans faces when
you're aiming for a distinctive, eye-catching look that can
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afford ro sacrifice a little readability in exchange for a lot of
originality. This face actually looks better at smaller sizes,
when its more bizarre features are downplayed. Avoid setring long strings of text in all-caps with this font.

There is only one pretty
child In the world, and
every Mother has it.
-Chinese Proverb

Ultra Black
Format: Type 1 PostScript
Author: Gary Hagestead
Address: P.O. Box 81 276
Fairbanks, AK99708
Price: $15

UltraBlack was patterned after H elvetica Black, and it's a
fin e rendition of that versatile face. If you condense UltraBlack in a page layout program, it can be made ro look like
Adobe's Folio Condensed. Because it's very black and authoritative, this face works well as a headline font. It automatically draws the reader's eye. Keep that in mind when
working with it, and use it sparingly; otherwise, it loses irs
impact and creates an implacable wall of black type.

If you don't stand for
something, you'll fall
for anything.
- Unknown
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DISPLAY &ART FACES .: Beatsville
Format: Type 1 PostScript
Author: Pop Void Publications
Address: 109 Minnc St., Ste. 583
Son Frcncisco, CA 94105
Price: Freewcre

.. Bearsville is a unique, crazy typeface that evokes the same
.. feeling as do a lor of the popular faces being used by today's
.
·:. hot designers. It makes us think of a smokey jazz bar or our
favorite episodes of "The Brady Bunch."
.. It is one of the best shareware typefaces in this book and is
.. discussed in further detail in Chapter 4, "Making the Most
.. of the Best. "
.

The minute a man is
convinced that he is
interesting, he is not.
-Stephen Leacock

Bell Bottom
Format: Type 1 PostScript
Author: LORVAD
Address: P.O. Box 1828
Ecston, MD 21601
Price: $10

If Bearsville is "crazy," then Bell Bottom is certainly
"groovy." Evocative of Sixties poster-art lettering, this font
closely resembles the type used for the logo of the hip TV
show "Laugh-In." It's not a face you'd want to print at a
small size; it should probably be used at 36 points or larger.

ihl rlifllil~llill If I
'l&lleaarl 11 11 re&lr' lhe
111111111, Ill ill iii illll.
-Phillip Gave
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Format: Type l PostScript
Author: Walter Kahon-Minkel
Address: c/o Portland Macintosh User Group
P.O. Box 8949
Portland, OR 97207-8949
Price: Freeware

~
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Benjamin

.. Benjamin is based on "Ben Franklin," a 19th-century wood
typeface based on an 18th-century handset type used in
.. Poof
Richard's Almanack (apparently, folks were nostalgic a
.. hundred years ago, too). T he original design for Benjamin
is from WOod Type Alphabets: 100 Fonts (edited by Rob Roy
Kelly,
published by Dover in 1977). Benjamin has a rough... edged look, as if it were made from movable type cut out
. of pieces of wood. It's appropriate when you want a primi.. tive or "colonial back shop" effect.
Walter Kafton-Minkel explains his pricing policy
.. Author
this way: "Since it seems that m ost shareware font-makers
.. never make much money from their fonts anyway, and
. since I did most of the work on this font when I was too
..

sick to go to work buc well enough to sir huddled at my
Mac, sniffling and coughing (which also may explain why
the font looks like it does), it's freeware."

The public is like a piano.
You iust have to know
what keys to poke.
- AI C app

BlockChancery
Format: Type l PostScript
Authors: Earl Allen & Doug Miles
Price: Freeware

One of the most popular calligraphic shareware fonts created is BlackC hancery. It's ornate and intricate, resembling
carefull y made brushstrokes on a certificate or diploma.
The capital letters alone in BlackC hancery mal(e great drop
caps, but it looks irs best when you pair a strong cap with a
few lowercase letters, as in a list of names o r other proper
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nouns. W hen working with this face, take care to leave
enough space between the letters and words (kerning and
letterspacing) so the brushstrokes don't overlap.
Hundreds of people have used BlackChancery in many
popular programs with success, but be careful. The font's
ReadMe docs and some testers reported trouble using this
typeface with Freedom of the Press 3.0.

C)fte prophet of despair gains a
shouting audience. <nut one who
speaks from hope wiff &e heard
fong af~er the noise dies down.
:

- John LaFarge

Bone Block
Author: Peter Drako
Address: c/ o Casual Casual
698-A Queen St. West
Toronto, Canada M6J 1E7
Price: $20

How could we do a shareware book without a font made of
human bones? Of course, skeletal lettering has its drawbacks: stick ro 48 points and larger when you're working
with this face. But the kerning is good, and Bone Black
rides the baseline fairly steadily. The character set includes
a nice skull and crossbones, for you Jolly Roger fans out
there. And if you don't li ke rhe black bones, there's also
another version called Bone White available. Remarkably,
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the font has plenty of punctuation marks and other special
characters. Seriously, now, how many times have you seen
an ampersand composed of femurs? The leg bone's connected to the thigh bone; the thigh bone's connected to
the ....

Forget the dog,
beware of the
damned owner!!
-No Trespassing Sign

CartWright
Format: Type 1 PostScript
Author: LORVAD
Address: P.O. Box 1828
Easton, MD 21601
Price: $10

If you're a "Bonanza" fan, you'll recognize the western-style
CartWright font as being appropriately named. Inspired by
the Adobe wood-type Ponderosa font, CartWright is every
bit as clean and professional as its progenitor.

Tne tning tnat im~resses me mcst
a~cut America is tns
c~sy tnsir cnnarsn.

way ~arsnts
- Duke ofWindsor
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Chosline

Format: Type 1 PostScript
Author: Charles Wiltgen
Address: SyntOptit Type Foundry
2410 Broadway, Apt. B
Dubuque, lA 52001
Price: $25

C hasline is a fresh, semi-industrial display face in a style
fairly popular with designers right now. (Chasline-like faces
have been used in everythi ng from advertising to movie
rides, like Jack N icholson's The Two fakes, to magazine article openings.)
Chasline is partially inspired by the typeface Pulp Modern
(designed by Nick Pavkovic and used extensively in his
Pulp magazine). It's especially effective when used in allcaps with generous kerning.

~o~t let life discourage you, fueryone who
got where he is had to begin where he was,
- Richard L. Evans

Columbus
Format: Type 1 PostScript
Author: Som Wong
Address: 108 Poole ln.
Clemson, SC 29631
Price: $5

Columbus, a highly stylized, heavy-serifed display font, features lots of ornate curls and thick stems. It also is characterized by heavy contrast between thick and thin strokes.

1\ committee is a group
that keeps minutes
and loses hours.
-Milton Berle
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Crackling fire
Format: Type 1 PostScript
Author: Dovid Rakowski
Address: AOL: Rokmon

You probably wouldn't use ir for roo many things, bur
CracklingFire is rhe best flaming typeface we've seen, literally. Only available in uppercase, the letters are styled after
the popular Dom Casual typeface. The catch is they look
like they're on fire, with a slight breeze blowing from the
left fanning the flames to the right.
C racklingFire is free from David Rakowski, bur of course,
if you like it, he asks you to do something unusual to show
your grarirude: send a postcard of something black to
Victoria Salter, 703 Dodge Hall, C olumbia University,
New York, NY 10027. The postcard should read, "Dear
Victoria, The chickens have come home to roost and the
window is open. Now nothing can stop us from overturning it. Tee hee!" We're beginning to wonder about Dave.

- Truman Capote
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Diner

Author: David Rakowski
Address: AOL: Rakman
Price: Charityware

This art deco-style font comes in four weights-skinny,
regular, fatt (yes, with two t's) and obese-but the basic
look is the same: tall, thin and compressed to critical mass.
Based on the old font Huxley Vertical, Diner has a modern
look, yet it conjures up feelings of something that has been
around a little longer than the font-of-the-month-club
mentality. It's so rt of like what some forward-thinking person 50 years ago might have though t fonts would look like
by the year 2000. Wrong, but not a bad font anyway!
Unfortunately, it comes in uppercase only, but it would still
be good for special titles, logos, or ad copy.
If you keep this font, David asks that you make a $9.50
donation to Columbia University's Music Department, 703
Dodge, Columbia University, New York, NY 10027.

~lHAN~fH lHIN~~ HAVf HAPPfNfO

lO Mf BHOH f. BUl NONf ANY
~lHAN~fH lHAN lHI~ lHIN~.
-Anthony Kirby

Eviscerate
Author: Josh Feldman
Address: RISD Bax 1390
2 College St.
Providence, Rl 02903
Price: $5

Eviscerate. What a great name for this typeface!
Eviscerate. vt. 1. to remove the viscera, or entrails, from;
disembowel. 2. to deprive of an essential part; take away
the force, significance, etc. of. (Webster's N ew World
Dictionary, Third C ollege Edition). Yeah, that pretty much
sums it up. That definition perfectly describes not only the
appearance of this font but the significance behind it.
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Eviscerate was inspired by fonts that the avant garde music
magazine Ray Gun dragged into reluctant populariry.
A few years ago, there weren't many of these so-called
"grunge" fonts aro und; bur lately they've been showing up
all over the mass media, typographic bile spewed forth
from the underground and splattered across the mainstream consciousness. It's that Generation X thing, you
know, that grunge thing, that flannel-wearing, Seattle
band-listening, "I can't get a job because I went to college
and did nothing with myself fo r four years and now I'm
just going to work in a kitchen and smoke lo ts of dope"
thing. Basically, fonts like Eviscerate rep resent that psychological "essential part" which Generation X is missing.
H owever, we suspect that this whole "slacker" gig was
cooked up in some Madison Avenue board room to sell
clothes and music to college students. At any ra te,
Eviscerate is a useful face, and pro bably will become even
m ore useful until this slackermania crap comes to a head
and bursts like a huge, festering zit.

As kH19 ~s

'vv<=H ;s
re9~rded ~s \-\-·icked:
it \-\-·ill ~l\-\-· ~ys h~ve
its f ~sc~ ~r1~t i<)rls.
- Oscar W ilde
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Faustus

Format: Type 3 PostScript
Author: FrancisX. "ButchHMahoney
Address: 302 Lessard St.
Donaldsville, lA 70346
Price: $15

Faustus is an odd, intriguing font. It's got a strong, original
look and feel that you won't mistake for any other typeface.
We like to use Faustus in flyers or other display situations
that call for an imposing face that imparts a subtle hint of
dread. Some of irs letters are bener designed than others.
Lowercase letters with descenders (letter strokes that extend
below the baseline in g, q and j, etc.) are wonderfully
wicked-looking, often resembling daggers. The uppercase
set, however, is difficult to read and seems overly stylized.

.1t ' s n funny t~lnJ nbDnt ltft; If
lJDU rtfnst tD Ll££tpt nnyt~tltj but
t~t btst, !JDU U!l1J Dfttn jtt tt.
-Somerset Maugham

Flintstone
Format: Type 1PostScript
Author: Peter S. Bryant
Address: P.O. Box 11235
Zephyr Cove, NV 89448
Price: $10

Flintstone follows many otl1er fine shareware fonts in drawing its inspiration from a TV show, and a cartoon no less.
This face is available in capital letters only. Although it may
nor lend itself to professional use, ir's lots of fun. Yabba
dabba doo!

DO~ff BE Af~AfD

fO fAKE BIG
SfEPS. YOU CAN'f C~OSS A
CHASM fN fWO SMALL JUMPS.
- D avid Lloyd George
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Floyd ion
Version: 1.0
Author: Jeff Tesch
Address: c/ oVyvid Productions
10619 lynbrook
Houston, TX 77042-1403
Price: $10

Pink Floyd fans will recognize t his font, originally created
by artist Ralph Steadman for the album cover for The Wall.
It isn't an exact duplication-that would be impossible,
since Steadman drew each character individually in his
inimitable handwriting-but it's a close approximation.
This font is great for injecting a jolt of psychosis or paranoia into a document via a short tide or drop cap. T he
kerning is rough, but Jeff says future releases will improve
that situation. Floydian is combination shareware and beerware: apart from the $10 fee, if you like it, the author asks
that you drink a beer.

r/0, rH T ~

rovw

T~

Wor ft

~OOY
FOR ~ ~
CH E..JJE-1- T C YR U~~.
R E-ft 1- T ry T r~ E-1- F

y-

t ~ roo rvt ~ rE..y.

- D r. HunterS. T hompson
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Goodfellow

Author: Dave Nolle
Address: c/ o Ragnarok
P.O. Box 140333
Austin, TX 78714
Price: $5

If you've seen Tim Burton's flick The Nightmare Before
Christmas, then you've seen lettering very much like this
font. Goodfellow is an excellent adaptation of that typeface, with its bold, sweeping strokes and its "Mother Goose
o n a bad acid trip" appearance. Who knows why it's called
Goodfellow, but it is a minor technical triumph. Unlike so
many shareware fonts, the kerning and letter spacing are
very good at all sizes, and it is just as readable at 10 points
as it is at 48 points. This versatile font could be used fo r
tides, dro p caps or, if set in short blocks at large enough
sizes, body copy {introductory text to a magazine arride,
for instance) . Goodfellow is right enough on the baseline to
look good, bur it jumps around enough to stay consistent
with the letterforms.

Ule two most importaot
lessoos io life are to oe\rer
rat oo QoOr frieods aod to
alwaQs keep QoOr mouth shOt.
- Jimmy Conway
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Goudy Medieval
Goudy Medieval is a smarr-looking font, heavier on the
medieval than the Goudy. It looks a little like the type you
might see on a sign hanging over a 500-year-old German
tavern, only a lor more readable. Nonetheless, we can think
of 1.001 other uses for this face, beginning with printing
rides and names for Dungeons & Dragons documents.

Format: Type 1 PostScript
Author: Usa Wade

A.dversityt how blunt are all
the arrows of thy quiver in
comparison with those of guilt.
- Blai r

Horquil
Unique yet vaguely familiar, H arquil features thick, arcsy
letters chat grab the eye immediately. Mixing uppercase and
lowercase len ers may be counterproductive, however. The
uppercase leners overpower the lowercase, making mixed
type difficult to read. Bur if your goal is contrast, this variation could turn out to be quite a bo nus.

Format: Type 1 PostScript
Author: Usa Wade
Price: Freeware

S~spi<;ig,

iilWii)'S

bii~"tS

tJ,e

"''"d; tbe tbief dotb
eii<;J, b~sb iii" offi<;er,

~~ilty

feiir

- Shakespeare

'
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Judas
Format: Type 1 PostScript
Author: LORVAD
Address: P.O. Box 1828
Easton, MD 21601
Price: $10

Patterned after Adobe's Ironwood typeface, Judas characters
look like spikes or blades. A visually unique font, it creates
wonderful effects. Containing only capital lecrers, numbers
and a few special characters, it works best at 18 points or
larger. If you need a face that strikes terror into the reader's
heart, Judas is a must-have. By arranging letters from the
Judas typeface in creative ways-one on top of th e other,
tightly or loosely keened, or perhaps angled in odd waysyou can produce some interesting results with positive and
negative space (the contrast between cl1e space around letters and the actual letters themselves).

nN UtAtU ANU JUUCMtNt. UtAUtN
nNn nttt. wnn nrt nntn tntNK.
MUSt NttUS Utt Wtttx
- Sir Walter Raleigh

luxembourg
Format: Type 1 PostScript
Author: Paul W.Glomski

A face fairly similar to Judas is Luxembourg. While not as
sadomasochistic-looking as Judas, Luxembourg is from the
same gothic tradition and could be used for many of the
same applications. A fine feature of Luxembourg is its
unique punctuation marks, which could generate some
wild effects when used in large sizes and in conjunction
with more conventional-looking faces.

qou un[[ Jo fooltiP !PtPqi, ~u{
Jo {~ern un{~ cp{~uvn1Jn·
-Colette
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Mardi Gras
Format: Type 3 PostScript
Author: Francis X. •sutchu Mahoney
Address: 302 Lessard St.
Donaldsville, lA 70346
Price: $15

It's fairly obvious what this font is all about. The characters
of Mardi Gras, when placed together, look like a drunken
mob on Bourbon Street on Fat Tuesday, all dressed up in
bizarre costumes, parading through the French Quarter,
making enough racket to raise the dead. The remarkable
thing about Mardi Gras is that you can actually read it all
the way down to 10 points. You'd have to be drunk out of
your mind to want to use this font in a "serious" document, but the fact that you could if you had to says a lot
about the quality of Strodtman's work. Mardi Gras is perfect for adding a little happy lunacy to flyers, ads, invitations and in other appropriate places.

Marai Gras ecniJJ Ge~Bs
8'nGB a JJBar. 'A en a that'S
vrebab~

a

~eea thl~~

if )leu thi cnk; abeut it.
-Andrew Snee

Q
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Miami Nights
Format: Type 3 PostScript
Author: Francis X. "Butch" Mahoney
Address: 302lessard St.
Donaldsville, LA 70346
Price: Sl S

Miami Nights is an Art Deco font that has a sort of Great
Gatsby feel to it. Irs high contrast of thick and thin lines in
the letterforms is rem iniscent of Ritz Laser, another popular
face with a similar style. Because of the intricate derail and
contrast in Miami N ights's characters, lowercase characters
set in small sizes can look less than optimaL T he upper-case
letters are the most effective parr of this typeface.

4 wise man will mak.e
mvre vppvrtunities
than he finds.
- Sir Francis Bacon

Park Haven
Format: Type 3 PostScript
Author: Francis X. uButch" Mahoney
Address: 302 Lessard St.
Donaldsville, LA 70346
Price: $15

A popular font in rhe shareware community, Park Haven
can create some dramatic effects. Irs highly stylized finishing strokes can make it roo difficult to read even for display
type, but it still has lots of fans out there. Even though
we're not wild about Park H aven, it's used roo widely to
be excluded fro m this listing.

Ci. 7.CUmj.tanc£j.

a 7.£

of th£ w£ak; thE.!J
i.nj.t7.um£ntj. of th£
-Samuel Lover
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Polo-Semiscript
Format: Type 1 PostScript
Author: David Rakowski
Address: AOL: Rakman

Polo-Semiscript, a display brushscroke font, offers plenty of
swashes-almost too many. (The swashes are actually less
obvious at smaller sizes.) It has a breezy, open effect chat
you could put to good use in advertisements chat need a
flashy, fresh style.
In keeping with his usual unusual remuneration requests,
David Rakowski asks users who like Polo-Semiscript to
send a check for $3.4 1, payable to Columbia University, to
Victoria Salter, Music D epartment, Dodge Hall, Columbia
University, New York, NY 10027. He also asks that you
enclose the following letter, in whatever font yo u choose:
D ear Victoria:
Glxprc drmsg plt $3.4 1. Brp glxno trskd (just kidding).
Bnoi err snardro pello smide. Foop.
Sincerely, (your name h ere)
We have a feeling this has something to do with Rakowski's
secret decoder typeface, which didn't make it into this
chapter.

Ue who rwles tt~wst
hwtt~or ~wll e~s tt~wch
ets he cott~tt~etnefs.
-George El iot
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Poptics One

Author: Palricia Ullie
Address: 1605 Easl461h Sl.
Ashlabula, OH 44004
AOL.: Plillie
CIS: 71762.54
Price: $10

Anyone who has pulled their head from under a rock in the
last 10 years has noticed rhe dramatic shift in graphic art
that has accompanied the rise of computer programs such
as Ald us Freehand and Adobe Illustrator. Poptics is one of
the rare shareware fonts char reflects this strange morphing
of hand-crafting and digital design. Popries One is a fantastic fo nt, cleverly designed, bursting with energy bur composed of subtle, fine-tuned derails. Patricia also created
Poptics Two, an art-deco sryle font that was equally well
designed.

UET YOUR fACTS
f~ RST~ AND TlK1ENJ
YOU CAN D~STORT
TlK1EM AS YOU L~ Kiv
- Mark Twain
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Post(rypt
Format: Type 1 PostScript
Author: Walter Kahon-Minkel
Address: c/o Portland Macintosh User Group
P.O. Box 8949, Portland, OR 97207-8949

PostC rypt is the hands-down winner for the best shareware
font name. It also gets high marks for concept: letters
shaped like dripping blood. Just wait for Halloween.

TH1! GOOD Dll! f'l~ST; AND
THl!Y WH0$1! Hl!A~TS A~l!
D~Y AS SUMM1!~ DUST
llU~N TO TH1! SOCKl!T,.
-Wordsworth

Psychedelic Smoke
Format: Type 1 PostScript
Author: Wolter Kohon-Minkel
Address: c/ o Portland Macintosh User Group
P.O. Box 8949, Portland, OR 97207-8949
Price: Freeware

Psychedelic Smoke (also often found in a file named
"D ownwind") is a familiar enough typeface; but we don't
see faces like this much any more except in ads for the
Seventies Preservation Society. Nonetheless, we like its
unique style and strong lines that play on the history of
poster art created in the Sixties and Seventies. T his font
looks like it could have been used for "Jimi H endrix
Experience" album covers.

~~ 6."lW:>.c.'J.\\~ ·l~ t\0\ ~0 C,t~l:.\\
\~ ~·i~ ~~~ C.\ ~t·i~t\~~ C.\~ \~ ~·it\~
C.\

~~·i~t\~ 'W~t\\\ ~~it\~ ~~t.
- H omer

0
\
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RansomNote
Format: Type 1 PostScript
Author: TedAlspach
Address: 25 KnollwoodBuilding
Middletown, PA17057
Price: $5

As its name implies, RansomNote incorporates a variety of
type styles and sizes. In addition, some characters include a
slight rotation, a background, a skewed orientation or an
occasional horizontal or vertical scaling. All special characters are included. This fonr picks up where the popular
ImageWrirer SanFrancisco typeface, commonly used for
gag docmnents, leaves off.

U4e only W«B~Y toOO ~ OOi'fl1

~t~n to be qefilllHw i~ by
e~frllite t~nd ~b~tinen<;el to

liVe • it qe We00e foo OO.
-Sir W Temple

Rodchenko
Format: Type 3 PostScript
Author: ScaNLeyes
Address: 11662 MacMurraySt.
GordenGrove, CA 92641
Price: $5

Rodchenko is a pretty straightforward stencil-like fonr.
C heck out the opening credits to "The Love Boar"; they
have a Rodchenkovian quality to them, although we can't
be sure Gopher, Julie and the Doc really set sail under
Rodchenko.

\\'e tltt llttt see tlaiii!JS ;1s
tile\• ;11·e. l11ste;Jtl, '''e see
flliii!JS ;Js \\'e ;11•e.
- H . Jackson Brown, Sr.
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Shorktooth
Format: Type 1 PostScript
Author: PeterS. Bryon!
Address: P.O. Box 11235
Zephyr Cove, NV 89448
Price: $10

Sharktooth resembles Rodchenko, although it has less of
a stencil loo k and mo re of a "concept" behind its design.
However, the "concept" doesn't look exactly like either
sharks or their teeth.

IF IT Kli.li.PI UP, ltliAMWILL
ATilePHY ALL Hll LlltliilliiUT

- Frank Lloyd Wright

SlobFoce
Format: Type 1 PostScript
Author: JimO'Bryan
Address: Aartvark Studios, Graphic Solutions
P.O. Box770274, Cleveland, OH 441 07
CIS: 71420,1431; GEnie: J. O'Bryon
Price: Beverageware/ postcardwore

SlabFace turns up here and there in logos, an d on local flyers and posters. Because it's so bold, it boasts a distinctive
look and is almost impossible to ignore. We recom mend
using it sparingly for exactly me reasons listed above. But if
you want a headline that screams out and you do n't mind a
highly stylized face, SlabFace might suit your needs.

I WOULD lliiTflEil fliNE
tlOfff ON Ml/ TlllllE TfliiN
OIIIMONOf ON Ml/ NEtll.
- Emma G oldman
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We had trouble figuring out how ro describe the payment
method for SlabFace and argued over its political correctness. So we submit the following excerpt from O'Bryan's
ReadMe doc for your consideration: "This font is beerware/cocktailware & postcardware. Go have a beer, cocktail
or wine cooler for the ladies, then send me a postcard.
Non-drinkers should have some body cleansing water
(Pluto Water would be good) or not use this font! If you
are under the legal drinking age in your state, have a beverage, or convenience an adult ro purchase the beer for you.
Please don't drink and drive on my account!"

Snowcops
Author: David Lumerman
Address: 362 7th St.
Brooklyn, NY 11215
Price: $10

Here's a font that ad designers could fight over when it
comes time to do snow tire ads for the local Michelin dealer. Snowcaps is a very well-designed font with an obvious
purpose in mind . The kerning is perhaps a litde roo loose,
and as with all display fonts, it's best to use this face at sizes
of 18 points or larger. The heavy sans-serif root face contrasts very nicely with the white clumps of snow, which
look as much like real snow as you'll find in a typeface.

THE MAIL WOULD
GET HEHE FASTI!H
IF KIDS USED THE
PfioPEH ZIP CoDEw
-Santa C laus
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Snyder Speed
Format: Type 1 PostScript
Author: Pat Snyder
Address: 1797 Ross Inlet Rd.
Coos Bay, OR 97420
Price: Sl5

Snyder Speed looks exacdy like the lettering used for those
"Weeldy Special" signs in grocery stores. Author Pat Snyder
attributes the ideas for the font to his dad: ''A sign painter
for 50 years, my father taught me the sign painter's bread
and butter- speed-brush lettering. This typeface served
well when I was in the sign business in the Seventies. After
infinite hours of practice ... I learned to recreate letters in
sizes from an inch to two-feet high. Mastery of the speedbrush lettering effect put dinner on our table for well over
six years-long before computers in the workplace, ler
alone in the home, were commonplace. "

YOVl/E GOT TO tOY£ WHAT:g
tOYABtE, AND HATE WHAT:g
HATEABt£ IT TAKE$ BRAIN$
TO $££ THE OIFFERENC£
- Robert Frost

Stencil Cut
Format: Type 1 PostScript
Author: Gary Hagestead
Address: P.O. Box 81276
Fairbanks, AK 99708
Price: $15

We don't know how many rimes we've used a typeface like
SrenciiCut to create a stenciled effect on our desktop-published documents. It looks just like lettering that someone
applied using paint and a stencil set. This face looks best at
24 or 36 points. (The space between the "stencils" rends to
close up at smaller sizes.)

ill)lil)Jf)NJ) IS il f~IIIJNK
()J~ (~()ill~ rJ,JJifJ, )JilJ)J~
fjf)f)J) IJNI)I~Ilt•tti~SSIJill~.
-Anonymous
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Format: Type 1 PostScript
Author: Sam Wang
Address: 108 Poole Ln.
Clemson, SC 29631
Price: Freeware

T halia is a distinctive font. It looks pretty good in just lowercase or both uppercase and lowercase, but loses some of
irs impact if all-uppercase because the subtleties of irs lowercase characters are lost, making it more difficult ro read.

t~en

if you're on the rijht
track, you'll jet run o~er
if you just sit there.
-Will Rogers

Tribeca
Format: PostScript
Author: David Rakowski
Address: AOL: Rakman

Yet another wonderful face from one-man-font-machine
David Rakowski, Tribeca is defini tely a winner. It is
designed to fir in with a number of ocher faces-all fro m
the same Art Deco school- popular with graphic artists.
Featuring only uppercase characters, Tribeca looks best at
36 points or larger. Typefaces closely resembling Tribeca
have appeared on numerous book jackets in the fiction
market, and we recently saw a similar typeface on an Ebony
cover.

NOTIHIDNG DSS GOOD
OR BAD, BUT TIHIDNKa
DNG MAKIESS DT SSO.
- Shakespeare
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Washout Thin
Author: Russel G.Tober
Address: 1952 ClevelendAve. SW
Wyoming, Ml49509·1455
AOl: Rlldeos
Internet: r1ideos@aol.com

Price: $1 5

A face that would look perfectly at home in Ray Gun magazine, Washout Thin looks like a font printed on the side of
a machine that sat rusting in an abandoned sawmill fo r 20
or 30 years. The eroded, blurred letters ghoulishly conjure
images of what the font m ight have looked like in better
days, before it fell on hard rimes and began to disintegrate.
Washout T hin is perfect for when you want your copy to
invoke feel ings of decay, loss or deterioration-say, for a
story on the fall of the Rust Belt.

Some people are so
afraid to die that they
never begin to live.
- Henry van Dyke

Zaleski Caps
Format: PostScript
Author: David Rakowski
Address: AOL: Rakman

Zaleski Caps, also from David Rakowski, is named for
New York painter Jean Zaleski. It's modeled on an Art
Deco typeface called Ashley Crawford.

IVIBY WIIH II
£IkE A PBAYIB
WITH GOD.
-E. B. Browning
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Architect

TRUETYPE

Architect simulates hand printing typically done by architects. Inspired by Adobe's font Tekton, it's one of the most
popular shareware fonts around.

Format: TrueType
Author: Honk GilleHe
Address: 432 Tyrello Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043
Price: Freeware

If you cannot catch a
bird of paradise, better
take a wet hen.
-Nikita Khrushchev

Caraway Bold
Format: TrueType
Author: Peter Jensen
Address: 152 Hawthorne Ave.
Glen Ridge, NJ 07028
Price: $10

Caraway Bold, a TrueType release of the popular PostScript
shareware font of the same name, is an informal calligraphic face appropriate for a number of different situations. We
like to use it when an informal but clean and professional
look is called for, like a flyer announcing an open house or
a new business.

A fanatic is one who can't
change his mind and won't
change the subject.
-Sir Winston Churchill
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Crillee
Format: Truelype
Author: Gene Cowan
Address: Cowan Design Associates
2303 Freetown Ct.
Reston, VA 22091
Price: Postcardware

Crillee was originally created to be used for the tide logo
of"Star Trek: The Next Generation," bur its authors have
since released it as shareware. This is the actual face the
folks at Paramount use to make the credits for the show.
Besides that dubious distinction, it's also a lovely and
unique-looking oblique, heavy-face font.

Better are the blows of
a friend than the false
lfisses of an enemy.
-Thomas a Beckett

Dubiel and Dubielltalic
Format: Type 1 PostScript
Author: David Rakowski
Address: Victoria Salter
703 Dodge Hall
Columbia University
New York, NY 10027
Price: Postcardware

Dubiel and Dubiellralic are modeled on the fonts Torino
and Torino Iealie. They're also derivative of a condensed
Bodoni, only with lighter strokes. Bodoni was probably the
most popular serif typeface for newspaper headlines up
until the late Sixties, and many small-town newspapers
still swear by it.

There are more fools than
wise men; and even in wise
men, more folly than wisdom.
- Chamfort

\
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Fleurons
Fleurons {or "printer's flowers") in this file are modeled on
those found in John Ryder's specimen book, A Suite of
Fleurom (Charles T. Branford, Boston, MA 1957). Most of
the Rowers dare from the 18th century.

Format: Truelype

Groening
Format: TrueType
Author: Gene Cowan
Address: Cowan Design Associates
2303 Freetown Ct.
Reston, VA 22091
Price: Postcordwore

Groening is based upon the now famous handwriting of
"Simpsons" creator Matt Groening, who also draws the
"Life in Hell" cartoon found in many alternative press
newspapers and magazines. It contains only numerals and
uppercase letters. The authors promise a future version that
will include lowercase and special characters.

LUCI< SOM£llM£5 VlSllS
A FOOL, BUl N£V£R SllS
DOWN Wll -H -HIM.
-German Proverb

\
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f t here are quite a few shareware fonts that don't justify extensive discussion here,
~portly because they ore so specialized they don't make for good typographic
analysis. However, to ofew people, they could prove invaluable.

Zipscript
Take, for instance, Zipscript, created by the Avanti Group,
4804 Kingston Dr., Annandale[check spelling/one or two
n's], VA 22003-6147. One of our shareware testers
screamed when he learned of this font. H e had just spent
hours slaving over bulk mailing postcards, doing stoneand-chisel camera work to reproduce the postal bar codes
along the bottom of the mailers. If only he'd known that
for a mere $1 , he could have used Zipscript to do the same
thing witho ut all the Fred Flintstone effort he had foolishly
wasted.

UPC
If you happen to be designing a book or magazine cover
and you need to include a UPC code, you don't need to
pay for an expensive commercial font or service bureau to
create it. For $49.95 you can register a copy ofUPC,
designed by Nice Computer Consultants, P.O. Box 598,
Westerville, O H 43081. The price is rather steep, though,
and on a low-resolution printer, the font is too cluttered to
be machine-readable. But h ey, it's there!

9199420220942 1 140
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Stars ond Stripes
Finally, my fellow Americans, the next time you're creating
a Aier for a Fourth of]uly party, you might want to download a copy of Stars and Stripes, designed by Par Snyder,
1797 Ross Inlet Road, Coos Bay, OR 974 20. T he caps are
stars; the lower case letters are stripes. We love this country!

Communicat·
Connect•
"When considering communications, IIJ>•e4lli..,k
best to start from aprimitive ~aS.E,1amnrgrK
up to more sophisticated fnlf,;;~~~·
-Anarchist Cookbook

s you learned in C hapter 2, online services provide a plentiful source for shareware. In addition, these services show a glimpse of what the
further integration of telephones and computers
will provide in the near future. As modem prices drop and
speeds increase, and as phone lines become clearer and
more reliable, telecommunicating is becoming more and
more a necessity.
In fact, some people foresee a brave new world in which
the phone lines become information conduits, spewing
text, sound and images into our homes and offices at a rate
so fast no one can keep up.
Pundits and visionaries claim that, with the advent of digital phone lines and fiber-optic networks, we are on the
verge of an era when a child in China can enter a televised
"virtual classroom" in London or Cairo. Soon, they say, we
will dial up a computer network and download a movie for
immediate viewing. Even now, some high-tech gurus "telecommute" to and from the office each day, choosing to
work from home via fax and modem rather than face the
crunch of freeway gridlock.
Bur for our pmposes, this vision of the future is still just
that: a vision. For now, we need only concern ourselves
with tapping inro bulletin boards and online services via
our analog home phone lines. Some folks would have you
believe that you can't tap this rich method of communica-
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tion without a $400 modem and an expensive telecommunications software package. That's not true. If you check
out the size and shape of modems being sold today, you'll
see that most-like VCRs, CD players and other electronic
components-bear a striking similarity ro each other. Don't
get fooled. The back pages of any Mac rag and $ 100 will
probably get you the modem you need.

et's define o few terms that ore crucial to on understanding of telecommunications.
Amodem is a device that allows computers to talk to each other over telephone
lines. The speed ot which they talk is rated in terms of baud, which means bits per
second; a 1200-baud modem can transmit a page of text in a few seconds.
Aterminal is a dedicated computer that does nothing but receive data. Your computer
requires a software program to make it act like a terminal and display data; hence
the shareware category terminal emulators. You'll need a terminal-emulator program
to receive data from any computer (unless you use a service that comes with its own
software, like America Online). Most terminal-emulation programs emulate a teletype
terminal-where all the characters received are placed on the screen one after
another-or other kinds of terminals that use color and rudimentary graphics, such
as the VT-100 or ANSI-PC standards.
It's important to match the modem to the user, however.
If you plan to do some serious downloading, pay the extra
bucks for a 14,400-baud modem. Even though the current
standard is 2400 baud, and not every service currently supports 14,400 baud, it's worth having if you'll be using your
modem extensively. And you can bet all services will support 14,400 baud by the end of 1994. But if you're only an
occasional downloader, 2400 baud will probably do. A
1200-baud modem may make an attractive, high-tech
paperweight, but it's roo slow to serve any practical purpose. (For more information on modems and downloading, see Chapter 2.)
Next, you'll need software. But before you go handing over
$300 to your local software hawker for a run-of-the-mill
communications program, talce a look at the better shareware telecom packages. No matter what your source, it's im-

porrant to pick a stable program you know you can rely on.
The shareware programs we review in this chapter provide
you with stable and dependable service. We think they're
some of the best out there.
All the programs reviewed here and throughout the book
are available in the Ventana Press Mac Shareware 500
Library on America Online. You'll find the Mac Shareware
Library in the Computing & Software section of America
Online, or go there instantly by typing the keyword: Mac
500. To sign on to America Online, you can use your 10
free hours of online time and the starter disk that come
with this book, plus the Mac-compatible modem of your
choice. For further instructions on how to join America
Online, or for more information about the Mac Shareware
500 Library, please see Appendix B.

Author: lsmael Gerena
Price: Free
Rating:+-+-

This simple desk accessory contains a database of area
codes and the cities they match up to. It's easy to use, helpful if you telecommunicate often-and even if you don't
use a modem, some day you're going to wonder what the
area code of Bangor, Maine, is. This DA will be waiting
patiently under the Apple Menu for you.
We think it's worth the price- especially since it's free.

Version: 2.0
Author: Hiroo Yamada
Address: CIS: 76414,372
Price: Free
Rating:+-+-

Written for Mac users in Tokyo, this terminal-emulation
DA meets an important need of the international Mac
community. Macs that use certain foreign languages use a
different, two-byte character set. This means that the usual
Mac terminal-emulation programs, which translate a single
byte into a character, don't work.
But ASLTalk works both ways. ASL divines which language
you're running in and displays characters appropriately.
(For Japanese, you need KanjiTalk, part of Apple's System
software for Japan. The documentation is in Japanese, roo.)
Other than terminal emulation, its feature set is limited.
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Version: 1.2
Author: Joa<him Undenberg
Address: Sommerstr. 4, 7500 Karlsruhe 1,
Germany
Price: $25 per zone/Sl 00 entire network
Rating:.,._.,._._._

T his Chooser Extension lets you send quick notes to
o ther users on an AppleTalk network. It's handy for
making lunch plans, coordinating schedules or talking
behind the boss's back.
Unlike MailSlor (reviewed later in this chapter), BroadCast
allows you to send only a few lines of text at a rime. Bur
you can send an icon along with your message (a cure if
frivolous feature).

~v~ry Mac~ntosh comes with built-in networking hardwar~. ~ailed AppleTalk, it. pro-

Wl v1des a s1mple low-cost network for up to 256 users. W1th 1t, you can share f1les

using System l's Personal Fileshare feature. You can share printers such as Apple's
LaserWriter NT. You can alsosend mail messages or chat, using one of the shareware
programs listed here. If you've got several Macintoshes in an office and they're not
networked, you're wasting 50 percent of your Mac's potential. Get connected!
BroadCast resides in a weird place- the Chooser-which
is al most always available but almost always a pain, being
slower to access than a simple DA. It would be n ice if a
keystroke would bring it up.

Ruffin , wha t's your fa uorlte shareware?

BroadCast 1.1 - March 31st, 1999
1998,89 Joachim Ltndenber9, Sommerstrasse 4,
7500 Karlsruhe 1, Wost Gormany . All rights r enrved.
@

Gl [ Cancel ) K Ole )J
L.:...J

figure 7- 1: With BroadCast, you can send messages back and forth between Macs
on anAppleTalk network.
T here have been some reports of crashes under System
software older than 6.0.5, bur nothing consistent. Be careful if you live in the dark ages of old System software.

Version: 1.0.1
Author: Bob Stuller
Address: 160 Shore Rd.
Waterford, a 06385
Price: $10 perserver/$2.50 per dient
Rating: -if.-tf.-tf.-if.

This is another cool netv.rork-sharing Init for the network
that has everything. Ecco allows network users to share
printers that are not normally shareable, such as the
ImageWriter or SryleWriter.
When yo u download it, you'll find only one file. When you
run this, it determines whether you're the sharer or sharee,
and then loads the appropriate software imo your System
Folder. W hen you reboot, you're set to go. By choosing the
Ecco print driver from rhe C hooser, your print commands
are sene over the network to the computer with the printer.
A big minus is that it doesn't work with Apple's low-cost
laser printer, the Personal LaserWriter LS. It also doesn't
print in the background. If these are features you need,
perhaps you should get a commercial spooling package.
Another thing to keep in mind is that it works on machines older than the SE/30 only if they're running System
7. But for the econo my office, Ecco can make your lowcost, single-user SryleWriter even more cost-effective.

Version: 2.2.0
Author: Kerry Shetline
Address: 5 Custer Cir., Nashua, NH 03062
Price: $15
Rating: -tf--tf.-tf-

Version: .99
Authors: Matthias Aebi, Bill Catchings,
Fronk do Cruz, Christine Gianone,
Paul Plaeway, Bill Schilit
Address: Columbia University
612 West115th St., New York, NY 10025
Price: Free
Roling: -tf.-tf.-tf.

While you'll probably use a full-featured terminal program
like ZTerm (reviewed in derail in C hapter 4) to do your
downloading, you can use rhis DA to download just GIF
files. GIF (Graphics Interchange Format) is used ro transfer
pictures between different rypes of computers. T his DA
shows the GIF image as it's downloaded, so you can know
halfway thro ugh whether you want the whole file.

H eavily used by corporate UNIX sites, Kermit is one of the
most popular file-transfer protocols. Named in honor of
Henson Associates' famous frog of "Sesame Street," this
program is the lingua franca of the academic world. You'll
need it if you connect to UNIX machines with any regularicy. This Mac versio n of Kermit provides support for speeds
up to 56.7 Kbps-very fast transfers that your modem
most likely can't handle. These speeds are intended for
direct connections, when your Mac is wired in to a widearea network as on a university campus.
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Kermit also allows editing of all the protocol control characters. Since Kermit is the only file-transfer protocol it supports, you'll need another program for complete protocols.

Version: 1.5.3
Author: Craig Vaughan
Address: P.O. Box 2932
Merrifield, VA 22116
BBS: 703-241 -5492

Price: $25
Rating: -ift.-ift.-ift.-ift.

More than just a cute name, MacWoof offers a better way
to use a BBS. MacWoof automatically dials your local BBS
and downloads whatever mail awaits you. If you have outgoing mail, it sends it. You can compose mail offiine, and
tell M acWoof to go online and send your mail at a certain
time-such as midnight.
MacWoof saves you rime. By handling the actual connection and transmission chores, you need only write the mail
and read the responses. No bothering with messy online
menus. MacWoof will also send and receive your messages
in a special compressed format. This is the closest a BBS
gets to the ease of use of America Online.
T he limitation is that MacWoof works only with FidoNet
BBSs. (You can find o ur if your local BBS is compatible by
asking irs System Operator.) FidoNer is a nifty system
whereby disparate BBSs all over the country can transfer
mail to each other, so users on either coast or in between
need only malce a local call to stay in touch.
Doss lnformollon
Phone number:

Possaunrd:

I~====;------'

I

~======:::::!--~

Mo dem
ATE OII 4
lnl lloll z ollon
Siring:

~-------~

[81 Use flT (lloyos ) Mod e m lnlllollz otlon

D Lock Doudrot e

D Use llordw ore ll onds hoke
Re try:
r;-;;--1 lnterunlln
No. of Times: ~ seconds:

OK

r;;;--~

~

Boud Rot e:
0 300
0 9600
0 1200
0 19200
® 2400 0 30400
Port:
® Mod em
0 Printer

( Con cel )

Figure7-2: Mac Woof offers ahost of powerful automated features.
Many bulletin boards use FidoNet or are compatible with
it. Most likely there's one near you. If so, M acWoof is well
worth the measly $25 the author's asking for it.
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Author: Tim Hitson
Address: 11494 Donner Pass
Alto Lorna, CA 91737
Price: $10

Rating:._...,.._._._

-~
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Many commercial electronic mail programs are the ugly
stepchildren ofMacinrosh software. They're inelegant, use
far roo much RAM and disk space and require a complicated installation process and an administrator whose job is
ro straighten out the mail mess when things go wrong
(which can be often). Luckily, here's a shareware savior.
Mai!Slor builds on the already familiar concept of file sharing. Each person creates a folder on his or her hard disk for
incoming mail. (MailSlot gives this folder a cure letter-infolder icon.) Whenever another user drops a file inro your
folder, Mai1Slor notifies you. To drop a letter off to someone else, you access his or her folder as you normally
would, through the C hooser. (The author suggests you
keep an alias of other people's mailboxes on the Desktop,
so sending mail becomes a one-step process.)
::0~ MoiiSiot Setup

~

MaiiSiot 1.0
Ela:trmlc

IIIIa~

fa System 7

$10 Shareware- See Info for more details
0 1992 T. Bitson AnalySYS Software
Current Miil Folder :

"k'\comW\g! ~

[se lect New Mall Folder)
Sound

ONone
® Uolce
0 System Beep

[ Get Info )

Figure 7-3: By taking advantage of your System l's file-sharing features,
Mai/Siot lets you set up an e-mail system across an Apple Talk network.
By using personal file-sharing, MailSlor stays small. It uses
on ly about 30k of RAM ro run, which is about 270k better
than CE Software's QuickMail (which has more features,
such as mail forwarding, filing and a char mode). QuickMail
also isn't as desktop-integrated as MailSlot. Apple's System
7 Pro, which was released in !are 1993, integrates mail support in a much more sophisticated way, bur ir isn't nearly as
simple ro set up and use as MailSlot. The only flaw is that
MailSlot can be slow ro notice that you have mail. Bur at
$ 10, it's worth the wait.
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Version: 1.1
Author: Yves lempereur
Address: 5311-B Derry Ave.
Agoura Hills, CA 91301
CIS: 74016,1741
Price: $15
Roling:..._..._.._.._

Version: 2.0
Author: Adorn Stein
Address: 126 Colvert Ave. E
Edison, NJ 08820
AOL: AdomStein
CIS: 71140,2051
Price: Free
Roling:..._..._

The Moe Shareware 500
T he existing standards in the telecommunications world
don't fit every situation. That's why Yves Lempereur developed MCS (Multichannel Communications System). The
XModem file-transfer protocol wasn't flexibl e enough to
meet his needs. In addition, there was too much line noise
during his international phone calls.
MCS provides three "channels" for communicating:
uploading, downloading and chat. All three can be used
simultaneously, so you can connect with another user,
upload a file to her, download a file from her and char
while you're doing it. Both users must have the program,
since none of the major (or minor) online services has
adopted it. But for in-house corporate use (or just between
fri ends) , it's perfect.

ModemMaker lets you write modem scripts and then com• pile them. You can make applications or even XCMDs for
HyperCard. (If these terms confuse you, you're nor a programmer and don't need compiled modem scripts.) This
new version works much better than the last version.
ModemMaker was created in MacApp (Apple's cool objectoriented programming environment) and provides nifty
text-editing features that offer more text-handling capabilities than, for instance, Apple's own TeachText.
You can use this to create a tiny program for dialing a friend
with your modem. For instance, the phone beside my computer is broken- it won't dial our. But with ModemMaker,
I (Rob) created a set of applications rhat dial aJI my contacts. To call Ruffin, I just double-dick on his icon.
We couldn't get scripts to run in the editor, where you'd
wanr to test and debug them before making the programs.
T his is a fairly major Aaw. This disappointing lapse
explai ns the low marks. Still, sometimes it's more interesting to see a cool though flawed program rather than an
ugly shareware mess that works but looks like a Windows
3/NextStep cross-breeding experiment.

Version: 1.0
Price: Free
Rating: _._.

This program can be helpful if you're experiencing communications problems. The catch: it requires a spare
Macintosh and some hardware expertise.
There are actually two programs here: one records everything that happens on the serial port, and the other provides the dialog box for using the serial port. Confused?
Read on.
To use Monserial, you make a special cable that siphons
signals for the spare Macintosh to read. (And I do mean
you, because you'll be lucky to find a computer dealer who's
even seen a soldering gun.) Then you run Monserial on the
extra Mac, which records every byte that crosses the wires
• to a text file.
The text-file format is hard to decipher, but it's jam-packed
with information, like hex codes and transmission rimes.
You can see which computer sent what data.
All this is handy if you need to trouble-shoot serial communications. For instance, if you're having trouble connecting to an online service, you can run Monserial to
watch the connection process and see if the problem's with
the service or your modem. T his does take more than a
novice's understanding of communications, however.

Version: 1.1
Author: Robert S.T. Gibson
Address: RR #1, Carrying Place
Ontario, Canada KOK 1LO
AOL: RGibson
CIS: 71261 ,2236
GEnie: J.GIBSON4
Price: Free
Rating: _._._.

T his network chat utility, although similar to BroadCast in
functionality, goes further. For one thing, it sails the user
interface into slightly uncharted and fairly grotesque waters.
It's also a touch more com plex, but it gives more power.
O nce you starr, you choose a name and icon for yourself.
You're then presented with the chat window, which has a
scrolling list of the messages th at have been sent and a
scrolling list of who said what. You simply type your message into the space provided, and it's sent out over the netwo rk. You can send to as many people as you want.
NetChat's main benefit over BroadCast is that it lets you
chat with many people, review what has been said and talk
to as many or as few people as you like.
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Big plus: no Inits (System Extension files). Unlike BroadCast, and almost everything else that's not an application,
you don't need to reboot your Mac to use this thing. You
just double-dick and it goes. Many other programs require
special !nits that must be loaded during the computer's
startup sequence. This means they take up memory, even
when not in use. It also means that, by just lounging about
waiting to be used, some other program may trip over
them while stumbling through memory, causing an inexplicable crash. So, thumbs up to NetChat.

Version: l.O
Author: Claris Corporation
Price: Free
Rating:.._.._.._.._.._

Back in the good old days, when System 7 was just a twinkle in Apple's eye, Mac users had the same need for sharing
information that they do today. Although AppleTalk networks already existed, you could use them for sharing files
only if you had an expensive file server. Until Public Folder
came along.
With Public Folder, you can choose a folder on your hard
drive to make available to the public-that is, to anyone
else on your nenvork. When remote users need a file from
you, they use Public Folder to connect. T hey can copy anything from the file you made accessible to the public.
You get access to another user's Public Folder through the
Chooser DA. Simply choose Public Folder from the
Chooser, and up pops a list of remote Macs you can copy
from. You just pick the files you want and tell Public
Folder where on yo ur hard drive to copy them.

""-

ne useful trick you may wont to consider is to set your entire hard disk as your
public folder. That way, remote users have access to anything on your machine.
This presumes a certain level of trust in your remote users, however. Also, it's foster
to pick just one folder for public access, since the number of files it must keep track
of is much smaller.
Since this kind of functionality is built into System 7, it's
going to be useful only to people who use Macs with
System 6. And although we recommend using System 7,
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there are plenty of good reasons for sticking with System 6.
If that's the boat you float, Public Folder is the only way to
swim around.

Version: 3.3
Author: Jim Leitch
Address: CIS: 70416,1532
Price: Free
Rating:.._.._.._.._.._

SetClock should probably be grouped with "Fun &
Games" (Chapter 5), but we were afraid it might get lost in
the shuffie. And we don't want that ro happen, because
SetClock is special. This program sets your internal Mac
clock ro the aromic clock on which the U.S. Bureau of
Standards keeps official U.S. time. It may seem exceedingly
geeky to want your Mac clock set so precisely. You're right.
It is. But it's also cool.
SetClock dials your modem to the closest phone number
(you pick it from a list), then synchronizes itself with the
ext~rnal clock and locks your Mac clock onro it.
Set Moe Clock
ATDT 1-202-653-0721
CONNECT
165324
165325
165326
920424
'vi as ahud 13 seconds
NO CARRIER

Re ce iued Time & Dote

16: 53:32

(

04/ 24/ 1992

Quit :M: Q

)

( - 4hr = }

Moe Tim e & Dote

12:53:32

(Hong Up X H)

(

04/ 24/ 1992
Diol X D

)

Figure 7-4: Synching your Mac's internal dock to the national atomic dock is
now a dream you can easily fulfill with Set(/ock.
Although speeds other than 300 can be used, we don't recommend it; we've never gotten anything bur 300 baud to
work. We've had our best luck with the Washington, DC,
number, which unfortunately is synchronized ro Greenwich mean time- about five hours ahead of us.
Jim Leitch wrote the program for video industry users who
need to synch their time-code equipment to everyone else's.
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Version: 2.03
Author: Brad Quick
Address: P.O. Box 231
Staatsburg, NY 125BO
Price: $25
Rating:._.._.._.._..._

There are countless terminal-emulation programs in the
shareware universe, but only a few are as full-featured as
their costly commercial counterparts. The old Red Ryder,
now the commercial W h ite Knight, is one such program.
Termulator is another.
Termulator provides a simple point-and-click interface for
creating scripts that can automate an online session. Irs
scripting interface is similar to MicroPhone II (which costs
around $300).
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Figure 7-5: Using Termulator, you can simplypoint and click to create powerful
scripts for automating your online sessions.
Scripts can be handy fo r several reasons, especially if you
use an online service every day. Each button can execute a
script. And each script can do nearly anything: there are
commands to send and retrieve data, display messages,
even play sounds! Let's say you look up stock quotes on the
D ow Jones Online-you co uld write a script that sends all
the commands required, from dialing to typing passwords
to recording the quotes.
The script language provides a fairly rich command set.
Simple commands wait fo r a certain string from the
modem, send and receive files and provide information.
You write a script by clicking on these commands in cl1e
scripting window. T he button bar, which is movable, provides an adjustable number of buttons.
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The possibilities for what you can accomplish with this
program are only as limited as your imagination . When
combined with its powerful macro capabilities, Termulator's scripting becomes a "do-anything" package. We
highly recommend this program if you anticipate doing
complex work with telecommunications.

Version: 0.9
Author: David P. Alverson
Address: Alverson Software
5635 Cross Creek Ct.
Mason, OH 45040-2448
Price: $30 I $40 with disk
Rating: -ft.-ft.-ft.-ft.-ft.

INTERNET SHAREWARE

ZTerm is the best shareware terminal-emulation program
around, bar none. It emulates the VT- 100 and IBM-PC
ANSI terminal codes for cursor movement and graphic
• symbols. ZTerm was one of the first Macintosh implementations of the ZModem file-transfer protocol-which is
faster and less error-prone than its rivals, XModem and
YModem.
We've chosen ZTerm as one of the best shareware selections
• in this book, and it is discussed in detail in Chapter 4,
"Making the Most of the Best. "

In addition to commercial services such as CompuServe
and America Online, the Internet is becoming the place to
communicate electronically.
The Internet is a vast electronic freeway that spans the
globe. Computer sires everywhere offer all kinds of services:
files for downloading, information searches, chat lines and
so on.
Its many offerings are enough to fill a book (in fact, that
book exists: check out The Mac Internet Tour Guide from
Ventana Press). We can't cover rhe topic of connecting to
the Internet with any justice whatsoever in this book, but
we will look at some of the shareware that has been developed to make your life on the Net easier. (See Chapter 2
for derails.)
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Version: .9
Author: ChrisMcNeil
Address: Box 153
Middle Sackville, NB, Canada EOA 2EO
cmcneil@mla.ca
Prite: $6
Roting: -f!,--f!,--f!,--f!,-

So you need the latest version ofMacGeekTools. You know
it's out there, somewhere, on the Internet. How do you
find it?
Enter Archie. Archie can fi nd all of rhe FTP sites that have
any particular fi le. T hen you pick the closest sire, drive
there in an FTP program {such as Fetch) and download it.
You can specify several different kinds of searches, including substring and case-sensitive. Because Archie searches
can tal{e a long time, this program runs in the background.
Archie is yet another peerless Mac Internet tool.

. . . "_]

~Ji!ili~ =~ ·~~~=· ·~
Version: 2.1
Author: Jim Matthews
Prite: Freeware
Roting: -f!,--f!,--f!,--f!,-

"FTP" stands for "File Transfer Protocol. " In the Internet
universe, it's how you transfer files. But on the Mac, the
only name you need to know is "Fetch."
Fetch connects to any computer on the Internet and allows
you to transfer files back and forth . You can set up shortcuts for each computer sire you frequent, so when you
want to go hang our at the cyberbar, you're only a mouseclick away.
Fetch automatically detects if a file is a binhex file (that is, a
program versus a text file) and automatically de-binhexes it.
T his is a true time-saver.

Version: 2.1.0
Author: Peter lewis
Address: 10 Earls!on Way,
Booragoon, WA, 6154, Australia
Prite: $10
Roting: -f!,--f!,--fr-f!,--f!,-

If you're on the Internet and want people to be able to copy
files from you r hard disk, FTPd is the best way to go.
FTPd sets up an FTP "daemon" {a tiny program that works
in the background) that listens to the Net for people who
try to log on to your computer.
You can assign access privileges in the same way that
System 7 does-in the users and groups control panel.
This makes FTPd totally intuitive.
You can provide text messages for those who log on, and limit
the amount of time people are logged onto your computer.
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Version: 1.1.1 d17
Author: Peter Speck
Address: speck@dot.ruc.dk
Price: Freeware
Rating:._._._._._
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Internet usenet news has so much to offer-megabytes on
any given day-that it takes a major effort just to wade
through it all.
Nuntius uses concepts the M acintosh Finder h as made
familiar- folders and files-to mal(e searching for any particular newsgroup a snap.
For example, where is th e discussion on cable TV? Look in
the "air" folder and select "Cable-Tv."
If you read an article and decide to reply to it, N untius
automatical ly opens the word processor of your choice so
you can type your response. When you select text and copy
it to rhe Clipboard, it adds the obligatory">" to each line
so you can tell what's being repeated in a message.
By far, N untius is the best newsreader available.

Version: 2.0.1
Author: University of Minnesota
Price: Freeware
Rating:._._._._._

The Gopher protocol leads the way in malcing the Internet
simple, easy and painless. Gopher provides a means to
access any kind of data, all organized in some logical fashion by a system librarian. TurboGopher makes all this
magic work on the Macintosh.
You can search for text, download files, run programs and
generally access all of the Internet's features through this one
program. We highly recommend it for Internet beginners.
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Version: 1.5
Author: Jeff Strobel
Address: P.O. Box2187
Natick, MA 01760
jstrobel@world.std.com
Price: $29
Rating:-f,.-f,..;;...-ft.
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Once you've mastered N untius, you can pull pictures and
programs from usenet newsgroups on the Internet. But
there is one last trick you need to know about.
To send a picture or a program through a newsgroup, it
must be converted into text, since text is the lowest-common-denominator file format. So to use a program you get
from a newsgroup, you need to convert it back to a binary
file using a program like UULite.
UULite works well. It has a "Smart decode" feature that
hides all the mess usually involved in this kind of work. For
the Internet neophyte, I would recommend nothing else.

HyperCard

B

ack in 1987, Apple released the program HyperCard, and no one knew what to make of it. Was it a
drawing program? A database? A programming language? For the next few years, Apple gave it away
with every Mac. M ac owners discovered a wealth
of uses for the chameleon product.
Since then, Claris took over the development of HyperCard,
and then Apple rook it back. Apple is planning on a new
release of HyperCard, due to hit the streets sometime in early
1994. As usual, it will be backward-compatible.

So what is HyperCard? After all this time, there still is no
easy answer. It's different things to different people. At irs
most basic, it's a computerized Rolodex. But it can be used
for much more.
HyperCard products, called stacks, create a miniature software universe of their own. There are HyperCard stacks
that run the gamut from games to graphics co databases to
desktop-publishing functions. Whether for work or play,
HyperCard stacks can contribute substantially to your
shareware collection. The best of them are better than
many stand-alone software packages.
HyperCard provides some basic services co stacks, such as
the ability to find data, user-defined sorting and a report
generator. This is one reason why it's popular as a shareware medium- these functions don't require any work on
rhe programmer's part. But not all shareware stacks use
these features.
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C haracteristical ly, HyperCard stacks have a unique graphical look and a simple interface. Commercial stacks, such
as D anny Goodman's Connections and Heizer Software's
WindowScript, provide outstanding functionality and
superlative usability. Plus they're easy to modify, even for
nonprogrammers. That's a hard-to-beat combination.
Bur when it comes to shareware, stacks can be unsightly,
sluggish and pointless. We've done our best to weed those
our. As with all shareware, you'll need to dig through layers
of trash to find the treasure beneath. Here are the best
we've found.

Note: Nowadays, aU Macinroshes ship with a limited version
of HyperCard that can run- but not create-stacks. So
even if you haven't bought HyperCard, you can run any of
these shareware stacks on your machine.
All the programs reviewed in this chapter and throughout
the book are available in the Venrana Press Mac Shareware
500 Library on America Online. You'll find the Mac Shareware Library in the Computing & Software section of
America Online, o r go there instantly by typing the keyword: Mac 500. To sign on to America Online, you can
use the 10 free hours of online time and the starter disk
that come with this book, plus the Mac-compatible
modem of your choice. For further instructions on how to
join America Online, or for more information about the
Mac Shareware 500 Library, please see Appendix B.

Version: 2.1
Author: John F. McGrady, DDS
Address: Coconut Info, P.O. Box 75460
Honolulu, HI 96836
Price: Free
Rating: *-*-*-*-*-

T hese excellent stacks provide both practical and esoteric
information about the HIV virus and the condition known
as AIDS. Knowledge is the best protection against this
deadly disease. Use these stacks to learn everything you
need to know.
The study stack as.ks a series of questions on HIV infection
and the resultant AIDS; correct responses are rewarded
with applause. T he aids CloseUp stack provides in-depth
information on how the virus does its dirty work: how it
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invades the immune system, how it fools the T-cells to create more HIV and finally how the HIV consumes the cell
and reproduces. T he entire unnerving spectacle is d isplayed
through well-drawn graphics and animated icons.

Thecell prO<l oc., thevl rU> unul all
1he virus dies or ell host c:eH
materiel h used up. Once
reecUvated, progenv vf rons leove
t he cell by buddi i'ICj. Because Helper
T-cell c ytopl~•m io depleted in the
proce, , t he cell dies .

H~lpef T-cell L~mphoc~tt

KJ

Figure 8-1: Fact-filled and fascinating. For those easily bored by medical termithe viruses ore animated to illustrate how they work.

nolog}~

The study stack even contains a list of AIDS hotline numbers you can call for more information. Both stacks are
informatio n-packed and very tastefully done.

HlV!lltos stud~ stacl(
N" tionwide, HIV t ests are mandat ory tor

1.

0

fmm1g ra nh , mtlitar\j

~

pen~ nnel ,

~

2.

Q

appltcenh
prostltutes conv1etedof sol lcitinq

8

3.

0

ho• pitell zed drug ebulOr>

4.

0

ell or t he above

T

Figure 8-2: Test your knowledge of AIDS facts.

and Job Corps
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t,~,~il~eiL.,&ff_.;;:M\~"""""'lll''""J.
Version: 1.0
Author: Tim Bobo
Address: Image Works
Attention: Tim Bobo
6433Starnes
Ft. Worth, TX 76148·1755
Price: $3
Rating: ._._._._

Yeah, yeah, we know. When home computers hit the stores
ten years ago, there was one fu nction that was always touted: Mom can store her recipes in the newfangled thing.
Right. I have yet to meet a person who actually does thismainly because it's such a hassle.
Until now! Enter Amy's recipes. T his stack lets you store
your own recipes and sort them by category. As a bonus,
you get a bunch of Amy's vety own recipes. We have no
idea if Amy has any culinary abilities whatsoever-but who
cares? Even if they're terrible, you get a great way to store
your own.

Rgure 8-3:Just likeMa used tomake?Probablynot, but what doyouwant for$3?

1993, The KINETIC PRESS
Address: P.O. Box 485
Arcata, CA 95521
Internet: Savetz@rahul.net
America Online: Savetz
Price: $1 5
Roling: ._._._._

W hen HyperCard first shipped, it carne with a stack that
would let you search for a ciry name and find its area code.
We used it all the time. Naturally, Apple removed it from
subsequent versions of HyperCard.
But now there's Area Code & T ime Finder, which does the
old H yperCard scack one better: it tells you what time it is in
the area code you're looking up. Any ciry with a population
of more than 2,500 is listed in the database. (This works out
to be around 6,000 cities.) Canadian cities are not forgotten:
all Canadian cities with at least 10,000 people are also
included. Plus, over 60 foreign countries are listed as well.
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Ic's handy if you need to know what time it is in Nagoya,
Japan, before you call.

figure 8-4: It~ easy to find the area code for Seattle, but don't call too early;
those grunge rockers like to sleep late.

Version: 1.0.1
Author: R. Geisler
Address: Internet:
geisler@mpib-tuebingen.mpg.dbp.d
Price: Free
Rating: if-if-if.

H yperC ard offers the abiliry co create a user interface that
is almost exactly like that of any regular M ac application.
We say almost because some things, like color windows,
aren't supported.
Ball oon fills one of the gaps. Under System 7, help balloons can pop up co inform the user about any object on
the screen. H yperCard doesn't let you use help balloons.
Bur Balloon does.
Although it requires a little bit of scripting knowledge, it's
fairly simple and srraightfotward. If you create HyperCard
stacks for others co use, it's a must.
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fl!~~[hll~. ~~Jlii:~
Version: 1.2
Author: Brian Sullivan
Address: 3916 Victory Cir.#118
Billings MT 59106
AOL: BrianS7 614
Prite: One nonfiction book sent to the
above address (he prefers American History)
Rating:-f,--f,-.;..

We have lots of books, but we're not very good about keeping track of them. If we were anal reten tive, however, we'd
use Bibliophile.
Bibliophile lets you catalog your libra ry of books in ways
you've only d reamt o f. After you've entered all the data, you
can sorr by title, author, publisher, date of p ublication or
subject. You can even find out rhe to tal value of your
library.
Book freal<S only, please. It's probably no different from
stacks rhat let you keep track of your C Ds or videotapes, but
we're more anal about music or Tv. Camile Paglia was righ t.
Two caveats: the interface is a bit overwhelming at first.
Plan to spend some time figuring it our. Also, if you're
using HyperCard 2. 0 or greater, you'll need to convert the
stack before you add any entries.

An Essa y In Defense Of The
Female Sex
Author:.A!l9..DY.m9.\!L._,__ ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Published :jQ.~L_ Pages: .h>.!L
Publisher:..A•..B.9P.!IJ:._________ ,_ _ Printed At:J.2JXI.<m_._ _ __
Edition:JJlin!__ll iust rations/Maps:_l_Binding:_l.e.~!Jlir_.Voi ume:_WA.._
Reference:_NlA__________ Subject Matter._W.2.m!m:LB.i8b.~-----

Figure 8-5: So many books, solittle time.
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Authors: Ed and Barb Will
Price: Freeware
Rating: -f,.-f,.-f,.

If you ever wondered what was happening the day you
were bo rn, here's your chance to find o ut. This HyperCard
stack gives you sports news, facts about your birthday,
Oscar and Nobel Peace Prize winners for that year and
fam ous people who were born on that date.
Everything is presented on a faux- newspaper front page,
as if it were the headlines from the very day of yo ur birth.
Imagine this shareware reviewer's horror at discovering
he shares a birthday with Michael Jackson!

Version: 2.0
Authors: Glen L Bledsoe & Karen Solinka
Address: 484 2Uberty Rd. S, -#74
Salem, OR 97302
Price: $4.9 S
Rating: -f,.-f,.

We won't take the surprise out of this one by detailing how
it works, but generally this stack's fun ction is ro generate
rando m poems involving standard cowboy themes. Kinda
silly. Kinda stupid, really. But kinda fun , roo.
It's free, except for the download. True cowboy funs only, though.

Figure 8-6: Cowboy Poetry produces computer-generated cowboy poems
that may or may not make any sense.

Author: Amanda Goodenough
Address: Amanda Stories
1025 Martin Rd., Santo Cruz, CA 95060-9721
Rating: -f,.-f,.-f,.-f,.-f,.

Inigo Gets Out is an imeractive story stack that has long
• been a favorite of M ac users everywhere. It shows what
happens when Inigo the cat ventures into the outside world.
We've chosen this as one of the best shareware selections in
the book, and it's discussed in detail in C hapter 4 .

•
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Author: Dave Dumanis
Address: 2790 Folsom St., -#4
San Francisco, CA 9411 0
Price: $5
Rating: -ft---ft---ft--

You can't w in this game-it states that clearly on the tide
screen. The idea is to keep from losing as long as possible.
And that, believe it or not, can be fun for a while.
In this game, you're being judged by a kangaroo- get it?for a variety of crimes. At various times you can attempt to
bribe, insult or flatter the judge, and since the stack actually reads your commenrs and decides your fate based on
them, you'd better be eloquenr.
ICtngu u tur l

11lo K~'s witnoss Is:

You are hlfeby ch:rgo(l With coot~! of COli'!
lor objoo!ilg.

fMirj( Sila!M! !Ill 3 Dl his VIII'Y

You lose!

IIIISCUI:Jo tl'ionll!l

rtavo anlce day.

Figure 8-7: You try to argue and bribe your way out of Kangaroo Court.
The parade of alleged crimes, witnesses and sentences, and
your attempts to save your butt make this a fun d iversion.

Price: Freeware
Roting:-ft---ft---ft---ft--

This is a swell little HyperCard stack that helps reach
youngsters their alphabet and numbers. You click on a letter with the mouse, and the stack prompts a human voice
that tells you what the selection is. Then it gives wo rds
wi th pictures and spells them our loud. Of course, your kid
needs to learn how to use a HyperCard stack before he/she
can learn his/her alphabet in this situation, but in the fin al
analysis HyperCard is probably easier to learn than some of
the finer fundame ntals of grammar.

SHIP
Figure 8-8: HyperCard is a superb format for teaching letters and numbers.
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Version: 2.1
Author: John Stiles
Address: 8800 St. Cloud Lane
Bckersfield, CA 93311
AOL: JohnStiles
Price: $5
Rating: • • • •
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Back when the Apple Ile were state of the art, the language
Logo was popular in middle schools. It was touted as the
perfect way to learn computer programming. T he command set is small and simple. Everything you do moves an
onscreen "turtle." As you move the turtle, it draws a line.
You can rotate, move forward and move back the turtle,
and you can combine commands into procedures. No matter what you do, everything has a visible onscreen consequence-which is viral for learning.
Logo 2. 1 works under HyperCard and supports all of the
usual Logo commands. Plus, it lets you save and retrieve files
and print your programs. It also has an online help system.
If you want your kids to learn to program, this is a great
way to starr. Cool geometric shapes are easy to make with
Logo 2.1.
Lo

2.1

Figure 8-9: This turtle draws with lightning speed and, as abonus, can't be
flipped over on its bock.
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Author: Connectix Corporation
Address: 2655 Campus Dr.
San Mateo, CA 94403-2520
AOL: Connectix
Applelink: Connectix.CS
Price: Freeware
Rating:-fl--fl--fl--f,--fl-

T he Memory G uide is a HyperCard version of Connectix's
popular booldet "The Macintosh Memory Guide. " Both
booldet and stack provide the definitive source for information regarding Macintosh memory.
· Any memory question- from the basics (What's a SIMM?)
to the complex (Who needs parity RAM?) to the obscure
(What's 24-bit fragmentation?)- are answered here. You
can start with "A Brief History of Macintosh Memory" or
skip suaight to the uouble-shooting chapter, appropriately
titled "Bad Memory."
Connectix Corporation is the genius behind MODE32, the
Extension that makes System 7 work wirl1 more than 8mb of
memory- and works so well that Apple bought the rights
from it. You can be sure the memmy stock is accurate.
THE
MACINTOSH
MEMORY
GUIDE

me mory to enyo ne
~ the lere:est zone •n• on v o'"'"
megabytes. The Largen Un\J.S'ed
thiJ Jlaci ntoJh • (SV> tem 7) or

!a
~mm

vindov.
RAM

1f you run an eppJi calion under

E3

IJJ~IB
CONN£CTIX

0 1"11-

Rgure 8-10: The Macintosh Memory Guide is a well-designed and informative
stack that belongs in every Moe user's collection.
T he stack is updated regularly and offers much more recent
information than the booldet. For instance, soon after the
Centris 660av and Q uadra 840av came out, they were covered. The stack also has invaluable information on the
RAM used in all Apple printers-information that is hard
to find otherwise.
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The stack has a hypertext feel, allowing you to follow conceptual ideas instead of a table of contents. Underlined
words can be defined by simply clicking on them .

.~

Author: Bill Neville
Address: 506 Oakdale Rd.
Jame~own, NC 27280
Price: $12
Rating: ~·~•

.
..: "It's not a computer game ... it's a computer roy." So says
screen for PippinPuss. And it's true: PippinPuss
. isthea splash
computer
version of the pop ular toy Mister Potato
.. Head .
.. You drag body parts onto PippinPuss. You place everything
. - hands, hats, torsos, feet, even eyes-using the mouse.
. There's an infinite combination of gadgets and geegaws for
. adorning PippinPuss.
.
.. When you've grown weary of a combination, ir's easy ro
. begin again. Click the "Clean Up" button and your ere.. arion is cleared, returning a pristine apple for more fun .
PipRinPuss
-g
~.;.r.-,..,-f.-.,......;..j""'"""rf-T"~~~

~~~~~
~tl'l·"t--'· ~

i1ll

~

~~~................. ,gi
~

+'W~.......

c lean
up

Go Home

z

a5

~~~t
~

~uw~~

Figure 8-11: Drag the various spore body ports onto PippinPuss. Real apples were
neverthis fun.
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Version: 2.6
Author: AII·American Software Dev. Corp.
Address: 529 S. Seventh St., #239
Minneapolis, MN 55415
AOL: AFUeff; GEnie: APOSTASY
Applelink: ALLAMERICAN
Price: $14.95
Rating:'*"'*"'*"

Macintosh programmers have always had it rough in the
sense that the depth of the Macintosh ROMs mal<.es the
programming learning curve notoriously steep. Recent programs such as the THINK reference library and old ones
such as Steve Capps's Online Reference help to flatten the
curve with instant access co most of the information contained in Inside Macintosh, but at a premium price.
Not so with Programmer's Notebook. This stack contains
the essence of Inside Macintosh: all the procedures, function
calls, variable names and low-memory globals are listed,
covering Inside Macintosh volumes I to 5.

~nside Macintosh is Apple Computer's guide to programming the Macintosh. If you
"C!itwant to learn how to make your own windows, menus and icons, it's required reading. However, it's technical and fills six volumes. It takes great dedication to sit down
and immerse yourself in these books. For more on Mac programming, see Chapter 16.
It's unfortunate that the interface is so bad. Unlike the simple Online DA or the similarly austere THINK reference,
Programmer's Notebook doesn't have a small format for
instant online access. It .looks like a product of rhe old preMulriFinder days in the small-screen dark ages, when a
stack with a black background could rake up the whole
screen and look pretty cool. T imes change.
The stack uses HyperCard's standard Search command,
so searches are slower than a quick indexed database like
THINK or Online. But they're faster than, say, reaching
for the real book and flipping to the right page.
If you can get beyond the distracting interface, a wealth of
information lies at your fingertips. And the real benefit of
this stack is irs extensibility. You can add your own cards
just as Apple adds Inside Macintosh volumes.
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Version: 1.1. 2
Rating:.._.,_

Version: 1.6
Author: Frederic Rinaldi
Address: CIS: 71170,2111
Applelink: RINALDII
Price: $30
Rating:.,_.,_.,_.._

~-- 2 I I

This program is used to speed up HyperCard stacks by
replacing standard HyperCard words with their abbrevia.
£
"backgroun d ." I n
uon,
sueh as "cd" £ror " card" or "b g" ror
the previous version of HyperCard {1.2 or thereabouts),
this could make a difference. Bur the new HyperCard (2.0
and up) compiles your scripts when they're first run and
keeps them around in memory. So the shorthand trick
speeds up only the first compile, which isn't really noticeable in itself. However, if you use a version of HyperCard
that's older than 2.0, this could be useful.

If you own a Mac with a microphone, someday you'll get
the urge to create your own sound stack. (Trust us. Of
course you will.) The Audio Tools stack gives you a nice
big palette of sound tools to use; but how do you get that
functionality in your own stacks? With SoundRecord.
This stack gives you an external command (XCMD) that
records sounds from the built-in microphone. You can
pass your sound through a compression option ("best" or
"good") and a quality option. The recorded sound is then
copied into your stack for later playback.
Its simple interface and helpful instructions will have you
recording in no time.

Version: 2.11
Author: Steve Nelson
Address: 2165 Dartmouth St.
Polo Alto, CA 94306
CIS: 76367,2334
GEnie: SlNELSON
Apple link: X1483
Price: $12
Rating:.._.,_.._

Video, film and advertising people, this one's for you. This
stack lets you draw storyboard frames accompanied by the
two-column text format that's standard for ad copy. But if
you can't draw with the mouse, forget it. The whole point
is to draw a rough sketch of each shot and script out the
dialog. The drawing frame uses the standard TV aspect
ratio; other aspect ratios (for PAL-the European TV
standard-or films) are also available.

An elegant interface allows smooth, flawless operation.
Printing your creations is limited somewhat by HyperCard's weak graphics-printing capabilities.
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Version: 3.04
Author: Dennis Birch
Address: 4907 Burke Ave. N
SeaHie, WA 98103
Price: $30
Rating: ....._..

Whether you're into graphic design or financial consulting,
tracking the time you spend on a project is important.
Enter Timekeeper. With this stack you set up a list of
clients and projects, including the type of work done and
the total hours spent. At the end of the day, you archive
this information onto "Timesheers," which track projects
on a client-by-client basis. The timesheets list hourly totals
for each client. This program doesn't use the Mac's internal
clock to watch over you in Big Brother fashion; it simply
totals the figures you type in.
A separate stack handles printing by setting up a special on·
screen report. HyperCard 2.0's native reporting features,
which would improve the printing immensely, are absent.
But the reports generated are more than adequate.
Timekeeper boasts one feam re that's hard to find in the
shareware HyperCard universe: a simple interface. T here
are no unnecessary buttons to clog the display, no hideous
font overdosing, no busy backgrounds. Clean and elegant.
The only feature we'd ask for in Timekeeper is the ability
to export data to a spreadsheet or real database program.
But see Transporter (below) for a solution.

Version: 1.1
Author: Adam Rice
Address: 823 W. Roscoe, #1
Chicago, ll60657·2303
CIS: 76177,42
AOL: Agel
Price: $30
Rating: ...._.._.,_

While there may be many useful shareware HyperCard
stacks that catch your fancy, the chronic lack of certain features-especially in reporting and calculating-may keep
you from talcing the plunge. It's great to use a stack for data
entry or simple tracking, but what do you do when HyperCard reaches its limits? Exporting the data to a true database or spreadsheet usually addresses these needs. But what
if the stack doesn't export?
Here's where Transporter helps. It can take the background
fields of any stack and save them to a text file, using any
kind of delimiters. It can also transfer the data stored in
background fields from one stack to another. And finally,
you can import data &om text files to any stack.
With this much capability, it would be very easy to confuse
a user. But to its credit, Transporter has a fairly simple
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interface. You click buttons to choose the type of data
transfer you want. The fields of a stack or file are listed onscreen , and you simply drag the ones you want from the
left half of the screen to the right. Quick and painless. The
only strangeness is the use of modes, such as Help mode
and Preferences mode, which makes things less than instantly intuitive.
Another virtue: this sh areware program should be required
for anyone using HyperCard's Address stack. It makes
importing and exporting simple. \We were able to use this
to transfer data from the Timekeeper stack on the first try.)
Transporter has its limits: you can't use a stack that has
more than 29 background fields, mainly due to the lack of
screen space. And if there's a carriage return in your fields,
it will replace them with the"?" character. But these are
minor quibbles. How many stacks use 29 fields?
Transporter is an incredible bargain that belongs in the
library of evety HyperCard user.

Version: 3.1
Authors: Frederic Rinaldi,
Peter Stubbs, Ken Fisher
Address: Peter Stubbs
12 Arthur St.
North Lombton
NSW 2299, Australia
CIS: 100026,3211
Price: Free
Rating:•++++

As has already been pointed out, HyperCard has a few annoying limitations. And it has a few really annoying limitations.
Luckily, there are guys like Frederic Rinaldi to save us.
This stack contains over 100 of his best external commands
for HyperCard. These external commands do things the
creators of HyperCard never dreamed of: drawing calendars,
copying files, selecting devices in the Chooser and so on.
If you create stacks in HyperCard, there's a good chance you
could use something from here to make your life easier.
The external commands are by Frederic Rinaldi; apparently
the most recent collection of his work was compiled by
Peter Stubbs, whose address is given.
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"Only by art can we get out ide ourselves; instead of
seeing only one world, our work/, we sea it under
multiple forms, and as many as there iue original
artists, just so many worlds we have at our disppsal"
-Marc I Provst

orne shareware critics would have you believe that
anyone with a Macintosh and a couple of hours to
kill can write shareware. The fact is, writing a de~
cent shareware program takes experience, insight,
attention to derail and a host of other qualities most com~
manly attributed to priests, Boy Scours and programmers.
Unfortunately, though, these virtues aren't prerequisites for
creating and uploading a graphics file. Literally any Mac
user with a rudimentary paint or draw program can create
"art" and call it shareware.
Consequently, it's rough to say how many thousands of
shareware illustrations, clip arr and other graphics files are
floating around. That's why we aren't recommending any
particular image files; there's roo much sludge co sift
through to get to the gold.
Instead, we'll offer some pointers on how you can best sort
through the glut of image files. And we'll introduce you to
a few files that represent, in our opinion, the best of what
each format has to offer. Then we'll review the best share~
ware programs and utilities for creating, viewing and work~
ing with graphics.

216
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FIGURE OUT WHAT
YOU'RE LOOKING FOR

One of the biggest problems for people sorting through
shareware in general and graphics files in particular is that
they don't have any idea what it is they want. Because it's
excessively boring and time-consuming to pore over the
mighty surfeit of mediocre graphics in the shareware world,
it helps to go into your search with specific goals in mind.
For instance, let's say you're working on a Halloween party
invitation and you need a few graphics to spice the thing
up. You might have already selected PosrCrypt, the shareware font that resembles dripping blood {see Chapter 6,
"Fonts"). But your flyer needs a grimacing jack-o'-lantern
to lend it that perfectly ghoulish touch. Now that you
know what to look for, rhe next step is to figure out what
format you need it in.

PICK AFORMAT ·
(CAREFULLY)

It's not enough just to say, "Okay, I need a jack-o'-lantern."
You first have to determine what file format you want for
that lacerated pumpkin. Here are the definitions and functions of each of the most frequently used file formats:
.,_TIFF (Tagged Image File Format): Best for highresolution bitmaps, four-color images and for
importing into page layout programs for editing
images and changing other file attributes .
.,_ EPS (Encapsulated PostScript): Accepted standard for cross-platform translation; best way to
include embedded fonts or font effects as part
of illustration.
1f- PfCT (Picture): Macintosh-only format that

yields smaller file sizes than many other formats .
.,_ GIF (Graphics Interchange Format): PC-based
format; standard file format for CompuServe
and many other PC-based image banks.
1f- MacPaint (the original Macintosh graphics file

format): Yields small sizes and is ideal for blackand-white files and for files to be printed on
ImageWrirers and 300-dpi laser printers.

-
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Your decision as co which file format to choose depends on
so many factors they could fill a stack of books; but here
are the main things to consider:
1. Size-Some file formats are, by nature, bigger

than others. Since TIFF files often contain a
high-resolution version of the illustration for
display on your monitor, they rend to be the
biggest and can cake the longest to print. So if
you're running short of disk space or you don't
want to spend a long time downloading a particular file, stay away from TIFF files.
2. Compatibility-It may be that the software
you're using doesn't support a certain format.
It's a good bet char your version of MacPaint
can work with a file saved in the M acPaint format; but that's about as easy as it gees as far as
figuring out which applications work with
which kinds of graphics files. C heck the manuals (remember them?) for your favorite software
to find our which formats it suppons. If you're
unsure, steer clear of odd-sounding formats and
stick with EPS or T IFF files. These are standards on both the Mac and IBM platforms.
And though they don't always work as advertised, your chances are better from the outset if
you use a format that's destined to work in the
first place.
3. Fonts-Usually, font-intensive graphics files are
saved and transferred in EPS format. That's
because the fonts are actually just big batches of
PostScript information, and an EPS file is the
most efficient way to deal with it all. Bur be
careful: not all EPS files are created equal. For
example, EPS files chat, lee's say, mix illustration
elements with type elements may export (or
"encapsulate") a screen image of only the typefaces involved-which means you'll still need
the PostScript printer fonts to get the file to
print correctly.
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But other types of EPS files contain ali the
information needed to enable the fonts in the
file to print properly. In these files, the font data
has been "downloaded" as parr of the file, or
actually w rinen to the disk as if it were being
sent to a PostScript printer. "When working with
EPS files, the main thing is to malce sure you
either get what you want or, at least, know what
you're gening.
4. Resolution-Different file formats save information in different ways. O ne way graphics files
vary is in their resolution. A file's resolution is
its image quali ty, or a measure of how good it
will look when printed. Different file formats
can mean the files were created and saved in different ways; it can also mean different resolutions. To make matters even more confusing, a
particular file format isn't necessarily a guarantee of a certain resolution.

As a general rule, the higher the resolution, the better the
image will look and print (and the more disk space it will
require). That's not to say low-resolution files will look
bad. A low-resolution TIFF fi le {a 72-dpi, bitmap clip-art
file, for instance) may look fi ne as long as you print it at
the same size (o r smaller) in which it was created. Bur if
you enlarge it by any significant factor, you'll promptly see
the problems with its low resolution {it will appear jagged
and chunky) . Keep in mind that resolution is an important
factor when working with graphics fi les.
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Figure 9-1: This 72-dpi bitmap file was included in the system 6.0.7 Scrapbook.
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Figure 9-2: Be careful not to enlarge low-resolution bitmap files too much or
they'll look iagged and ugly when printed.

Work With Folks You Know

SEARCH STRATEGICALLY
& SPECIFICALLY

When your car breaks down, you don't take it ro che firsr
mechanic you find in the phone book; you leave it wich
someo ne you already trust. Well, the same holds true wich
graphics files-or any ocher kind of shareware or software.
As we discussed in Chapter 6, it's easy to single out the
folks who are good at what they do. Write down the names
of the authors or distributors of graphics files you like and
turn to those names when you're looking for more of the
same-quality stuff

Whether you're wandering around the electronic netherworld or sending a written request to a shareware vending
company, it helps to be specific about what you're looking
for. If, for instance, you want a picwre of a Macintosh ro
put on your business letterhead, it would help the search
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process if you specified what kind of Mac you're looking
for. Do you really want to put a drawing of a Mac Plus on
a high-end desktop publishing letterhead? If you need an
EPS file of a Mac Ilfx, specify that.
Likewise, if you're online looking for that jack-o'-lantern
file, search for it specifically. Sorting through "holiday clip
art" could take forever; and even if you narrowed it down
to "Halloween illustrations," it could still rake a while to
find your jack-o' -lantern. This is where a quality online service helps- and it brings up yet another reason why we
• recommend America O nline. Using AOL or CompuServe
(CIS), for instance, you can search for the file by specifying
a keyword; o nly those files that contain the keyword (or a
portion of it) in their names will come up.
In other words, if you specify "jack-o' -lantern," you might
get a half-dozen cut-up pumpkin illustrations mixed in
with some Jack Nicholson scans and maybe an Adobe
Illustrator Jackie Onassis portrait. But the main thing is,
you'd find what you need and find it quickly.

WhoseGraphicIsIt,

Anyway?

W hen you're dealing with image files, copyrights and publication rights can become a sticky issue. Say a shareware
author uses MacPaint to create a picture of his dog and distributes the picture for anyone to use, free. It's pretty obvious you wouldn't have a copyright problem if you used that
file for your own purposes- even if you published it in a
magazine article and described the poor pup as "the ugliest
dog in the world."
Bur what if a Macintosh artist makes a MacPaint portrait
of Captain James T. Kirk on the bridge of the Federation
Star"Ship Enterprise? T he artist created the file, so he owns it
and the copyright to it, right? Well, sort o£ T he problem
arises from the fact that Paramount Pictures owns the
rights to all that "Star Trek" scuff, including Captain Kirk's
likeness. And Paramount rakes exception to people using
irs characters and concepts, especially without permission.
From a strictly legal standpoint, you'd need to get permission from Paramount if you wanted to use the image for
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anything "official." Usually a corporation doesn't object if
you use one of its creations for your own personal fun stuff.
It's only when you start using copyright-protected images
to make money that you'll be noticed. And even then,
you'll usually get a nasty letter first, asking (and then
telling) you to cease your criminal behavior immediately.
Even more clear-cut is a case where you might actually scan
a photograph of William Sharner from a Star Trek movie
poster, obviously a property of Paramount Pictures. You
can probably get away with using the image for personal
projects; just don't expect to do anything else with it. We've
found, however, that if you have a reasonable, nonprofit,
altruistic motive behind wanting to use a copyrighted or
otherwise legally entangled image, many companies will
give you permission in writing. First, though, you must
write them, explaining the situation and agreeing to attach
all appropriate copyright and trademark information to the
image wherever and whenever it's used.
Countless cases are on the books of companies like Disney
and Warner Brothers suing nursery schools or church
kindergartens for using pictures of Mickey Mouse or the
Road Runner to decorate their walls or playgrounds. Large
corporations are legally obligated to protect their copyrighted materials; if they allow unauthorized use of their
images, they risk losing their copyrights on the basis of failing to protect their interests. The bottom line is to use
common sense and, whenever possible, check things our
and request permission from the ruling parties.

WORKING WITH
WHAT YOU'VE GOT

So now that you've gotten your hands on all these greatlooking graphics files, what are you going to do with them?
You might try using some of the following shareware programs to work your graphic magic.
All the programs reviewed in this chapter and throughout
the book are available in the Venrana Press Mac Shareware
500 Library on America Online. You'll find the Mac Shareware Library in the Computing & Software section of America
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Online, or go there instantly by typing the keyword: Mac
500. To sign o n to America Online, you can use your 10
free hours of online time and the starter disk that come
with this book, plus the M ac-compatible modem of your
choice. For further instructions on how to join America
Online, or for more information about the Mac Shareware 500 Library, please see Appendix B.

~3~'taloxyfollisions. ~,
Author: C.M. Wyatt
Address: P.O. Box 123 Golden Sq.
Vic 3555, Australia
Price: 515
Roling:.,_.,_

k:ltltl~,
Version: 2.02
Author: Tom Taylor
Address: 3405 Walton Way
San Jose, CA 95117
Price: $5-$10
Rating: .,_.,_.,_

'•llttfl_l :
Version: 1.0
Author: Greg Stumph
Address: 424 156th Pl. NE
Bellevue, WA 98008
Price: 530
Rating:.,_.,_.,_.,_

H ow can you not like a program called 30 Galaxy
Collisions? Well, what if it's buggy, ugly and inscrutable?
Still, if three-dimensional collid ing galaxy simulations are
your thing, this is an interesting graphics file that might
give you some ideas for handling multiple-point animation
based on a computer model.

This desk accessory/mini-application opens MacPaint or
PICT-format MacOraw files from within any other application. From a marquee you select any portion of that fi le
and copy it to the C lipboard, where you can then paste it
into whatever program you want. It's a simple idea that's
well implemented; and Version 2.02 is more stable and
consistent than previous incarnations of this popular program. We like Artisro well enough- bur we'd like to see it
deal with other types of file formats, roo. Maybe future versions will work wirh TIFF or EPS formats. Meanwhile, it's
still the easiest, quickest way ro get into a MacPaint file,
select a porrion of it and paste it into other programs.

If you've ever tried using blends in your illustrations, you
know what an undeniable pain in the neck they can be ro
create and fine-tune. Blends that may look smooth as silk
on-screen can print as ugly as a bitmap- and of course the
opposite is also true. Actually, an arcane set of rules written
down in a large, dusty book in some ancient, computerbased graphic-designer wizard's castle describes an exact
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formula for how to get your blends to come out perfectly.
No lie. Equations, rules and formulas fo r this stuff do
exist-but most of us have trouble enough with those story
problems that start out, ''A train leaves Chicago heading
west traveling at 68 m ph; meanw hile, another train leaves
Las Vegas traveling east at 74 miles per ho ur .. . ."Who
wants to sit around with a slide rule and an algorithm chart
computing how many steps to use in a grad ient blend?

Figure 9-3: The Blend(a/c HyperCard is a slick, professional way tocalculate
how to get the best results from blends made in drawing programs.
T hank heaven Greg Stumph wrote BlendCalc. All you do
is type in the variables you wish to control-such as the
blend length or width, the number of gray levels you want,
the type of output device yo u're using and its resolution.
T hen BlendCalc automatically figures o ut how many steps
are required to create a perfect blend. That way, you can
tell Illustrator or Freehand to set the blend steps to 148, for
example. It's that easy. And as if things aren't already too
good to begin with , the stack is actually well designed, profess ionally executed, reliable and easy to use.

Author: Kendall J. Redburn
Address: BugByte Inc., 3650 Silverside Rd.,
Ste. 3, Wilmington, DE 19810
Price: $15
Rating: ._._._.

For those of you who've longed fo r the perfect paint program for creating professional-looking Dungeons &
Dragons maps, wait no more. T hat's one of the principal
uses for this program-and, boy, does it blow away the
competition.
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BlockPainr features a toolbox of large, blocky-looking
brushes that paint in huge, square pixels-perfect for creating mazes and other map-like stuff. The interface is pretty
much the standard MacPaint-esque routine; bur the realization of this program's concept is unique. Its unorthodox
look produces highly original work, and it enables you to
create unique patterns without relying on the program's
regular painting functions. If you like to check out original
illustration programs, give BlockPaint a try.

Version: 1.0
Authors: Ed McCreight, Richerd Cohn,
Brien Bezanson
Rating: • •

Version: 1.12
Author: Steve Blackstock
Address: Random Dot Software
40 BartleH Ave., Lexington, MA 02173
CIS: 73270,1150
Price: Beerware
Rating: • • •

If you've ever worked with TIFF files created in the DOS
world, you know their behavior can be rather poltergeistlike when you stick them in the Mac and try to get them ro
print. Often, DOS-generared T IFF files placed in Mac
PageMaker, for instance, print our reversed; that is, the
parts that should be black print white, those char should be
white print black, 80 percent gray comes out 20 percent
gray and so on. This happens most often with screen captures. It's because the first byte of a TIFF file sets the "black
as black" or "black as white" property of a file . The idea
behind a program like FlipTIFF is that, if you can fully
convert rhe hiccups in the T IFF files, you get more consistent results.

Giffer lets you view and save G IF (Graphics Interchange
Format) files on the Macintosh. (GIF is CompuServe's
image-format protocol.) Since CompuServe has literally
thousands (and thousands) of GIF-formar illustrations
online, and since you can easily convert them using a
utility like this, you might want to give it a try.
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Version: 1.6.6 E
Author: Thorsten Lemke
Address: lnsterburger Str. 6
31228 Peine, Germany
Price: $30
Rating:._._._._._
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If Graphic Converter were a Broadway show instead of a
shareware program, we could say things about it like, "It's
better than Cats!" or "Take the whole family, right away."
If it were a gourmet dish, we could say of it, "rich, robust
and very satisfying," or "the last bite is as delicious as the
first; we could live off chis stuffl"

.. But since it's a shareware program, we can only say it's one of
the best pieces of independent software we've seen in a long
.. while.
may seem like a backhanded compliment, but
.. the bestThis
way
can think of to describe it is "a poor man's
. Phoroshop." we
Considering that Photoshop costs about $550
.. and most graphic
designers typically use only a limited num.. ber of irs features and
Graphic Converter will
.. probably fulfill most ofcapabilities,
those functions for a startlingly low
.. cost of only $30, about 18 rimes less than what you'd shell
.. our for Phoroshop.
.
: The worst part about Graphic Converter is irs name.
! Calling this program Graphic Converter is like calling a
~ Ferrari something like Sporty Car or dubbing the Taj

!

Mahal a Nice House. Graphic Converter converts pictures
: from Acari, Amiga and IBM formats to various Mac for: mats and back again. It imports PICT, Startup-Screen,
MacPaint, TIFF (uncompressed, packbits, CCITT3 and
lzw), RIFF, PICS, GIF, PCX/SCR, GEM-IMG, BMP,
RLE, PIC (16 bit), FLI, TGA (uncompressed only), MSP,
SHP, WPG, IFF/LBM, PAC, Degas, NeoChrome, PIC
(ATARI), SPC, GEM-Metafile, Animated NeoChrome,
!magic and ImageLab/Print Technic files. It can save
images (export) to PICT, Startup-Screen, MacPaint, TIFF
(uncompressed, packbits and lzw), GIF, PCX, GEM-IMG,
BMP and IFF formats. One impressive time-saving feature
is rhe capability to convert an entire folder of files from one
format to another in a single, simple seep-a handy trick
• when you've accidentally saved 35 files in EPS format when
they should have been saved as TIFFs.
We know plenty of graphic designers who use Phoroshop
only to open files in one format and save them to another
(what a waste)! Clearly, Graphic Converter can handle char
cask. Bur beyond that, it also sports a number of the stan-
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dard tools (like selection, cropping and painting tools) that
perform a lor of the same basic functions as Photoshop or
similar programs. You can also perform many of the image
manipulation functions chat Photoshop is famous for,
including working with a few simple filters, creating and
editing image histograms, and adjusting contrast, hue and
brightness.

Figure 9-4: Graphic Converter offers double-barrel power and semi-automatic
funcitionality in one convenient package.

Version: 3.0
Author: John Noirn
Address: 7108 South Pine Cone St.
Soh loke City, UT 84121
Price: $10
Roting: .._.,_.,_

A black-and-white-grid drawing program, Icon Designer
lets you edit and create icons. It's adequate for accomplishing what it's designed to do. Bur now that ResEdit includes
extensive support for creating and altering icons from within rhe program, some users won't have a need for Icon
Designer. However, if you prefer to do your icon work in a
separate program, or if you don't have the latest copy of
ResEdit, you may want this program.
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Rgure 9-5: Icon Designer lets you create and edit customized icons.

Version: 1.8
Author: Jeff Lewis
Address: CIS: 76217,2241
Interne!: 76217,2241 @compuserve.com.
Price: Small donation to ASPCA
Rating: • • • •

Imagery converts Acari ST, Amiga and DOS-generated
graphics files ro Mac-compatible TIFF files.
T he documentation claims to support a number of file formats. While we didn't test each and every one, the program's general implementation was slick and professional.
So we feel confident that the majority of the following formats should convert to T IFF with little trouble:
.Pix, .PCx, .SCx, .TNY, .TNx, .NEO, .SPU, .SPC, .FCP,
.IMG, .IFF, .PCX, .GL, .PIC, .CLP, .BMP, .GIF and .RLE.
T he latest version of Imagery adds support for files in
Photoshop, T hunderscan and RIFF formats, so if you
don't see a format here that you n eed, drop Jeff a lin e or
sit tight- it may be added soon .
The program claims ro support, with minor glitches, even
more formats, and promises support for formats like
W indows Metafiles in future releases. But for now, it's
obvious that Imagery is the shareware granddaddy of foreign-file conversion programs for the Mac. While some
translations can get hairy, particularly when working in a
complex mode like 24-bit, color TIFF files, it's a good bet
you can get something translated using Imagery. One
important tip is to thoroughly test the limitations of the
program to your specific needs, especially before starring
a large project.

ia)
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Note: To run Kaos or the other two fractal programs mentioned in this chapter, you need a math co-processor. A coprocessor is a huge benefit \'vhen running a program that
makes many math-intensive calculations, because it frees
up the main processo r to work on other tasks. T he Mac II,
IIx, Ilcx, Ilci, Ilfx, SE/30, Ilsi and LC all have the capability to use a math coprocessor. T he Mac Ilcx, Ilci, Ilf:x and
SE/30 have built-in cop rocessors. T he Mac II, Ilsi an d LC
can be upgraded to an FPU. C heck with your dealer.

Author: Reinoud lcmberts
Address: Grobijnhof 27, 2625 lM Delft
The Netherlands
Internet reinoud@dutecc.rudelft.nl
Price: Postcardwcre
Rating:;j.;j.;j.;j.
Moth co-processor required

Version: Demo
Author: Craig Hickmon
Address: 615 Ecst 39th Ave.
Eugene, OR 97 405
Bitnet: ckickmcn@oregon.uoregon.edu
Price: Publicdomain
Rating:.._.._.._.._.._

A fractal is a wild-looking, randomly generated computer
illustration based on a special set of mathematical computations. Even though Kaos is a fractal program, it has an
attitude. W hile most fractal programs are sim ilar, Kaos sets
itself apart from the pack by its European presentatio n.
When you launch Kaos and set the parameters fo r it to
begin making the fractal, what you get are these am azingly
cool-looking, ice-twig, 3-D shapes against a black background. T hey automatically recreate themselves. Kaos's
fractals are qualitatively different from others we've seen:
they really evoke a "winter wonderland" motif. To enhance
the icy look of the fractals, turn off the colors or check out
the program on a grayscale screen.

T he success of KidPix speaks for itself. This popular shareware program quickly spawned a commercial successor,
and while we think the currently distributed shareware
demo version is excellent in irs own right, the commercial
version offers a number of bells and whistles that are well
worth paying for.
KidPix embodies everything great about shareware. It's
unique, exciting, fun, a joy to use and it's not just free, it's
in the public domain. This paint program was written for
kids, bur it always seems to be the parents and teachers
who get hooked on it. We've chosen KidPix as one of tl1e
best shareware selections in this book, and it's discussed in
derail in C hapter 4, "Making tl1e Most of the Best."
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Figure 9-6: KidPix inspires creativity and fun in users of all ages.

Version: 1.1
Author: Humoyun S. Lori
Address: c/o Adeel Lori, 14117Frontier Ln.
Burnsville, MN 55337
Price: $14/$7 students
Rating:.,..._.,...,..._

The biggest difference between Lightning Paint and
MacPaint is the price. Lightning Paint is a fine little paint
program that looks and feels a lor like MacPaint. But some
of the draw tools, particularly the polygons and geometric
shapes, behave differently (not necessarily less efficiently).
T hough the Help file is sparse, this is a fantastic all-around
paint program that should meet most folks' basic computerpaint needs well.
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Rgure 9-7: Lightning Paint boasts a familiar interface, powerful tools and a
creative approach to drawing.

Version: 3.4v03
Author: KlexSoftware
Address: 25633 Branchester
Farmington Hills, Ml48336
Price: $25 suggested donation
Rating: -ft.-ft.-ft.-ft.

What's that you say? Shareware's great as long as you just
want to goof around with fractals or mal<e stupid little pictures, bur you can't do any serious work with shareware?
Disbeliever! Infidel! Never underestimate the power, scope
and quality of fine shareware. You should be ashamed.
Because MacConcepr is a fully functioning shareware CAD
program.
Don't laugh! It really is a shareware CAD program, and it
works. Now, we're not beginning to suggest that you can
toss away your stacks of AutoCAD manuals and books
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(although that might not be a bad idea) and pick up a copy
of MacConcept. Besides, we don't know nearly enough
about CAD to make a serious judgment of how robust
MacConcept is. But if the sample file is any indication, it's
worth a meager shareware fee.
Unfortunately, we're not sure how much the authors at
Klex Software are asking, so we'd suggest a donation of
$25. (Sure beats the $2,500 folks shell out for "real" CAD
software.) If you're interested in computer-aided design bur
don't want to blow a wad on commercial software, this program may be just the ticket. Ir even exports files to various
formats, including ClarisCAD, in case you want to step up
to the next level. So who says shareware isn't for serious
computing?
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Figure 9-8: You can tackle serious CAD proieds with Mac(oncept.
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Version: 1.0
Author: Abbott Systems Inc.
Address: 62 Mountain Rd.
Pleasantville, NY 10570
Price: $99.95
Rating: -tlt-*-1/tMalh coprocessor required
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MandelTV claims to be the fastest high-resolution color
Macintosh Mandelbrot fractal generator around. (A
Mandelbrot fractal uses a particular set of equations and
calculations to produce familiar-looking fractals.) Since
we haven't seen every fractal program ever made (there are
probably 400 or so), we can't really confirm that claim,
bur we can tell you it's a very fast color fractal program.

Rgure 9-11: Mande/Tv, with its unique interface, draws beautiful fractals in the
background while you work on other projects in the foreground.
Perhaps just as interesting is this program's interface. It
resembles the NeXT operating environment and is displayed in an odd window with the menu bar embedded in
the application window rather than pulling down from the
standard place at the top of the screen. You can click on
one box and shrink the window down to thumbnail size;
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clicking again returns it to the previous size. It's quite different from almost everything else we've seen on the Mac.
MandelTV is a rather television-like implementation of a
common fractal routine, and its quirky look and speed are
definitely saving graces.

Version: 3.0.4
Author: Dave Platt
Address: Internet:
dplatt@snulbug.mlview.ca.us
Price: Freeware
Rating: • • •

Version: 1.1.1 +
Author: Joseph Laffey
Address: 15 BentonPlace
St.louis, MO 63104-2411
Price: $1 2.50
Rating: • • • •

While we're on the subject of fractals-and since we're
including the most original, the fastest and the most feature-packed fractal programs we can find-we should
mention MandelZot, another Mandelbrot fractal generator. You can configure MandeiZot about any way you
want-and that's a lot of what we like about it. You can
have the program draw the fractal in several different
ways. And if you're looking for the ultimate in fractal construction and control, it would probably be worth your
while to check o ut MandelZor.

In short, this program is a lifesaver. If you do any amount
of scanning, you need a copy of Master Scan. The most
important secret to getting a good scan is making sure you
scan only up to the optimum resolution needed. Scanning
• at a higher resolution than is necessary doesn't make your
image look any better, it only wastes disk space and adds to
the time it takes to work with and output your artwork.
Scanning at too low a resolution yields inferior scans that
will look grainy or fuzzy. Bur how do you know what the
best settings are for your scanning software? Master Scan!

Jusr launch Master Scan and type in the current size of the
image you're scanning (let's say you're working with a 5inch by 7-inch photo) and the size at which you'll eventuaJiy output the image (let's say you want to blow the
photo up to 11 inches by 17 inches). Finally, just select
between the halftone or fi lm output options (depending on
how you want your image output) and Master Scan automatically calculates the percentage of enlargement or
reduction you'll need to reach the desired final size, as well
as the resolution (in dots per inch) at which you need to

-
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scan fo r optimum image qualiry.
C lick on another button, and Master Scan even calculates
fo r you how large the resulting fi le wiJl be, depend ing on
whether you're scanning in CMYK color, RGB color or
grayscale. Tal(e our word fo r it, if you scan at least one
image a month, Master Scan will save you time spent calculating scanning resolutions, money lost on flubbed output and disk space wasted on needlessly bloated image files.
T he online help is fantastic, the interface is great and the
price ($ 12. 50) is nothing co mpared to what you'll save in
rime and money.
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Version: l. 9.3
Author: Molt Dolley
Address: 427 5 S. 150Ave.
Omoho, NE 681 37
Internet: mbottey@cse.unl.edu
AOL: mottbottey
Price: $25
Roting: tft..._._._._

The painting Icing of the first edition of The Mac Shareware
500 was an impressive program called Lightning Paint, but
the magic of Mart Battey has struck, and we're piclcing
Matt Paint (cute name, huh ?) as the champion of shareware paint programs.
This full-featured paint program (which o nly runs on Macs
with color QuickDraw capabiliry) is whimsical but powerful, simple yet also capable of producing professional
results. In short, we're imp ressed.
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Using the Fat Bits editor (the hallmark of any serious paint
program), you can zoom in for a pixel-by-pixel view of
your work, touching up the fin e details. A custom palette
of textures and colors offers a wide array of psychedelic patterns for creating groovy backgrounds or just goofing
around with funky and fun images.
If yo u're lacking a good color paint program and you're
chinking of doing the dorky thing and shelling out mucho
sheckles for a bloated, hyped commercial program, do the
right thing instead and send Matt Battey $25 for a copy of
his program and the accompanying instruction manual.
Keep America strong. Support fine shareware like chis!

Figure 9-10: Unleash your creative computer pointing genius with the cleverly
named Matt Point.
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Version: 1.53b23
Author: Wayne Rosbond
Address: Internet, Bitnet:
woyne@helix.nih.gov
CIS: 76067,3454
Price: Public domain
Rating:.,_.,_.._.,_.,_

Image is one of the most advanced and powerful shareware
programs ever created. It boasts a number of high-end,
sophisticated features for editing and processing images,
regardless of how you get them inside your Mac. If you frequently find yourself wishing you had a professional program for manipulating images, but you don't want to shell
out big bucks for a program like Photoshop, Image was
written with you in mind.
We've chosen Image as one of the best shareware selections
in this book, and it is discussed in detail in Chapter 4,
"Making the Most of the Best. "

Version: 2.1
Author: Mike Hewell and Vaughan Johnson
Address: Knowledge Source, Inc.
814 Fremont St., Menlo Pork, CA 94025-5016
Price: $17
Rating:.._.,_.,_

Version: 1.0
Author: Jon Benton
Address: 1229 Seventh Ave.
Son Francisco, CA 94122
Price: Postcordwore
Rating:.,_.,_.,_

Although Snap isn't the greatest screen capture program in
the world, it has its merits. Its interface is clear and simple,
and the actual process you use to capture a screen is perhaps the most wonderfully intuitive and transparent we've
seen. Even if you aren't pleased with Snap's limited capture
capabilities, it still works well at capturing large chunks of
your screen at low resolution. And we found that, when
used as a desk accessory, Snap is a great way to get information from one program into a quicldy accessible "on-tap"
format for reference or other purposes.

Kids today have it too easy. They have calculators to do
their math, computers to write their reports and even video
games to do their running and jumping and playing for
them. Why, before you know it, they'll all be hooked up to
these crazy new virtual reality gizmos and all they'll do all
day is sit around in a useless funk. Come to think of it,
that's pretty much how we spent our childhoods.
But now, thanks to computer technology, kids don't have
to suffer through the agony of the Spirograph. No, that's
not a Catholic school disciplinary device. You remember
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Spirograph-it's that toy where you used pen, paper and
those weird plastic polygons to create geometric, swirly
drawings. Only the pens always dried up and the paper
would slip and screw up three hours of meticulous spiralling, and your big brother would laugh at you and say,
"You can't do anything right!"
SplatMaster solves that problem. Now, with only a few
casual mouse clicks, you can create Spirograph-style drawings and finally have the last laugh on that bully of a brother. The only catch is you have to copy the finished product
to the Clipboard and save it from a paint program if you
want to keep it. (Geez, what do you want for a postcard?)
... ~
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File
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Figure 9-12: SplatMaster makes cool geometdc art paHerns with only a few
mouse clicks.
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Version: 1.3
Author: Sean Bergin
Address: Gortdromogh
Sneem, County Kerry
Ireland
Price: $35
Rating: .._.,._._.._

Coughing up a couple hundred bucks for a copy of Persuasion or PowerPoint is not our idea of a bargain in presentation software. Sending Sean Bergin $35 for the latest version of StudioCraft is.
T his well-crafted shareware offering gives you most of what
you'd pay for in one of the commercial presentation packages, and while you'll malce a few sacrifices using StudioCraft, we think it's wo rth the $175 savings.
W ith StudioCraft, you can create your own style and color
of background (choosing from a number of preset options
covering rhe most popular sizes and formats). Click on the
text tool (the most counter-intuitive part of the program)
and then click and drag over a spot on the background to
type and place text. You can then highlight any or all of the
text to change its color or size. It's that simple.
And that's probably where StudioCraft suffers its only
drawback: irs simplicity. It's nor obvious from the apparent
tools and menus how to do simple things like type in text,
create mulcislide presentation sessions or customize your
presentation by time, mouse cue or whatever. Consequently,
we wouldn't advise you to rush out and buy a copy unless
you're willing to spend at least half an hour to an hour
learning to use its various tools and features (but that
comes wid1 the shareware territory, right?).
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M emory rre e: 5tl:lc

Figure 9-13: Impress your boss and climb the corporate ladder with apresentation created using Studio(raft.

Version: 1.1
Author: Randy Ubillos
Address: COMPUTER:applicalions Inc.
12813 Lindley Dr., Raleigh, NC 27 614
Price: $10
Rating: .._.._.._

Author: Jeff lewis
Address: CIS: 76217,2241
Internet: 76217,2241 @compuserve.com.
Price: Small donation to the ASPCA
Rating:.._.,_.._

Super Ruler is a fast, simple desk accessory that helps measure objects on the screen; this can be especially helpful in
certain drawing and layout programs where a movable ruler
is needed . It measures only in inches, but has options for
several differenr resolutions, which translate to different
views (i.e., 200 percent view, etc.). If the program you're
using doesn't have rulers, and you need a quick-and-dirty
way to measure something accurately, try Super Ruler.

T his clever application that author Jeff Lewis came up with
when he was developing Imagery (a multiformat file translator, reviewed earlier in this chapter) analyzes T IFF files
and reports on a number of their vital signs (such as resolution, cell width and length, image width and length, subfile
type, compression schem es, file ID information and other
cool stuff) . It's easy to use: in System 6.0x, you doubleclick on the program's icon and pick the TIFF file you
want analyzed. In System 7, you simply drag-launch a
whole gaggle ofTIFF files in the Finder, and TIFFScan

-
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automatically generates file reports in a generic text format.
It's valuable if for no other reason than reporting on the
resolution of the TIFF files it scans.

QUICKliME MOVIES

With the release of System 7 and Apple's QuickTime
Extension, your Mac can now become a movie machine.
QuickTime is Apple's special mulcimedia software, which
provides standard capabilities to all Macs equipped with
System 7 and the QuickTime Extension. With QuickTime,
you can copy, cur and paste moving-picture files between
documents just as you might copy a PICT file from one
application to another.
The only catch is that the application must support
QuickTime, and as of this writing, the majority of Mac
applications don't tal{e advantage of QuickTime's capabilities. Nonetheless, you can have fun trading and watching
QuickTime movies, and if you have the proper hardware
and software, you can even make your own Mac movie.
But if you're just interested in seeing what the multimedia
hype is all about, you can get a copy of the QuickTime
Extension directly from Apple or from most user groups
or online services. Then, you can check out all the Q uickTime movies that other Mac fanatics have made.
W hile we wouldn't suggest downloading as a principal
method of building a QuickTime clip collection (movie
files are often quite large and are time-consuming and
expensive to download), you can find a lor of timely and
fascinating QuickTime movies online. If you have th e
money and patience to download them and don't mind
tal{ing the risk of wasting time on a potentially lame
QuickTime file, you might check your favorite online service for movies.
Perhaps a better approach would be to find a user group or
commercial vendor that distributes QuickTime movies on
floppies or on CD-ROM, which, because of its high capacity and relatively low cost, is the ideal medium for Q uickTime stuff.
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We fully expect that as QuickTime gains a foothold in the
Mac market, there will be many more new ways to take
advantage of its gee-whiz technology. But until then, if
you're just interested in scoping out a few fun and entertaining movies, there are plenty of homemade QuickTime
movies out there, and they're yours for the gathering.
Like sound files, the quality of a QuickT ime movie can
vary widely, so try w get information about a particular file
before you spend money or time on it. Remember, of
course, that the same copyright restrictions that apply to
sound and picture files also apply to QuickTime movies.
To give you an idea of the diverse spectrum of videos available as Quick1ime movies, here's a descriptive list-all of it
shareware-of some of the better stuff we've seen:
.,_ Rotate-and-tumble view of Klingon battle cruiser.
.,_ 360 degree rotation of a 20-atom molecule.
.,_ Los Angeles on fire following May '92 riots.
.,_ Attack on Ronald Reagan during awards ceremony.
.,_ George Foreman announcing he's going to Disneyland .
.,_ Space shuttle satellite capture.
.,_ T he Tasmanian Devil on a rampage .
.,_ A liquid tunnel 3-D animation resembling a rime warp .
.,_ Rodney King incident with juror overdub .
.,_ Mexican cliff diver in action .
.,_ Misty footage of Marilyn Monroe.
.,_ Porky Pig saying, "Th-th-rh at's all, folks. "
.,_ "Batdestar Galactica" space dogfight sequences.
.,_ Groucho Marx screaming, "Boogey, boogey, boogey!"
.,_ Educational footage of a lion in natural habitat.
.,_ Samantha wiggling her nose on "Bewitched" TV show.

.,_ The Enterprise entering hyperspace at warp speed .
.,_ A Keystone Kop getting a pie thrown in his face.
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A large python slithering around.

•

ESPN footage of motorcycle crashes.

•

The Batplane in action from Batman, the movie.

+

Elmer Fudd laughing quietly as he hunts "wabbits."

•

A computer-generated animation of an M- 1 tank.

+
+

3-D computer-generated flyby of Mars.

Apple's commercials for Quadra and PowerBook Macs.
The Terminator's famous "Hasta lavista, baby" scene.
3-D animated simulation of a human heart beating.
Ginger, of "Gilligan's Island," seducing Gilligan.

Yosemite Sam ranting and raving like a lunatic.

Figure 9-14: Two QuickTime movies show Ronald Reagan aher having agloss
award thrown at him, and George Foreman after having several hundred punches thrown at him.

Ra)
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BLACK-&-WHITE CLIP ART

If you'd rather just stick co the ordinary kind of graphics
files- withouc motion or sound-then there's a literally
limitless supply of clip art available to you as shareware.
Some of it is ridiculous; some rivals professional illustrations . But you can almost certainly find what you're looking for, no matter how bizarre or esoteric the request. The
following pages are just a sample.
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Business

"Here's the rule for bargains:
other men, for they would do
That's the true business precept."
-Charles Dickens

0

kay, so maybe the Macintosh isn't the first
brand of com puter that comes to mind when
somebody mentions "business." And the word
"shareware" thrown in there makes the equation even less plausible. Admittedly, "Macintosh business
shareware" might seem like an attem pt at humor to some
people. But to those who know the Mac and the universe
of business shareware, it's simply a matter of perspective.

WHEN BUSINESS
GETS PERSONAL .

If what you want from business shareware is a fully functional, integrated word processor, spreadsheet and database,
skip this chapter. T hat's a wish list even the major players
in the software business have yet to successfully deliver. In
most cases, the specific needs of a major corporation can't
be adequately served by com mercial, off-th e-shelf software;
usually a developer or a consultant m ust tailor the software
to meet the unique requirements of each company. For
• smaller businesses or personal needs requiring a lot of serious spreadsheet work, you may want to invest in a copy of
Excel. Bur if you use a spreadsheet only once every few
months, there are definitely a few shareware offerings that
should suit you just fine.
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Part of the problem in talking about "business" shareware is
the category itself. We've tried to include a variety of programs under the "business" heading, including software
that might also be accurately described as personal productivity, time management or personal organization software.
Which leads us to the Mac/business/shareware solution.
The Mac business shareware market serves the personal
end of the business category. Most shareware Mac business
programs are clever lirrle gimmicks that a small-business
owner developed to save time or to streamline a boring
task, and they help tremendously in the day-to-day
drudgery of what we could all categorize as "work." For
example, it's quite a pain in rhe neck to sir down with a calculator and some scratch paper and figure out how much a
car loan will cost you in interest payments; but there's no
sweat to it when you use a quick and easy shareware program to do your figuring for you. Or who wants to address
about forty-bazillion envelopes? Not us. That's why, whenever we do a mass mailing project, we set up a database and
use a shareware envelope program to produce snazzy-looking, laser-printed envelopes.

FIGURING OUT
WHAT YOU NEED

There's plenty of business shareware out there written to
accompany a specific program. For instance, dozens of
Excel spreadsheet files help you calculate everything from
students' test scores to the tax-deductible interest on various types of loans. Bur rather than wade into myriad highly
personalized files and modules that you can tack onto a
commercial program, we've concentrated instead on the
most popular spreadsheet templates, for example, and then
have chosen what we think are some of rhe best standalone shareware business programs available.
If the more generic solutions to business tasks covered in
this chapter don't match your specific needs, contact your
local user group or get online. There's a plethora of groovy
custom-written files out there that may well fit your individual needs.
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Regardless of what you need (or what you think you need) ,
this chapter's offerings are bound to include a couple of
shareware business applications you never knew were indispensable until you used them. One try, and you'll realize
you can't do without them.
All the programs reviewed in this chapter and throughout
the book are available in the Ventana Press Mac Shareware
500 Library on America Online. You'll find the Mac Shareware Library in the Computing & Software section of America Online, or go there instantly by typing the keyword: Mac
500. To sign on to America Online, you can use your 10
free hours of online time and the starter disk that come
with this book, plus the Mac-compatible modem of your
choice. For further instructions on how to join America
Online, or for more information about the Mac Shareware
500 Library, please see Appendix B.

Colendors
Version: 3.03
Author: David Phillip Oster
Address: Mosaic Codes, Ste. 2036
2140 Shattuck Ave., Berkeley, CA 94704
Price: SIS
Rating:_._._._._.

One of our favorite shareware programs ever, Cal works
fine with everything. It works the way you would expect.
And it does only what you need it to do, without complicating your life with choices. Cal is a desk accessory that
consists of two fields: the top field is a small calendar, set to
automatically match the date of your Mac's internal clock
when you open the program.
_J

l<ll

C~lls 1ht updat• to our old fo~voritt, Co~ltndar .
Undtr th li1tst v•rsion , uch dlt,l's not.s (sueh
u thl.s po~r~c,r.ph) art stortd in A ntstH foldtr u
• ttxt m•. Th•t ... .., ' If 90<1 ....,.t quick ...:! •uv
o~cc:us to tht notations .. ou mieN on a glvtn cbV,
~ou simp1fi look th tm up in that d1•{s plt"Hc:ullr

ltxlffl•.

Figure 10·1: Cal is simple and easy to use. We love it.
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The bottom field gives you plenty of room to type several
paragraphs' worth of text for whatever date you've selected
in the top field . Unlike Calendar, the old version of Cal,
changes to your Cal file are saved in a text file in a folder of
your choice. You can even run Cal across a network, accessing any number of different files for any given day.

Like envelopes, the calendar market is a crowded one in the
shareware world. Again, you can take the high or low end,
depending on your needs. If you're looking for a 9-inch
diagonal calendar with enough room for comments and a
built-in "things-to-do" list for each day, then give Smallview a try. You get an entire month at a glance, with room
for a small comment o r reminder in the boxes for each day.
The interface is generally intuitive and obvious.

Version: 1.2
Author: Dean Wong
Address: 718 S<hwerin St.
Daly Gty, CA 94014
Price: $12
Rating:.,_.,_.._

But if all you want out of a calendar is, well, a calendar,
then check out TinyCalendar.

We don't lmow who makes this program, or what it costs.
Bur it's easy to describe, and you can find it on America
O nline or from your local user group or favorite bulletin
board service. TinyCalendar is, literally, a tiny calendar,
about the size of the keypad on Apple's calculator desk
accessory. It shows the days of the week and the dates.
T hat's it, nothing else. And it's very small. T iny, even. Oh,
and it's a monthly calendar. So if you want something more
chan just a small calendar but without all the features of
Smallview, you should consider T inyCalendar.

Rating:._._._

Envelopes

Easy Envelopes, by the immensely prolific shareware
author Andrew Welch, provides a host of powerful features
for solving one of the Mac's most needlessly complicated
tasks: getting a damn name and address onto an envelope
sent through a printer.
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Version: 2.6
Author: Andrew Welch
Address: Ambrosia Sohwore
P.O. Box 23140, Rochester, NY 14692
Price: $15
Rating:.;,...;,...;,...;,..
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This program features an address book where you can save
frequently used addresses and settings. You can also specify
how far from the edge of the envelope to print the return
address, or you can paste a graphic from the Clipboard into
the space allocated for the return address. This program
should take care of whatever envelope problems you run
into. It even creates bar codes! But with all the added bells
and whistles, it may be more than you need, bringing up
the potential for complications that could be avoided if you
used a simpler program-perhaps something like Kiwi
Envelopes.
This new version of the program (Version 1.0.3 was
reviewed in the first edition of the Mac Shareware 500) features support for a host of popular laser printers, including
Apple's new Pro series and Hewlett-Packard's LaserJer 4
printer.

Version: 3.1.11
Author: Kiwi Sohwore
Address: 6545 Pardall Rd.
Goleta, CA 93117
Price: $5
Rating:.;,...;,...;,...;,..

Personal Finance

Kiwi Envelopes is about as easy as programs come: it simply puts addresses on envelopes, one at a time, in a
straightforward way. And once you get the hang of it, the
odds of printing out the address on the flap side, or the
return address where the stamp should go, are slim indeed.
While Kiwi Envelopes isn't necessarily better than Easy
Envelopes, it's quire different. If you're an entry-level Mac
user, Kiwi Envelopes should keep you happy. But if you're a
real power-addresser, spend the extra 10 bucks for Easy
Envelopes.

One of those great Wow! cricks we all did with our first
personal computers (the Apple II, we trust) was to show
our friends an amortization table. You know, they'd come
by to chew the fat, and then they'd notice the computer
had suddenly taken over a corner of the family room.
"What's that?" they'd ask. "Why, it's my home computer,"
you'd beam. "Well, geez, what's it do?" they'd want to
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know. "Oh, all kinds of cool stuff," you'd reply proudly. "I
can balance my checkbook, make out shopping lists, index
back issues of National Geographic . .. just about anything!"
Then you'd shift nervously from one foot ro the other as
your friends pondered the possibilities. "Yeah," they would
say, "but, I mean, what's it do?" This, of course, left you no
choice but to show them you could calculate amortization
tables for loans of any amount at any interest rate spanning
any year from A.D . 1238 to 3849.

~wAirtofflie )t]~
Version: 2.1
Author: Jerry C. Walsh, Jr.
Address: 608 Norlhampton Plaza
600 Airport Rd., Chapel Hill, NC27514
Price: $15
Rating: .;,..;,..;,.

Well, now it's commonly accepted that the home computer
can do a lor of stuff we never dreamed of (even though
most of us still don't make shopping lists or balance our
checkbooks with them), but the old amortization trick is
still one of the best. And Amortize does just fine in figuring
out how much you owe and when you owe it. Unfortunately, the scroll bars move slowly and only when you click
on the arrow buttons, rather than when you click and hold
on them. Bur it's still a dandy little program that's of great
help when you're trying to figure out whether it's cheaper
to go ahead and buy that satellite dish or just keep paying
to see wrestling in person.
10

Amortize 2. I
Da le

Paynent

1/1002
2/1002
3/ 1902
4/ 1992
5/ 1992
6/1002
7/1002
8/1002
0/1092
10/1002
11/1002
12/1002
1/1003
2/1003
3/ 1003
4/1003
5/1003
6/1003
711993
8/1993

0 . 00
1062 . 35
1062.35
1062 . 3~

1062 . 35
1062 . 35
1062 . 35
1062 . 35
1062 . 35
1062 . 35
1062 . 35
1062 . 35
1062 . 35
1062 . 35
1062 . 35
1062 . 35
1062 . 3~

1062 . 35
1062.35
1062 . 35

Schedule or fftorll zo tlon
Pr i nc i pal
Int .< Jo .oo•>
0 . 00
416 , 67
4 11.20
40 5 . 96
400 . 30
394 . 97
380 . 3 1
383 . 70
378 .05
372.34
366 .50
360 . 80
354.05
340.05
343 . II
337 . 12
331.07
324.08
3 19 . 83
3 12 . 64

0 . 00
645.69
651. 0 7
656.49
661.96
667 . 48
673. 04
679 . 65
684 . 3 1
600. 01
605 . 76
701.56
707.40
713 . 30
710 . 24
725 .24
731.29
737.37
743 .52
740. 71

Loon So I once

g

~0000 . 00

1m

40354 .3 1
49703.25
49046 . 76
47394 . 79
467 17 . 3 1
46044 . 27
4~365 . 62

4468 1. 32
4300 1. 31
43205 . 5~

42504. 00
4 1 996 . ~0

4 1173.30
40454 .06
30728.82
38007 . 54
30260. 17
375 16 .6~

36766 .04

Figure 10-2: Amortize instantly calculates complicated loan payments like this
five-year, $50,000 example.
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Version: 3.0
Author: Night Diamonds Sof1v1are
Address: P.O. Box 1608
Huntington Beach, CA 92647
CIS: 76244,640
AppleUnk: 037 50
Price: $59
Rating:.._.._.._.._

BiPlane is, believe it or not, a real live shareware spread• sheer program that works. BiPlane boasts 16,384 rows by
512 columns, hidden or protected cells, extensive presenta• cion capabilities and a number of graphing features.
: BiPlane also allows you to display your charts or clip art
: alongside your worksheet. If you don't plan to use a spreadsheer extensively-or even if you do plan to use it exren: sively bur only for a few basic fu nctions-you should check
our BiPlane. In fact, the latest version of BiPlane boasts a
· number of povverful features, and it also comes with some

!

of the best shareware documentation vve've ever seen. It's

: simple enough to read and use, yet in-depth enough to
cover most of your questions about using the product.
• (And if you are shopping around for shareware spreadsheets, be sure to see the review of Mariner in Chapter 4,
"Malcing the Most of the Best." It's a truly amazing share: ware spreadsheet program.)
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Figure 10-3: BiPlane isa pricey but powerful program that may easily fulfill
your spreadsheet needs.
W hile it costs substantially more than most other shareware programs on the marker, we found it to be a solid
product. In fact, it handles spreadsheet basics as well as any
commercial program. So though it's costly by shareware
standards, if you're looking for a rudimentary alternative to
Excel or 1-2-3, BiPlane sho uld be worth your investment.
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Version: 1.0.1
Author: Jeffrey W.Hester
Address: Ground Zero Software
P.O. Box 1043
Huntsville, AL 35807
Price: SS or S10suggested donation
Rating: -ft--ft--ft-

This HyperCard stack (you'll need HyperCard to use it)
helps you set and stick to a monthly budget. If you're like
us, always blowing the monthly rent check on frivolous
stuff, then maybe a program like Budgetize can teach you
to spend your money more wisely. Probably not, but that's
the idea. And this little HyperCard stack seems like a solid
way to find out how much month is left at the end of the
money.

••Thi s is an example budiel . .
(Click ' Cleu· 10 r e move I 1)
Car Payment

Car Insurance
Mortiaie
Ulllh!es

Howo Insu ran ce
Chur c h
Food
Gas
School

Misc.

Figure 10-4: Budgetize won't keep you from spending your cash on stupid stuff,
but it can calculote exodly how much you'll hove to come up with to ovoid evidion.

Version: 2.1.1
Author: Edward G. Harp
Address: Koleidos Software
7272 Sleepy Creek Dr.
San Jose, CA 95120
AOL: Rabeet
Price: Postcardware
Rating:-ft--ft--ft--ft-

Writing a book has its benefits. One of the benefits of writing this book has been meeting and getting to know so
many fascinating and talented shareware authors-people
like Edward Harp. In our first-edition review of Edward's
Kaleidos Kache fi nancial software, we stated, "Unfortunately, the version we found was dated October 1989,
and many of the advertised features were, according to the
author's instrucr.ional documents, still under construction."
We checked around for a new version but couldn't find one.
Not long after he read our review of Kaleidos Kache, Harp
contacted us to tell us he had no idea people were actually
interested in using the program. It was just something he'd
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writren for his own personal use. Encouraged by our review
and other feedback, Harp kept plugging away at updating
Kaleidos Kache. The final result of his efforrs is C heque, a
slick, full-featured, fun-to-use personal finance program.
Cheque is a well-designed, integrated small-business package, featuring a set of "accounrs" that the user can define
and designate in any of a number of creative ways. Cheque
is simple to use, easy to understand, and it even features
online help. The included documentation is also very
good. If you're searching for a bookkeeping solution that
focuses mainly on general-ledger-style tasks, Cheque will
probably suit your needs nicely. We'd like to recommend
sending Edward something beyond his requested postcard
for payment. He deserves more.
,,.
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Figure 10-5: Cheque is customizable and has agraphical, user-friendly interface.

Version: 3.0
Author: Thomas DiPiero
Address: 15 Harvard St.
Rochester, NY 14607
Price: $10
Rating: • • •

Where else but in the arena of shareware will you find
items getting better and cheaper at the same time? That's
exactly what's happened with the new release of Finance,
which fixes a few sneaky bugs and drops the price from $ 15
to $ 10! We've never seen Microsoft slash its software prices
by 50 percent when releasing an upgrade, but Thomas
DiPiero has done just that with Finance 3.0, so we're
upgrading his raring from two stars in the first ed ition to
three stars in this editio n.
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If you cook a commercial Mac personal-finance program
like Quicken, for instance, stripped it to irs barest essenrials-in the process making it easier to use and more intuitive-you'd get something like Finance. This basic program is one rhat lers you enter an amount for a particular
account and rhen balance rhar account against checks,
deposits, automatic-teller-machine visits and other moneydriven transactions. If you're considering investing money
in a personal-finance/accounting program, we suggest you
try our Finance before wasting a lor of money on a commercial program you may never use.

~).ifi!~~
Version: 2.0
Author: Dan Cripe
Address: AOL: SeaWolff
Rating:._._._

If all you want to calculate is rhe monthly loan payments
or the total return on a fixed-rare investment, Maclnteresr
is for you. It deals strictly with interest-based loan and
investment calculations, and it does so very well. Plus, it's
simple and easy to use.
The latest update to Maclnterest boasts such nice new features as support for color (on those Macs that display
color), pull-down menus (an improvement over the old
interface) and a new calculator for figuring out periodic
investment data and fun stuff like rhat.

Version: 2.0.6
Author: William Poor
Address: 1903 Fox Tail Or.
laGrange, KY 40031
Price: $40 registers the shareware;
free 60-day trial
Rating:._._._._._

Mariner is a powerful and full-featured spreadsheet program rhat rivals its commercial cousins in nearly every
aspect, except price. Improvements in Version 2.0.6
include text functions, named ranges and 3D data structures. It boasts tear-off menus, multiple levels of Undo and
more rhan 60 built-in functions for math, statistics, financial calculations and logical operations.
We've chosen Mariner as one of the best shareware selections in this book, and it's discussed in derail in Chapter 4,
"Making rhe Most of rhe Best."
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Address: Viking Te<hnologies Inc.
The Trovers Blo<k, 174 Bellevue Ave.
Newport, RI02840
Rating:.,_.,_.,_
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Money Matters is an odd little program that offers investment- and loan-calculation fearures aplenty, except you
have ro pur up with a few quirks ro really get what you
want out of it. But so what if the program's a little ugly in
the interface department? It redeems itself by letting you
figure our stuff like the depreciation rate and salvage value
of your Macintosh by entering what you paid for it two
years ago and what you think you could get for it now.
(Beware. That can be a depressing calculation ro perform!)
Mone

-

:::r

MatterS

Sel ect desired cal culation

-

LORNS

DEPRECI RTI ON

~
INUESTMENTS

Rote

Principal

I nitial

Rmount

Regular Payment

future Uolue

Saluage Uolue

Lost Payment

( Regular Withdrawal )

I NTEREST

[ Remaining Balance )

( Minimum Required )

Nominal Rote

Term

DEPOSITS

Effectiue Rote

Rnnuo l Rat e

future Uolue

-

Quit

-

Regular

Figure 10-6: Money Matters locks asnazzy interface, but it con help you perform
almost any kind of basic financial calculation.

Version: 3.0
Author: Myron Pavla<ka
Address: 501 St. Jude Pl.
Memphis, TN 38105
AOL: Hypercube
CIS: 73477,1267
Price: $5
Rating:.,_.,_

We're big fans of exploring new frontiers of creativity and
originality in implementing the Mac's graphical interface,
but Treasury may push the limits of that frontier. It's a personal-finance program that lets you enter checking, savings
and other transactions, but it features talking heads of Abe
Lincoln and George Washington making snide comments
as you wind your way through the process. We had a hard
time figuring out what in the world was going on besides
the general wackiness of it all, bur we did make some
progress and have a sneaking suspicion Treasury is probably
a usable program.
We're giving it two stars here just because anyone who
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writes a program that features animated, talking dead presidents' heads deserves a little praise and recognition. So if
you like a heavy dose of goofiness with your fi nancial software, check out Treasury. (But be aware we're not making
any major performance promises.)

Figure 10-7: Abe Lincoln and George Washington perform a sort of dead presidents' comedy routine while you work in Treasury.

Personal Productivity
Version: 3.4.0
Author: Jim Leitch
Address: 61 Shaughnessy Blvd.
Willowdale, Ontario, Canada M2J IH9
CIS: 70416,1532
Price: $30
Rating:._._._.._

Sometimes it's possible ro get a great program that offers
tons of bells and whistles that don't interfere with using irs
more basic features. Address Book is just such a gem. It
comes with sample address files of some nice Mac business
contacts. T he documentation is stored within the program
and is more than adequate; but if you register your version,
you'll get a fi ne booklet detailing all the features of the program. And if your updates arrive as regularly and assuredly
as ours do, you can bet you won't be left wanting a more
recent version of the software.
T his program supporcs printing address information to
envelopes, as well as dialing the phone either through the
modem or the computer's speaker. While some people shell
out upwards of $100 for the latest commercial contacts
database, we know lots of folks {including plenty of secretaries) who swear by this shareware classic.
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Figure 10-8: Address Book is nicely designed and hasall the features you exped
in an address-manager utility.
If you only want a place to store phone numbers, addresses
and a few notes on your computer, this program is perfect.
If you want more powerful fearures, like searching by first
or last names, printing envelopes and other keen bonuses,
this program is still perfect. Address Book is powerful
enough to handle all your basic contacts database needs
and a few of your more complicated ones; but it's not large
and cumbersome enough to puzzle you with choices you
don't need.

Version: 1.0.7
Author: David Darby
Address: WhiteAnt Occasional Publishing
80 Roden St., West Melbourne, 3003,
Victoria, Australia
Price: $15 suggested donation
Rating:••••

DeskMates brings the fixtures of the real-world desktop to
your Macintosh, combining several helpful small-business
and productivity utilities into a single application. Launch
DeskMates and you'll receive a menu that offers a clock, a
multifunction stopwatch, a notepad, an advanced alarm
clock, a calendar, a datepad and a scientific/financial calculator that's much more powerful than the Mac's standard
calculator desk accessory. In fact, you might say DeskMates
is the ultimate all-in-one collection of vital desk accessories.
Finally, Australian shareware programmer David Darby has
included a special "G'day" welcome to you somewhere in
his program, but we'll leave it up to you to discover it for
yourself.
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Figure 10-9: DeskMates is the ultimate a/l-in-one desk accessory collection (but
it's not a DA}.

Version: 2.1
Author: H. Christopher Bell
Address: jXopher Lobs
1930 Austin Ave.
LosAltos, CA 94024
Internet: j.christopher.bell@dortmouth.edu
Price: $10-$15 suggested donation
Rating:••••

If Andrew Welch's simple and straightforward To Do!
doesn't offer you enough in the way of scheduling help in
creating those infamous things-to-do lists, then Do It All! is
sure to fill the bill. Using this program, you can create
spur-of-the-moment job lists, or you can spend a lot of
time crafting complex schedules of standing and one-time
appointments and tasks. For instance, if you regularly play
racquetball at the YMCA every Thursday afternoon at
3:30, just program that in as a regularly scheduled event,
and each week's calendar will feature that appointment.
You can display the current week's events, or the previous
or next week's events, in case you want to look back at how
you spenr your time or glance forward at what lies ahead.
You can also break things down to a single day, calling up a
list of just those items, appointments and projects that
need handling today (or tomorrow) . Finally, there's a secret
sound hidden in this program, and a good way to find it is
to consult Do It All's extensive online help file.
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Figure I0-10: Do It All! lets you create complex schedules of regular and
impromptu appointments.

Version: 2.0
Author: Dove Silber
Address: 111 Delaware Rd.
Penn Furnace, PA 16865
Price: S15
Roling:.._.._.._

Okay, so cataloging all our worldly goods on our computer
was another geeky pipe dream we routed as "the wave of
the future" when trying to justify that first machine to
friends and family. But not any more! Now, cataloging all
our worldly goods is a geeky pipe dream that has become
an easily achievable reality.

Figure I0-11: Inventory lets you catalog and assign acategory, date, condition
and value to all your vital stuff, including your Sony dog polisher.
Inventory has fields in which you can enter an item, a brief
description, rhe year you bought it, what it cost, irs current
condition, where it is in your house, what category the
item falls under and even a serial number. You can either
choose from a preset group of locations and categories or
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change them (up to 14 of them) to ones of your own
design. Inventory allows you to search and sort by item
name, cost or pretty much anything else you can come up
with. It's a great idea for homeowners' insurance or a smallbusiness inventory, or for something like a baseball-card or
comic-book collection.

Remember?
Version: 2.3.4
Author: David Worker
Address: 1330 W. North St.
Egg Harbor, NJ 0821 S
AOL: DoveWorker
CIS: 70406,626
GEnie: D.WARKER
Price: $20
Roling:

••*-•

fnner
Version: 1.2
Author: John Cagle
Address: CIS: 72477,3223
Roling: • • •

For all you hard-toiling MacGeeks out there who always
seem to slip outside the time-space continuum when you
sit down in front of your computer, Remember? offers the
promise of keeping you informed of all those important
things you can't afford to forget: birthdays, anniversaries
and even lunch. Faithfully updated and meticulously documented, Remember? is a desk accessory/application and an
Extension that work in conjunction to remind you of
things that must be done today or tomorrow or whenever.
You can configure the program to notify you at startup of
important things to do that day. You can even set it to
interrupt your work at a certain time to remind you of a
meeting or to talce medication, and the like. We know one
graphic designer who would forget to eat, sleep and go to
the bathroom if she didn't program those commands into
Remember? for daily Mac-generated reminders.

Computing doesn't gee much simpler than Timer, an application/desk accessory chat works just like a stopwatch. It's
tiny and easy to use and times stuff down co 1/100 of a
• second. So, if you wane to turn in a really accurate expense
record, use Timer to come up with something like, "Longdistance call to San Francisco, 8 minutes, 42.85 seconds."
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Version: 3.2.1
Author: Andrew Welch
Address: Ambosia Software
P.O. Box 23140
Rochester, NY 14692
Price: $15
Rating:._._._._._
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To Do! is a simple utility that lets you generate and print
lists of everything you need to do. It's so easy to use that
even Mac neophytes will find it a breeze. It features an
attractive graphical user interface and scrolling lists of items
to do. Each item can be assigned a priority of 1, 2 or 3, and
notes on follow-up actions or further information can be
added to each item. The latest release ofTo Do! incorporates a couple of minor bug fixes, including alterations that
correct a compiler build snag and allow the program to
function properly on Quadras with an instruction cache.
We've chosen To Do! as one of the best shareware selections
in this book, and discuss it in detail in Chapter 4, "Making
the Most of the Best."

Miscellaneous
Version: 2.2
Author: lsleSoft
Address: 2497 West River Rd.
Grand Island, NY 14072
Price: $20
Rating:._._._

This was the only comprehensive mailing database we ran
across, and it seems like a good one. You enter the names
and addresses in HyperCard-esque fields and then ask
MacMailing to sort the whole ball of wax by name, ZIP
Code or any other criterion you want to try. You can make
up to 2,500 entries, malce labels, and cross-reference and
sort the database in any number of ways to narrow down
a mailing to the most specific focus possible.
Macmto~h Pal~

First Nome

!Ruffin

Lost Nome

IPreuost

EHtro line

!President

Address Line# 1 11507 Eost Franklin Street
Address Line#2 !suite # 152
~==~==============~
lchopel Hill

City
State / Prou

~~N~c====:;-I-:Z:-Ip-:C::-o-:d:-e11727::=:5::=:1:=:4=~

Other

lgreot

Mise Info

!There's space here foro small note

guy!l

I Phone j(919) 929-8504

Change o Record

(C ANCEL)

K DONE J)

Figure 10·12: MacMailing is acontads database/address book that lets you
sort according to any of several fields.
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Again, the main drawback to a program like chis is that if
you're using, for instance, Address Book to keep crack of
your contacts, there's no quick and easy way to get that
data into MacMailing. But that's the price you pay when
you use some shareware programs-they often don't talk
to each other very well.

Author: Jim Moore
Rating:•••

This quirky but cure little program lets you simply point
and click on a map of the continental U .S. for your origin
and destination, and then it spits out a trip route and
mileage log. One nice feature gives you the names of the
highways and interstates you'll need to take, in addition to
the miles they cover, which can be helpful if you do a lot of
business traveling and need to keep accurate records of
your trips. If you asked Road Atlas, for instance, how to get
from Billings, Montana, to Raleigh, North Carolina, it
would display a list of about 18 different legs in a trip
spanning 2,780 miles.
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Quit
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Figure 10-13: Road Atlas generates detailed reports of the routes and miles
traveled between the cities on your trip.
One drawback is that the program uses a database in which
the necessary highway and mileage information is stored.
T his of course becomes dared as new roads open. Still, if
you want a quick-and-dirty estimate of how long the trip to
Disneyland is going to rake, Road Atlas can do it. In fact, its
easy-ro-use interface means you can bring your PowerBook
along and your kids can use it to answer such burning ques.
nons
as, "Are we there yet.~, or ''Are we halfway now.~,
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Version: 1.0
Author: Joel McNamara
Address: Watercourse Software
P.O. Box 511273
Salt Lake Oty, UT B4151-1273
Price: $10
Roling:-«---«---«--
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We like Take A Letter as much as DOCMaker (a similar
program, reviewed in Chapter 16, "D eveloper's Aids &
Hacks) because it does basically the same thing, only with a
little less pomp and circumstance. Take A Letter lets you
convert any word processor file to a scand-alone, readable
document; bur you're limited to a couple of type sizes and
"form letter" formats, as the program describes them.
One bonus of Take A Letter is that you can export rhe text
from the stand-alone document; chat's nor an easy option
in DOCMalcer. Talce A Letter is cheaper and easier to use
as welL The program has an option whereby it will walk
the user through rhe process of setting up a stand-alone
document from start to finish, all bur eliminating the possibility of screw-ups.
If you just want to malce sure someone can read what you
send, rry using Take A Letter; if you want to impress rhem,
or even dazzle them a little, use DOCMaker to work up
something a mire more elaborate.

Version: l.1
Author: Michael Barto
Address: B& PAssociates
6951 Worner Ave.
Huntington Beoch, CA 92647
Price: $5 suggested donation
Rating:-«---«---«--

If you get confused, befuddled and boggle-brained trying
to figure o ur how many ho urs you've slaved away in rhe
oppressive, fascist, capitalist sweatshop where you work,
this program will do rhe math for you. Just enter the rime
you started work, the time you finished work and rhe
amount of time you spent eating lunch, and Time Card
will figure out how many hours and minutes you spent
breaking your back for a handful of beans.
And if you're a capitalist oppressor who has so many underpaid flunkies you can barely count the hours they spend
roiling away just to put braces on your kids' teeth and send
you on vacations to the coast and the continent, you'll love
Time Card. Ir frees up your keen, business-oriented brain
to do something besides simple arithmetic.
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Figure 10-14: Time Card makes figuring weekly wage times abreeze.
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robably the neatest thing about your Mac is that it's
endlessly customizable. You can use a simple Init or
Control Panel to drastically change and improve the
way your Mac works. For instance, you've probably
seen the General Control Panel that's standard on every
Macintosh. It lets you set the clock and speaker volume.
Apple ships some nifty panels with your Mac, bur in the
vast world of shareware, there are plenty more that are tons
of fun and very helpful.
Most Control Panels use a small program called an Init to
do their work. An Init is a special program that runs when
the computer starts up. You can tell when Inits run because,
generally, they display their icons along the bottom of your
screen while the Mac is starring up.
See the listings below to get a sense of what Control Panels
and !nits can do for you. Some effect simple cosmetic
changes, like putting fruit all over your Desktop. O thers,
believe it or not, can actually improve the way you work.

CONTROL PANELS

Under System 6.0x, you just tossed your Control Panels
into the System Folder. But starting with System 7, Control Panels are housed in a special folder within the System;
this keeps your System Folder from getting cluttered if you
have lots of them. If you drag a file onto the System Folder

I

I

.
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icon, the Mac's Helping Hand utility puts it in the correct
place within the System Folder, alerting you as it happens.
Co ntrol Panels allow for a longer list of fearures and greater
flexibility than an Init.

•

o manage your Control Panels under System 7, keep on olios of your Control
,....... I Panels folder on the Desktop or near the top Ioyer of your hard drive. That way,
when you need to get into that folder quickly, just double-click on the olios.
Compatibility is a big problem when trouble-shooting
Control Panels of any kind, but it's a particular concern for
shareware Control Panels. So be sure to back up your files
carefully before doing any intensive work with Control
Panels. For a comprehensive discussion on trouble-shooting in general, see Chapter 3, "H ow to Break Murphy's
Law (And Get Away W ith It)."
All the programs reviewed here and throughout the book
are available in the Ventana Press Mac Shareware 500
Library on America Online. You'll find the Mac Shareware
Library in the Computing & Software section of America
Online, or you can go there instantly by typing the keyword: Mac 500. To sign on to America Online, you can
use your 10 free hours of online time and the starter disk
that come with this book, plus the Mac-compatible modem
of your choice. For further instructions on how to join
America Online, or for more information about the Mac
Shareware 500 Library, please see Appendix B.

Author: Akiro Nosuno
Address: Totsuka-Cho 3303,Totsuka-Ku
Yokohama 244, Japan
CIS: 73777,2222
Internet: 73777 .2222@compuserve.com
NIFTY-Serve: NBC00057
Price: Postcordware
Rating: • • •

Your M ac's internal clock is powered by a battery that
keeps it running when the machine is shut off. But the
Mac's battery and clock have a repmation, deserved or not,
for keeping lousy time. Some folks' Macs gain or lose as
much as a minute every six weeks or so. AJTimes is a clever
Control Panel that solves that problem.
When you first install AJTimes, you inform it of the current correct time, according ro any source except your M ac.
After a few weeks, you inform AJTimes again of the correct

1
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time, using the same non-Mac time source as before.
AJTimes compares the difference between those times and
the time the Mac's been keeping; it then calculates the error
between your Mac and the "real" correct time. Based on
this calculation, AJTimes automatically adjusts your Mac's
internal clock at startup to account for the difference.

Version: 1.5.3
Author: Alexander S. Colwell
Address: CIS: 73227,1267
Rating:.,_.,_.,_.,_

Using System 7's built-in Views Control Panel, you can
adjust the face and size of the fonts that appear in the
Finder. But people who don't have System 7 installed on
their Mac are stuck with Monaco and Chicago (yeck!),
Apple's default Finder fonts. AltWDEF to the rescue: it
lets you set up an "alternate window definition," hence the
name. That means you can change how the windows on
your Mac (all of them, nor just those in rhe Finder) look
and behave. You can also click on a special shrink box
when running AltWDEF that zooms that window down
to postage-stamp size. It's a nice feature.
The program has a few noted incompatibilities (it has
problems running with HyperCard, Excel and Microphone), bur the accompanying ReadMe documents are
thorough and cover these problems in detail. AltWDEF
also has a nice option that lets you set up a list of applications that simply ignore its commands and therefore won't
cause incompatibility problems. AltWDEF is a great way
ro give your Mac a unique, personal look that's sure to
make your friends say, "Wow, how did you do that?"

82] Documents

[ill Fonts, etc.

Figure 11-1: This is what a window altered by the AltWDEF Control Pane/looks
like. The folder title (Waffle Iron) is set in Futuro Bold Condensed and is rightiustified.
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Version: 4.0
Author: larry Rosenstein
Address: 182 Muir Ave.
Santo Claro, CA 95051
AppleUnk: Rosenstein1
Internet: 1sr@Apple.Com
Price: Freeware
Rating: -ft.-ft.-ft.

If you get tired of going up to the little application icon in
the corner of the menu bar every time you want to switch
from one program ro another (and for heaven's sake, who
doesn't?), ApplicationMenu is for you. It works with both
System 7 and MultiFinder. It lets you activate a popup
menu from either corner of the menu bar-or from anywhere at any time in any program- by holding down a hot
key (or key combination) and clicking the m ouse. If you're
as lazy as we are (and for heaven's sake, who isn't?), you'll
love this Control Panel.
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Figure 11-2: ApplicationMenu lets you switch from one open application to
another quickly and easily by accessing apopup menu anywhere.

Version: 2.1.1
Author: Mike Pinkerton
Address: 2136 Owls Cove ln.
Reston, VA 22091
Price: Freeware
Rating: -ft.-ft.-ft.

Like AltWDEF, Aurora is a C ontrol Panel that lets you
customize your Mac's appearance. Aurora colorizes the
menu tide bars, scroll bars, buttons, dialog box backgrounds and most of the other standard elements of the
Macintosh interface. T his is helpful only if you've got a
color monitor. We tried it on a grayscale monitor running
256 grays, and quickly realized that Apple had picked pretty close to the optimum combination of black, white and
gray for making your machine easily readable. But if you

1
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have a color monitor, this program lets you really put your
own spin on how your Mac looks.
One note of warning: we had some trouble getting our
M ac back to the standard colors, even after we tossed
Aurora out of our Control Panels folder. But you can
return your Mac to normal by pulling Aurora out of your
System Folder and resetting the colors in your Monitors
Co ntrol Panel and the desktop pattern in your General
Control Panel. If this doesn't work, repeat the process and
restart. That should clear things up.

'U T he modular Macintosh line (the Mac II series of comput--""'"'---"- • ers) has the ability to arrange irs desktop patterns on a grid
Author: Charles Dunn
larger than the normal, postage-stamp-size pattern you get
Address: Physics Dept., Cornell Univ.
when you access your General C ontrol Panel. Bur for some
Ithaca, NY 14853
reason, Apple hasn't made this feature accessible to its
Internet: dunn@lnssun.9.tn.cornell.edu
users. BigPat lets you draw your own desktop patterns in a
GEnie: C.DUNN
custom grid much larger than the standard size. Its comRating: • • •
panion program , Pik-a-Pat, has a catalog of snazzy, largepattern backgrounds for your Desktop, already created and
ready to use with BigPat.

he early Mocs, os well as todoy's less powerful models, don't support this largepattern feature, so don't try to use BigPot with your machine unless "II" is port
of its nome (as in Moe II, Moe llcx, Moe llsi, etc.). It also works on on LC, SE/30,
PowerBook and Quadra. While it may not cause your computer to flip its lid, BigPot
certainly won't work right. We know some of you will wont to try it anyway-but
don't. Who knows what might happen.

Cdev Shrinker
Author: John Rotenstein
Address: P.O. Box 165
Double Bay, NSW 2028, Australia
Price: Happiware or postcardware
Rating: • • • •

T his is a great program to use if you're running System
6.0x and have lots of Control Panels installed. If you're in
this situation, you know how long it can take your Mac to
scroll through all those cute little icons representing the
installed Control Panels. Cdev Shrinker turns them all into
a list of their names, which you can double-dick on to
access, just like the old icons. It works great and saves
space, rime and frustration.
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cdev shrinker
by John Rotenstein

A fu lly reversible utility for the
dedicated Macintosh hacker.

If you like the s hrinker, please send me a postcard of your home town .
Is that too muc h to ask?
John Rotenstein , PO Box 1 65 , Double Bay NSW 2028, AUSTR All A!

Figure 11-3: Cdev Shrinker helps save space and time when dealing with
lots of Control Panels under System 6.0x.

Author: John Shepardson
Address: GEnie: J.SHEPARDSOl
Rating: • • •

Nothing's more frustrating than playing a game that moves
too damn fast. These programs are wrinen and designed ro
run on a certain kind of Macintosh; but since some Macs
are faster than others, games run at different speeds (o&en
too fast if you've got a powerful Mac). Clockspeed slows
down your Mac (although it affected our Mac Ilsi only
slightly at irs slowest setting) so you can play those great
games without having to rev up on Jolt Cola and Snickers.
It has 10 speed choices. One thing to remember: if you
activate Clockspeed, it slows down your games and everything else. Spreadsheets, word processors, databaseseverything will perform below capacity. Luckily, though,
you can go to C lockspeed's Cancro! Panel at any time and
deactivate it, returning your System speed to normal.

,
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Daylight Sovings;Time .

Author: D.Grant Leeper
Price: Freeware
Rating:.._.._.._

Version: 1.01
Author: A.R.T. Software
Address: P.O. Box 191
Cumberland Ctr., ME 04021
GEnie: A.R.T.SOFT
Price: Happiware or Postcardware
Rating: .._.._.._
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We've always maintained that if there's something the Mac
doesn't do but should , a shareware author will fill the gap.
And we're right. Daylight Savings T ime is a Control Panel
you use twice a year, literally. Ir checks the time and date
regularly at startup. And when your Mac first starts up after
(or before) Daylight Savings T ime, it automatically adjusts
your clock accordingly. Hey, it's free.

Many Mac applications use the Geneva typeface (or some
other permanent resident font) when you launch them.
But if you want to open a new file in your favorite word
processor and starr typing in your favorite typeface, you
first have ro go ro the font menu, select the font you want,
then type your message. (Or worse still, you type out your
text, highlight it and then choose the font you want.)
DeFont lets you set the default font for all your applications ro any font on your Mac, nor just one of the permanent resident typefaces.

ove you ever wondered which fonts ore supported by every Moe? There's an easy
woy to remember: typefaces named for a city (Chicago, Monaco, New York, Cairo,
you know the ones) are the standard Macfonts. These fonts, by the way, have no
printer fonts, so they always print out bitmapped (or jogged).

Author: Richard Lesh
Address: Calico Publishing
12751 Woodford Way
Bridgeton, MO 63044·1368
Price: SlO
Rating:.._.._

We've made it a policy throughout this book ro try not ro
review demo o!· crippled versions of shareware programs.
We feel that if an author is going to release a shareware
program, he or she should release a fully functioning version of it-char's the idea behind shareware. Bur we're
fudging that rule ro include D esktop Pattern, which represents a radical departure from the typical Mac Deskrop.
Like many other deskrop pattern programs, this one lets
you choose from many predrawn custom patterns; but the
patterns in this program are so near-looking, we had to
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cheat a litrle and tell you about it. Besides, the program
works fine as it is; it just gets better once you become a registered user. (We give Desktop Pattern two stars, but it
would receive four if all irs features were available to unregistered users for evaluation.) If you send in your check, you
get many more patterns to choose from, and a couple of
additional features. We liked what we saw in the current
"demo" version, and expect good things from the updates
for registered users.

Edit

Uiew
Deskto

Label

Special

Pattern

®co 1co
~Pai&Jnl

.....

Vw ..... 1.0 DerriG

Figure 11-4: With Desktop Pattern, you can change the background of your Mac
to one of anumber of cool patterns.
You need a Mac equipped with color QuickDraw to be
able to use Deskcop Pattern (the SE/30, C lassic II, LC,
Quadra and Mac Irs all have color QuickDraw).

Version: 1.2
Author: Mister Cee
STRIKERwores, Inc.
Prite: Freeware

Rating:••••

If you blew $79.95 on a program like DOSMoumer or
PCExchange, then shame o n you, misguided fool! You
should have known there was a shareware alternative.
DOS.INIT sits quietly in your System Folder, waiting for
you to insert a DOS-formatted disk. When you do, guess
what happens? Nothing. The disk mounts on your desktop
just like a Mac disk. No futzing around with translation
programs, no begging your DOS-based colleagues for help.
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You just stick it in and go, baby. (If you have a PowerBook
or Outbound, you can set a few configuration keys especially designed for laptops.) Feel free to pass this one out to
all of your friends who paid way too much for commercial
DOS disk-mounters. That way, you can feel like the shareware expert for a change.

Version: 2.0.1
Author: Ricardo Batista/ Apple Computer
Address: User Groups, Apple Dealers,
Online Services
Price: Freeware
Rating: ._._._.._.

Extensions Manager is a Control Panel device that lets you
pick and choose which startup documents (Extensions,
Control Panels, Inits, etc.) are activated or deactivated
when you boot up your Mac. System 7 follows a new set of
procedures to control which items load during startup, and
in what order; therefore the old-style Init managers don't
always work so hot. Luckily, Apple released Extensions
Manager about the same time it released System 7, giving
users a new (and free) way to control this process.
§0

EHtensions Mana er

Exte:osiom Manager
by Ricardo Batista

( All Off ) ( All On ) ( Rellert )
1.6

© 1991 Apple Computer, Inc.
)_ CPU/System Software

Figure 11-5: The Extensions Manager Control Pane/lets you select which
Extensions wi/1/oacf on startup.
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~~ f you use the some Moe at work and at home, use Extensions Manager to create
~ groups of Extensionsyou con select at startup in either location. You con do the
some thing to create o minimal Extension set, which loads only those fewExtensions
that ore absolutely necessary. This is great in o low-memory situation or for troubleshooting Init/ Extension conflicts.
You can access the Extensio ns Manager C ontrol Panel via
the Apple M enu to set and save those items you want to
load. Also, if you want to decide on-the-fly which items to
load, simply hold down the space bar during startup and a
dialog box appears allowing you to activate or deactivate
any startup items in your System Folder. Yo u can even program Extensio n sets (batches of Extensions to which yo u
assign a name) when you stare yoUI Mac. You simply
choose the name to load that group of startup items (such
as Ty pe, for Extensions you use for d eskto p publishing; or
Telecom, for Extensions you use for working with your
modem) . T his handy little p r:_ogram works under Systems
4.2 th rough 7. 0 1.

~ Finder Commands
Version: 1.0.1
Author: Bob Stuller
Address: 160 Shore Rd.
Waterford, CT 06385
Price: 55/ 515 for source code
Rating: .,_.,_.,_.,_

For people who like to keep their hands on the keyboard
and use the mouse only when there's no substitute, Finder
Comma nds is one of the fabbest pieces of shareware we've
run across. Understand, we're not keyboard snobs, staring
down our nose at fo lks who use the mouse for everything.
H owever, some comma nds in the Finder just ought to
have a keyboard sho rtcut. Finder Commands lets you
assign Command-key combinations to any command that
appears on a pull-down menu in the Finder, including the
"active processes" list (in English, that's the icon in the corner of the menu bar that enables you to switch from one
open program to another) . T he possibilities for tricks and
rime-saving techniques are end less. Finder Commands
works only under System 7.
T he program is tricky to install, though, and if you don't
have the accompanying ReadMe file, you may never figure
it our. You have to first malce an alias of the Finder

'
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C omma nds Conrrol Panel and pu t that alias in the Startup
Items Folder in your System Folder. Then yo u can install
the Finder Control Panel as usual.

.'

Finder Co mmands seemed reliable to us; the only problems our testers repo rted were using it with Microsoft
Word and when trying certain sho rtcuts w ith the active
processes menu. None of these problems caused crashes;
they just prevented Finder C ommands from working in
those specific instances .

~~it seems like Microsoh Word conflicts with lots of different shorewore progroms
reviewed in this book, it's because it does. We wish we could give you a good reason
for this, but we can't. As near os we con tell, it seems the programmers ot Microsoft
use some rather-ahem-unorthodox techniques when writing their code. Our only
advice is to bock up and save frequently when running Microsoft Word on osystem
with lots of shareware installed.

~ Guard Dog
Version: 1.0
Author: NemesisSystems
Address: P.O. Box 33268
Minneapolis, MN 55433
Price: $20
Rating:+-+-+-

: If you have kids, nosy cowo rkers or comm ie spies poking
: around your M ac's hard drive, you need G uard Dog. This
control panel lets you set up a secret key combination
• that's required to enable any of the normal file mod ifications performed in th e Finder, including copying, renaming
or deleting a file. N o longer will your kids be able to unwit; tingly (or perhaps wittingly) trash your Really Important
: Files. And while any commie spy worth his or her salt
• coul d simply open a fil e a nd then save it to a floppy under
: another name, Guard Dog is still a useful low-level securi ty
aid for making the pilfering and plundering of a hard drive
a little more difficult.
Think of it as The C lub for your M ac. Just as The C lub
makes a car less attractive to auto thieves, G uard D og may
convince international ha rd-drive bandits to go after the
next Mac o n the block rather than tangle with yours. Look
fo r a password feature in the next version that should prevent sneaks from deactivating o r changing the modifier

,
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keys you've set up to protect your files. Until chen, avoid
fluoride, drink only natural rainwater and report suspected
communists to your local police department.
Guard Oog'M

[J

71ie ~riTJoa: ~
Version 1 .0

-.

Allow desktop modifications?

0
0

Always
Neuer
® With these keys down:
18:1 Caps Lock
D Shift Key
[8] Control Key

From the makers of MacBackup :
Nemesi s Systems

(nbout ...)
(Password)

11-6: Guard Dog can prated your Mac from kids, prying coworkers and commie spies.

~~ Helium
Version: 2.1.1
Author: Robert LMathews
Address: P.O. Box 21271
Oakland, CA 94620-1271
AOL: LProducts
CIS: 72555,372

GEnie: R. Mathews
Price: S7
Rating:.._.._.._

Helium is a Control Panel that lees you instantly access
System 7 Help Balloons at d1e touch of a hot key rather
than activating them through the Apple Menu bar.
Although we're nor wild about Balloon Help in general,
Helium malces the prospect much less cumbersome and
therefore more practical for the occasional user. It comes in
handy, for instance, if you're learning a new application
and need to access Balloon Help fairly frequently but only
briefly each rime. Helium lets you steer clear of rhe m enu
bar and turning Balloon Help on (and having it appear
willy-nilly everywhere you're pointing), then returning to
the menu bar and turning ir off. Instead, you hit a hor key
that you define in the Control Panel, and Balloon Help
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appears. Release the keys and kiss Balloon Help goodbye
unril you need it again. Why didn't Apple think of this?

10

Helium
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Figure 11-7: You can set the size and font of the text that appears in Help
Balloons by using the Helium Extension.

kay, a lot of people make fun of Balloon Help; but a simple program like Helium
makes it more practical than the way Apple envisioned its being used. Sometimes
the simplest solutions ore the best.

~ init Cdev
Version: 3.0
Author: John Rolenstein
Address: P.O. Box 165
Double Bay, NSW 2028, Australia
Price: Happiware or postcardware
Rating: • • • •

Though we've had trouble getting this Conrrol Panel to
work properly with System 7, it's still a great way to manage your startup items under System 6.0x. T his program
allows you to control which !nits load by opening the
Conrrol Panel and highlighting the items you want. Or,
you can hold down the space bar during startup and alter
your normal set of I nics, selecting a different set to load for
that session. When you restart, the program reverts to your
normal choices.
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~ lnUse
Version: 2.0
Author: Sam Barone
Address: CIS: 76703,4160
Price: Freeware
Rating:.,_.,_.,_.,_

t

Key Ughts

Version: 1.0dB
Author: Rick Kosegumo
Address: 474 Memorial Dr.
Cambridge, MA 02139
Internet: rrkosegu@otheno.mit.edu
Price: Hoppiwore or postcordwore
Rating: .,_.,_.,_.,_

~ Kilroy
Author: Dove Koziol
Address: P.O. Box 7794
Ann Arbor, MI4B1 07
Price: Postcordwore
Rating: .,_.,_.,_.,_

Nor every Macintosh has an external light showing when
the internal hard drive is activated. In Use solves that problem by flash ing an icon in the corner of your menu bar
whenever the internal hard disk is read from or written to.
In fact, it does even better than that. In Use displays a small
numeral, 0 through 6, for each of the SCSI devices that
might be connected to your Mac. That way, if your monitor is visible bur none of your drives or other hardware is
within your line of sigh t, you can tell exactly what's going
on along the SCSI bus at any given time by checking the
number in the menu bar. It's nice to have InUse for irs
SCSI capabilities even if your Mac has a light showing
internal hard drive activity.

H ave we mentioned that we're suckers for silly, useless
Control Panels that make us smi le and do nothing else?
Key Lights is another shareware gem that fits the bill. If
you have an Apple extended keyboard and you're dred of
the Number Lock, Caps Lock and Scroll Lock lights serving their intended, practical purposes, and you'd like to see
them do something completely pointless, then install Key
Lights. It will make them flash on and off in a cool pattern
that you can conrrol. You decide how they flash and in
what sequence. It's like playing MacGod.

C all us a sucker for a silly, useless Control Panel that makes
us sm ile and does nothing else. If you share tl1is aberration,
you'll love Kilroy. After you install it and restart your Mac,
you get a wacky surprise: Kilroy pops up from behind the
frontmost active window in the Finder. You can set Kilroy
to reappear at the interval (in minutes) of your choice. We
like to have him pop up every now and then just to keep
things lively. Kilroy has his minor flaws (sometimes it's a
bit buggy trying to set the interval, and he does leave brief
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ghost images on the screen now and then), but nothing
that causes any serious problems. We know you're going to
like this one
. Be;;;:::;:;; ::
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call us a sucker for a silly, useless Control Panel that makes us smile
and does notlling else. If you're Ule same way, you'll love Return or
Kilroy . Ater you ins tall Kilroy and r estart your Mac, you get a wacky
surpn se: Kilroy pops up from behind the rrontrnost active window in
Ule Finder . You can se t Kilroy to reappear at Ule interval (in minutes)
or your choice. We like to have him pop up every now and Ulen just
to keep Ulings live ly.
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Figure 11-8: Kilroy is a fun, wacky diversion that's hard to resist.
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1 ilroy ran just fine on our System 7 machines when we tested it, but when we

\. spoke to shareware author Dave Koziol, he mentioned that some users reported
problems running Kilroy under System 6.0.x. If you're running the older software and
Kilroy misbehaves, we suggest you remove him from your System Folder. Or beHer
yet, install System 7 and keep Kilroy.
~ lockDisk
Version: 1.0
Author: Brian Brechtel
Address: Internet: blob@apple.com
Applelink: BECHTEL!
Rating:••••

We have to admit, we were a little scared when we first tested this Control Panel. The idea of a program that locked
our hard disk so that no changes could be made to it
sounded great-but what if we couldn't unlock it? Luckily,
LockOisk works flawlessly. If you want to prevent any
changes from being made to your hard disk-including
where your files and folders are located and how they're
organized-this program is exactly what you need. It's
great for network administrators, parents and educators or
anyone else who wants to prevent accidental havoc being
wreal<ed on their Mac.
LockDisk isn't password-protected or otherwise secured, so
it's easy enough for a Mac-savvy prankster to disable it (all
you have to do is access the Control Panel and click on the

,
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"unlock" button). But this program is intended to be a
low-level protective measure, and as such it works just fine,
thanks. LockDisk works only on the active startup disk.

Version: 2.0.5
Author: Seth Laforge
Address: 6758 Wildcat Canyon Rd.
Berkeley, CA 94708
Price: Freeware
Rating: -ft.-ft.

Managing memory can be a problem. If you're trying to
keep close tabs on how much memory is free to be used by
an application at any given rime, MemiNIT can be a
handy tool. After you've installed rhe Control Panel, the
Apple in the corner of your menu bar is replaced by a smaJI
pie graph showing the amount of memory available for use
by the active application. The Help file for this Control
Panel said a small line graph could be displayed also, but
we were unsuccessful at bringing it up.
Version 2.0.5 incorporates a few minor bug fixes that
caused problems during startup or when using MemiNIT
in some situations on certain PowerBooks.

~ MenuChoice
Version: 1.8
Author: Kerry Clendinning
Address: P.O. Box 26061, Austin, TX 78755
AppleUnk: Kerry(
CIS: 76424,2214
J>rice: $15
llating: -ft.-ft.-ft.-ft.

MenuChoice is a Control Panel device that allows you to
access hierarchical menus under the Apple Menu. That is,
when you pull down the Apple Menu, those items with
further choices available (like the Chooser or Control
Panel, for instan ce) will display a small arrow that reveals
another subset of menus when highlighted. W ith it, you
can open applications, Control Panel devices and documents of all kinds qu icldy and easily, using your Apple
Menu. Another groovy feature is that it creates a new submenu called Recent, a coJlection of rhe 10 most recendy
accessed items, so you can quickly find the Apple Menu
items you use most often.

I
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Version: 1.1
Author: Richard Harvey
Address: Outhouse S f1wore
171 0Sam Boss# 101
Denton, TX 76205
AOL: Bonano6000
Price: Freeware
Rating: -ft.-ft.

~ 'MenuTune_r_+-------"-Version: 1.0
Author: Carlos A. Weber, M.D.
Address: 1407 Aalapapa Dr.
Kailua, HI 96734
CIS: 70277,726
Applelink: D0639
Price: Freeware
Rating: -ft.-ft.-ft.
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A good way to learn a new program is to get used to its
keyboard shortcuts. MenuKey lets you hold down the
Command key and, after a brief delay (you specify the
length of the delay in the Control Panel), a display pops up
showing all the keyboard shortcuts available from the pulldown menus of the application you're using. This is helpful
if you frequently forget specific Command-key shortcuts.
Our only complaint is that MenuKey's display isn't as
attractive as it could be; and it doesn't quite have the look
and feel you would expect it to. The conflicts we experienced (the same ones noted in the file's ReadMe document)
were with Microsoft Word and drawing programs like MacDraw, Freehand, etc. These conflicts don't cause crashes or
• problems, they just disable the use of MenuKey with those
particular programs.

This program performs a pretty subtle function that's kind
of like a good haircut: if it's good, you don't notice it at all;
but if it's not, you can't stop noticing. MenuTuner, aptly
enough, tunes your menus. To be more specific, it lets
you adjust the time between the moment you choose a
menu item, bringing up its hierarchical submenu and
the intervening rime you're given to drag the mouse to
its corresponding submenu before it disappears. It sounds
complicated, and in a way it is. If you never work with
hierarchical menus, then you don't need to worry about
how to use MenuTuner; but if you get frustrated (as we do)
by how the damn things just don't seem to want to cooperate, this Control Panel will help you manage them.
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Figure 11-9: MenuTuner helps you fine-tune the delay times you have to deal
with when using hierarchical menus.

~~ MICN
Version: 1.8
Author: Mark Valence
Address:
lnlernet: kurash@gile.darlmaulh.edu
Price: Public domain
Rating: '*-'*-•

A problem some true "power users" encounter is that
they have so much extra stuff crammed into their systems,
they run out of space on the menu bar at the top of their
screens. MIC N substitutes small pictures or icons for the
longer names of functio ns, thus saving space on the main
menu bar.
The latest version ofMIC N fixes a few minor bugs from
previous versions and now boasts support for color icons in
the menu bar.
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• Modem tnitiolizer
Version: 1.0
Author: Tim Damon
Address: Mountainside Software
3305 Parade (ride E.
Colorado Springs, CO 80917
AOL: Yimmit
GEnie: T.DAMON
Rating:.._.._.._

• MountAiios ' "--~~
Version: l.Ob1
Author: Jeff Miller
Address: Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 Mariani Ave., MS:81 EQ
Cupertino, CA 95014
AppleUnk: JEFFM
Internet: jsm@apple.com
Price: Freeware
Rating:'*-'*-'*-
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T hough many commercial modem packages automatically
initialize the modem (prepare it for use) before sending it
commands, some don'r. And some programs that aren't set
up as telecommunications programs must still interact with
the modem for o ne reason or another. For these reasons, it's
nice to have a program like this on hand to send a command line (as well as set the stop bits, data bits, parity and
: baud) when you need to. It's a good way to ensure consis• tent results from your modem when you're trying to send
• or receive fil es on a regular basis .

.
..
.
..
.
..
.
...
.
..
..

MountAiias is a Control Panel that automatically creates
aliases to AppleShare volumes every time an AppleShare
volume is mounted. T hese aliases are put in a folder (or in
subfolders) that you specify. T hat way, when you want ro
remount that AppleShare volume later, you simply use
MountAlias to double-dick on irs alias. No more messing
around, accessing all the file-sharing junk to get where you
need to go. And if you want to try o ut Helium o n a new
program, MountAlias might be a good guinea pig-it has
full suppo rt for Balloon H elp.

Mo untAiias

§0

:- Alias Name .............................1

!@volume

I0

I0

'

!MountAIIag

Volume@ Ser ver
Zone :Servet· :Volumf.'

I
I

by Jeff tv1iller
f""@··~~·······a ··~·;;··! 1 .Obl

l ..........................................................J :. ......................................;

!'.'"' -. lder (;~:j~;j~;~~; l ::m:

~

~ ·S tatus ······················· · · ················ ·· ·· · · · · ···· ·············· ····················· · ········ ·· · · ··~

l

MountAlias is not installed .

l

t......................................................................................................................... J

Figure 11-10: MountAiias lets you mount to easily create an alias for a remote
AppleShare volume.
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Version: 3.5.4
Author: James W. Walker
Address: 3200 Heywood St.
Columbia, SC 29205
AOL: JWWalker
Internet: 76367.2271 @compuServe.com
CIS: 76367,2271
Price: Postcordwore
Roting:-f,.-f,.-f,.

~

Pointing Device

-------

Rating: • • •

Even though file names can be up to 31 characters long
on the Mac, most application dialog boxes that deal with
file names (such as the Open and Save dialog boxes) don't
support viewing all 31 characters. OpenWide forces applications to accommodate the full length of a file's name.
Though there are several compatibility problems with
OpenWide, they're mostly cosmetic rather than systemlevel and are well documented in OpenWide's online help
file.
Some of the programs that have minor problems with
OpenWide include ClickChange (which has problems
with lots of programs), Illustrator, DiskDoubler, Norton
Directory Assistance, Scufflr Deluxe, Super Boomerang
and Excel. While that sounds like a lot of problems, they
mostly involve minor glitches in how dialog boxes appear,
and they don't really tlueaten your system or data integrity.

If you aren't happy with the speed at which your Mac's
pointer or cursor moves around the screen, try installing
Pointing Device. It lets you customize the tracking speed
of your mouse and irs double-dick speed to a much greater
degree than Apple's Control Panel. In fact, we got the
mouse zipping around so quickly using Pointing Device
that we had a hard time holding it still long enough to let
us point at the controls that would slow it down again.
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Figure 11-1 1: Pointing Device lets you customize the tracking speed of
your mouse.

Version: 2.6.2
Author: Gunther Blaschek
Address: Petzoldstr. 31
A-4020 Unz, Austria
Internet: gue@soh.uni-linz.ac.at
Price: Freeware
Rating:._.._.._.._.._.

~ Quote lnit
Version: 2.0
Author: Uncoln D. Stein
Address: 44 Boynton St., #2
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
Price: Freeware
Rating:._.._.._.._.

Sometimes the things that should be so easy on a Macintosh are, instead, next to impossible. Like trying to find a
particular character (£ or ii, for instance) that you use only
about once every six years. PopChar solves this problem in
a most elegant fashion.
We've chosen PopChar as one of the best shareware selections in this book, and it's discussed in detail in Chapter 4,
"Making the Most of the Best."

What are the sure signs of an "amateur" desktop publisher?
Straight quotes (instead of curved quotes), double hyphens
(instead of em dashes) and improper use of ligatures (special pairs of characters that are designed to function as a
single unit). While some of these offenses are more serious
than others (and many people couldn't care less, anyway),
we know you want your work to look as good as it can. So
install Q uote lnit. It automatically convertS double hyphens to em dashes, straight quotes to curly ones and bad
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character combinations to ligatures. It even takes out the
rwo spaces following a period that many "old-school" typists are in the habit of inserting. Despite a minor flaw with
the ligature feamre in Microsoft Word, we still found
Quote Init to be a helpful, well-executed program.

~ Scroll2
Version: 2.1 .11
Author: Mayson G. Lancaster
Address: 1492 W. Colorado Blvd.
Pasadena, CA 91105-1414
CIS: 70441,3263
Internet: 70441.3263@compuServe.com
Price: $15
Rating: -f!.-f!.-f!.

Scroll 2 adds double arrows at the edges of your scrolling
windows so you can scroll up and down without having to
move the mouse all over a large open window. This is a
nice feature to add to the Finder, and you can choose from
three different double-arrow styles as well as different kinds
of patterns for the scroll bars themselves. Don't expect anything more from this application; that's it. There are a few
conflicts, including a problem running with Microsoft
Excel and quite a few reports of conflicts on starmp with
other Control Panels and Inits, so be careful when first
installing Scroll2.
Scroll2 u2. 1

f:!jg_

3.6 MB avail able

~

'
Brightness

~
-

DOSTra nsfe r 2.2

m

fil e Sharing Monitor

8-i
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18] Use Scroll2
18] Startup icon

~$

0

Half height arrows

SCROLL2 0 Dead Heads only
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+
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[I)
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.

.
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Figure 11-12: Scro/12 odds••••••a second set of scroll bars in the corners of a window.
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~ Space
Version: 2.0
Author: Brad Goodman
Address:
Internet bkg@meceng.coe.northeastern.edu
bkg@splinter.coe.northeostern.edu
bkgoodmo@lynx.northeostern.edu
Price: Freeware
Rating:••••
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As with anything worth doing, goofing around with a
Macintosh is worth doing co excess. This also means that
cramming your hard drive full of shareware and other flotsam and jetsam is essential in proving how truly into the
Mac experience you are. You wouldn't trust an antique collector who didn't have a house full of old junk, would you?
Well, you can trust us when we tell you that we used the
Space control panel co check our hard drives for free space
and fou nd they were 95 percent, 97 percent and 98 percent
full. We were so proud!
Bur how many times have you been working on a complex
Mac task and needed to save a big file somewhere-anywhere-but knew you were maxed our on hard-drive
space? W ith the Space control panel installed, you just hold
down a couple of Command-keys and up pops a small
window telling yo u exactly how much free space (in
megabytes) you've got left: on all currently mounted drives.
We found Space invaluable in wrestling with the torturous
drive space requirements of Photoshop's damnable scratch
file, bur there are countless other instances where it can
prove crucial. If, like us, you're obsessed with the capacity
of your various hard drives, you need Space, literally.

~ Speedy Find_er_
7 _ _.....'-----_,
Version: 1.5.4
Author: Victor Tan
Address: 42 Waratoh Ave.
Randwick NSW 2031
Australia
Price: $20
Rating:••••

In the original comic book explaining how Peter Parker
became Spider-Man, Peter is told by his Uncle Ben that
"with great power comes great responsibility." When
Peter-as Spider-Man-shuns this responsibility and
allows a petty thief to get away, that thief ends up killing
Peter's Uncle Ben. Ironic? Yes. Far-fetched? Perhaps. Bur
rhe same lesson holds true in Macintosh computing. When
Apple designed the powerful System 7 Finder, it was a substantial departure from the Finder under System 6.0.x, providing great power to Mac users around the globe. Consequently, Apple had a great responsibility to make that
power easy to use and accessible to_1Mac neophytes. T he
end resul t is that the Finder does n-o t fulfill a lor of our
power-user fantasies, and generally runs a little slower than
we'd li ke.
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But much like Spider-Man , swinging out of the darkness
on his synthetic web to rescue us from the Green Goblin,
Speedy Finder? appears to speed up the Finder and bring a
number of powerful and convenient options to o ur computing experience. This control panel vastly speeds up file
copies, does away with the zoom boxes that appear when
you open a window or launch an application, lets you
immediately renam e a file (rather than waiting the customary couple of seconds), speeds up emptying the crash , lees
you trash and delete files in a single seep, brings a number
of Command-key shortcuts to common tedious Finder
casks, and boasts a number of other features for working
with floppies, grappling with aliases and linking files and
applications.
Speedy Finder? has other subtle bur appealing and convenient little features roo numerous to mention here. For
instance, just as Spider-Man's spider-sense warned him of
impending danger, Speedy Finder? identifies tenuously formatted floppies by showing the disk icon with a small
Band-Aid on it. If you want your Finder to be faster than
T he Flash, more powerful than H ulk and more flexible
than Reed Richards, then pick up a copy of this super program today.
Speed Finder?

SpeedyFinder7

~il

Ver s ion 1 .5.4 (08-0ct-1 992) by Victor TAN.
This Control Panel allows you to enhance the Macintosh
Sys tem 7.0, 7 .0. 1 or 7.1 Finder"".
SpeedyFinder7 has a r ecommended fee of Aus$20 .00 or
convenient equivalent (US$) . Click on the icon for the
mailing address. Balloon Help is tempor arily r emoved!

1:8] Show s t artup icon

[8J ins t a ll a t s t artup
[

Speed Options ...

( Document Linking...

I
I

Cool Options .. .
Menu Options .. .
Copying Opt ions...

C)

11-13: Speedy Finder brings the power of Hulk and the speed of The Flash to
your Mac5 Finder.
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~ Stoircose
Version: 1.0.3
Author: Neil Rodisch & David Goldstein
Address: Eccentric Software
100 N17th St., 15th Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19103
CIS: 74240,364
Price: Freeware
Rating: -ft.-ft.-ft.
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Ever use Microsoft Word? It has a neat feature with which
you can pull down and use the menus, from the keyboard
rather than with the mouse. Well, someone thought that
idea was so great it should work everywhere. And they
made it happen.
This little hack is a Control Panel. When you press Command and a number, it pulls down that menu for you. For
example, Command- I is the File menu, Command-2 is the
Edit menu, etc. Once the menu is down, it stays down
until you've picked a menu item or cancelled the menu
with the Return key. You pick a menu choice by hitting
the number beside it. This is a must for PowerBook users.
No more messing with that nutty trackball just for menus.
Hit two keys and you're done!
Unfortunately, Staircase doesn't look great; the menus, after
being pulled down, look crummy. When you select a menu
item from the keyboard, it doesn't highlight as it does when
you use the mouse. But it's well made. It even works under
Microsoft Word!

Version: 4.0.4
Author: Steve Christensen
Price: Freeware
Rating: -ft.-ft.-ft.

When you're busy shoving around a mouse or banging at
the keyboard, SuperClock comes through to let you know
just how much time you've got. SuperClock places the current time, based on your Mac's internal clock, on the far
right side of the menu bar. The color, font, size and layout
of the time display are all alterable. Clicking on the time
display first brings up the date, and, when you click once
• more, a stopwatch. An alarm feature is also included. A
handy little program.
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Version: 1.3.6
Author: Colin Klipsch
Address:
Internet: cok3g@ostsun.ostro.virginio.edu
Price: Freeware
Roling: "*""*""*"

T his is another Init that falls under the category, We're
Suckers For Silly, Useless Control Panels That Make Us
Smile. TappyType mal(eS a tapping, cypewriter-esque
sound as you type, simulating the sound of a great old,
dusty Royal manual. When you hit the Return key, a bell
sounds. There's also a separate sound for the Tab key. We
weren't too wild about the idea of having our computer
sound like a typewriter at first, bur it grew on us. It makes
a lot of the writing we do so und journalistic and urgent.

[8] Active

0

CR sound not interruptab1e

I '0 LIKE TO HEAR THE SOUND
OF A TYPEWRITER!!!
And so you s hall ...
Printab1e c har act er s make a
norma1 key sound;
Space, Tab, and De1et e make
a spacebar sound ;
Return & Enter make a carr age
return sound .

V 1 .21 by Colin Klipsch
Copy r ight Sep, 1989
A11 rights reserved

Dedicated to Steve
for the origina1
ins piration.

Figure 11-14:If you wax nostalgic for the days of banging out work on amanual
typewriter, TappyType may take you back.

Version: 2.0
Author: John Rotenstein
Address: P.O. Box 165
Double Boy, NSW 2028, Australia
Price: Hoppiwore or Postcordwore
Roling:"*""*""*"

Have you ever noticed those files in your System Folder
named "WordTemp3," "WordTemp4," "WordTemp5" and
so on? T hey're temporary files placed there by Microsoft
• Word, which doesn't have the common decency to get rid
of them once they've served their purpose. (What a slob!)
Temperament can be set to automatically delete those files
either every day or each time you start up your Mac.
We know that sounds impossibly frivolous, and perhaps
rhat's why Temperament author John Rotenstein has also
equipped Temperament with the abili ty to eradicate any

,
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type of file automatically. All you have to do is enter the file
creator and type (or if you don't know how to do that,
select a sample of the kind of file you want to delete). So if,
for instance, you're also tired of unread TeachText ReadMe
files sitting around your drive, you can set Temperament to
get rid of them wo.

Version: 2.1
Author: Joachim Undenberg
Address: Sommerstrasse 4
7500 Karlsruhe 1, West Germany
Internet: joachim@ira.uka.de
Price: $10
Rating:++++

~ YesNoCa_
nc_
el _ _ ___......___.

Version: l.Ob5
Author: Xan Gregg
Address: CIS: 76703,4160
Price: Freeware
Rating:+++

__

ZoRPoram

......,_-""--

Version: 1.0a 1
Author: Devon Hubbard
Address: Feola Software
AppleUnk: Reala.Soft
Price: Freeware
Rating:+++

Our completely objective idea of what a good Windows
program should be is shareware that helps the Mac interface ... and a $10 price tag. Windows is just that sort of
Mac program-adding a Window pull-down menu to the
top menu bar of every application that runs on your Mac.
A nice touch is a "cycle window" feature that you can set to
bring the back window to the front or send the front window to the back. (For applications that already have a
Windows menu, this program is superfluous.)

YesNoCancel actually does more than its name implies (if
in fact its name has any implications). Besides letting you
easily pick the Yes, No or Cancel options from a standard
dialog box, you can also select radio and check box options
by typing the first letter in that choice's name. This lets you
deal with many dialog boxes without leaving the keyboard,
as the mouse collects dust on your Desktop. Granted, some
dialog box scenarios don't lend themselves to easy keyboard
navigation, but every little bit helps, and YesNoCancel certainly helps a little bit.

The parameter RAM is the part of your Mac's RAM that
stays active even after yo u shut down your computer.
Powered by a battery, it keeps the clock running and keeps
track of a number of other settings, like serial port configurations, startup disk choices, default application fonts and a
number of other things.
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Under System 6.0x, you can reset the parameter RAM by
holding down the Shift, Option and Command keys and
opening the Control Panel. But that's no longer possible
under System 7. So, when you want to reset your parameter RAM (if you've altered the default application font, for
instance, and can't seem to return it to normal), you need
zapParam to accomplish this.

This is one of those really cool programs that makes your
friends say, "Wow, how do you get your Mac to do that?"
ZoomBar helps you manage all those unwieldy windows
that clog your work area, and it can be a real lifesaver on a
9-inch screen. ZoomBar shrinks a window down to a small,
mini-size title bar that you can expand back to full size
again simply by clicking on it. If you have several windows
open, you can collapse them all and ZoomBar will automatically group them in one corner of the screen. (You can
even specifY the corner.) This program works quite well
and once you get used to working with it, you'll wonder
how you ever got along without it.

Zoombor
Version: 2.1
Author: Brian Westley
Address: 1026 Blair Ave.
St. Paul, MN 55104
Price: $5
Rating:._._._._

File

Edit

cdeu stuff and

Figure 11-15:ZoomBar is agreat help in reducing the large number of windows
that clutter the Desktop. Good for PowerBooks.

INITS

Lone Inits are a dying breed in the Mac world. Tiny programs that run when the computer starts up, Inits usually
modifY the behavior of the System. Originally, they were
used by Apple to fix bugs in the ROMs. But a few years
ago, Apple introduced the Control Panel as the standard
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merhod of controlling Inits. Nowadays, it's odd ro find an
Inir without a Control Panel interface.
One drawback of an Init not having a Control Panel interface is that aurhor names for many of them have become
lost to rhe winds of rime. If you're the aurhor of one of
these gems, let us know. We want to give credit where credit is due.
These Inits may be the last of a dying breed, bur they all do
something useful or fun. Use rhem with caution, perhaps.
Make sure you've installed an Init controller, like Init Cdev
(reviewed earlier in this chapter) or Startup Manager (discussed in Chapter 3) from Now Utilities.

Version: 1.0
Author: Morcio luis Teixeira
Address: 1601 W. Swallow
Fort Collins, CO 80526
AOL: MarciotT
Price: Freeware
Rating:.._.._.._

~ Facade
Version: 1.0.1
Author: Greg Marriott
Address: 3770 Flora Vista #1805
Santo Claro, CA 95051
AOL: JusSomeGuy
Price: Freeware
Rating:.._.._.._.._

.

This Init keeps a window in the lower right corner
of the screen that tells you three rhings: the last event rhat
happened (mouse click, window update, etc.), rhe position
of the mouse and the amount of free memory available.
The last featu re can be handy, since low memory is the
number-one cause of crashes.

..
.
.
!

Fas:ade, like Sundesk, customizes the icons used on your

; Desktop. Unlike Sundesk, it's user-controlled. The icon
• will change depending on the file name. For instance, if
~ you name your hard disk "Calvin," the scrappy youngster
: from the much-beloved Calvin and Hobbes will leap from
: the comics pages and adorn your drive.

.
:

Fas;ade comes wirh four icons-Calvin, Godzilla, Hobbes
: and Untitled (which looks like a "Hello, my name is... "
. name rag). You must add ochers with ResEdir-one of the
simpler things to do wirh ResEdit, even if you don't know
ResEdir.
As a bonus, it works fine with System 7. If you don't have
System 7, it's a great companion for Sundesk (reviewed on
page 261), giving you custom color icons.
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~HAl
Price: $25
Rating:+++

Hal is a sneaky program. It comes in two parts- an application to set it up, and an Init, which the application creates. Its function is easier to watch than to explain: it
replaces one typed word with another.
You enter two words into the application: one to look for
and one to replace it with. The application then creates the
Init, which you place in your (or some unsuspecting victim's) System Folder. Let's say you've just typed the word
"BilL" If you've set it up properly, Hal would then type
four backspaces and the word "Fred" in its place.
Handy? Not really. Maybe you could use it as some misbegotten tool for compiling an index or glossary. But let's be
real: you're going to use this to freak out your friends or
• torture your enemies.

~ LoserFix.........._.._.............,..,~-.......
Version: 2.0
Author: David P. Sumner
Address: 1009 Wolters Ln.
Columbia, SC 29208
AOL: DavinSumn
CIS: 75515,1507
Internet: sumner@cs.scorolino.edu
Price: Choritywore
Rating:++++

~ LoserQuotes
Version: 1.0
Author: Deneba Systems
Address: 7855 NW 12th St., Ste. 202
Miami, FL 33126
Price: Public domain
Rating:++++

This Init changes the Print dialog box so you can create
and save PostScript files with any name. This shareware
program will be of no interest to System 7 users, since this
feature is built into Apple's latest System. But if you do any
volume of PostScript printing from System 6, you'll find
LaserFix invaluable.

This Init changes the straight q uotes on your keyboard to
the curly quotes (") that look nice on TrueType or PostScript printers. It automatically detects whether you're
starting or ending a phrase, and inserts the quo te pointing
in the correct direction.
Many of today's word processors, such as MacWrite II and
M icrosoft Word, already provide this feature, but it's handy
if you use o ne of those that don't.

1
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Version: l.Od2
Author: John Martyniok
Address: CIS: 75176,1760
GEnie: J.MARTYNIAK
Price: Freeware
Rating: • •

Version: 1.2
Rating: • •

Author: Don Greene
Rating: • • •

MoxAppi&Zoom
Version: 1.44
Author: Nooto Horii
Address: B.P. 1415, B-1000
Brussels, Belgium
Price: $25
Rating: • •• • •
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T his Inir does two things: when you start it up, it tells you
the dare and time you last started it. And when you shut it
down, it tells you how long it was on. This can be handy if
you want ro see if someone else has been using your M ac,
although it's not ideal for this purpose-technically savvy
users will have no problem eliminating the evidence of
their transgression.

A silly little Init that, whenever a system beep is played,
draws "cracks" on the screen. Like cracks on the moon,
right? It's really just a random set of lines that originate at
rhe mouse location. Some people actually like this sort of
thing. It works with whatever system beep you have set,
although some of the system beep modifiers (Randomizer,
SoundMaster) may cause potential conflicts.

If anyone ever reminded you that, hey, your Mac is not
some roy, it's an expensive piece of equipment, then you
can be certain they have never encountered MacPuke.
MacPuke is essentially a labor-saving device: it mal{es a
great vomiting sound whenever a disk is ejected, saving
you, the user, that effort. Thanks to this Init, no one has
any reason to abandon a perfectly good fourth-grade mentality. A big hit in college dorms. O ddly enjoyable.

MaxAppleZoom is a simple Init that allows people who
own a 13-inch color monitor driven by Apple's standard
color video card to tal{e advantage of the unused one-inch
border of space on their screens.
We've chosen it as one of the best shareware programs
reviewed in this book, and it's discussed in derail in
Chapter 4, "Making the Most of the Best."
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~ MurP'hY
Version: 2.0
Author: Mark Beamish
Rating:+-+-

NeXT: KIT
Author: Chuck Krimslock
Address: AOL: Chuck001
GEnie: C.Krimslock
CIS: 71241 ,3062
Price: Freeware
Rating: +-+-

Rating: +-+-+-+-
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Like any good friend or a cheap calendar, this Init will
hand you a cliche-ridden proverb about Murphy's Law or
one of its many corollaries during the startup process. It's
fun for a while, but soon becomes annoying (the actual
number of proverbs is small) and just serves to slow down
your boot time. On the plus side, M urphy has a nice Taoist
icon and doesn't seem to conflict with other programs.

Like the NeVR Init, this provides you with a whole bunch
ofNeXT-like user-interface parts. Windows, m enus, cursors and the trash can all imitate the NeXT. But, to be ho nest, the end result doesn't really look like a NeXT. Worse,
its window doesn't work with Apple's newest kind of dialog
box, the Movable Modal dialog box, used in System 7's
Find dialog box. To compensate, you must manually insert
these items into the System file yourself, using ResEdir.
T his is a daunting task, not for the weak of spirit. Kids,
don't try this at home.

Iro nically, it sometimes seems that features designed to
make the Mac easy to use actually get in the way instead.
Talce your standard dialog box, for instance. It will pop up,
ask yo u a question and wait forever for you to respondwhen usually aJI of the right answers are already filled in for
you! Or, if you start a large print job as you leave work,
you'll be fuming when you get in the next morning to find
the Print Q uality dialog box still patiently waiting for your
response. Programs like Q uickMail are also notorious for
dialog boxes that sit around when they don't need to.
T his handy Init watches dialog boxes; when they've sat
around long eno ugh, it clicks on the O kay button for you.
It worked in any dialog box for every program we tested,
so we have no reason to believe it won't work with others.
The only problem is that sometimes you really need to see
those dialogs . W hat if you're away from your desk and a
file server you were using closes down? Normally, when you

,
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come back, there's a dialog box ceiling you what happened.
OkayOkayOkay would cancel char dialog before you saw
it. So even though chis is helpful, it may not be geared for
exactly the kind of work you do.

liver's Buttons
Version: 1.0
Author: Oliver Steele
Rating: -tf.-tf--tf.-tf-

Oliver's Buttons simply switches the standard Macintosh
bmtons for fancy-looking alternatives. For instance, che
usual click button becomes three-dimensional, sliding in as
you click on it. It actually works like a real push-button
similar to the kinds of buttons on your VCR or microwave
oven.
And if you've ever wished your Mac would put an actual
check in its check boxes rather than the usual X, Oliver's
Buttons will fulfill your wish. When you click on a check
box, it displays a check instead of an X. Radio bmtons are
crossed out with an X instead of simply being filled.
There are other programs on the marker, including expensive commercial applications, that add elaborate cosmetic
changes to your Mac. And rumor has it that future versions
of System 7 will feature strong built-in capabilities for
making similar alterations to the look and feel of your Mac.
But if you're like us, you're probably on a right budget and
would rather deal in the here and now rather than the
promise of things to come. This Init works fine and it's
available now. Highly recommended.

PixeiAipper
Version: 1.3.3
Author: Chris Sanchez
Address: 630 Barr Dr.,
Ames, lA 5001 0
AOL: 88un

CIS: 76547,1254
Price: $10
Roting:-tf.-tf--tf.

PixelFlipper lets you quicldy and easily change the pixel
depth of your Mac's monitors. Rather than digging into
your Control Panels folder to find your monitor setting,
you can just use PixelFlipper to change your monitor's pixel
depth. T his program places a new menu into the menu bar,
on the right edge, near the Help Balloons menu. You simply make a selection from che menu-anything from black
and white to 256 colors. Because it's always there, it's handier than a function key-bur chat virtue also makes it more
likely to crash.

1
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Popup
Version: 2.0
Author: Robert Stromberg
Address: P.O. Box 1788
Sandy, UT 84091 -1788
Price: $10
Rating: ._.__._.

Version: 1.0
Author: Douglas S. Wyatt
Pri(e: Frewware
Rating: .__.._._

-

' Private
i-:.<J

Version: 1.0
Author: Robert Monsen, Silhouette Software
Rating: ._._

Popup will find fans among the big-screen crowd. T his Init
makes the menu bar pop up wherever the mouse is clicked
when you hold down the Shift and Command keys. No
more scurrying to the menu bar when you want to do
something: all of the menus are available in hierarchical
form. Watch our with programs thar use special or custom
menus, like Microsoft Word or H yperCard. These programs may work erratically in conjunctio n with Popup.

T his Init gives a popup menu of all currently displayed
windows when yo u click with the Control key dow n. T his
is great on small displays, when you have a lot of windows
open. It's easy to use, and we have yet to see ir crash.

T his Inir keeps a log file of all programs being run on your
Mac, including the rime they ran. W ith it, you can monito r unautho rized usage of your machine, o r track how long
you've been using certain programs-which comes in handy
for billing clients. T he file is kept in your System Folder
and can be read with TeachText or any word processor.
Private never tells what documents have been used, just
which programs. No r does it limit a user's access to files,
so ir seems to have been somewhat misnamed-it doesn't
really keep things private.

~ Quitlaunch
Author: Warren Delano
Pri(e: Freeware
Rating: ;ft--ft-

O n System 7 Macs, it's sometimes helpful to run a program without the Finder- especially in low-memory situations. Q ui tLaunch helps. W ith the Command key down,
just double-d ick on the program you want, and QuitLaunch simul taneously launches ir and q uirs the Finder.
T his will give you about 350k of RAM. If you need to
launch more programs, a launch item appears in the Apple
Menu. You can get back ro the Finder by quitting all other
programs. We prefer Bully's d rag-and-drop interface to that
of Q uirLaunch. (B ully is reviewed in Chapter 12.)
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Some people are crazy about startup screens, the image that
comes up when you turn on your Mac. The Mac d oes this
fo r you. The built-in startup screen most people see is the
familiar "Welcome to M acintosh" message. Randomizer
rakes chis one step furrher, by randomly selecting the startup screen your M ac displays. You keep a folder of startup
screens, and each time you start up, Randomizer picks one
and uses it. For instance, you could keep a number of different pictures of W illiam Shacner o n your hard drive, all
fo rmatted as a startup screen. T hat way, when you boot
your M ac, you'll get a surprise each time: Captain James T.
Kirk from "Star Trek," T. J. Hooker from the eponymous
cop show, or just plain old Bill from "Rescue 911."

Author: Jon Pugh
Address: lawrence livermore Lob
P.O. Box 5509-l56l
livermore, CA 94550
Price: Freeware
Rating:.._.._.._

~ ReoiDrog

f
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Instead of dragging just the gray o utline when you move a
window, chis Init shows cl1e entire window as it moves. It's
cool to watch, and you'll become addicted quicldy. It has
the handy feature of cancelling the drag if you drag up to
the menu bar. Unfortunately, if for some reason the window (or any ocher window) becomes obscured, nothing
gets red rawn until after rhe window is placed. This is a
.
.
mmor nlllsance.

...

""---~-~~~~

~~

Version: l.O
Author: James R. Osborn
Price: Freeware
Rating: -f,.-f,.-f,.

W hile chis is another cool-to-look-at lnit, it's no r one you'll
want to leave running for a while. It changes the way the
M ac draws text on the screen, so that everything comes out
backwards. (Gee it: Backwards?) It's surprising the first
time- and makes for a great practical joke. You can easily
find the In it in your System Folder: it's the o nly word that
reads forwards.

~ sdrowkcoB . ._,......,_;,_ ___,_
Version: l.O
Author: Mark Adorns
Price: Freeware
Rating: .._.._.._

.

' : This In it replaces the \varch cursor with a small black clock.

Version: 2.0
Author: Gray Whole Software
Rating:.._.._.._

The nifty thing is, nor only the minute hand spins but the
hour hand runs as well. O f course, this has nothing to do
~ with rhe real rime-the hands just spin as you wait for your
: M ac ro complete the cask. Bur it's a neater way to wait.

1
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~ SparedDisk
Version: l.Ob 1
Author: Mark Gonnholm
Price: Freeware
Rating: '*"'*"'*"

Author: Jonathon Gory & Bill Johnson
Address: CIS: 7225,72064

ftating:

'*"'*"'*"'*"'*"

StartupMooV
Author: Peter Fierlinger
Address: 1465 Manoa Rd.
Wynnewood, PA 19096
AOL: PeteF
AppleUnk: INTSOL
Price: Freeware
Rating: '*"'*"'*"'*"
~~ StortupSpeec~

Author: Robert Churchill
Address: 2390 California St.
Saginaw, Ml 48601
Rating:'*"'*"

Th is Init changes the disk icon fo r floppies that have been
"spared" by System 7. A "spared" disk is one that has had
some of its sectors marked as unusable by the System. It's
nice to know when you have a disk like this; it can mean
it's beginning to fai l. You then know when to replace your
floppies . It uses a nifty little bandaid disk icon for the damaged disks.

SpiNit is another neat cosmetic Init. Know how windows
seem to zoom open? {Think of when you double-dick
folders on the Desktop.) T his Init changes the zooming
action to a spinning effect, like the way newspapers spin
toward the screen in old movies. Intimidating for novice
users, perhaps, but we think it looks cool.

If you like using a program like SoundMaster to play
sounds when your Mac starts up, then you'll probably get
a kick out of StarrupMooV, which plays the QuickTime
movie of your choice at startup. We know of no other frivolous program that so q uicldy and easily makes you look
like a power user. You need System 7 and the Q uickT ime
Extension to use this lnit.

Add speech to your daily startup ritual. T his l nit will speak
any text file that exists in your System Folder under the
name "StartupSpeech." Like startup screens and startup
sounds, it speal<S after your computer has been turned on
but before the Desktop is available. T his sho uld be handy
for visually impaired users.
There's no interface for this lnit, no Control Panel to set
the many Macintalk settings or pick a fi le to speak or even
type in a few words to say. We think this feature would be a
useful addition.

,
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To use StartupSpeech you must have the file Macintalk
in your System Folder as well. Macintalk is from Apple
Computer and available from most major online services.

~ Sundesk
Version: 1.1
Author: Frederic Miserey
Address: nOne Corp.
13, boulevard Pasteur
511 00 Reims, France
Internet: F.MISEREY@applelink.apple.com
AppleUnk: F.MISEREY
Price: Freeware
Rating: • • •

Version: 1.2
Author: Decision Maker's Software, Inc.
Address: 191 0Joslyn Place
Boulder, CO 80304
AppleUnk: D0391
AOL: JGCMan
CIS: 70337,2143
Price: Freeware
Rating: • • •

~

Tail Dragger

Author: Dan Venolia
Price: Freeware
Rating: • • • •

Sundesk is an Init that provides Mac users who are either
too frightened or too depraved {monetarily or electronically) to make the jump to System 7 with one of System Ts
most unsung advantages: pretty, multicolored icons.
Sundesk simply replaces System 6's {and earlier) Finder
icons with nicely drawn and colored versions. The icon,s are
easily customizable in ResEdir. Sundesk works only in 256color mode of color or grayscale Mac LCs and lis.

This Init allows you to change the starcup volume, or
change startup folders, before you actually start up. This is
great if you want to keep both System 6 and System 7 on
one hard disk, or if you're starting a computer and want to
switch it over to another hard disk. You invoke this Init
with a Command-key combination you can set. The interface, while mildly technical, is full of useful tidbits. A list of
all System Folders on all volumes presents itself, and you
simply choose the System you want to use. We highly recommend the use of this program, or another like it, if you
frequently need to switch back and forth between Systems
6 and 7.
Tail Dragger makes the on-screen arrow cursor point in
whatever direction it's moving, instead of in the constant
north-northwest direction it normally uses. It's cool to
watch. It looks like a computerized sea monkey.

3I 6
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~~ TrashDisable
Version: 1.3
Author: Malcolm Davidson
Address: Emoil:mrd@mpe67 .dmpe.csiro.ou
Roling: • • •

UnderStudy
Version: I.Od3
Author: lorry Rosenstein
Address: 182 Muir Avew.
Santo Claro, CA 95051
AppleUnk: Rosenstein I
Price: Freeware
Roling: • •

~

Wackylights

Version: 1.0
Author: Andrew Welch
Price: Freeware
Roling:••••

~ Word Minder
Version: 1.0
Author: Robert L Mathews
Address: AOL: LProduds
Price: Freeware
!toling: • • •

This adds System 7 -like funcrionaliry ro your System 6
Mac. On System 7, rhe Finder won't delete files in rhe crash
unril you explicirly tell it to do so. TrashDisable does something similar. It makes the Finder incapable of actually
deleting files. You can toggle this behavior with the included function key.

This lnit extends System 7's file-mapping capabiliry. What's
that? You didn't know System 7 had file-mapping capabiliry? File-mapping is how the System asks if you want to
open a file of an unknown rype wirh TeachText. It figures
out whether TeachText will be able to inrerpret rhe file,
then asks if you want to try it.
W irh UnderStudy, you can add or change these settings.
Unforrunately, it requires ResEdit and a knowledge of Mac
file rypes-malcing it not for the fainr of hearr or the wealc
of Mac knowledge. However, it does not change your
System or Finder, which is a plus.

H ere's another fine lnit from Andrew Welch-just to prove
that he never sleeps, he just programs. This one plays nifty
games with the lights on your extended Apple keyboard.
Like a "Star Trek" phaser bank array, the lights chase each
orher. Since no orher programs really do anything with
• these lights, why nor have some fun with them?

Like Temperamenr (reviewed earlier in this chapter), this
Init deletes old Microsoft WordTemp files. Unlike Temperament, it's not readily customizable; nor does it have a
Control Panel interface. It does, however, ask first before
deleting a file, which is great if you happen ro crash while
in M icrosoft Word and actually want to try to use rhe
WordTemp file to recover data. Temperament, on the other
hand, would just delete rhe file wirhout asking.

0I
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T his Init makes your mouse wrap around the screen.
When the cursor hits the edge of the screen, it pops up on
the opposite side. You can zip off to the right and reappear
on the left. You may think it's handy. Actually it's just
kinda cool.

Rating:.._.._

EXTENSIONS
Version: 1.0
Author: Daniel Azuma
Address: 1449 Belleville Way
Sunnyvale, CA 94087-3807
Price: Freeware
Rating: • • •

If you use aliases often, you're probably aware that they can
become a pain in the neck if you do a lot of major rearranging and shuffling of files on your hard drive. The problem
is that an alias often becomes separated from the original
file it references. The end result is that you double-dick an
alias only to get an alert box telling you that the alias
couldn't be opened.
With Alias Repair, you'll get a similar alert, but you'll have
the option of "repairing" the alias. All that means is that
you can now tell your Mac to re-attach the alias to the original file from which it was created. And if, for some odd
reason, you want to link an alias to a completely new file,
Alias Repair lets you do that too. This all happens on the
fly, immediately after you double-dick the alias, and once
you've re-linked the file, Alias Repair even launches the
newly linked file.
The alias "FileTyper 3.2 a lias" could not be opened
because the original item could not be found. Would
you lil!::e to repair this alias?
( Can cel ) ( Del ete )

nRepair J)

Alias Repair 1 .0 -- by Daniel Azuma -- Augus t , 1992

Figure 11-16: You'll have the option to "repair" detached aliases with Alias
Repair.
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~ Apollo
Version: 1.0
Author: Jeremy Roussak
Address: 88Oxhey Avenue
Oxhey, Watford WDl 4HA
England
Internet: jeremyr@dcs.qmw.ac.uk

Price: $30
Rating: .;,...;,...;,..

For lots of people, leaving a particular application to return
to the Finder to launch a new program or open a particular
file can be a big hassle. Frankly, we're not that annoyed by
the entire process-we've always just considered ir a part of
using a Mac. But fo r those of you who want maximum
convenience, power and utility in opening files and launching applications, consider Apollo.

As the nam e suggests, Apollo helps you rocket thro ugh the
process of launching applications. T his extension places a
tiny Apollo icon in the menu bar; you can use it to quickly
and easily access your most freq uen tly used items from the
Finder. It's handy if you often get lost going to and from
the Finder when you're worlcing in multiple applicatio ns
with lots of big windows. It's also a great thing to have if
you use the old trick of running without a Finder in o rder
to free up more memory for other applications.
Apollo is highly customizable, allowing you to configure it
in any number of optio ns that are specific to the way you
like to work. The documentation is extensive and well
written, and the interface is intuitive, simple and functional. Our only real gripe with Apollo is its relatively high
price tag of $30 (bumping its rating from four stars ro
three) . We're guessing the price may have something ro do
with the exchange rate, since Apollo's British author refers
to $30 as "a small registration fee." But Apollo is still every
bit as good and a few dollars cheaper than competing commercial products, so if you're in the market fo r a powerful
file- and applicatio n-launcher, check it out.

Figure 11-17: Launch files andopen applications quickly and easily with Apollo.

,
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Version: 3.0.2
Author: Roby Sherman
Address: P.O. Box 110177
Aurora, CO 80042
Internet: rsherman@mthvax.cs.miami.edu
Price: Photoware
Rating:"*-"*-"*-
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Some days, it's nice to get a little advice from your Mac to
help you start your day. Now you can have your own personal fortune-teller to offer nuggets of wisdom and witty
aphorisms each time you scare your Macintosh. Bongo Bob
offers messages, jokes and ocher fun snippets each time you
boot up. The messages are culled from "Scar Trek" episodes, "Saturday Night Live" Deep Thoughts, "The
Simpsons" and other hip cultural touchstones. If you like
Bongo Bob and want to keep it, the author asks that you
send a photo of yourself (wich your name and address on
the back) to him for inclusion in a collage. Hey, whatever
Roars your boat, right?
If you're really into startup messages, you should also check
out the freeware Deep Thought, a similar extension by
Essam Khairullah, 4620 W Irving Park Rd., #214, Chicago,
IL 60641. Finally, if you just can't get enough of Bongo
Bob, gee your hands on, yes, you guessed it, More Bongo
Bob, also by Roby Sherman. Ic features hundreds of new
fortune files for the beloved Bongo Bob application.

Version: 1.1
Author: Gregory M.Robbins
Address: 109 Crocker Ave.
Oakland, CA 94610
Internet: grobbins@nails.gsknasa.gov.
Price: Freeware

As proof chat there is truly a shareware application for
everything, we offer CopyBeep. This extension sounds a
beep at che end of any Finder copy that lasts more than 15
minutes. The idea is that if you're waiting for a large copy
to finish, but you don't want to sit glued to your Mac
screen in che meantime, CopyBeep will notify you when
your Mac is finished copying. Simple, useful and free.

Rating:"*-"*-"*-"*-

~ Fred's FinderHacks

Author: Fred Monroe
Address: AppleUnk: fredom
Internet: fredm@apple.com (summer)
rico@caen.engin.umich.edu (fall)
Price: Freeware
Rating:_..._._._

This is actually a trio of useful utilities, all of which enhance how che Finder operates under System 7. They're all
Extensions, and chey're remarkably stable and dependable
considering their complexities.
With AKA, you can instantly make an alias by holding down
the Command key when you drag an icon in the Finder.
So if you wanted to put an alias of a particular file somewhere else on your hard drive, you would simply hold

,
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; down rhe Command key and then drag the icon ro the
: folder where you wanted the alias placed.

hJ ere's a neat lazy man's or lazy woman's trick for using aliases instead of labeling
~ disks. let's soy you've got a bunch of backup floppies with a lot of spreadsheet

files on them, but you never hove time to label them properly. Just pop each floppy
into your Moe (be sure to give each disk a unique nome), select all the files on them,
make aliases of them and store them in a folder on your hard drive (this tokes up virtually no hard drive space). label the floppies whatever you've named their icons on
the Desktop. When you need to find out which floppy a file is on, double-dick on its
olios and your Moe tells you the nome of the floppy where it's located. Try it. It's not
as complicated os it sounds.
Al iases are a big parr of System 7, and there are other great
shareware alias programs around char yo u should also rry.
We've chosen AKA as one of the best shareware selections in
chis book, and it's discussed in detail in C hapter 4.

Bosuro helps you manage the trash under System 7. When
you hold down rhe Command key and delete a file in the
Finder, whatever items you've selected in the front window
of the Finder are thrown into the trash can. If you hold
down the Optio n and Command keys while deleting,
items will be thrown in the trash and the trash will be automatically deleted. Beware, tho ugh: this deletes not only the
items you've just selected but whatever else might have
been in the trash as well.
dropple menu lets you drag and drop-launch icons to items in
the Apple Menu just as if you were performing chat function on the Desktop itself. It's helpful for quickly launching
all you r applications and for drag-launching files to any
program under your Apple Menu.

•
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Just Click

Author: luis A. Bardi
Address: Tactic Software
Price: Freeware

Rating:.,_.,_.,_

~ MODE32
Author: ConnectixCorp./Apple Computer
Address: User Groups, Apple Dealers,
Online Services
Price: Freeware

Rating:.,_.,_.,_.,_.,_
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Remember MulriFinder? When you wamed ro switch from
appli cation to application, you just pointed ro rhe icon at
the up per right corner of the menu bar and clicked, and
each open application would appear each time. This
seemed ro work for a lot of people. But as soon as we all
got used ro it, System 7 was released, requiring us ro "pull
down" to rhe application we wanted. With the Just C lick
Extension, you just click to switch from application ro
application, as under MultiFinder. This is especially helpful
if you have only enough memory to run two or three programs at a time. So you never have to click through a halfdozen applications ro get to the one you wam.

W hat's that? You say you'd love to tal<:e advantage of some
of System Ts great new features, bur because your M ac II,
Ilx, Ilcx or SE/30 isn't 32-bir clean, you can't access the full
potential of System 7's 32-bit Addressing or Virtual
Memory? Don't sweat: MODE32 solves that problem. The
machines just listed have dirty ROMs, which is to say the
code embedded in their ROM chips prevents them from
accessing 32-bir Addressi ng (they're not 32-bit dean).
Written by Connecrix (a third-party Apple developer),
MODE32 is an incred ibly clever Extension that works
around this problem . Apple, in irs infinite wisdom, decided
in hindsight that it would be a pretty good idea ifMacs
like the Ilcx and the SE/30 could use all ofVirrual
Memory's compatibili ties, so it bought the rights to distribute MODE32 free to its customers with a Mac II, Ilx, Hex
or SE/30.

,
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Fans ofPee-Wee H erman will rejoice at the chance to bring
some of the magic and fun of Pee-Wee's Playhouse ro their
Mac. W ho doesn't remember the part of Pee-Wee's TV
show when he rold kids at home the secret word? And as
you know, every time during the day that you heard the
secret word, you were supposed to "scream real loud."

Version: 1.0
Author: MarkMoxham
Address: Internet: mox@rice.edu
Price: Freeware
Roling: "*-"*-••

Shareware author Mark Maxham, as a tribute ro Pee-Wee
Herman and in an effort ro support the activity that PeeWee was arrested for (you do remember, right?) , has concocted this extension that "screams real loud" each time
you type the secret word. W hile the secret words are fairly
common, there are less than a dozen of them, so there's a
good chance you migh t not type the secret word for weeks
at a time. Luckily, you can add new secret words (or change
existing words to ones of your choice) fairly easily using
ResEdit.

~ Twee
Version: 1.0
Author: Tedlowery
Address: P.O. Box30051
Raleigh, NC 27 622
CIS: 76350,2613
Internet: tbl@rock.concert.net
Price: Postcordwore
Roling:• •• •

..
..
..
:
:
:
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We'd love ro tell you what the secret words are, but then
they wouldn't be a secret any more, would they?

We knew a guy who had an exotic bird that he kept around
the house to keep him company. The idea was that the
bird, named Cap'n Bill, would sing, chirp and maybe even
learn a few cute phrases. At first, that's exactly what happened, and we were all really pleased with the little guy.
But before long, the feathered beast began picking up on
some of the unsavory language that sometimes found its
way into our conversat ions. Even worse, it had an annoying
fondness fo r imitating the sound of the phone ringing,
\vhich ir did so well we \vould all invariably get up ro
answer the bird three or four times a day. Needless to say,
Cap'n Bill is no longer with us.

.
: We prefer Tweety. T hat's right. Tweety, the computerized

: bird companion. Tweety is a simple extension that randomly plays soothing bird sounds in the background while
you toil away at your Mac. You can easily add your own
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sounds (Popeye imitations, Polly-wan na-cracker, or whatever you wanr) using ResEdir. The end result is a programmable, cusromizable, invisible bird buddy rhar says and
does only whar you rell ir ro. Call us sexist pigs (because we
are), bur we're hoping Ted Lowery writes Honey, a companion program char simulates rhe noises of a compliant
wife or girlfriend.
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"All the best work is done the way
the ants do things-by tiny buJ
untiring and regular additions."
-Lafcadio Hearn

fter you've had your computer for a while, your
software needs change. Your hard disk has filled
up with documents; you're wasting time searching for your everyday tools; you wonder why
you ever believed that computers would save you time.
T hat is where utilities come in. Utilities are useful gems
that make computing easier. They fill a need the original
designers missed, and it usually has to do with overcoming
a system deficiency.
For instance, the Mac usually runs more than one program
at a time; Bully is a program that forces your Mac ro run
just one. Why would you want ro do that? Well, if you're
playing a game or recalculating large spreadsheets, you may
not want other programs grabbing processor time.

SMALL WONDERS

Desk accessories, o r DAs, are sm all programs that are
designed ro offer a small set of features. Before System 7,
a program had ro be written as a desk accessory in order ro
be in rhe Apple Menu. But with System 7, desk accessories
are like any other program. They don't need ro be placed in
the Apple Menu- in fact, any program can be in the Apple
Menu under System 7. T hat's why desk accessories are a
dying breed.

~~
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You can add or remove DAs easily. Under System 6, use the
program Font/DA Mover that Apple ships with yow- Mac
(see your Macintosh manual for details). Under System 7,
just drag the DA into yow- Apple Menu Items folder.
Function Keys, better known as FKeys, are also small programs. Instead of residing under the Apple Menu, they're
kept in the System file. They are invoked by pressing three
keys: the Command key, the Shift key and a number key.
You can have a different FKey for each number on your
keyboard.

..
..
.
..
.
.

Every Mac that Apple ships has four FKeys installed,
enabling you to perform these functions:
• Eject an internal floppy disk (Command-Shift-1) .
• Eject an external floppy disk (Command-Shifr-2) .
• Capture the screen to a disk file (Command-Shift-3) .
• Print the current screen (Command-Shifr-4) .

! You can remove these FKeys, or add to them, using the
• program FKEY Master (reviewed later in this chapter).
• We've included it on the disks that accompany this book.

.
: All the programs reviewed in this chapter and throughout
the book are available in the Ventana Press Mac Shareware
.:• 500
Library on America Online. You'll find the Mac Share: ware Library in the Computing & Software section of
: America Online, or go there instantly by typing the key: word: Mac 500. To sign on ro America Online, you can
use your 10 free hours of online time and the starter disk
that come with this book, plus the Mac-compatible modem of your choice. For further instructions on how to join
America Online, or for more information about the Mac
Shareware 500 Library, please see Appendix B.

DESK ACCESSORIES

Since the release of System 7, defining exactly what is and
isn't a desk accessory has been a tricky busi ness. Previously,
DAs had some common identify-ing features: they usually
resided in the System Folder, were accessed under the

~:
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Apple Menu, were stored and distributed in suitcasesand, like fonts, they had to be moved and installed with
the Font/DA Mover. But System 7 turned all these concepts upside down. Now anything can be accessed under
the Apple Menu, not just DAs; and you don't use suitcases
to store and transfer DAs any more.
The only thing that's stayed the same about using DAs
under System 7 is the concept that they're "mini-applications." They should do just a few simple things, be easy to
access, and stay open and functioning while other, fullblown applications are running. So even though DAs aren't
exactly what they used to be, for the purposes of this chapter, we'll stick to the pre-System 7 definition.

ABC Calculator
Version: 1.0
Author: Guido von Rossum
Address: CWI, Dept. AA, Kruisloan 413
1098 SJ Amsterdam, the Netherlands
Internet: guido@cwi.nl, or
guido@mcvax.uucp, or
guido%cwi.nl@seismo
Price: Freeware
Rating:.._.._..._

Rating: • • •

ABC Calculator is a well-made little gem that lets you
enter highly complex equations using grouped sets of
parentheses and many other standard conventions of algebraic calculations. If you've ever longed to work through a
stickler of a math problem using Apple's calculator DA,
this program is for you. We entered the following equation
into ABC Calculator: ((8*9)+(5*5))*((1+5)*(6+3)) . It
instantly spat out 5238, which is the correct answer. As
another bonus, ABC Calculator carries out its calculations
to ludicrous degrees of accuracy (to 20 decimal places, for
instance). This is a great program for heavy Mac and math
users.

We can't figure out who's making these great clock DAs.
T hey're obviously the handiwork of a single individual (or
else an insidious "DA copycat artist"), as you can see from
their similarities. But if you have a huge screen and plenty
of room for a big, wacky-looking clock, check these out.
W ho wouldn't want an ostentatious timepiece with Homer
Simpson's mug plastered all over it?
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Figure 12-1: If you want apop-culture dock and calendar DA, there are alot of
shareware options for you to choose from.

Note: You might have noticed that your Mac doesn't always
keep perfect time. T hat's because the clock in your compurer runs from a small battery that keeps ru nning even
when the power is turned off. Unfortu nately, it's nor the
greatest battery in the world. So, many people's clocks
might lose a minute or two every few months. If your clock
DA seems to be off a few ticks, don't blame the shareware
autho r-every clock is synched to the Mac's internal battery. While this can be frustrati ng, there are alternatives.
SerC iock (reviewed in Chapter 7, "Communications &
Connectivity") dials the national nuclear clock and synchs
you r Mac to it. And reviewed in C hapter 11 , "System
Enhancements," are a few !nits and other gimmicks for
keeping your clock accurate.
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~ ASCII Chart ~""""'"--""""''
Version: 4.2
Author: Jon Wind
Address: 2347 Hillwood Dr.
Maplewood, MN 55119
CIS: 70167,3444
GEnie: JPWIND
AOL: JWIND

Price: $10
Rating: .._,..._.._
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Every once in a while, in the bazillion shareware programs
our there, you spot one that looks only average but turns
out to be a proverbial diamond in the rough. ASCII Chart
is just such a program.
On first glance, it looks like yet another replacement for
• Apple's KeyCaps DA, but that's just the tip of the iceberg.
It lets you copy any special character that ASCII Chart displays and paste it into the document you're working on.
You don't have to worry about which arcane key combinations to press to get rhe letter you want; you just copy and
paste.
Nor only does it fi ll all the standard requirements for a
character-locator DA {such as giving you the decimal and
hexadecimal value, plus a brief sample of the typeface in
different sizes and styles) but it also prints wonderful type
specimens of whatever font you've selected. You can enter
your own sample text and have ASCII Chart send samples
to your printer. We were pleasantly surprised with this sim: ple bur full-featured DA; and at $10, it's a bargain that's
: hard to march .

~ Cosio
Version: 1.1
Author: Ralph Muha
Address: 25A Kelly Rd.
Cambridge, MA 02139
Price: $5
Rating:.._.._.._.._

.
. There are close ro 453 trillion clock programs for the Mac.
.. Some are !nits, others are Control Panels (if that's the way
..
..
.

you like to keep time, check our C hapter 11 , "System
Enhancements"). But if you like to have a snazzy little DA
clock hanging around the Desktop, try Casio.

.
..
.
.

Figure 12-2: Cosio is an attractive, multifunction digital clock.
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T his multifunction digital clock appears in a small window
about the size of those wrist-engulfing Casio digital calculator watches. It displays the time in digital form, including
seconds and an AM/PM notice; or you can toggle it to a
military time display. The standard display also includes
the date. You can set Casio to count down from a userspecified deadline of up to 99 minutes or use it as an ordinary stopwatch. We have a feeling there are more neat, hidden features on chis DA, bur clicking in every conceivable
spot didn't make them apparent.

~ CMY
Version: 1.081
Author: Roy M.lovejDy Ill
Address: 524 Avenida Verde
San Marcos, CA 92069
CIS: 72447,1447
AOL: PtAdept
Price: $8
Rating:,._._,._

Version: 1.0
Author: Jim Leitch
Address: 61 Shaughnessy Blvd.
Willowdale, Ontario, Canada M2J 1J9
CIS: 70416,1532
Price: Freeware
Rating:••••

T his clever, handy little DA shows you the percenrage of
Cyan (C), Magenra (M) and Yellow (Y)-the standard colors used, along with black, by desktop publishers for fourcolor work-displayed on your Mac screen. If you wane a
particular color but can't seem to get the right mix, you can
mal(e a decem approximation by opening CMY and poinring with your mouse at the color you're trying to duplicate.
You get a readout of the percentages of the three colors
used to create the color you see on your screen.

If you're like us, you probably can't ever remember whether
it's 2.54 or 2.45 cenrimeters per inch. And while we
remember that O hm's Law has something to do with voles
and amps and all that, we can't remember how to figure
one out from the ocher. Convert It, of course, remembers
all that and much more. It's the ultimate conversion utility.
With Convert Ic, you can calculate and/or convert percentages, angles, area, length, temperature, weight, volume and
probably even some other stuff we're missing.
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Version: 1.4
Author: Roy M. Lovejoy Ill
Address: 524 Avenida Verde
San Marcos, CA 92069
CIS: 72447,1447
AO L: PtAdept
Price: $15
Rating: • • •

Version: 2.0B12
Author: Bruce Tomlin
Address: 15B01 Chose Hill Blvd., #1 09
San Antonio, TX 78256·1 037
GEnie: BTOMLIN
AOL: Blomlin
Price: $25
Rating: • • • •
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If you ever wanted to change your desktop pattern to
something that rhe folks at Apple never imagined, DeskPat
is for you. Ir lets you substitute the familiar (and sometimes
boring) patterns stored in your computer's General Control
Panel to one with more personality. The program runs
without a hitch under System 7; however, because of the
way System 6 handles desk accessories, you might experience trouble getting your desktop pattern ro return to irs
original state if you're using the older System. To get rid of
your wacky new desktop pattern, remove the DeskPat DA,
restart your computer and fiddle around with the old
Control Panel for a while, changing the number of colors
available and scrolling through the patterns.

This latest incarnation of DeskZap is a vast improvement
over older versions. DeskZap lets you get into the guts of
the files that reside on your Mac's hard drive without forcing you to learn a lot of fancy programming. A few of our
testers preferred it over ResEdit, Apple's resource editor.
: They found it had a friendlier, more helpful interface.

.. W ith DeskZap, you can alter certain attributes of each file
. on your Mac so they can be opened easily, for instance, by
a word processor different from the one that created them.
.. You
can also do lots of other great stuff: srrip or add line. feeds, mal(e files visible or invisible, lock or unlock files,
.. and even move, rename and create new files without enter. ing the Finder.
.. If none of this is of interest, you probably won't need to
. worry about using a program like DeskZap. Bur if you like
. to work an occasional bit of voodoo on your Mac files, and
you're nor wild about using ResEdit or hacking around in
.. other, more frightening places not meant for the mere mor.. ral users, then DeskZap is for you.
..
.
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~ Disklock
Version: 1.0
Author: Jeffrey S. Shulman
Address: P.O. Box 521
Ridgefield, CT 06877-0521
Rating:._._._._

Have you ever sent a floppy our into the big world of careless Mac users, wishing you could do something more to
protect it than toggle the Write-Protection tab? We have
too. Thankfully, DiskLock lets you lock a floppy so that it
can't be altered no m atter what you do to the WriteProtection tab. You just launch DiskLock, insert the floppy
you want to lock and cl ick "lock. " To unlock a floppy, you
click "unlock. " DiskLock claims to be able to lock any local
Mac hard drive, bur-even though it worked fine for floppies-we didn't have the guts to risk locking out our entire
hard drives. Call us chicken.

~lhenever you start playing around with o program that changes ofile's hidden

lV attributes (which is exactly what happens when you use oprogram like DeskZap
or Disklock), sometimes being chicken is o good ideo. One rule of thumb: make bockups first. Alittle caution goes o long way.

~ FotMouse3
Author: Ken Winograd
Address: 2039 Country Club Rd.
Manchester, NH 03102
Rating:'*-'*-'*-

Besides giving you a small window with the rime and dare,
FarMouse3 also gives you a small window that displays a
greatly enlarged view of whatever your mo use is pointing
to . It's great for inspecting birmapped drawings or fonts to
see how they're rendered, or for anything you need to rake
a closer look at.

~ FfashWrite II

T here are a lor of DAs out there for just jotting down a
note or rwo when you need a quick place to stick your
ideas. Bur none even comes close to Flash Write. Ir does
exactly what we want and no more; it's easy ro use and
performs elegantly in every way.

Version: 1.1
Author: Andrew Welch
Address: Ambrosia Software, Inc.
P.O. Box 23140
Rochester, NY 14692
AOL: AmbrosiaSW
CIS: 73424,1226
GEnie: Andrew.Welch
Internet: AmbrosiaSW@aol.com
Price: $10
Rating:._._._._._

We've chosen Flash Write as one of the best shareware selections in this book, and it's discussed in detail in Chapter 4,
"Making rl1e Most of the Best."
T his latest version is compatible with the processor cache
on the newer Quadras.

(~
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If you're a fan of H ewlett-Packard's HP-35 scientific calculator and you find the Mac's spartan version lacking, you
should definitely check our HP-35. It takes some fiddl ing
to get used to it, but HP-3 5 is a powerful, feature-packed
calculator that's likely to handle anything you throw its
way. The ReadMe documents that accompany this calculator DA aren't nearly as helpful as they ~ho uld be. But
because Krasovic gives HP-35 away, it's tough to complain .

Author: William J. Krosovic
Rating:.,_.._.,_

..
~ International Time &World Time
Rating:.,_.,_

~ MacAimanac_ _ __._~Rating: .,_.._.._

!
:
•
•
•
:
:
:
:

You might be wondering what the difference is betv,reen
World Time and International Time. Apparently that
depends on who's winding the clock. Both of these DAs
show the time in each of a few selected major cities around
the world. Also, International T ime seems to use a 24-hour
clock. We prefer World T ime, because it sits at the bottom
edge of the Finder, below any documents you might have
open under MultiFinder or System 7. Besides, in World
Time, Cupertino represents tl1e Pacific time zone .

..
..
If you're into sky-gazing, MacA.lmanac could prove to be a
.. valuable
addition to your stable of DAs. It lists the upcom.. ing celestial
by time and date. Yo u can check on
. moon phases,events
and sunset times, and when certain
. bright objects sunrise
like Venus are most visible. Unfortunately,
you can't scroll through its listings to check for a particular
event. It's possible to get around this by advancing the date
in the General Control Panel, but th is is a cumbersome
solution.

~ Message
Version: 3.0
Author: Steve Christensen
Rating:.,_.,_.,_

Message is a simple DA that displays any message you type
into it. The message appears as scrolling letters that look
like they're made from Broadway show lights or the news
ticker that rolls around the side of that building in New
York City's Times Square. This program is a great way to
leave someone a brief message if you have to be away from
your Mac for a while.
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Rating: • • •

This clock has no documentation or credits within the program itself. But who can resist Mickey on the Desktop
pointing out the correct time? We couldn't.

1.'-fte careful when you monkey around with your Mac's clock and calendar: you con
~create problems and inaccuracies by accidentally setting file dates in the future.
The results probably wouldn't be as disastrous as if you traveled back in time and met
yourself, but disrupting your Mac's space-time continuum can make life painful.

Version: 1.0
Rating: • • •

Another calculator DA, Mini Sci Calc has a few features
that set it apart from the HP-35. It calculates all kinds of
sine, cosine, tangent and nutty other functions. If it's tons
of features you want in a calculator, we'll gladly admit this
one has more than we could easily figure ouc. (Even though
it looks like Mr. Spack's rricorder, we bet it can't pick up a
Klingon life form at 100 yards.)

Figure 12-3: Mini Sci Calc isa full-featured scientific calculator for
your Macintosh.
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~ miniWRITER
Version: 1.73
Author: David Dunham
Address: Maitreya Design
P.O. Box 1480
Goleta, CA 93116
Price: $12
Rating:+-+-+-+-
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This is a fine little DA for doing quickie word processing.
You can save files, search for specific words and even print.
If all you want is a DA that lets you write @es, save them
and print them, you may want to consider miniWRITER.
But with an alternative like FlashWrite II available, this
may not be your best choice.
This latest version is compatible with the processor cache
on the newer Quadras.

This DA is about as simple and sweet as they get. You
launch the DA, select a text file from the Open dialog box,
and Multi Word Counter displays the number of words,
sentences, characters, paragraphs and average words per
paragraph for that file. It's quick and it works smoothly.
And if you do a lot of word or paragraph counting, it is
easier than entering a word processor and using its slower,
more complex word-counting utility.

Author: Andrew E. Page
Address: P.O. Box C
Bedford, MA 01730
CIS: 75206,2025
GEnie: A.PAGE
Price: $5
Rating:+-+-+-

..
Version: 1.4.1
Author: Alexander S. Colwell
Address: 520 Ave. B, #4
Redondo Beach, CA 90277
Price: $20
Rating:

+-+-••

;
:
:
;

Picking the best desk accessory "scribble pad" was difficult.
NotePad++, FlashWrite II and miniWRITER are all great
programs, and any one of them will probably serve your
needs admirably. NotePad++, though, has some fancy
~ bonus features: a ruler with margin controls, a time stamp
; and even the ability to type in colored text. All this is great,
: almost elevating NotePad++ to a miniature Microsoft
• Word or MacWrite. But that means it's also moved far
away from its simple mission- to enhance Apple's original
NotePad DA. Colwell's NotePad is a little too complex for
the kind of quick notations and scribbles that most people
use a DA like this for. NotePad will undoubtedly do just
about anything you need it to, but it may also do a lot
more than you need.

.

The latest version of the program is available in Japanese
and simplified Chinese versions (1.4.1J and 1.4.1JSC,
respectively). You can download these versions from AOL
and use them with Apple's WorldScript for a Chinese- or
Japanese-language word processor.
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Version: 1.41
Author: Jim Mahoney
Address: P.O. Box 347
Marlboro, VT 05344
CIS: 72427,2147
Price: Freeware/$17 for manual
Rating: • • • • •

U nlike most other calculator DAs, NumberCrunch presents a worksheet. You can enter fo rmulas and equations
here in standard math format. For instance, rype "12- 8"
on a line and when you press return it answers with a "4."
The results of the previous calculations are always available
in the scrolling display.
To use constants, you define them in rhe "objects" list,
which is kind of like a notebook for storing equations. For
instance, we entered the speed oflight as "c = 3 * 10" 10,"
which it entered into the notebook. We also entered "f(x) =
7t * x"2," your basic area-of-a-circle equation. Then, when
you ask for "f(5)," it calculates the area of a circle with a
radius of 5 and tells you the answer. It keeps these settings
around between uses, so if you enter the speed of light
today, it'll know what it is tomorrow.
Overall, this is the most useful and impressive calculator
DA we've seen. Its text parser is much easier to use than the
restrictive imitation of a desktop calculator. If you're like
us, you'll find yourself using this DA every day.
~0

NumberCrun ch
(0 .684,
0 .571)

y • lsln(x)
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Figure 12-4: Number(runch is the best calculator DA around. It does it all!

Author: Rome Dome
Price: Freeware
Rating:.,_._.,_

If you do any telecommunicating at all, you should try the
Smilie Face Dictionary, a DA that displays a text file showing all the variations (there are literally scores of them) of
smilie faces that people use in conversations and letters
online. Users of online services rype punctuation marks like
:-) to create a grinning face (tilt your head 90 degrees to the
lefr to get a more obvious pictu re of the face). The punctuation smilie faces range from the mundane "wink" ;-) to
the obscure and nearly useless "glasses on forehead" 8:-) .
T his DA will no doubt add quite a few new faces to yo ur

(~
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online vocabulary. We found the Smilie Face Dictionary on
America Online, with "Rome Dome" listed as its creator;
bur that's all the information we could find.

Version: 7.01
Author: "Dr. Pete" Corless
Address: CIS: 76703,1027
AppleUnk: X0542
AOL: BillS MYC
Price: Freeware
Rating:+-+-+-

This application displays minor explanations for the scores
of System error messages we've all come to know and love.
Everyone knows how frustrating it can be to watch our
Mac crash, while displaying "System Error ID-8150."
That's not roo helpful; bur with this application, you can
look up the ID number and see what it means. This program can help you trouble-shoot your Mac when you keep
getting unusual and inexplicable error messages. Granted,
some of the "explanations" are at least as cryptic to the
average user: "33 - ZcbFree has gone negative." But most
explanations malce sense and might even lead ro solving a
few problems now and again.
This new version of System Errors is based on DOCMaker
and hence is no longer a DA (which the last version was, in
case you're confused).

Version: 1.7.4
Author: John Mancino
Address: Decision Maker's Software, Inc.
1910 Joslyn Pl.
Boulder, CO 80304
CIS: 70337,2143
AppleUnk: 00391
AOL: JGCMan
Price: Ecoware (do something positive for the
environment)
Rating: t~t--(1.+-t~t-+-

TattleTale is, in a word, incredible. It's a diagnostic aid that
can be used to produce data on nearly every aspect of a
• Mac. Just launch the TattleTale DA and choose one of the
following categories from a pull-down menu: CPU,
Volumes and Drives, Monitors, NuBus, ADB ports, Serial
ports, System Soft\vare, Fonts, Drivers, System Configuration, System Files, Open Files or Active Processes.
• Machine = Mao ll si

• Processor Attributes: :
0

CPU ~

0 FPU

t"C68030

=MC68882

<> t-1'1U =Built- In
• Memory Related AHribu tes :

0 RAM Sl::e = 5..,242,800 Bytes

<> lo-vRAMMemory Size= 8,192 By tH
<> Vir tual MemortJ Is ln. Use = No
+ l09ical Paqe Sizt = 32,768 Bytf's
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o System HPap Free Spac e = 13,252 Bytes

•
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Figure 12-5: TattleTale produces detailed reports about your Mac~ configuration.
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After it finishes checking out your system, TattleTale then
produces a comprehensive report analyzing all rhe gory
details of your Mac and how it's set up and maintained.
If you want to find out something specific about the
innards of your machine, reach for TattleTale. You can also
print out the lists of technical information that TattleTale
generates, or compile them into a text file. And if all that
isn't enough, there's even a super online Help file included
with this DA. We highly recommend TattleTale.

Version: 1.1
Rating: • • •

Again, we could find no documentation for this elegant
clock, bur it's our favorite. With its classic, easy-to-read
look, Time shrinks to the size of a dime when you click on
the shrink box in its corner. Plus it has a great bonus: you
can set an alarm that sounds the System beep you choose
and then opens a dialog box with your preset message displayed inside, regardless of what application you're using.
It's slick and simple. It runs like a clock. What more would
you want?
f:~~~~~~:~:lt~:~~~~~~:~~~~;:~:~:lt:lt::::l!:tt:l:lt::t:: :::t:::::::mHmm:m::)n~1
;-·Current Time Settings:..·-~-·-·········-...
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'······-·- ····-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·---·-·-·-·-·-·--·~:~.-·-·-·-·--· ...1
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Figure 12-6: Time features on alarm that alerts you with aSystem beep.
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Function keys (FKeys) are tiny programs that run whenever a certain key combination is pressed, whether your
keyboard has a row of special-use function keys or not. To
use a function key, press Shift, Command and a number
key in the combination specific to the function you want
to perform. For example, function keys that eject disks,
print the screen or save a copy of the screen to disk are
already included in the System. See your owner's manual
for details.
To add function keys to your System, use ResEdit or FKEY
Master (recommended for readers who aren't familiar with
ResEdit; see review in this chapter).

Version: 2.02
Author: Loftus E. "Lofty" Becker, Jr.
Address: 41 Whitney St.
Hartford, a061 05
CIS: 70206,67
GEnie: LOFTY
Applelink: 00529
Price: $10
Rating:•••

Version: 2.05
Author: Loftus E. "Lofty" Becker, Jr.
Address: 41 Whitney St.
Hartford, a 061 OS
CIS: 70206,67
GEnie: LO FlY
Applelink: 00529
Price: $5
Rating:.._.._.._.._.._

DAKey offers an easier way to reconfigure your monitor.
For example, if you keep an assortment of desk accessories
around but not loaded into your System file, you can easily
run any of them by invoking this function key and selecting the suitcase file you want. For people who use a wide
: variety of DAs often and prefer using the keyboard to the
1 mouse, this FKey is most helpful.

..
.. Another function key, DepthKey (reviewed in this chapter),
.. and an Init, PixelFlipper (reviewed in Chapter 11), give you
.. roughly similar capabilities. Because of their differences, you
.. should try them out to see which is your favorite .
..
.. If you find it a pain to always have to keep track of what
.. day (or month or year) it is, then you'll love DateKey. This
function key automatically types the date or time for you,
. and
.. you can even customize the format in which the date is
typed. It sounds silly, but we can't ever remember the date,
.. and even if we could, it's still a big pain to type it in, and
.. even then, you could mis-type it.
.. DateKey makes such hassles a thing of the past. We've cho.. sen DateKey as one of the best shareware selections in this
.. book, and it's discussed in detail in Chapter 4, "Making the
. Most of the Best."
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Version: 2.0
Author: Tom Thompson
Address: Overpriced Software
P.O. Box 202, Peterborough, NH 03458
AOL: Cthulu
AppleUnk: T.THOMPSOM
GEnie: TTHOMPSON
Prite: $5
Rating: -t~t--tlt--ft.-tlt-

This program is a screen-depth changer, a category that
may take a little explaining for folks using black-and-white
monitors. If you're running a color or grayscale display, the
monitor's Control Panel lets you switch between the number of colors your system uses-from two (black and
white) up to 256 (what's known as 8-bit color) or even
higher if your machine supports it. But using this Control
Panel can be slow. If you use it once, you're going to use it
again-to switch back-and probably again and again.
Graphic designers may want to work in black and white,
which is faster, but switch to color to see the final product.
DepthKey, like Switch-A-Roo (reviewed later in this chapter), changes the number of colors running on your monitor, but there are a few interface differences between the
two. Unlike its marsupial cousin, DepthKey's primary
function is to inform you how many colors are being displayed. T his is important for folks with 16-bit or 24-bit
color, which are difficult to tell apart. When you press the
function key, a window displays the color depth. This window disappears after a few seconds, or when you click elsewhere. If you click on the window itself, a popup menu lets
you choose a monitor depth, in either color or grayscale.

Author: Adam Stein
Address: 126 Colvert Ave. E
Edison, NJ 08820
Rating: -ft.-tit--tit-

While Apple has provided means for dealing with fonts
and desk accessories, they have never addressed the issue of
using function keys, or FKeys. Since there's no Applebrand installer, most people don't use them, or indeed even
know about them. Those brave souls who do use FKeys
must resort to the oft-dreaded ResEdit. Unless they have
FKEY Master.
FKEY Master tames tl1e monster of function keys. It presents a clear graphic representation of your function keys:
in its window, 10 "slots" represent each of the function
keys that can normally be activated. (You activate an FKey
by pressing the Command key, the Shift key and a number
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key simultaneously; therefore, you can have only 10 function keys at a time.) To add a function key to a slot , you
dick on that slot. FKEY Master also keeps a clipboard, so
you can cue an FKey from one sloe and paste it into another if you wish.
~

FKEY Most er - Unregist e r e d Copy ~

FKEY Master

CHpboud PKEY:

by Adam Stein

Nothll1( in Clipboud

/n.<.'JJ1e/y Great Softvare
YourPK8Ys:

0:
1:

2:
3: Apple Scre<n Shot PKEY
4:

5:
6:
7 : Depth!Cey 1.4
B:

9: Svit:h-A-Roo

Figure 12-7: To add on FKey, just click on aslot.
T he first four FKeys are reserved by Apple for its built-in
FKeys, which eject the internal and external floppy disk
drives, cake a picture of the screen or print the screen. You
can add any FKey of your choice to one of the remaining
slots.

e found that, if you use the "Save changes" item from the File menu and then
click on an FKey slot, FKEY Master will crash. This happened consistently under
System 7. To avoid this bomb, make sure you save the changes only just before you
quit. The author has been notified, and a fix should be available on America Online
by the time you read this.
One odd thing about FKEY Master: it lees you assign your
own FKeys to the Apple-reserved slots. This should be
done with caution, for if you replace the disk-ejector with
DateKey, for instance, you may find yourself with no
recourse for ejecting a stuck disk.
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~ Quote FKEY
Author: Mike Gleason
Address: 5705 Nll7th Plaza
Omaha, NE 68164
Internet: cosc006@unlcdc2
Price: Free
Rating: • • • • •

Another must-have for pioneers out in Net-land. This
function key rakes text on rhe Clipboard and puts it into
the standard quote format, which looks like this:
> Q uote FKey will indent each line and add a greater than
> character (>) to the front. This is the standard format for
> quoting another person's message.
> This FKey wiJI also trim the lines of the message so they
> fi t within the usual SO-character limit.

This FKey is simple and intuitive, and it fills a dire need.
Definitely a five-star effort from Mike Gleason.

~ rot13
Author: Fernando Borcel.
Address:
Internet: borcelf@jacobs.cs.orst.edu
Price: Free
Rating:.._._._.._

For surfers of the Internet, this FKey provides a valuable
service. You see, there's an Internet custom that dictates the
proper way to flame (that is, to dis, to rag on, to urcerly
annihilate verbally) . "When you feel you must do this, and
especially if you're using foul language, you must encrypt
your message in a format known as "rot13."
Rotl3 is nothing more than lerrer-S\vitching. Every letter is
replaced with the letter exactly 13 lercers away in the alphabet. Rotl3 (the FKey) does this conversion for you. Just
copy text to rhe Clipboard, hit the FKey, and paste it back.
Presto! And to switch back, you just repeat the process.

Version: 1.6
Author: Bill Steinberg
Address: CIS: 76703,1027
Applelink: X0542
GEnie: BILLS
Price: Freeware
Rating: ._.._.._._

T his FKey switches between two predetermined color settings.
T he first time you run it, ir presents a dialog box that asks you
ro specifY the two settings. (I chose the two options I need
most: black and white and 256 colors.) If you want to change,
it's easy: just hold down the Control key when you invoke rhe
FKey. A dialog box pops up, allowing you to change any of
the settings for the monitor. We've used this FKey for quite
some time without any problems. Bur now we've switched to
DepthKey (reviewed earlier in this chapter).
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Figure 12-8: Switch-A-Roo lets you toggle yourmonitor between two
predetermined color settings.

UTILITIES

Version: 1.6.1
Author: Mark Adams
Address: Maverick Software
11215 Research Blvd., #2036
Austin, TX 787 59
AOL: MarkAJB
AppleUnk: Maverick.Sft
Price: $15
Rating:'*-'*-'*-

By definition, a urility is supposed to be useful-a program
that does something that helps you manage your Mac. In
this chapter, we've included a wide range of utility programs, bur they all h ave one thing in common- they're
utilitarian. Enjoy.

AppDisk is a utility that lets you use part of your RAM as a
• fast disk drive. While it's 32-bit clean (it can make full use
of 32-bit addressing) , it requires System 7 to function.
W ith a RAM disk, you can save your work to a portion of
your Mac's RAM, rather than constantly reading from and
writing to your hard drive. This makes for a much faster
way to work if you're performing read/write-intensive tasks.
You set the amount of RAM ro be allocated to AppDisk by
choosing Get Info from the File menu. In rhe lower right
corner of this box, you can edit rhe allocated memory by
typing whatever amount you wish in the box marked
C urrent Size. Once you've set the size, simply launch
AppDisk and your RAM d isk is ready to use.
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An AppDisk icon will appear on the Desktop, just as if it
were a mounted drive. To exit the RAM disk, just quit th e
application or drag the icon to the trash. Be sure to save
your work before you quit the application, though, or your
changes will be lost. Luckily, you can configure AppDisk to
save your work whenever you quit, or you can ask it to save
your work every 30 minutes, 10 minutes or however often
you'd like.
AppDisk has problems working correctly with System 7's
Fi le Sharing. If you have File Sharing turned on, you can
nor quit the AppDisk, because the System leaves AppleShare files open on the AppDisk (even if the disk isn't
being shared!). From bug reports we've seen of other programs, we're inclined to bel ieve this is a bug in the way
Apple's File Sharing works, and AppDisk is probably not
the culprit.

~ Applicon
Version: 2.3
Author: Rick Holzgrafe
Address: Semi(olon Sohware, P.O. Box 371
Cupertino, CA 95015-0371
AppleUnk: HOllGRAFEI
Email: rmh@apple.com
Price: Freewore
Rating:.,_._._

For each application you have running under System 7,
Applicon puts up a "tile" (a small square window) displaying that app.lication's icon and name. If you click on a tile,
the corresponding application comes to the from. (This
resembles the NeXT computer, which features tiles on its
D esktop.) Some people find Applicon helpful because it
keeps them info rmed of what applications are open at aJI
times, without having to run up to rhe Application menu.
Also, it's quicker and easier to click on an Applicon tile
than it is to click and drag through the Application menu.
O ption-clicking hides the previous application as the new
one comes forward. If, heaven forbid, Applicon's tiles are
hidden behind other windows, moving the mouse to a "hot
spot" in a corner of the main screen brings them for.vard.
How's that for quick and easy, nice and simple?
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Figure 12-9: Applicon lets you switch from one open application to another by
clicking on tiles that youkeep on the Desktop for easy access.
This latest version of Applicon supports color icons; bur if
you've installed and used previous versions of this program,
you have to throw them in the trash and delete them
before the new color icons become available. Even then,
that's not enough. You have to restart your Mac and
rebuild the Desktop. (You do this by holding down the
Optio n and Command keys right after your lnits finish
loading at startup.) Careful, though: pulling this trick will
erase any comments you have in the Get Info boxes (but
does anyone really use those things?).

Bully
Author: Apple Computer
Price: Freeware
Rating:•••••

When you drop a file or program onto the Bully, it forces
the Finder to quit and run only the selected program. This
is great if you're using System 7 on a Mac without lots of
memory, or if you want to be rid of the Finder's desktop
for some reason. (Ir's also great for playing gam es without
interference.)
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Version: 1.01
Author: James W. Walker
Address: 3200 Heyward St.
Columbia, SC 29205
AOL: JWWalker
Price: $5
Rating:••••

Two commercial programs are battling it out for dominance in the suitcase management category: Suitcase and
Master Juggler. Both have their srrengrhs and weaknesses.
Then there's Carpetbagger, a shareware entry into the field
with a big plus: it costs five bucks.
Carpetbagger lets you specifY files to open when you start
up your machine. These files can contain fonts, desk accessories or function keys. This way, you don't need to load up
your System file with every unnecessary font in the world;
just create suitcases with sets of the fonts you'll be using,
then load or unload them with Carpetbagger. Although the
interface ain't prerty, it works well. It does not handle ID
number conflicts, which can really get you into trouble: if
you load two files with fonts that have the same ID, there
will be a rather ugly crash. The author of this program recommends avoiding DAs for the same reason: even fewer
IDs are available for DAs, making them more prone to this
kind of problem.
On a day-to-day basis, the biggest fault we found with
Carpetbagger was that you need to reboot if you specifY a
new file to be added. The commercial competitors don't
require this; but, hey, they cost at least 10 times more.

Version: 1.0
Authors: Geoff Adams &Stephen Krauth
Address: 21408 Ridgecroft Dr.
Brookeville, MD 20833
Internet: gadams@bessel.umd.edu
Price: Pay what youwish
Rating: • • • •

As its name suggests, this utility lets you replace the pattern
of your Mac's Desktop with some that the authors have
created. It works very simply: you just launch the utility,
scroll through the textures until you see one you like, and
then click on the "Install" button. To change your D esktop
back, go to the General Control Panel and choose one of
the standard patterns. We like this utility because it's simple and the patterns are well designed. Here's hoping the
shareware authors who created it continue to release future
versions and volumes of patterns that live up to the same
level of quality.
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Version: 3.3
Author: John Norstad
Address: Academic Computing
Northwestern Univ., 2129 Sheridan Rd.
Evanston, IL 60208
Price: Freeware
Rating:+-+-+-+-+-

Author: Ricardo Batista
Price: Freeware
Rating: +-+-+-+-

Version: 2.0bl
Authors: Leonard Rosenthal &
Stephen Somogyi
Price: Freeware
Rating: +-+-+-+-+-

~
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Disinfectant is the best shareware antiviral program for
your Mac. It checks your Mac for viruses, eradicates them
and repairs the infected programs. You can also choose to
have Disinfectant install a protective lnit that will remain
ever watchful for new viruses.
We've chosen Disinfectant as one of the best shareware
selections in this book, and it's discussed in derail in
Chapter 4, "Making the Most of the Best. "

Back when the Macintosh was underpowered, the MacGnomes who designed it made a decision about the windows: when you moved a window, you would see only a
gray border move; when you finished the move, the window itself would also move. It was the right idea for the
time; the older Macs couldn't handle the processing
required to move the full window. But today we've got
cycles to burn on these machines-and we've got D ragWindow Init. It's great to be able to drag the entire window, not just the oudine. Although it requires a chunk of
memory to do this (especially if you're using lots of colors),
it's a neat effect, making your Mac look more like a NeXT
computer. For us, we just think it's cool.

This System 7 -specific utility may well be the handiest
thing on your Desktop. That's why we've listed it in this
chapter. When you drag a file or folder onto Drop-Info,
a dialog box opens, displaying the attributes of whatever
was dropped. You can change the file type or creator, set
• the bundle bit, lock or unlock the file and so on.
It's quick, easy and painless. Highly recommended.
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Version: 1.8
Author: Lorry Harris
Address:
AOL: LHorris

l,rice: $15
l{ating:-1/!--1/!-.._-1/!--1/!-

FileBuddy is a drag-and-drop that gives you file info. Let
me rephrase that: FileBuddy is the mother of all drag-anddrops. And even this is a bit of an understatement. FileBuddy's window lists every possible file attribute, each of
which is editable. You can change a file's type or creator, or the
date it was created or modified, or its color or icon, or more.
When you malce changes to a file's type or creator, FileBuddy remembers the changes you made, and next time
you can use a popup menu to make the same changes. This
feature alone is worth $ 15.
Plus, it has a host of other helpful features: it can search for
aliases that don't have a source file, thereby cleaning up
your hard disk; or it can malce mini-apps that you can use
as special-purpose drag-and-drop applications.
We use FileBuddy on a daily basis. We can't recommend it
highly enough. Plus, the author is easy to reach online.
When we suggested a feature, he added it the very next day.
Cooll

·~ Flos~-lt

Version: 3.0.2
Author: Nobu loge
Address: P.O. Box7114
Menlo Pork, CA 94206
CIS: 76334,650
GEnie: N.TOGE
Price: $15

Rating: • • • •

While the Mac comes with a standard screen-capture utility-Function Key 3- it's not as useful as it could be. What
if you need to capture just the top window or a series of
windows to the C lipboard? Flash-It gives you these capabilities and more. You can save the screen as a PICT file, or
save it to the Clipboard. You can set the key combination
for any of these. The interface is fairly geeky-you'U have
to play around with it to figure it out. But the thing is so
darn useful it's hard to complain, especially since you need
to set it up only once. We used it to capture dozens of draft
illustratio ns for this book and it performed like a champ.
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Version: 0.90
Author: ScoH Silverman
Address: CRA ZSoftware
P.O. Box 6379
Haverhill, MA 01831
CIS: 74007,2303
Applelink: CRA.Z
Price: Freeware
Rating:._._..._

Price: Freeware
Rating:..__..._

NoRn~er

Author: Ricardo Batista
Price: Freeware
Rating: .._..__..._.._

~
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KopyKat is a unique !nit that modifies the Edit menu in
every application so it can access three clipboards instead of
just one. This can be handy if you need to swap more than
one rhing from application to application, or if you like to
keep some information handy on the Clipboard. To use it,
access the Edit menu as you normally would with the
mouse. When you go to the Cut, Copy or Paste command,
a hierarchical menu pops up asking which clipboard to use.
T he only drawback is that you can't use the multiple clipboard from the keyboard; you must use the mouse. Otherwise, the old single clipboard is used.

This drag-and-drop utility locks whatever file or folder you
drop onto it. It's the same as zipping up to the File menu
and selecting Get Info, then checking the lock burton; only
it's much, much faster. You can lock or unlock groups of
things with this program as well. It's similar to Drop-Info,
but serves more special purposes. We prefer the generality
of Drop-Info, bur Locklt!'s ability to change a group of files
at once makes it somewhat more useful.

If you come to the Mac from the world of large Unix computers, you'll be used to programs called processes (currently running programs). NoFinder is a program that displays
all the processes on the Macintosh. If you want to quit an
application, or launch a new one, you can do so from the
menu bar. You can even quit the Finder, which will save
memory. You can use NoFinder as a sort of Finder substitute, launching and quitting programs without the
Desktop. You can also quit things that run behind the
scenes, like the File Sharing Extension; quitting this without its knowledge will crash your system. So, use NoFinder
with prudence.
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f~ ScoH's Minigrindors
Author: Scott Anguish
Address: Voice phone: 519-886-0885
Fax: 519-886-3673
AOL: Anguish1
CIS: 73247,443
Rating: -(,.-(,.-(,.-(,.

Scott's Minigrinders is a nutty little System 7 utility that
you activate by dropping a file onto it. It works like this:
you need to alter or perform some simple or repetitive
action to a file. You could launch a program, open the file,
perform the action, close the file and quit the program-or
with Minigrinders you could just drag the file onto the
icon of the program that alters that file. Dragging and
dropping is a much simpler way to deal with repetitive
functions, like converting files from one format to another.
These Minigrinders are amazingly handy to use. Our
favorite Scott Anguish Minigrinder is CleanDelete.
CleanDelete erases any file you drop on it. It works like the
trash can, except you get no second chance. And you can
set it to completely erase and write over the file, so a program like Norton Utilities's Undelete will not be able to
recover it. This is great for, as they say, "confidential or government work"; but we also like it for totally erasing all the
stupid, embarrassing stuff we pur on our hard drives from
time to time.

~· SCSIProtio
Version: 3.4
Author: Robert Polic
Address:
AOL: Polic
AppleUnk: Polic
Price: Freeware
Rating:"*""*""*""*""*"

SCSIProbe is a Control Panel, and it could easily go in
Chapter 11, "System Enhancements," bur we find it so
useful that it demands to be categorized as a utility. You
can use it as a mini-application activated from the Desktop, rather than through the Control Panel's folder, which
is useful if you're constantly tinkering with hard drives.
One of the most frustrating aspects of working with Macs
is trying to get all your SCSI (Small Computer Standard
Interface) devices working correctly. Since each SC SI
device-hard drive, scanner, removable, etc.- has to be
assigned a unique SCSI ID number, it can be tough to
keep track of what device has which number. Bur with
SCSIProbe, you can get quick access to lots of viral information on any device attached via an SCSI cable to your
Macintosh.
Bur perhaps more important is that using SCSIProbe you
can mount hard drives (or activate other SCSI devices) that

~
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otherwise might not be accessible. It also comes with an
Init you can install that will automatically use SCSIProbe
to mount any attached volumes during startup.

There are a few other nice features that you can find documented in SCSIProbe's ReadMe documents. Luckily, Polic
continues to faithfully update and service this fine program. If you have trouble with the dark witchcraft of SCSI,
seek out this program. You'll find it indispensable.

~ Sn~2Sy_
sB_
eep!-_
Price: Freeware
Rating:.._.._.._.._

__..._ _,

This drag-and-drop program converts old SoundMasterstyle sounds into the new format used by System 7. You
simply drag the sound on top of the Snd2SysBeep key on
your Desktop; after a moment, a System 7 sound file pops
up. You then drag this into the System, and it's ready to
use. It's great for converting all those old sound files into
a useful format.

~
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~ Stufflt lite

Version: 3.0.7
Authors: AladdinSystems & Raymond Lou
Address: 165 Westridge Dr.
Watsonville, CA 95076
AOL: Aladdin
CIS: 75300,1666
GEnie: ALADDINSYS
Price: $25
Rating: • • • • •

.:· :..

If you've ever senr a file over a modem, you no doubt know
about file-compression software. Stufflt, the immensely
popular file-compression program, reduces the size of your
fi les so they rake less transfer time when being senr over a
modem, and it allows you to compress files to free u p extra
storage space on your hard drive. While there are other fine
shareware compression programs out there, including
Compactor/Compact Pro (which has gone by both names
at separate rimes), we're selfishly reviewing only Stufflt in
this book because we think everyone should use the same
compression program so that file decompression is easy and
flawless. Since Srufflt is our pick as the best program, we're
recommend ing ir over any others.
We've chosen Sruffi r Lite-rhe latest version of the popular
Srufflr program-as o ne of the best shareware selections in
this book. It's d iscussed in detail in Chapter 4, "Making the
Most of the Best."

...... ~ .....

I) Mac user whose eyesight was failing askedan online forum if there was any way
to make the tiny Moe cursor any larger. The forum know-it-oils said no. But Andy
Hertfield, who wrote most of the Moe's behind-the-scenes software, knew better. So he
wrote the function key Big Cursor, which changes the cursor from its usual small size
to a larger 32 x 32 pixels.
Unfortunately, Andy doesn't work for Apple anymore, and hissuper-useful function
key doesn't work either. Specifically, it makes the cursor bigger, but when you move it
post the confines of a small Moe's 9-inch screen it dies. Hard. It ate one of our hard
disks olive. So stay away from this one unless you use on older version of the System
and a compact Moe-or unless you discover that it's been updated recently.
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~ ~stem Picker
Version: I.Ob 11
Author: Kevin Aitken
Address: 20990 Volley Green Dr., #635
Cupertino, CA 95014
AppleUnk: AITKEN.K
AOL: HartAitken
Price: Freeware

Rating:.,_.,_.,_

By !erring you choose the folder that will be the active System
Folder when you restart, System Picker lets you switch back
• and forth from System 6 to System 7 relatively easily. T his
• can be as easy as selecting a System Folder from System
• Picker's popup menu and clicking the Restart burton.

..
.
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.
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.

~ nme Drive
Version: 1.3
Author: Roger Boles
Address: La Oe, ltd.
19552 SW 90th Ct.
Tualatin, OR 97062
Price: Freeware

Rating:.,_.,_.,_.,_
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Figure 12-11: Use the System Picker utility to designate the active System Folder
after restart.

If you've ever longed to know how your hard drive stacks
up against your friends' and co-workers', get your hands on
a copy of Time Drive. It actually has som e serious uses
besides just figuring our whose drive is faster. You can accurately rest your hard drive to determine the latency {the
rime it rakes for data on the drive to rotate under the
read/write heads), seek times (how long it rakes to search
for a particular piece of information) and data transfer
speeds (how quickly d ata is shuttled from your drive to the
processor in your Mac) . All of these variables play a large
role in how fast your hard drive is, and therefore in how
fast your M ac is and how productive you are.
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The La Cie company in Oregon produced this program
and released it as shareware. Considering La Cie's reputation as a maker of reliable drives that exceed most industry
standards, it's easy to see why this program is as good as it is.

~

Trash Ch_u~
te _______.....

Version: 2.0
Author: Melissa Rogers
!,rice: Freeware
Rating:<f/1.-1/J-.,_

~ VM-Eject
Version: 2.0
Author: PB Computing
Price: Freeware
Rating:•••

Trash Chute is a System 7 utiliry that alters the behavior of
the trash can in System 7. Since the trash can no longer
automatically empties when you run an application or shut
down under System 7, it's easy to forget about files you've
thrown in the rrash but have neglected to delete. If you
prefer that the trash be emptied automatically (as it was in
System 6), add the Trash Chute program to the Startup
Items Folder in your System Folder. Your trash can will
automatically empty when you restart your Macintosh.

This utiliry is useful only if you have a removable hard
drive system like a Syquest or Bernoulli, or if you have an
optical cartridge drive and want to use that drive along
with System 7's Virtual Memory feature as the storage
location for your Virtual Memory swapfile--the file set
aside on your hard drive that virtual memory uses to swap
information between real RAM memory and virtual RAM
memory on the disk drive. (The Virtual Memory feature
under System 7 uses hard drive space as a substitute for
RAM.) Running this utiliry lets you modify your Memory
Control Panel to allow Virtual Memory to work on your
removable drive. To those who don't use an ejectable drive
with Virtual Memory, it may seem useless; but it's a cool
trick and downright handy for those who do.
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~ UnZip
Version: 1.1 0
Author: Mike O'Connor
Address: CIS: 76004,1447
Price: Freeware
Rating:.._.._.._
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If you've used a Mac in a shop wirh a lor of PCs, you
already know rhe nightmare of trying to translate all those
goofy files with extensions like .PCX, .GIF, .PDQ or
."XYZ"#&! But one extension we encounter much more
often than we'd like is .ZIP, made by the infamo us PC
compression utility, PKZIP. T here's nothing worse rhan
downloading a fi le you need, knowing it's in a PC format
you can work with, and then finding our it has been
"zipped," or compressed using PKZIP.
Well, UnZip solves that problem by letting you "unzip" or
decompress PKZIP files right o n your Macintosh Desktop.
It works like Stufflt or most other compression programs,
only the interface is a little uglier and harder to get used to.
Alas, UnZip provides no easy way to chose a single file to
unzip from among several zipped files in an archive, and
it won't allow you to zip files. But it's free, so who's complaining?
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ith the advent of the PowerBook, the Mac
universe changed. No longer chained to
desks, Mac users became nomads, dispersing
in all directions. Got a letter to type? Do it at
the beach. Need to chart some numbers? Do it by the pool.

We live and die by our Power Books. Much of this book
was written on two of the cheapest Power Books- a
PowerBook 100 and a PowerBook 145B. From logging
onto America Online to checking the morning's mail over
break fast, to lulling oneself to sleep with a nice game of
Terris in bed, the PowerBook is the enabler for every M acgeek's fantasy lifestyle.
Good as they are, PowerBooks aren't perfect. From barrery
life to screen-saving, there's always something that Apple
forgot. Luckily, shareware authors never forger. We looked
at PowerBook shareware until our eyes bled. Trust us, what
follows is the definitive PowerBook shareware collection. If
you have a PowerBook, make sure you've tried this shareware. And if you don't have one, you might start thinking
about getting one.
Bur then again, you might want to consider Apple's latest
technical gizmo.
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THE NEWTON MESSAGEPAD

You may not know it yet, but paper is now a thing of the
past. Thanks to the Newton MessagePad, Apple's first
Personal Digital Assistant, all those tiny scraps of paper
with phone numbers, important appointments and illegal
insider stock tips are obsolete.
T he Newton MessagePad recognizes your handwriting, files
away your phone numbers an d addresses, and keeps track
of your daily calendar. What more could you ask for?
Well, it turns out that, just as with the first 128k Macs,
Newtons are dying for good software-and shareware
authors are filling the gap. T here are shareware programs
• that give you alternative keypads, terminal emulators, even
calendars that show you the phases of the moon.
Despite the early bad press, we love our Newtons. The
handwriting recognition works surprisingly well; the intelligent assistant lives up to its name. Plus, it's just cool as
hell to finally have something that was a Star Trek fantasy
only two years ago.
All the programs reviewed here and throughout the book
are available in the Venrana Press Mac Shareware 500
Library on America O nline. You'll find the Mac Shareware
Library in the Computing & Software section of America
Online; or you can go there instantly by typing the key• word: Mac 500. To sign on to America O nline, you can
use your 10 free ho urs of Online time and the starter disk
that come with th is book, plus the Mac-compatible
modem of your choice. For further instructions on how to
join America Online, or for more information about the
Mac Shareware 500 Library, please see Appendix B.
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Version: 2.0
Author: Andreas Atkins
Address: P.O. Box 1554
Cupertino, CA 95015-1554
AOL: PoorExcuse
Internet: atkins@apple.com
Rating:.,_._._.,_
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The PowerBook comes with an integrated trackball instead
of a mouse. While many people prefer a trackball, they
share a mechanical problem: it's difficult to roll the ball
while holding down a button, which makes dragging icons
or selecting text a chore.
ClickLock solves this problem by making a user-definable
"hot key" into the mouse button equivalent of the Caps
Lock key. When you hold down the hot key and click, the
trackball acts like the button is still down.
There are several shareware programs around that do this
very thing, bur we liked the fact that ClickLock lets the
user pick which key should be the hot key.

Author: Dennis Brothers
Address:
CIS: 72240, 2341
Price: Free
Rating:.,_.,_._.,_

Many PowerBook users complain that they can't see the
thin "!-beam" cursor that Macs use for text editing. There
are several shareware solutions to this problem, but
CursorFixer is the best.
CursorFixer looks at the cursor that is about to be displayed; if it matches one of its cursor pairs, it uses a modified cursor instead of the original. This method works for
all programs, including Microsoft Word (which isn't programmed in the normal way and hence is usually immune
to cursor-fixing).
If you want to add or change the cursors, you'll need to use
ResEdit. (The usual warnings about the dangers of mucking about with ResEdit apply.)
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PowerSleep is a handy FKey that puts your Portable or
PowerBook immediately to sleep, which is helpful in conserving barrery power. Rather than muck around with the
normally complicated methods for putting your machine
to sleep, you simply install th is FKey and then, whenever
you type Command-Shift-0, your computer w ill go to
sleep.

Authors: Urs Calibron, Stephan Frey &
Alexis Gehrt
Address: CIS: 76530,1521
Applelink: CHOlll
Price: Freeware
Rating:'*-'*-'*-

As you m ight imagine, PowerSieep works only with the
Mac Portable and PowerBook series of computers, so don't
even try installing ir on your desktop Mac, okay?
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Author: John Bullock
Address: CIS: 72240,2341
Price: Free
Roting: -ti--ti--ti-
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Traveling with a PowerBook is indeed a joy. Terris m ust
have been designed with transcontinental air travel in
m ind. But airport security procedures most certainly
weren't designed with the mobile computing user in mind.
To pass through security, you must turn your computer on
to prove that ir's not actually a hidden bomb.
Okay, even if you accept the premise that a working com puter means that it contains no bomb (any idiot could free
enough space inside a laptop for a few sticks of plastiq ue,
though I in no way encourage or endorse this procedure),
you're going to need a way to start up and shut down your
PowerBook as qu ickly as possible.
Scout's Honor will sh ut down your PowerBook d uring the
start-up process if you hold the Space bar down . T his way,
you can start u p your Mac for the guards, and then shut it
down immediately using the Scout's H onor hot key.
While you won't use it often-usually your PowerBook is
sleeping, and it's a simple matter to wake it for the guards
and then put it back to sleep again-Scout's Honor is great
for those times your computer is completely off and having
to wait for the system to load could mean m issing your
flight. T he only improvement we could suggest would be
to add a way to configure the shut-down key.
Note: By the way, we've started just throwing our
Power Books through the airport X-ray machine. Many
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people we talk to have done this, and no one has reported
any problems. So far, we've escaped unscathed. Your
mileage may vary.

Address: KC Software
1179 Lilac St.
Broomfield, CO 80020
Price: $5
Rating:•••

Screen Test simply displays an entire screenful of black or
white. Why is this useful ? For a couple of reasons.
The LCD panels on PowerBooks can slowly go bad. As
they die, a few pixels will stop working. You may notice
that a few dots on the screen never turn white o r black.
• Apple has a return policy on Power Books: it states that you
must have at least five dead pixels before the screen is covered under the warramy.
Screen Test is the only way to check the number of dead
pixels in your display. If you are going to buy a used
PowerBook, it's especially importam that you check the
condition of the display.

Author: Bill Steinberg
Version: 1.0
Address: CIS: 76703,1027 (Preferred)
Applelink: X0542
Price: Free
Rating: • • • • •

As Bill Steinberg says in the Readme file, next to the backlight behind the d isplay, the hard drive consumes the lion's
share of power in a PowerBook. Using the Portable comrol
panel, you can set your PowerBook to shut the hard drive
off after a period of inactivity.
SpinD is a function key that lets you spin down the drive
manually. If you !mow you won't be using the hard d rive, you
can just hit the Command-key combination and SpinO will
shut the hard drive off. T his should save valuable voltage.
Remember, though, that you don't want to spin down your
d rive if you'll be accessing it soon. According to Bill, it
takes four rimes as much power to start the drive up as it
does to keep it spinning.
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Author: John Pugh
Version: 3.0
Address: Internet: jpugh@apple.com
Price: Free
Roting:.._.._.._.._

AppleTalk, the built-in networking software that all Macs
have, tends to be a bit of a pain on a mobile Mac. It drains
battery power, since it's constantly looking for a network
connection. ToggleAT is a simple function key that turns
AppleTalk on and off.
W ith ToggleAT installed, you can turn AppleTalk on just
before you connect co a file server, or before you print, and
then turn it off right afterward. This way, you'll achieve
that all-important longer battery life.
You'll need a program to install the FKey (see C hapter 12,
"DAs, Utilities & Function Keys") .

Version: l.Oa4
Author: Ricardo Balisla
Price: Free
ltoting:.._.._.._.._

If you keep both a desktop and a portable Macintosh,
you're going to run into the problem of file-synchro nizatio n. Which Mac has the latest files?
Zync is an easy answer to the problem. Hook up both
Macs (using whatever connection method you prefer-as a
SCSI disk, over AppleTalk or even Ethernet) . When you
run Zync, you specifY the folders you want to synchronize.
Then sit back and watch.
Zync goes through, file by file, and checks to see which file
has the newest fil e-modification dare. It then copies the
most current file to the other computer. New files are also
transferred. If both files have been changed, Zync will let
you know.
Note: If you use AuroDoubler, Zync can copy the files in
the compressed fo rmat, reducing the amount of time it
takes to synchronize. This is especially handy if you're synchronizing over AppleTalk Remote Access.
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NEWTON SHAREWARE
Version: 1.0
Author: Richard NorthcoH
Address: Enfour Media Laboratory
5-3-14-203 Sendagaya, Shibuya-ku
Tokyo 151 JAPAN
AOL: RICHARDJN
Price: Free; send S10 for word lists
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The Newton works its recognition magic based on a dictionary of words. Whenever you write a word, it compares
that word against the dictionary. If the Newton doesn't find
the word in the dictionary, it can't recognize it.
This can be a total pain if you're trying to write terms that are
• specific to a particular field, like medical or legal terms. O r if
you're writing in a foreign language, you'd be hating life.
Until AddToDict. This program takes a text file on your
Macintosh and adds every word in it to the Newton's word
dictionary. T his way, you can add any list of words you
think you'll need: just type a bunch of them into a text file
• with any word processor, and add them with AddToDict.
It comes with a sample file of Japanese words. If you send
the author $10, he'll send you the latest version of the program and a huge dictionary file filled with useful words.

Author: Bill Colsher
Version: 1.0
Address: 5400 3rd Ave. South
Minneapolis, MN 55419
Price: Postcardware
Rating: • •

This is the type of application the Newton desperately
needs. But Area Codes falls shore in several areas.
After you load it, it takes about five minutes to build a new
soup. During this time, your Newton is stuck. You can't
stop the process. Make sure you're plugged into the wall or
watch your battery power slip away.
Note: A "soup" is where data is stored in the Newton. It's
roughly analogous to a database. Everything you have
stored on your Newton is stored in the soup.
Once the soup is built, you'll have a scrolling list of city
names, with their area codes. You can't search for a particular area code and see all the cities it covers. You can't search
for a city.
Someday this will be a great app. But for now, use it only if
you really need it as a mobile reference.

~
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Author: Erica Sadun
Address:
Internet: erica@cc.gatech.edu
Price: Free
Rating:.;f,..;f,..;f,..;f,.yt,.

Keyboard 1.1 is the best Newton shareware yet available.
It's a well-designed, well-execured program that neatly fills
a huge blind spot in cl1e Newton: punctuation.
You see, while the Newton does a pretty good job of recognizing the words you write, it does a fairly lousy job of recognizing the punctuation you might use. Periods and commas
are confused with each other, apostrophes are omitted, and
some characters (like bullets) I've never been able to write.
Keyboard 1.1 adds a new icon to the icon bar at the bottom of the Newton screen. When you click on it, a small
and unobtrusive window appears. A row of buttons provides all the punctuation you could need: periods, commas,
colons, semicolons, and so forth.
A popup menu will switch the keyboard burtons from
punctuation to the alphabet, or to mLmbers, commonly
used words or phrases, or even modem and U nix commands for those who may use the Newton for talking with
the mainframe computer.
Keyboard 1.1 is something you'll definitely never want to
be without.

Author: Ken Mcleod
Address:
Internet: the.cloud@applelink.apple.com
Price: Free
Rating:yt,.yt,.yt,.

If you should ever need to know when the next full moon
is bur don't have a moon phase wrist watch or calendar
handy, this program will save your butt.
It displays the current phase of the moon as well as a calendar. You can move to any day and see what the moon phase
for that day will be. You can also press a button to find out
the date of the next full or new moon.
Living with lycanthropy was never this easy . .. until Newton!
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Author: Kendall J. Redburn
Version: 1.0
Address: 3650 Silverside Rd., Suite 3
Wilmington, DE 19810
Price: $15
Rating: • • •
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I'm sure you've asked yourself, How can I turn my $700
Newton into the equivalent of a $100 GameBoy? And
Newtris is the answer.
Newtris gives a passable imitation ofTerris-that game
where pieces fall from the sky and you must rotate them so
they make horizontal lines.
The user interface is a pain. T he move-right and move-left
buttons are on opposite sides of th e screen. This was a bad
idea. One nice touch is that you can rotate a piece by tapping on it. Bur you can't move it by dragging it.
Overall, it's a decent game for a decem price. Pay the man
and go make the neighborhood Ninrendo kids jealous.

Author: Matthew Dixon Cowles
Version: .9
Address:
Internet: mondo@applelink.opple.com
Price: Free
Rating: • • •

This application takes any of your Newton soups and sends
them our the serial port. You can then capture rhem on
your Mac. It's handy for keeping lists of information on
both machines current, especially if you don't have the
Newton Connection Toolkit.
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"And now "cried Max "let
the wild rumpus start!"
-Maurice Sendak
Where the Wild Things A
I

I

efore QuickTime-Apple's gee-whiz System Extension , integrating full-motion video and synchronized
so und on the Desktop- there was just sound. That's
right, plain old mono sound piped through the little
speaker wired to every Macintosh sold. The funny thing is,
we liked it ... a lot.
What Mac enthusiast hasn't gotten a kick out of using a
program like SoundMaster to play a sound bite from The
Terminator or "The Simpsons," only to have our neolith ic
DOS colleagues stare in slack-jawed disbelief? "Did your
computer just talk?" they ask. "Was that really Monty
Python coming out of your Mac?" But while this may be
enough to impress and amaze the average DOS devotee for
hours on end, the joke can get old fairly quickly. Luckily,
rhere's a lot more to sound than having your Mac, during
start-up, play Captain Kirk's opening voice-over from "Star
Trek." (You know, "Space, the final fro ntier . . .")
Now that all new Macintosh models are being released with
built-in microphones, sound input ports, stereo output
ports, plus rudimentary sound-recording capabilities, a
small, grass-roots sound "movement" has begun to take
hold, leading to developments like these:
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,._ New compression schemes allow for smaller
sound files rhan ever.
,._ E-mail is giving way to voice e-mail. (Why
bother ro rype a lerrer when you can just send
someone a quick recording of your message?)
,._ The latest version of HyperCard's Address Book
features voice memos.
,._Pumping sound into your Mac from your
favorite compact disc, video tape or other sound
source has never been easier.
Bur rhe real possibilities for sound on the Macintosh are
just beginning to emerge. The advent of QuickTime and
Apple's push to mal<e mulrimedia a standard fixture of
home computing mean the furure of sound (and music) on
rhe Macintosh is likely ro go nowhere bur up. Bur for now,
most of the sound-oriented shareware available is geared
toward the most basic level of qualiry supported by every
M acintosh, which happens to be rhe fuzzy mono sound
you get from your Mac's internal speaker.
Like graphics fi les, sound files on rhe Macintosh come in
different form ats. T he emerging standard is the "System 7"
sound format, or SND file. This is a generic, easily accessible format that, if you're running System 7, lets you double-dick on a sound's icon and hear ir played immediately.
We recommend that, rather than investigating the orher
available sound formats, you convert some of the programs
reviewed in this chapter to the SND format. Standardizing
on rhe SND format is by far rhe best way to deal with the
problem.
Beyond simply playing sounds, many people use their
Macs in conjunction with a synthesizer, drum machine or
other electronic instrument ro create everything from simpl e piano tunes to complex, multi-instrument, 32-track
stereo scores. The basis of the technology that mal<es this
possible is a data transfer and exchange prorocol called
MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface). Since electronic keyboards use the same digital coding system to pro-
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duce sounds as computers do to read and write files, it's a
fairly simple process to manipulate musical information on
the Mac.
D espite the high-tech capabilities of MIDI recording, most
people still associate sound on the Macintosh with soundbites from TV shows, movies and popular songs. We think
that's fine. After all, that's part of what makes the Mac
friendly and fun to use. And we've found that the best
resource for up-to-date sounds is the online services. Most
other methods of shareware distribution tend to fall short
of being able to deliver fresh, familiar sounds into the
hands of users. For example, sounds from Star Trek VI and
iVtzynes World were available on America Online the very
same week the movies were released, and sometimes even
before then. (Some online users receive press kits from
movie studios and turn videotape sound-bites into Mac
sound files.)

ii1,hen you download a sound-bite of, say, Hans and Frons from "Saturday Night
live" or Arnold Schwarzenegger os the Terminator, you're entering one of the
more frustrating and perplexing legal realms in electronic media: copyrights. While it's
unlikely that the World Wrestling Federation is going to file suit against you for
putting a sound-bite of Hulk Hogan on your Moe, you need to be aware that it's
against the low for you to use that sound in any way other than for your own personal use on your own personal Moe, and that's that. You probably don't hove to sweat
legal action from America's major entertainment corporations-but use your head
whenever dealing with copyrighted sounds (or words and pictures, for that matter).

'VIf

America Online's sounds are divided into catego ries such as
movies (more than 400 files), television (more than 600
files), songs (more than 400 files) and "other samples"
(more than 750 files). The sounds are even rated for their
sound quality; this saves your spending time and money
downloading sounds that don't meet your standards. So, if
you're looking for the latest hip sounds, we suggest you
check out America Online.

I
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Similar to the abundance of offerings in graphics and clip
art, sound offers literally thousands of choices. Consequently, it would be foolish for us to try to pick the "best."
So rather than rate individual soun ds in this chapter, we
discuss a few shareware programs written specifically for
worlcing with sounds and music. We'll also outline some of
the basic sound categories, list a few of our favorites from
each one and suggest how best to use them.

Note:A lot of the fun you can have with sounds on the Mac
hinges around using the SoundMaster Control Panel, discussed later in this chapter and in greater detail in Chapter
4. So if you really want to use Mac sounds to their full
(sometimes goofY) potential, SoundMaster is a must-have.
All the programs reviewed in this chapter and throughout
the book are available in the Ventana Press Mac Shareware
500 Library on America Online. You'll find the Mac
Shareware Library in the Computing & Software section of
America Online, or go there instantly by typing the keyword: Mac 500. To sign on to America Online, you can
use your 10 free hours of online time and the starter disk
that come with this book, plus the Mac-compatible
modem of your choice. For further instructions on how to
join America Online, or for more information about the
M ac Shareware 500 Library, please see Appendix B.

MIDI MYSTERY

In testing dozens of MIDI shareware programs, we met
with varying degrees of success and frustration- usually
quite a bit of the latter and far too little of the former.
Unfortunately, we could never be completely certain where
the problems originated. Possibilities included the Mac
itself, its ports, the M IDI interface lcit or its cables, the keyboard or its settings or the shareware we were testing. To be
fair to the MIDI software we tested, we judged it as much
on its interface and available features as on any other
aspect. Of the several good MIDI shareware programs that
can help the average electronic musician use the Mac, we
recommend the following.
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Author: Joe Zobkiw
Address: Berklee College of Music
150 Massachusetts Ave., Box 604
Boston, MA 02115
AOl: Afl Zobkiw
Price: $10
Rating: • • •

Version: 1.00
Author: Robert Patterson
Address: 3796 lamar Ave.
Memphis, TN 38195
Pri,e: $15
Rating: • • • •

If you're looking for a well-written basic primer on how
electronic keyboards and the MIDI interface work, check
out the Electronic Music Encyclopedia.
This is a professional, solid HyperCard stack that covers
high points and definitions of many of the more complicated aspects of electronic music. It has more than 150
cards, and the interface is slick and easy to use. If you're
looking for a quick reference guide or general-information
database on MIDI and keyboard playing in HyperCard
format, we recommend the Electronic Music Encyclopedia.

If you use your Mac in conjunction with a MIDI-capable
instrument, MIDI Companion has to be the best $ 15 you
could possibly spend. This is a solid, well-thought-out
application that rivals some of its truly expensive commercial competitors and outshines any similar shareware
programs.
Configuration
Default File Setup Info:

0 Single Track
@Multiple Track
181 Add Tempo Track
0 Independent Tracks
0

Split Channels

@@I] Tracks

181 Receiue MIDI

Clocking
Send MIDI Clocking
D Send MIDI Start/Stop Command s
181 Update Controls During Playback

0

(

OK

(Submenus

I

[ Cancel

I

Rgure 14-1: MIDI Companion lets you control which channel filters are adive
and anumber of other parameters when working with MIDI files.

,
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The program comes with some of the best docLUnentation
we've seen for shareware-a Microsoft Word file complete
with screen shots and a table of contents. The manual
describes MIDI Companion as "a desk accessory that is
designed to be an indispensable companion to users of
MIDI interfaces with Macintosh computers," and that's
exactly what it is. It lets you manipulate standard MIDI
files; it can handle 16 different channels, and it deals with
polyphonic as well as monophonic input and output. We
highly recommend this program.

d like to think we're technically competent Macintosh users. We use Macs
every day and make a living with them. We're firm believers in the philosophy
that we can "figure just about anything out" if we have enough time. But after several hours wrestling with a MIDI interface kit, tons of MIDI shareware and an Ensoniq
Mirage digital keyboard, we were ready to pull our hair out. No wonder all the best
electronic keyboard players seem like misplaced computer techies-they have to be
in order to work the equipment. The whole experience gave us a new-found respect
for what's involved in mastering MIDI, and we promise never to make fun of rockand-roll keyboard players again.
Once you have these programs up and running, you can
download from the online services scads of other files saved
in MIDI format, and then dump to your digital instrument. On America Online we found scores of MIDIformatted song files ranging from Art Tatum to Jimi
Hendrix to the theme song from "Cheers" to, of course,
the main title theme from "Scar Trek." Since the files are
created by individual musicians, they vary according to the
technical and interpretive skills of their authors; but if
you're mainly interested in just finding a file that's got the
notes and sequencing down, there are tons of MIDI-formatted files to comb through.
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MIDI Mode is a quick and simple DA that lets you set the
port your Mac uses to access your MIDI-capable musical
instrument. You can choose either the printer port or modem port, depending on the needs of your specific software.

Rating:+++

CONVENTIONAL
SOUND PROGRAMS

Version: 1.0
Author: Kas Thomas
Address: Box 625
Old Greenwich, CT 06870
AOL: Mirade3
AppleUnk: Thomas.Kos
Price: $20
Rating:+++
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If you don't want to mess with MIDI software, plenty (like
a few thousand) of sound-bite files and sound utilities are
available online. Our pick for the all-time greatest sound
program, SoundMaster, could arguably be categorized
under "Control Panels" rather than "Sound & Music," but
how can we exclude that program from this chapter?

•

•
:
:
•
:
:
:

.:

If you ever tried making long recordings using Apple's
built-in sound-recording utility, you quickly realized you
can get up to 10 seconds' worth of sound on file and that's
it, nothing longer. Bummer. But with AIFF Recorder the
only limit to how long you can keep recording is how
much hard drive space you have. The sound isn't saved in
the SND format but in the AIFF (Audio Interchange File
Format) format instead. This is a disadvantage because
AIFF isn't as widely accepted. Bur there are advantages as
well-like the fact that you get almost CD-quality sound;
and better yet, that you can work in the background as the
sound plays. (When you play an SND format sound, your
Mac locks up until the sound ends, which is a real pain if
it's a long one.) Plus AIFF format sounds work on PCs and
Amiga compurers, whereas most other Mac sound formats
aren't cross-platform compatible.

This is a helpful, easy-to-use utility that works just like
: Apple's sound recorder (only better); but you should be
: aware that AIFF files, despite their high quality, are not
• always compatible with many sound applications .

..
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Author: Alex Chaffee
Address: 36 Western Ave.
Burlington, VT 0540 1
CIS: 71210,1117
Price: Freeware
Rating:.._.._.._.._

Version: 1.0
Author: Kos Thomas
Address: Box 625
Old Greenwich, CT 06870
AOL: Miracle3
Apple link: Thomos.Kas
Price: $15
Rating:.._.._.._

Version: 1.0
Author: lggi Monahelis
Address: 510-846-9380
Fox: 510-846-2681
Applelink: PRAXITEL
Price: Freeware
Rating:•••
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This program is one of those clever, simple, pleasant little
surprises we were lucky to run across. If you drop this Init
in your System Folder after you restart, you'll never again
get tired of your System beep (the standard alert-noise d1at
comes up when something odd happens). Each time your
Mac needs to send you a beep, BeepShuffle automatically
selects at random a different beep noise from those you
have on file. It's quick, easy and fun. We like it because it
can get tiresome (and annoying) hearing the same beep
over and over, especially when things keep going wrong. As
a bonus, because the source code is in the public domain, it
usually accompanies this program, so you can modify it if
you want.

There are lots of handy little programs for finding out the
file type of a particular Mac file. (For you non-nerds out
d1ere, a file type is a four-letter tag that each Mac file sports
for identification purposes.) But we haven't seen any that
actually speak the file type to you. That's just what Loudmouth does, and how can we pass up something like that?
Drop any file on the Loudmouth Icon and the Loudmo uth
application quicldy launches and speaks the file type for
you. Register your copy of Loudmouth by sending in $ 15
and you'll get an upgrade that causes the application to also
speak the file's creator code. While Loudmouth doesn't
exactly fall into the "impress-your-date" category, it does
beat using ResEdit just to check a file type.

Remember The Clapper, that wonder of modern technology and creature-comfort convenience? For those of you
who aren't familiar with The Clapper, it's one of those "As
Seen O n TV" gadgets that you could (and still can) order
by calling the 800 number. If you plug it into the wall
socket and then plug your TV or stereo into The C lapper,
you can rurn on or turn off your TV (or other appliance,
be it a lamp, blender, boom box or boor polisher) by simply clapping your hands.
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Well, shareware genius Iggi Monahelis has brought that
coveted clap-savvy technology to your Mac, making it truly
clap-ready and clap-capable. But as is always the case with
new technologies, there are drawbacks. First, you must
have a Mac equipped with a microphone (generally, all the
newer models since the Ilsi have a mike). Second, you can
only clap your Mac off, which is neat but nowhere near as
cool as being able to clap on your computer. Finally, you
can only clap off your Mac after launching the Mac
Clapper application. For these three reasons, we've given
Mac Clapper a rating of three stars, instead of the five we'd
like to give it.
But the best part about the Mac Clapper is that it really
does work. Imagine the thrill, the power, the magic of clapping your hands and watching your Mac shut down. You'll
amaze your friends, impress your dare and feel generally
omnipotent and warm all over. Isn't shareware great?

Author: Terry Bertram
Address: P.O. Box 772
Claremont, CA 91711
Price: $15
Rating:.._.._.._

It may seem a little silly, but this program lets you set up a
makeshift piano keyboard on the typewriter keys of your
Mac. This can be helpful for folks who don't have a piano
keyboard but are trying to learn about the piano or about
reading music in general. Naturally, it's not a great substitute for a piano, but it can do in a pinch, and it's fun to
play around with. MacKeyboard uses any digitized sound
file as its sound source, and it comes with one called the
"PowerChord" that certainly fits irs name. But you can also
use other digitized sound files for a sound source if you like.
It has flaws: the interface is lacking; the keyboard spans
only slightly more than an octave; and it can play only
one key at a rime (not chords). Even so, MacKeyboard is
a novel idea that could come in handy if you often need
to sound out notes or noodle through a scale or a simple
melody.

'
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Version: 1.0.1
Author: Bryan K. "Beaker" Ressler
Address: 4660 Persimmon Place
San Jose, CA 95129
Internet: bressler@adobe.com
AppleUnk: Adobe. Beaker
AOL: Beaker3
Prodigy: SGTJ13A
Price: Freeware
Rating:•••

Yo, G! Check it o ut! Finally, thanks to advanced Macintosh
sound and music technology, you can become a rap star.
Thar's right, you can mix and scratch your very own hiphop beats with the Rapmaster Deluxe. We're still trying to
figure out what's "deluxe" about this version ofRapmaster
(no fine leather appointments, no extended warranty), but
after spending way too much time goofing around with the
thing, we can safely say it's well worth the price.

Figure 14-2: Bust a move and find your groove with the totally fly Rapmaster
Deluxe. It's free!
You can choose from a wide variety of drum beats and bass
styles, includjng rap, house, dance, hard rock and Latin.
(We found the jazz settings to be virtually useless in inspiring us to rise to rhe dance-funky challenge of creating fly
bears.) You can also adjust the tempo and volume, and you
can control the Rapmaster interface with either your mouse
or the keyboard- different strokes for different DJs, right?

'
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Version: 1.03
Author: Garrick Mcfarlane
Address: 4 Churchill Rd.
Wimborne, Dorset BH21 2AU
United Kingdom
Price: Postcardware or small cash donation
Rating:•••••
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If you buy only one program reviewed in this chapter, rush
out and find a copy of Sample Editor. It's as good a program
as the commercial SoundEdir, which sells for upwards of
$200. Sample Editor is yours for a postcard, but we strongly
urge you to send a small cash donation of $20 or $25.
Sample Editor boasts a well-designed, attractive, easy-touse interface, full support of balloon help, fantastic documentation and advanced sound m anipulation capabilities
such as real-rime pitch-bending, an animated input-level
meter, crossfading and mixing.
With Sample Editor, you can achieve many of the same
results possible with a professional program like SoundEdit, and if you have the hard drive space, you can m ix
entire sounds or audio vign ettes directly on your Mac using
this simple but powerful shareware program.

Figure 14-3: The Sample Editor interface is friendly, attradive and easy to use.
You'll need an appropriate Mac to wo rk effectively with
Sample Editor. We recommend at least a Macintosh Ilsi,
though it sho uld work on any m achine with at least a
68020 processor. You'll need System 7 or later, and at least
a 640-by-480-pixel monitor with 8-bit color. You'll also
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need an appropriate input device; the built-in microphone
on most newer Macs will work just fine.
Finally, be sure to spend some time playing around with
Sample Editor's unique features. The Mix button lets you
layer two or more sounds, like adding vocals on top of an
audio track, and the Crossfade button lets you create a
seamless edit between two separate sounds. As McFarlane
describes it, you can mix together a cow's moo and a dog's
bark so that "the result would be a 'moof' with no discernible crossover between the 'moo' and the 'woof."' (Mac
programmers will appreciate the example.)

Version: 1.2.2
Author: Joe Zobkiw
Address: Berklee College of Music
150 MassachuseHs Ave., Box 604
Boston, MA02115
AOI.: AFL Zobkiw
Price: Freeware
Rating: • •

T he sndConverter program, a small System 7 utility, converts your existing sounds so they'll be "double-clickable"
under System 7. In other words, they take on the file format attributes that allow you to double-dick on them to
play the sound.
T he program works satisfactorily, but it converts only a
limited number of formats; and it suffers from a clunky
interface all too closely based on Apple's much-lamented
Fonr/DA Mover (the free utility Apple gives away with
every Mac; under System 6.0x, you can't install fonts and
DAs without it) . It's a practical tool for convening your old
sound files to the new format.

As we mentioned in the first edition of The Mac Shareware
Version: 1.9
Author: RiccardoEHore
Address: 67 rue de Ia Umile
1970W-Oppem, Belgium
AOI.: REHore
AppleUnk: BEL0128
CIS: 72277,1344
Price: $25
Rating:•••

500, Sound Mover is a popular and well-distributed uciliry
that lets you move sound files around. It also lets you
arrange them inro suitcases in much the same way the
Fonr/DA Mover allows you to work with font and desk
accessory suitcases. It also allows you to play sounds as you
work with them; so if you've given a file an obscure name
and you can't remember what it sounds like, you can try it
out on the spor.

Now, Riccardo Ettore has released Sound Mover and
SndControl together in a single $25 package. SndComrol
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is a control panel which, much like SoundMaster, lets you
link your favorite goofy sounds to various Finder activities
like emptying the Trash or ejecting a disk. The package also
includes StartupSndlnit, an extension that plays multiple
sounds upon startup, and IBeep2, a special version of
SndControl for use with very old Macs.
If you haven't already purchased a copy of Sound.Masrer
and you're also looking for a general sound-management
utility, you might want to check out the Sound Manager
package.

~l]urid~WIIIL~II~,;IJi~
Version: 1.7.4
Author: Bruce Tomlin
Address: 15801 Chose Hill Blvd., #109
Son Antonio, TX 78256-1 037
Applelink:L 04872
Internet: bruce@f555.n387.zl.fidonet.org
AOL: BTomlin
Price: $15
Rating:_._._._._.

As we mentioned earlier in this chapter, Sound.Masrer is a
favorite program of ours (and everyone else, for that matter) for playing fun sounds on your Mac. It's about as
much fun as you can have with your computer without
getting arrested.
We've chosen Sound.Master as one of the best shareware
selections in this book, and it's discussed in derail in
C hapter 4, "Making the Most of the Best."
Wtt>.: ·::····.:····:· soundMoster ····:·::::::::··:::·:..::.

Figure 14-4: With SoundMaster, you can program your Mac to play sounds
at specific times- for instance, when you insert a disk.
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Version: 1.3
Author: Aaron Beck
Address: 38329 Bronson Sl.
Freemon!, CA 94536
Price: $5
Rating:._._._

One annoying thing about working with sound on the
Mac is the needless hassle of just creating a simple sound
file. For instance, lee's say you wanted to send a sound to a
pal via e-mail or on a disk. Let's keep it really easy. Let's just
say you wanted to send a sound of you saying "Here's my
sound" to a buddy by mailing it to her on a disk. You have
to go to the Sound control panel, click the Add button,
click the Record button, record your sound, click the Stop
button, click the Save button, give the sound a name, exit
the control panel and go to the System Folder, open the
System file and drag out the new sound. What a hassle.
Sound Studio does only one thing-record simple sounds
as double-clickable sound files- but it makes the process
simple and painless. For $5, it's worth it just to avoid digging around in the System Folder over and over.

Version: 1.31
Author: Alberto Ricci
Address: Corso De Gasperi, 45
10129 Torino, Italy
Internet: fricci@polito.it
Price: $5
Roting:-f,-'*-'*--f,-

This clever hack solves a long-standing annoying problem
of working with sounds on the Mac: stealing cool sounds
from other people's programs. How many times have you
been playing around with a HyperCard stack or game and
thought, "Gee, there are some cool sounds here. I wish I
could snag them to use as system beeps."
Now, you can. Just drop the application, HyperCard stack,
suitcase (or whatever) on the SoundExtractor icon and the
program launches, creates a new folder and extracts and saves
all the sounds in the standard format. It doesn't get any easier
or more fun-SoundExrractor plays each sound as it exrracts
them. This is a well-engineered program and serves its purpose quite well. If you've been looking for something like
this, you'll wonder how you got along without it.

,
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FINDING FUN MAC
SOUND FilES

It never ceases to am aze us how quickly the latest, coolest
sounds find their way into the M ac community. The same
week Star Trek VI was released, a generous sampling of
wacky sound-bites from the movie was already available
online. Some Mac fanatics, who review movies or manage
"Star Trek" clubs or conventions, get advance preview
videotapes from the studios. Other zealots cape and make
sounds from the TV commercials. Even knowing how it
happens, it still boggles our minds to find a sound like
Dana Carvey saying, "If she were president, she'd be Baberaham Lincoln," before we'd even seen ~ynes World.
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Rgure 14-5: Moe sounds in SND format appear as speaker icons on the Desktop.
Unless you're new to Mac sounds, you already know that
certain categories of popular culture seem to make up the
majority of Mac sound files. We think this ties into a deeper level of common interests among a whole subset of populal· culture, of which the Mac is a solid fixture; but that's a
topic for a sociology thesis, not a shareware book. Nonetheless, a lot of sounds seem to fall along similar lines of
taste in humor and science fiction. If you're not a fan of
this stuff, you'll have a harder time finding sounds you like,
although they're out there and in decent numbers too.

~ l e'd like to discuss our embarrassingly well-researched findings about the whole
~subculture of the Macintosh, but we're beHing our publisher would rather we
didn't. So if you hove a theory as to why so many Moe users alsowatch "Monty
Python" videotapes and go to "Star Trek" conventions, write us or send us e-mail
on the topic.
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User groups and commercial distributors of shareware disks
can also be great sources for tracking down fun sounds.
Find people in your local user group who create their own
sound-bite files and see if you can have them custom-make
a few for you that match your particular interests. If you
don't have a user group nearby, or would rather just pay
someone to copy some cool sounds for you, write up a list
of the sounds you'd like to have and pur your request
online or send it off to a shareware duplicating service. You
• might be surprised at the number and variety of sounds
available.

Startup Sounds

We love to have a dumb sound play at startup. Maybe you
do too. As long as you change the sound-or any od1er
dumb sounds you're using, for that matter-about as often
as you change the dumb message on your telephone
answering machine (that's at least as often as you water
your plants, for those of you without answering machines),
you won't get tired of hearing it. (Again, use SoundMaster
to link events on your Mac to the sounds of your choice.)
We'd like to suggest a slew of startup sounds; maybe you
can find one below that you'd like to use on your Mac.
11

From Stor Trek":
Captain Kirk: "Mr. Sulu, ahead warp factor nine."
Mr. Spock: "My sensors indicate nothing unusual,
Captain. "

From 2001: ASpace Odyssey:
The Hal 9000 Computer: "All my circuits are functioning perfectly."
The opening theme, from Richard Strauss's Also Sprach
Zarathustra, with trumpets and timpanies.
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From Star Wars:
Darth Vader: "The force is strong in this one."

From Arnold Schworzenegger os the Terminator:
"My CPU is a neural net processor-a learning computer."

From Nancy Sinatra:
"These boots are made for walking."

Restart Sounds

You often have to restart your Mac after a program crashes
or when something else goes wrong, so the sound for
restart should reflect that. Here are some good sounds for
restart:

From the "Life Alert" commercials:
"I've fallen, and I can't get up!"

From 2001: ASpace Odyssey:
The Hal 9000 Computer: "''m sorry, Dave, but I'm
afraid I can't do that."

From "Star Trek":
Dr. McCoy: "He's dead, Jim."

From 1950s public service announcement:
"Duck . .. and cover!" (Advice
blasts and tornadoes.)

Shutdown Sounds

to

school kids for nuclear

What should your Mac say just before it shuts down?

From The Terminator movies:
Arnold Schwarzenegger: "Hasta la vista, baby."
And, "I'll be back!"

From Worner Brothers cartoons:
Porky Pig: "Th-th-that's all, folks."

From New Jack City:
Wesley Snipes: "See ya, and I wouldn't wannabe ya."

From The Wizard of Oz:
The Wicked Witch: "Help meee, I'm melting!"

I
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Disk Request :

W hen your Mac prompts you for a certain floppy, such as,
"Please insert the disk 'PageMaker Disk 1,"' you can try
these sounds:

From Taxi Driver:
Robert DeNiro: "You talkin' to me? Are you talkin'
to me?"

From This Is Spinal Tap:
Spinal Tap: "You know what I want. You know what
I need."

From Worner Brothers cartoons:
Daffy Duck: "Oh, please, please, please."

Disk Insert

When you pop a disk into the Mac's floppy drive, consider
the following:

From Soturdoy Night Live
11

11
:

H ans and Frans: "We're here

From "Monty Python's Flying Circus

to

pump you up."

11
:

Michael Palin: "No one expects the Spanish Inquisition."

From NBC Nightly News":
11

John C hancellor: "Thanks, Tom."

From "late Night With David letterman~~:
David Letterman: "You know folks, that's exactly what
we need right now."

Bod Disk

If your Mac receives a disk that's corrupted, unreadable or
formatted improperly, you could get a message like one of
these:

From ~~saturday Night Liveu:
Chevy Chase: "Jane, you ignorant slut!"

From Ren ond Stimpy":
11

Ren: "You bloated sack of protoplasm."
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From "The Pepsi Challenge" commercials:
Cola test subject: "No, I much preferred the other one."

Disk Eject

When your Mac spits out a disk, you might try these
so unds:

From the "life" cereal commercials:
Kid who doesn't wam his Life: ''I'm not gonna try it.
You try it. "

From "In living Color":
Homey the clown: "I don't think so, Homey don't play
that."

From "Mission Impossible":
The mission briefing voice: "This message will
self-destruct in five, four, three . . ."

From Treasure of the Sierra Madre:
Mexican vigilanre: "Badges? We don't need no
stinking badges!"

System Beeps

You need a short, simple sound to serve as your System
beep (the alert-noise you hear when your Mac wants to call
something to your attentio n). These sounds are stored as
SND fi les in the System File within yo ur System Folder.
Bur if you want to make a different sound into a System
beep, you can use the sound conversion and moving programs mentioned earlier in this chapter to get it in the
right format and in the right place on your hard drive. For
all the other uses of sounds we'll cover in this chapter, you
should probably use SoundMaster (or your favorite equ ivalenr) to march the right sounds to the right events on your
Mac. {For mo re derails on how to use SoundMasrer, see
C hap ter 4, "Mal<ing the Most of the Best.")
We suggest you stick to pithy little sounds for your System
beeps. Having to stop and wait while a lo ng sample from a
James Brown rune plays every time you inadvertently click
outside a dialog box gets pretty annoying. You can get a
rough idea of the duration {and the quality) of a sound by

I
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the size of the file. The larger the size (or download rime),
the longer the sound. And to help you with your search for
good system sounds, we've created two files-each with
about 15 short, sweet sounds-available in the Mac Shareware 500 Library on AOL.
T here's definitely a trick to linking the right sound to the
right event on the Mac. For instance, it's wholly improper
Mac sound etiquette to have a "hello" or "welcome" kind
of sound playing as you turn off your Mac. After a while,
you'll no doubt develop a knack for this rarefied art fo rm.
11

From Lote Night With David Lettermon

11
:

Marv Alpert: "Yes!"
11

From World Championship Wrestling":
Ric Flair: "Wooo!''

From "The Simpsons":
Homer: "Bart!" or "Ohh!"

From Worner Brothers cartoons:
Road Runner: "Beep beep!"

From The Three Stooges:
The sound of the Stooges' heads cracking against each
other.
11

From "Monty Python's Flying Circus
"Spam.~ ,

:

,
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Here are a few quick and simple things for your Mac to tell
you when you empty the trash.

From "The Simpsons":
Barney G umble: "Burp" (from the "Flaming Moe's"
episode).
11

From Sesame Streel

11
:

Oscar the Grouch: "I love it because it's trash."

From "Hogan's Heroes":
Sergeant Schultz: "I know nothing, nothing!"

I
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Education

then show me t
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pple's development as a computer company has
been closely tied to education since its earliest
days. And when the M acintosh came out,
•
Apple's formula for success depended heavily on
higher education sales to foster word-of-mouth. Many of
the early adopters, and shareware authors, came from colleges and universities, and still do.
Ironically, though, much of the educational shareware still
floating around the Mac community has become outdated
and incompatible with the world of System 7. While there
are a few nifty, useful and cute shareware programs that run
fairly well under System 6.0x, we didn't include them here
because they crash horribly under the latest operating system. Unfortunate as that may be, we're not looking back.
The following great shareware programs feature some old
and some new offerings; but all work great on today's
Macintosh running System 7.

All the programs reviewed in this chapter and throughout
the book are available in the Vencana Press Mac Shareware
500 Library on America Online. You'll find the Mac
Shareware Library in the Computing & Software section of
America Online, or go there instantly by typing the keyword: Mac 500. To sign on to America Online, you can use

«'>
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your 10 free hours of online time and the starter disks that
come with this book, plus the Mac-compatible modem of
your choice. For further instructions on how to join
America Online, or for more information on the Mac
Shareware 500 Library, please see Appendix B.

Version: 1.0
Author: Tom Marx
Address: 4716 Fessenden St., NW
Washington, DC 20016
CIS: 76346,534
Price: $25
Rating:..._._.

Don't let rhe ''Academic" put you off. Even if you're in the
working world, you sometimes need a way to track books,
magazine articles and similar references. And as for students, the long-dreaded bibliography inevitably looms after
burning the midnight oil to finish a paper. Academic
Datamanager can save the day by making bibliographies
simple for you to compile.
You just enter the tide of the book, journal or magazine,
then the article or chapter tide, author's name, publisher
and publishing date. Unfortunately, the stack makes no use
of HyperCard 2.0's basic reponing capabilities; it prints
only the actual data cards, not the structured bibliography,
thus diminishing its usefulness for a deadline-plagued
paper. In contrast, similar commercial applications offer
the ability to print formatted reference lists in a wide variety of accepted academic styles.
But if you use Academic Datamanager in tandem with
HyperCard's reporr editor, you can generate reports in
the standard MLA format in no time. Although this workaround would require some knowledge of HyperCard on
your part, it would enable Academic Daramanager to do
all the work for you.
Academic Datamanager has a useful search feature that lets
you find all the references to a particular word you've
entered. For instance, if you want to search all occurrences
of a word, enter it as a keyword and just dick the Find burton. There are other virtues, too, such as warning you
when your text is approaching the 32,000-character limit
and automatically compacting the stack when necessary.
Even with its shortcomings, compare Academic Datamanager to EndNotes ($139) or ProCite ($269); you'll find for
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significandy less money you get most of what the larger
programs offer. And that's what shareware's all about.

ince the release of this program, its author hos decided to sell it os commercial
sohwore. The shareware version is still ovoiloble ot some sites, so we've decided to
leave the review in the book. It's o great progrom-ond the commercial version is
even better-so if you think you might find this useful, please contact the author ond
buy the reol thing.

Author: Janine Goldman
Address: 302 Halton Rd.
Syracuse, NY 13224
Rating:._._._

We were misled by this program's name. We thought it was
filled wi th scanned art, letting us flip through the great art
of all rime with total impunity. As it turns our, it simply
lists importam dates and figures in art history. Bur even
without visuals from historic works, it's a good study aid
for art history studems. It can help you learn a lo t about
the major artistic movements through time.
A HyperCard stack, it's a natural medium for graphics-based
learning tools. In addition, good HyperTalk programming
and small file size comribure to mal{e this a solid choice.
E!l!!
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Figure 15-1: Art History is agood study aid for students who need aquick
brush-up on important dotes and movements.
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Author: Marcia luis Teixeira
Address: 1601 W.Swallow, #8·9
Fort Collins, CO 80526
AOL: Morciol
Internet: morciot@lobo.rmhs.colorodo.edu
Price: Freeware
Rating:.,_.,_._.,_

Apple Com purer has spoken for years of a "knowledge navigator," a device that direcrs learning through a maze of
information. Shareware authors have attempted to create
similar programs but with mixed results.
This stack presents, cl early and concisely, the basic concepts of electricity and nuclear energy. T hrough omnipresent graphics and animatio ns, the more complex ideas
are presented simply and succinctly.
While the material is best suited for an elementary introduction to the topic, there's enough to hold a student's
interest. The author describes related concepts from the
worlds of chemistry and physics, and a sort of Balloon
Help defines unfamiliar words. A basic HyperText system
provides navigation.
Overall, we feel this is a val uable addition to any science
classroom. However, the segue from electricity into nuclear
energy is bumpy. And the section on electricity seems to
end prematurely. But these are minor quibbles. This is a
fine stack.

Figure 15-2: Watch the steam turbine spin as the uranium rods decay!
Nuclear power was never this much fun.
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Version: 2.3
Author: Lee Ann Rucker
Address: 1407 Shady ln., #1306
Bedford, TX 76021
Price: $20
Rating:.,_._.,_.,_
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Every teacher dreads repon cards-maybe even more than

.. students do. Teachers have keep t rack of every grade and
.. perfo rm a series of arcan e mathematical manipulations,
. sometimes droppi ng the lowest grade, sometimes grading
.. on the curve. By hand, it's a chore. T hat's why every
teacher needs GradeBook.
:

to

G radeBook offers a spreadsheet-like interface for tracking
grades. You define the class roster in the first column, with
a student's name in each row. T hen you fill in the columns
with grades. You can name each column so you know
which test is which.
W hen the grading period is over, you can have GradeBook
print a report of each student's average. If you have special
requirements, like dro pping a grade, G radeBook lets you
do this easily.
O ur teacher-tester said he had to use the school system's
mainframe computer for final repo rting of all grades, but
GradeBook gave him the power and flexibility the m ainframe didn't.

Figure 15-3: GradeBook may look like just one more spreadsheet, but it does
all the work.
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Version: 1.11
Author: Tom Saxton
Address: 69 TSt., #6
Salt lake City, UT 841 03
Price: $10
Rating:.,_.,_.,_

GraphToolz, a program that graphs functions for you, falls
into the general math category. You can graph several functions at once, and display the graphs in the same window
for comparison.
GraphToolz also solves a function for a certain value, and
does integrals and min/ max of functions. The user interface, while not Apple-perfect, is quite serviceable.
The math student- Algebra 2 or above-will find this program invaluable as a reference. We wish we'd had something like this when we spent untold hours in high school
charting mind-boggling functions with no idea how they
should look. While GraphToolz will print the graphs it
makes, we don't think your teacher will accept them. Of
course, we're not suggesting you cheat.

Figure 15-4: Don't you wish you had access to Graph Toolz back when you
were studying algebra?

Author: Bruce Miller
Address: 888 Stagecoach SE
Rio Rancho, NM 87124
Price: $15.00
Rating:•••••

Every 7th grade biology class has its refusenik Ours was
Eleano r. On the day the rest of us got to dissect frogs, she
announced that we were sick and depraved for killing a
poor frog in the name of science, and she refused to dissect
anything.
You have ro admire Eleanor for her beliefs, but did the
quality of her education have to suffer for it? Back then,
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sure, it did. But not anymore, thanks to HyperFrog.
HyperFrog presents a virtual frog for you to explore at your
own pace, in the comfort of your own home. Each click
takes you one step further into the frog: the cut that bisects
the torso, opening the skin, examining the musculature,
inspecting the organs.
The graphics are excellent black-and-white line drawings.
The explanatory text conveys the essentials without fluff.
Granted, it's a bit graphic, but it's tons better than ripping
into a real frog. Best of all: no sm ell of formaldehyde.
II perfrog SW

IW:

Dissection

AI

At this point, the Frog is opened
up enough to allow a nrst look
at some of the 1 nternal
Organs .
To malce further dissection
easier, you may need to remove
the front legs and the remaining
muscle flaps.

I Continue
mI Main Menu ll¢l
Rgure 15·5: Sure, it's totally grady, but it's much neater that dissecting a frog in
rea/life.

Version: 1.0
Author: Glen Bledsoe
Address: AOL: AlphoOog
Rating:._.,_._._

It's a common and rightful complaint that teachers unfairly
call upo n boys more often than girls in the classroom. Glen
Bledsoe has writren a HyperCard stack that helps address
this issue.
Each time you click on it, Let's Call Upon .. . puts up a
student's name at random. It calls on every student before
beginning a new cycle, the sequence of which is also random. Each time you call on a student, you can click on a
large "+" or "-" to indicate a satisfactory or unsatisfactory

¢
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answer. The program then generates a percentage for each
student that it displays next to the student's name. This can
be valuable to a teacher who wants to track class participation, and it fosters a lively, unbiased give-and-take among
all the students.
The stack remembers from day to day whom it has called
on and keeps an ongoing record, which can be useful for
teacher-parent conferences, grade assessment and the like.
Our teacher-tester liked it and would use it every day if
only there were a Macintosh in every classroom.

il.. ony programs, e~peciolly games ond educational programs, use oSystem

~ Extension coiled Mocintolk. It's been around from the first doy the Macintosh
existed, when it wos used to hove the Moe introduce itself. It converts onscreen text to
ofairly acceptable phonetic equivalent, then speaks the phonemes over the Moe's
internal speaker. It works, but it sounds stereotypicolly robotic. It's fun to ploy with,
however. There ore mony programsthot let you experiment with it. You con find it on
AOL in the Utilities folder.

Author: Dr. Robert A. Brown
Address: Exploration in Education
Special Studies Office/Space Telescope
Science Institute
3700 San Martin Dr.
Baltimore, MD 2121
Price: Freeware
Rating:._._._._

In 1989, the Space Shuttle Atlantis launched the Magellan
probe at our cloudy planetary neighbor Venus. The
Magellan orbiter has been mapping the surface ofVenus
since it arrived in 1990, and a radar map of nearly all of the
planet is complete. Want to see it? Get Magellan at Venus.
Actually, it doesn't contain the entire map. This stack provides many black-and-white radar images of interesting
surface features. You can scroll through the photos and
pause to read the descriptive text.
The pictures are gorgeous. A few are rendered in color
(added after the fact to the black-and-white-only radar
images, but beautiful just the same). It's not the way to
learn everything about Venus, but it's a fantastic supplementary teaching aid.

~·>
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Figure 15-6: Aradar image of Danu Montes, on Venus. Take agood lookMagellon at Venus is the closest most of us will ever get to our cloudy planetary
neighbor.

Version: 2.11
Author: Rudolph Helm
Address: 20711 104th Pl., SE
Kent, WA 98031
AOL: RudolphH2
CIS: 70302,601
Price: $10
Rating: • • •

This program drills simple arithmetic problems. The
interface and game motif are aimed at the youngest
gamesters, so it's best for kids who need elementary math.
T he idea is to pick apples from a tree. Each time you pick
an apple, you must answer a math question. If you answer
it correctly, you win money for the apple you've "picked
and sold"; if you're wrong, th e apple smashes to the
ground. Children really respond to the competitive nature
• of the program and like comparing bank accounts and
printing play money based on their profits. This is a solid
program that should have great appeal for most kids.

« '>
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Figure 15-7: Math Orchard combines those two essentials in educational software
for kids: learning and fun.

Version: 2.0
Author: Chuch Flickinger
Address: 4135 Cedar ln.
Medford, OR 97501
Price: $5
Rating: ._._

Author: Stefon Abrecht
Address: Boumgorten 14
CH-4142 Miinchenstein
Switzerland
Price: 10%of your favorite
commerciol progrom of this type,
but ot leost $25
Roling:._._._._._

As a simple multiplication drill, this program serves adequately. It offers exciting graphics-for instance, a view of
Saturn from a spaceship- none of which has anything to
do with the actual multiplication that pops up in a window. You simply answer the math and it tells you if you're
right or wrong.
The simple sci-fi-like sound effects got tiresome after a
single listening. And we would have preferred an added
dimension to keep the user's interest alive, like maybe a
gam e where you have to solve math problems to land a
spaceship or to race cars aro und a track.

It's a big download but an eye-popper of a program:
MicroWorld will knock your socks off.
Fo r anyone who works with molecular models, this program is a must. Easily build models of your favorite molecules. Rotate, pan and zoom in on them. You can choose
between several different model styles; for instance, the
ball-and-stick style (pictured here) or the space-fill style.
There are many nice touches-for instance, anti-aliased
graphics, depth cues added to the models (so mo re distant
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things look darker) and background pictures with shadows
cast upon them. It doesn't require a math coprocessor (but
it will use it if you have it) , and it won't work in either 16
or 256 colors. Sample molecules even include the complex
D NA helix.
Overall, this is an impressive piece of software for $25. Any
student who struggles to visualize molecules will do well ro
locate this.

Figure 15-8: Micro World can display titles for each atom in the molecule. Notice
how the more distant atoms are darker in color.

Version: 1.5
Author: Laurence W. Veinott
Address: Rt. 2, Box 378
Usbon, NY 13658
AOL: LVeinott
CIS: 71520,2445
Price: $5
Rating: 1f-1f-1f-

This is a HyperCard stack designed to teach or review biblical Greek vocabulary words. It contains 1, 167 of the most
frequently used words in the New Testament. T he author
says that he has included every word that occurs at least
nine times in the N ew Testament. We couldn't quite bring
ourselves to triple-check this claim, so you might take it
with a grain of salt.
To use this program, you'll need the Alexandria font, or a
similar Greek fo nt. Symbol, which comes with the Mac,
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wo n't do, since it lacks the accent characters used in ancient
G reek. The author claims that some shareware Greek fonts
are available, but we were unable ro locate any quality fonts
that had the acceptable accenting.
T he programming can be finicky; for example, if the program is looking for you ro type a word, and you type that
word and a space, ir counts it as an erro r.
Bur the sheer quantity of terms is impressive. T hese are
important words for any second-year Greek student ro
know, and this compilation is great for vocabulary drills.

Author: Weber Engineering
Address: 245 Northridge Dr.
North Mankato, MN 56001
Price: $5.50

Rating:.._.._..._

It's hard ro keep track of those pesky elements ... there's just
so dang many of 'em! Bur this stack makes it easy ro look
up just about any information about an element.
A single click highlights interesting series of elements, like
the Noble Gasses or the M etalloids. Click on an element,
and an information screen appears, with information like
''Atomic Radius" and "Relative Electronegativity" and so
on. It even gives rhe electron shell configuration, so figuring out those chemical equations sho uld be a breeze.
Periodic Table 1.1 is essential for any chemistry student. If
only this existed fo r the Newton, it would be the perfect
cheating aid.

Figure 15-9: Periodic Table 1.1can quickly shaw the noble gasses and other interesting series of elements. Plus, it has ahandy list of mathematical constants.

« '>
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If you're learning about proteins and how they work (bond
sites, molecular structures and the like), this is the program
to get. This freebie provides 30 rendered views of the proreins. If you have color, then the proteins show up as colorful 30 views in another window.

Author: C. E. Burchill
Address: Chemistry Department
University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, MB R3T 2N2
Canada
Internet: ceburch@ccu.umanitoba.ca
Price: Freeware
Rating:.._._.._

Version: 3.01
Author: David Harris
Address: WerbiiTOWN Computer Co.
22 Stuyvesant Ave.
Larchmont, NY 10538-2728
Price: Freeware
Rating:._.._.._
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There's an intense amount of text on each screen, and
while it was highly informative (and as far as we can tell,
accurate), the presentation was below average-the font
chosen isn't the best for reading large amounts of text. On
the bright side, a helix is animated to keep things lively.

QuizMaster is a general-purpose resting program that lets
you create a suitcase (not to be confused with a font suitcase) containing all the questions for the test. Then students sit down at the computer and run the quiz.
QuizMaster randomly selects the questions. Answers can be
true/false, multiple-choice or fill-in-the-blank. And you can
: mix different kinds of questions in one suitcase. Correct
: answers are rewarded with sound effects of your choosing.
: A running tally gives the number of correctly answered

!

questions and a percentage.

•
:
:
:
•

We had a few complaints, mainly with the program's response
time. It seemed unusually slow after answering a question.
What's more, after you've answered a fill-in-the-blank and
pressed the "Okay" burron, the cursor sirs and blinks as if it's
waiting for you to type. This can lead to confusion.

: Overall, QuizMaster can be useful to educators who'd like
: to create their own computer-based testing.
_..::-~ :::

f;l uizMaster's About box consistently crashed our System 7 testing machine. If you
\,~use System 7, don't go to the About QuizMaster item under the Apple Menu.
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QUESTION# 2

# RIGHT=

1

#WRONG= 0

SCORE= 100.00'7.

Who wos the first President or the United Stole s?
( 1J Rono ld Reogon
(2) John F. Kennedy
(3) Rndr e w Jockson
(4) George Woshlngton

~ RNSW ER;

~~

Figure 15-10: QuizMaster can be easily modified to test users on whatever subject they're studying.

Version: 1.1
Author: Robert McNally
Address: BBS: 313-695-6744
Price: Freeware
Rating: .;f-.;f-.;f-.;f-.._

O ver time, we've paid big bucks for lo usy astrono my software and consequently have lost interest in the nighttime
sky- with the possible exception of romantic-type moons
and the like. But now, our geeky interest has been rekindled thanks to Sky TraveL
This shareware offering beats the pants off any commercial
program. It's more imaginative and comprehensive than
any we've ever used. The database holds a great range of
categories, including stars, deep-sky objects (galaxies and
nebulae) and special items like Halley's comet, together
with abundant information explaining each one.
Mor 20, 1992
2:22.4 RM

no

Figure 15-11: Sky Travel is chock-full of heavenly bodies, and its view of the
night sky is continuously updated as the "earth" rotates.
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When you start Sky Travel, it displays the nighttime sky for
your location, date and time. Although the field of view is
fairly narrow, due to a tiny window, you can zoom out to a
wide-angle view and look in any compass direction. The
display is updated constantly-as the earth spins, so does
rhe sky you see.
This is a real winner. A great program ro have around at
any time for any age.

«'>
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Develope
H

&Hacks
"The world is moving so fast
the man who says it can't be
generally interrupted by someone doing it. "
-Elbert Hubbard
n the olden days, when the Mac was young, Apple courted developers, encouraging them to create a formidable
software base, one that would humble the almighty IBM
PC. Many developers tried. Most failed.

I

his chapter details our favorite hocks and the best shareware software that con be
used to create them. But this stuff is for those brave souls who know and love the
very innards of the Mac. Everyone else, tread with caution. If you're lost, don't
worry-this stuff probably isn't for you.
Back then, developers had to write programs for the
Macintosh on another computer entirely-a $1 0,000 Lisa.
This was because the Lisa project had been around for a
while and had accumulated a contingent of compilers, editors, debuggers-the basic tools of programming. Bur such
luxuries were yet to come for the fledgling Mac. So at the
beginning, support for its programming came from the
Mac's early adopters-the university-affiliated users and
the Apple II hackers.
These same hackers, who tend to spend most of their waking hours in front of their computers, wrote imaginative,
clever programs-called hacks- to amuse themselves and
their friends. Our definition of a hack is anything that's
cool but not very useful, like fuzzy dice or a velvet Elvis.
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You'll find more hacks in Chapter 5, "Fun & Games" and
in C hapter 11 , "System Enhancements." Which chapter a
hack-like program went into depended on whether we
thought of it as a game, an Init or Cdev, or as a hack.
All the programs reviewed here and throughout the book
are available in the Ventana Press Mac Shareware 500
Library on America Online. You'll find the Mac Shareware
Library in the Computing & Sofrware section of America
Online, or go there instantly by typing the keyword: Mac
500. To sign on to America Online, you can use your 10
free hours of online rime and rhe starter disk that come
with this book, plus the Mac-compatible modem of your
choice. For further instructions on how to join America
Online, or for more informacion about the Mac Shareware
500 Library, please see Appendix B.

Version: 2.0
Author: Aloin Birtz
Address: 650 Grand St-Charles
P.O., Canada JOE-lAO
CIS: 72467,2770
Price: Freeware
Rating:*-*-*-*-

Programmers who have access to Apple's development tools
have it easy. For those who don't, ABZMon fills the gap.
ABZMon is a debugger-a program that runs when other
programs fail. When a program drops the ball and crashes,
the debugger is there to pick up the ball and run. Apple's
debugger provides a command-line interface for inspecting
memory and tracing programs. ABZMon instead features
windows and menus, which are far easier to use. These w in dows and menus aren't exactly like the Apple's, however. If
your Mac crashes, the System is in such an unstable stare
you can't trust it to display windows and menus reliably. So
to prevent this, ABZMon offers its own facsimiles.
You'll probably use ABZMon only if you're a programmer
who needs to watch your program execure step-by-step. Or,
the merely curious can also use it to see, in action, the
sacrosanct inner workings of any program .
T he only bugs we found in the previous version have been
fixed. Our tester, who successfully debugged several programs with it, particularly liked the on-screen menus: you'll
always know what functions are available.
For programmers, we highly recommend ABZMon.
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Version: 2.1
Author: Rich Siegel
Address: 6 Village Way, #23
Natick, MA 01760
lnternet/Usenet: siegel@world.std.com
Price: Freeware
Rating:•••••
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Although the "BB" stands for "Bare Bones," expect to be
impressed with this little text editor. It's packed with useful
features that any programmer would appreciate. If you program in Think C, you may find it handy enough to use all
the time.
Some ofBBEdit Lite's features:
• File size is limited only by memory.
• An unlimited number of files can be open at a time.

• It offers grep searching and pattern matching.
• It boasts a list of testers that reads like an honor
roll of Mac programmers. (This sucker's solid.)
• It works with PopUpFuncs, an Init that marks
every C function or Pascal procedure, so jumping around in your code is no problem. BBEdit
comes with a demo version ofPopUpFuncs.
Those are the highlights, but we like it for its little features.
Like the Twiddle command, which switches the two characters on either side of the insertion point-something
every Mac word processor has been needing for years!
The ReadMe and documentation files are very complete,
and a separate file explains the black magic of successful
grepping. The grep m anual alone is worth the download.
sampleiiCMD.c

.JI ~
+

SpoonHan :t'lrM~ n

s:s.am,lt c:..S• ;Xtl"'m st\lff:Samp~K01D ,c:
lu' Savt4 : 7 /6/' 1 2 :12='7 PM

I•
II

II Fil e :

SQ~~P i a . c

II

I I a sa•p l • Xc11 d f or ~~"'Cor d tha t CCF\ ba easi ly
II exponct.d Into s:OM th ing un ful . , ,
II
II
11 Rob
lf\2/92
II • llh soo.e oode fr-ot. noc:Twtor Nov . 1090
II

r.....,.., ,

"I

•l nclt.lde
• Incl ude
•I nc l ude

«Se U~A4 . h»
« s lr l~. h•
« ~pw-XCMO. h •

• l fndd tilL
• define IHL 0t.

•and I (

Handle

ou tH • tell;

Figure 16-1: Text editor of the gods, or at least gurus. BBEdit Lite's multifile
search alone justifies the download.
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~ BNDL Ranger
Version: 1.3
Author: Tim Swihart
Address: P.O. Box 160643
Cupertino, CA 95016
Price: Freeware /$7 for BNDL Banger Pro
Rating:.,_.,_.._

C reating a bunch of cusrom icons for your new program is
always a drag, since ro get them to work, you always have
to rebuild the Desktop. T his involves a several-minute wait
each time-a pain that BN DL Banger soothes.
BNDL Banger is a drag-and-drop application that copies
the icons for whatever application you've dropped inro the
D eskrop database. So to try out your new icons, drag the
application o nto BNDL Banger and reboot. (Of course, it
would be great if you didn't have to reboot, bur that's not
such a big deal. At least your days of rebuilding the
Desktop are over.)
For seven bucks, the author will send a disk with BNDL
Banger Pro (which adds a few features) and the source code
to BNDL Banger.

~ DebugWindow
Version: 1.4
Author: Keith Ledbetter
Address: AOL: Kledbetter
CIS: 72240,1221
Price: Freeware
Rating:._._._._._

Sometimes the best ideas a re the simplest. T his is especially
true when it comes to d ebugging programs-because the
more complicated the debugger, the more code that can
crash.
DebugWindow avoids the whole problem. It's a small
application that just displays text in a window. Included is
a C function that allows you to prim anything to that window. You can use the standard "p rinrf" calling co nvenrions
and output formatted text strings and variables.
Since the window you're p rinting into belongs to another
application, it doesn't affect the program you've written.
You can ask it to add returns after every line, so you don't
have to remember to add a "\n" ro every line. And it
remembers the window's location between launches, so you
do n't have to move it o ut of the way of Terris every day.
An included XCMD for HyperCard gives the same functionality in that e nvironment. The magic works through
AppleEvenrs, so you must be running System 7.
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Version: 1.0b2
Author: Rod Magnuson
Address: AOL: RodMag
CIS: 71052,1562
Price: Freeware
Rating:-.-.-.

Normally when you write a program, you create the resources for it using ResEdit o r Rez. After you've run the
program and need to mal<e changes, you have to edit the
resource in ResEdit-or in the text file if you use Rez-and
recompile.

r·······
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fo r a lot of us, two simple things were a ma jor part of our decision
to buy a Mac: fun and games.

Figure 16-2: Edit on-the-fly with Dialog Editor. Here we're showing the folks
from Microsoft some real interface design. Notice that you can move buttons
with the crosshair cursor.
W ith Dialog Editor, you just use the program as no rmal.
When you press a certain key combination, the mouse
becomes the editing cursor. You can move or resize any dialog item- buttons, controls, text items, even user items.
You can move or resize the dialog itself. And when you're
done, you hit the hot key again and Dialog Editor saves
your changes. While this isn't the best way to edit resources
for a program, it sure as heck is the most uniq ue.
It may not work in all situations, but when it does it's definitely cool. Everyone's had the urge to move a button a
pixel or two but dreaded bo thering with ResEdit. In that
event, give Dialog Editor a try.
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~ DOCMo~er
Version: 3.96
Author: Mark Wall
Address: Green Mountain Software
9404 Volley ln.
Huntsville, AL 35803
AOL: MSWoll
Price: $25
Rating:•••

Who hasn't, at one time or another, experienced the frustration of sending someone a word processor file, only ro
find our too late that the recipient doesn't have the proper
application or the version needed ro read or print it?
Granted, things aren't as bad as they used to be, since most
word processors now have the capability ro open and/or
read many file types. Bur in the process of translating all
that information, most of your efforts in formatting and
presenting the text are lost. And if you're working with
graphics, who knows what will happen?
DOCMaker allows you ro create a self-contained, standalone document file that anyone can read simply by double-clicking on it. You can include text formatting and
even stick in lots of cool graphics and other visual effects.
It's a favorite of shareware authors for creating ReadMe
documents rhat stand out from the normal TeachText fare.
• Since the file is also the program that launches it, that's all
you need to send, making DOCMal(er a handy method of
transmitting files ro someone when you have no idea what
software they use.
Note: The next generation of Macs, based on the PowerPC
chip, will use a kind of program called a "fat app" that contains two programs: a program for 6880x0 Macs in the
resource fork, and the same program compiled for PowerPC Macs in the data fork. Confused? All it means is that
DocMaker (which uses both forks) will be roast. Look for
some kind of update when the new Macs hit the street.

Author: Jim Speth
Address: speth@cats.ucsc.edu
Price: Freeware
Rating:•••

Once upon a time Mattel made a roy called the
PowerGlove. It was meant as a replacement for a N intendo
game system joystick. You could just move your hand and
control characters in a game. It never really took offexcept with the geeks (and we use this term lovingly, being
geeks ourselves) who latched onto rhe gloves and figured
our how to hook them up ro their computers.
W ith Dr. SrrangeGlove, you can learn how to find
PowerGloves and how ro connect rhem to your Mac. And
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you can watch as the glove sends data into yo ur Mac. You
can also rotate a small ball in 3-D space. That's about it,
bur once you get that far the poren6al is staggering. We'd
still like ro see software that moves rhe cursor with the
glove, or at least does something usefuL
In the coming world ofVirtual Realities, those with the
earliest PowerGloves will rule.

Author: Takashi Suzuki
Address: 338-45 Miyagawa Haruno-cho
Shuchi-gun Shizuoka
Japan
Price: $10
Rating:"'*"•••

Your Mac is filled with tons of highly interesting spots in
low memory. The weekend experimenter could tweak and
poke at any of these for hours of amusement. Global
Variables Viewer lets you explore rhe fun (or at least interesting) low-memory locations. While it doesn't let you
actually change the values of any of these locations- and to
want to do so would surely be madness, as you could really
screw things up rhar way-this program lets you explore
and look around. Want to see how the Mac watches the
mouse? Search for memory location "RawMouse" and
watch the number change as you mouse around.
A low-memory location editor, while highly dangerous,
would make this program complete.

Version: 2.1
Author: »Mr. Fine"
Price: Freeware
Rating:..._.._.._

For programmers and System snoopers: this DA lets you
cur an icon-size square from your screen and save it as an
icon in any file. You can create your own icons in MacPaint
and snap a picture of rhem. This is especially useful for HyperCard or if you're using Fac;:ade (reviewed in Chapter 11 ,
"System Enhancements").
This doesn't work and isn't needed in System 7, bur it's
incredibly useful in pre-System 7 environments.
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~ NeVR lnit
Author: Jorg Brown
Price: Freeware
Rating:+

~ NeXTBrowser
Version: 0.2
Author: Rick Scherle
Address: 1355 Miravalle Ave.
Los Altos, CA 94022
Rating:++
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This lnit replaces standard windows with an imitation of
the NeXT computer's window. Sort of. Actually, it's a good
bit uglier than the NeXT window-or even the usual
System 7 windows.

This program imitates the NeXT computer's visual interface. The NeXTBrowser is a sort of file-launcher tool. This
Mac version, while looking cool, doesn't work very wellnote the boxes before every line-and is functionally useless. Nonetheless, there's a vocal minority in the Macintosh
community that lusts for the NeXT. Combined with the
NeVR lnit, you can mal<.e or fake your own NeXT.

Daol beta
DAppleShare PDS
DApplications
DAudio & Video s tuff
OCmdr. l>ialog ][
OCool Movies
[]Desktop
ODesktop DB
ODesktOI>DF
ODesktop Folder

Dlcon
DOI\line Downloads
DOn line Files
DOnline Mail
DOnline Tools

DOnlin• Databaso
DOnlin• Holp
DOI'Iline SoUI\ds

• Figure 16-3: You con make your Mac look like aNeXT with NeXTBrowser.

PICT Control Buttons
Version: 1.0
Author: Chris Johnson
Price: Freeware
Rating:+++++

Any programmer who ever wanted a truly custom interface
need look no further. T his gem lets you use pictures, drawn
in a painting program, as on-screen buttons. You can create
animated sequences for these buttons-a toggle button
switching positions, for example. You copy the Cdev into
your application with ResEdit. Since the buttons use PICT
resources, rhey can be color or black and white.
The application is well documented. A builder tool takes a
series ofPICTs and does the work for you in setting the
button up. Chris Johnson, the author, just asks that you
give him credit in your About dialog box. Well worth it.
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~ Pocket Fort~
Version: 6.3
Author: Chris Heilman
Address: CIS: 70566,1474
Price: Freeware
Rating:._.._.._.._.._.
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While the cost of commercial development environments
surge ever skyward-just look at Apple's $950 price tag for
ETO (Essential Tools and Objects)-it makes sense to look
for shareware alternatives. Pocket Forth is a good one.

:o
1899
1899
1899
1899
1899
1899
1899
1899
1899
1899

Pocket Forth 1.5
The Sieve of Erastothanes
primes
primes
primes
primes
primes
primes
primes
primes
pr imes
pr imes

0.9 sec.

Not too shabby , eh?
ok _

Figure 16-4: Pocket Forth runs the sieve benchmark none too poorly.
Pocket Forth comes as aDA for either System 6 or 7.
When you double-dick it, it opens into a text window. You
can type Forth expressions and watch them execute.
Of course, this requires a knowledge of Forth. Forth programming is a dying art, sadly enough . But you can access
the entire Mac Toolbox through this desk accessory, so you
know it's not underpowered. You can even create fullfledged stand-alone applications with Pocket Forth.
Our Forth tester liked the small size of the implementation, especially in comparison to some other generally
available Forth systems like MOPS. T he DA takes only
16k, not counting the size of the dictionary after you add
your own functions.

ORTH is a language that was originally created by astronomers to control their
telescopes. It somehow escaped into the real world, where it hos survived to this
day. It's one of those disappearing languages that, like Hamlet, must stand against a
"(" of troubles. For those just starting out in Mac programming, it's a simple-and
cost-effective-way to learn the Mac Toolbox.
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Version: 5.0
Author: Ken Winograd
Address: 2039 Country Club Dr.
Manchester, NH 03102
Price: Freewcre

Roling: • • • • •

We highly recommend this for readers who want to explore
programming the Mac without rhe headache and walletache rhat commercial development systems cost.
PRAM stands for Parameter RAM, which is a small section
of memory set aside to retain rhings like the rime and date,
the desktop pattern and orher C ontrol Panel settings. This
memory is backed up by a battery and therefore isn't lost
when you turn your Mac off.

*
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Figure 16-5: Awindow only a techie could love. But this ugly duckling will
become aswan if your Parameter RAM gets blasted!
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If some program crashes, however, it can trash the
Parameter RAM, causing unending headaches. T he best
thing to do in this case is to run PRAM and zap it dean,
rhen start from scratch.
PRAM will let you set the individual bytes of memory to
anything you want, so it's fun to experiment with, too. And
rhe explanation of what every bit in rhe Parameter RAM
does is by far the best treatment of the subject around.
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Version: 1.4.2
Author: Paul Mercer
Address: P.O. Box 160165
Cupertino, CA 95014·0165
AppleUnk: MERCERl
Internet: pmercer@apple.com
Price: Freeware
Rating:.._.._.._.._.._

Version: 1.1
Author: James W. Walker
Rating:.._.._.._
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This cool FKey makes the power key on your Apple extended keyboard work like the interrupt switch on your Mac.
In combination with the Command and Option keys, it
resrans or shuts down your Mac as well. PowerBooks use
the Delete key instead bur otherwise work just the same.
We've chosen it as one of the best shareware selections in
this book, and it's discussed in derail in Chapter 4,
"Making rhe Most of rhe Besr."

This function key, wh en invoked, displays a window with
a scrolling list of all open resource files. This can be very
handy for tracking down bugs attributable to multiple
copies of the same resource. It's easy to forger to close a
resource file, or to forger rhe order in which open resource
files are searched.
If you use Carpetbagger (see Chapter 12) or the commercial Suitcase II, ResMap FKEY will also display all font
suitcases you have open. This can be handy for tracking
down font conflicts.

Softwo~eFPU

-------

Version: 2.43
Author: John M. Neil
Address: P.O. Box 160699
Cupertino, CA 95016
Price: $10
Rating:.._.._.._.._

We can't all be members of Mensa. But chances are that
given enough time, the average Joe could pretty much figure our anything some Mensa brainiac could. Macs are
similar. Nor every Mac has a math coprocessor to do lightning-fast math; but in due course, the Mac's math abilities
could figure out nearly anything a coprocessor could.
SofrwareFPU lets your coprocessor-deprived Mac do just
that. T his !nit translates an application's calls to a floatingpoint unit (FPU math coprocessor) into the Mac's built-in
Apple SANE (Standard Apple Numerics Environment)
calls. This lets your Mac fool applications into thinking
a coprocessor is installed. The trade-off is that a coprocessor
processes the math in approximately 1I 100 of the rime that
SANE could do it. Still, most applications make such calls
only occasionally; so actual performance isn't affected
appreciably in most cases.
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This is most handy when running old versions of software
like Excel and other spreadsheets on Mac LCs and IIsi's
that do n't have a math coprocessor built in. A fine l nir.

~ System Errors
Version: 7.0.1
Author: Dr. "Pete" Corless
Address: Apple Computer
20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
Price: Freeware
Rating:"*""*""*"

~ TooiBar Manager

Author: Narayan Soinoney
Address: 3480 Carnarvon Avenue,
North Vancouver, BC
V7N 3K9 Canada
Price: Free for public domain programs
Rating:"*""*""*""*"

Author: Patrick M. Gormley
Address: 4247 Vernor Rd.
Attica, Ml48412.
AOL: PatrickG21
Price: Freeware
Rating:._._._._

W ho can remember all those crazy error codes? Why bother? Keep this around and look them all up. This program
contains the latest list of errors, including new ones for
System 7. A table of contents separates the positive codes
from the negative ones.
It's an application, so you can double-dick it, or put it in
your Apple Menu items folder for easier access. (In fact,
it was created with DOCMaker, so you can see how powerful that program is.) T his is indispensable for any Mac
developer.

Thanks to Microsoft, toolbars are all the rage these days.
Personally, we think they're un-Mac-like: what do any of
those icons in the Microsoft Word toolbar mean? Who can
tell? T hat's why Steve Jobs gave us m enus.
But to get off the soapbox, programmers who want a quick
and easy way to make toolbars in their own apps need look
no further. One call to this code library and, like magic, a
toolbar will appear in your program. Of course, what happens when people dick in it is up to you.

Viruses seem to have passed o ut of vogue in the Mac
world, but that doesn't mean you should fall asleep on
guard duty. Many Mac programs-such as the products
from Claris-check their own size each time they run. If
for any reason the program is larger than it used to be, it
cries foul and quits.
Vaccinate Plus lets you add the same capability to your
own programs. Since a virus must add code to your program to propagate, Vaccinate Plus checks for changes in

Chapter 16: Developer's Aids &Hacks
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the sizes of all resources in your program except menus. If
there is any change in the sizes, it lets you know.
It's simple to add to your program: just drop the Pascal files
in and add these lines of code:

if not (Appli c a t ionCan Run) then
be g in
{Do a ny Cl ean-up h ere}
Hal t ;
end;
Everyone who writes commercial apps should include chis
in their next program.

~ Wel~o,m ~
Version: 1.0
Author: Michael Carlton
Address: 61 0 Wildcat Canyon Rd.
Berkeley, CA 94708
Internet: Corlton@cs.berkeley.edu
Price: Freeware
Rating:._._._

Welcome changes the greeting char appears on your Mac
screen when you turn it on. You can replace the usual
"Welcome to M acintosh" with any specialized greeting
you would rather have.
This could be particul arly handy for schools and institutions-especial ly if they're afraid of having their Mac
stolen. Not that this is an antitheft feature; simply reformatting the hard drive would return things ro normal. Bur
what self-respecting thief would know how to reformat the
hard drive, any"\IVay?
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Resources
& Tools

e hope this book has served as more than an
introduction to the ever-expanding, multifaceted world of Mac shareware-bur, naturally, we couldn't anticipate all your questions or meet all your needs in these pages. T herefore, this
Appendix is intended to give yo u a head start in looking for
the answers you don't find here, be they about shareware or
just improving yo ur system's performance. W e also rake this
occasio n to give you useful information about the hardware
and software we used in purring this book together.

RESOURCE GUIDE

If either your shareware or your machine is acting up and
giving yo u problems, the first step is ro go back to the dealer you bought it from. (You did buy it from a dealer, didn't
yo u?) Every Apple dealer has a systems engineer whose job
is to help you set everything up correctly and track down
software conflicts- though not all dealers provide great
support.
But if you are having trouble with shareware or your
machine, the best advice we can give you is ro join a local
user group, where you can always find someone who knows
more than you do. And these fo lks are always willing ro
share. C al l the Apple User Group information line to find
the group nearest you.
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Numbers for Apple Customer Assistance:

Big User Groups

Apple Customer Assistance Center

800-776-2333

User group connection

800-538-9696

Apple provided us with these listings for large user groups.
This information is current as of press time, but keep in
mind mat data of mis sorr is in a constant state of flux. You
can always get a current name and phone number from me
Apple 800 number above.

Boston: Boston Computer Society (largest on me East Coast)
617-290-5700
Berkekey: BMUG (largest on the West Coast)
510-549-2684

Arizona: Arizona Apple Mac User Group
Mike Morrison
602-225-8425

Los Angeles: Mac Educator (primarily for educators)
Max Shaffer
213-666-6723
AFI Mac User Group
. . David Chadderdon
: 213-856-7690

..
Mac User Group
... USC
Leonard Wines
.. 213-937-4082
.. Mac Valley Users Group
Gruberman
. Ken
. 818-998-4477
.. Austin,TX
Macintossh
. Capitol
Mason Hale
.. 512-404-4592

Resources &Tools
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New York: Big Apple UG
John F. McMullen
212-603-9007
New York MacUsers' Group
212-473-1600

lexington, KY: Central KY Comp Society, Inc.
David Reed
606-255-2527

Washington, DC:Washington Apple Pi
Beth Medlin
301-654-8060

Online Services

Bulletin Boards

America Online

800-827-6364

CompuServe

800-848-8199

GEnie

800-638-9636

These numbers are taken from a list compiled by Dennis
Runkle (AOL: Drunkle). A much longer version of this list
is posted in the Mac Shareware 500 forum on America
Online. Modem speed can be 300, 1200 or 2400 baud
unless otherwise noted.
BCS Telecomm
617-786-9788
(2400 baud)
Apllesiders of Cincinnati
606-572-5375
Mac OnLine!
202-547-043 5
System operator: Marvin Miller

In general, bulletin boards come and go. The best policy is
to check the list posted on America Online, or look in the
back of a recent Computer Shopper, to see which bulletin
boards are currently active in your area.
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Where to Find the Authors

Be sure to visit our online Mac Shareware 500 forum! (It's
on America Online; use the keyword: Mac 500.) T he
authors are available online in the forum to answer you r
shareware questions. Or send us e-mail:
Ruffin Prevost:
America Online: Ventana500
Ventanna Press:
CompuServe: 70524,3216
AppleLink: Venrana. link@applelink.apple.co m
Internet: Ventana500@aol. co m
Rob Terrell:
America O nline: RobTerrell

TOOLS WE USED

W riting a book this big was an immense undertaking. T he
logistics of locating shareware, compiling it and trying to
track down the authors could drive a person insane.
Fortunately, we had o ur Macintoshes to help us. Bur a
M acintosh alone was nor enough. Here's a listing of the
hardware and software we found especially helpful in writing this book.

Hardware

Optical Access International CD-ROM Drive: T his speedy CD-ROM
drive was easy to set up and use. Simply plug it into your
SCSI port wirh the included cable, copy rhe driver software
from the floppy disk into your System Folder, and reboot.
We liked the software that came with it-which, when you
get down to it, is the importa nt thing. Since only three or
four com pan ies make the innards of a C D-ROM d rive,
they're similar in perform3.nce. Ir's in the extra hardware
(like disk caches) and high-quality softvvare that you'll
notice some differences.

Resources &Tools
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The software that comes with this drive works well. The
drive mounts (that is, shows up on the Desktop) if a disk is
inserted at startup, but not when it's inserted while the
computer is running. In the latter case we had to run the
OAI Access program to mount it. (We tried SCSI Probe,
the usually all-powerful shareware SCSI utility, but without
any luck.)
The OAI Access program had the side effect of messing up
our old Jasmine hard drive, but that's what we get for having an antiquated, unsupported, System 7 -incompatible
Jasmine drive, anyway.
We highly recommend the OAI drive: OAI, 800 West
Cummings Park, Ste. 2050, Woburn, MA 01801;
800-433-5133.

Ricoh Magneto-Optical Hard Drive: Once you get really serious
about collecting shareware, you'll realize how fast you can
run out of hard drive space (in fact, you've probably overflowed your hard drive a hundred times already). We highly recommend buying some sort of removable medium as
a second hard drive. Why repeat the process of filling up
another dosed-ended hard drive when you can buy infinite
storage by just getting a new cartridge when your old one
runs out?
For storing the dozens of megabytes of shareware we tested
in researching The Mac Shareware 500, we used Ricoh's
5.25-inch, removable magneto-optical cartridge drive. (We
bought our model 9200EII drive from Adara, a division of
Microtek, 680 Knox, Torrance, CA 90502; 800-253-5226.)
Optical cartridgc.s are fairly fast, durable and hold 600mb
each (at about $125). If you plan on dealing with lots of
shareware, that's the way to go.

The Moe Shorewore 500

Software

We gathered a lot of shareware from huge CD -ROM collections available from the big commercial distributors.
Here's what we think of a few of the bigger rides:

Gigorom: T his behemo th holds a gigabyte of shareware, all
compressed with Compact Pro, a shareware file-compression utility. A gigabyte, for the uninitiated, is 1,000 megabytes. As an authoritative collection, Gigarom rakes the
cake. Ir's a good buy for user group libraries, which need a
definitive volume. Unfortunately, quantity doesn't translate
to quality. Some of the programs address needs the Mac
community no longer has, and some are as old as the
Macintosh itself and don't even run on roday's newer
systems.
It's compressed with Compact Pro to mal{e more fir on one
disk, so you have to expand it, which can be a slow and
boring process. For meeting your general file-compression
needs, yo u may want to invest in a program like D iskDo ubler, which saved us significant time and also our
samry.
In fact, there's so much stuff on Gigarom that you may be
overwhelmed. A gigabyte is a lot of files to go through,
especially when the average file size is around 30k. It rook
so much paper ro print the directory that we eventually just
quit. Besides, do you really need the six disk-formatting
program s that G igarom has, or can you get by with rhe
three on any other CD-RO M? (Especially since half of
them do n't work under System 7, and none of them format
high-density disks.)

CD Fun House: As rhe title suggests, this C D focuses on fun
and games. Although it's not as huge as most CDs, it still
holds about 300 games and other fun things.

Resources &Tools
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Flawlessly organized, the C D features a folder hierarchy
that makes sense. The games are divided into categories
such as the Arcade, AdventureLand and the Casino. When
you open one of these folders, you'll find the games nestled
into a subfolder. Each game is subjectively rated, from one
star to five. (There are lots of fours and a few fives.) Plus,
there's a navigation program that gives access data for most
games in the collection, such as author's name and address,
shareware price and version number.
It's a great collection. Our testers liked this C D the most
of all, and we used it extensively in finding games for The

Mac Shareware 500.

Educorp CD-ROM 5.0: Educorp, which, you may recall, sells
disks by mail, also makes a two-disk CD collection of
shareware. It's a strong contender- much easier to use
than Gigarom-bur it still has some faults.
The navigation software is a HyperCard stack. It gives
plenty of information about everything on the disk, and it
will copy the programs for you at the click of a button.
However, when you copy a program's folder (the easiest
way to ensure you get all the files you need for a program),
it copies other programs too. We found it easy to fill up
our hard disk with shareware we didn't want.
The strength of this C D is in its utilities. It has an incredible array of Cdevs, Inits, DAs and FKeys. We found several
favorites here.
There are many duplicates as well as several versions of
some programs, which frustrated us. Which version do
you need? It would be better if only one version-or at
least a folder for old versions- were included.
But overall, its navigation software makes using this C D
much simpler t han any of its competition.
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Info-Mac CD-ROM: If you're looking for a large and comprehensive collection of shareware gathered from one of the
best Internet sites in the country, check out the Info-Mac
CD by Pacific HiTech (801-278-2042). It's packed with
lots of great stuff, including a number of high-end programs that would no doubt be of great aid to programmers
and shareware authors.
Included with each program is the abstract review from the
Internet's Info-Mac archive, so you can read a quick description of what the file is, how it works and other important
stuff like that.
MACn~icenl 7.1 CD-ROM: Perhaps more than any other CD collection of shareware that we've seen, the MACnificent 7.1 seems
to contain only well-chosen, tested software. Ignoring the
conventional "wisdom" that bigger is better, this CD offers
"only" 7,000 programs, but each one is a solid selection.

Heavy on educational and home shareware, you won't find
the typical collection of flashy, complicated hacker's tricks
on this disk. You will find useful, value-packed shareware
presented in a logical, straightforward manner. Digital
Diversions (800-879-1150) has done a great service to CDROM fans by releasing this well-researched disk full of
great stuff.

Mac Sharew;Gr

Companion o·

T

he software on the companion disks accompanying
The Mac Shareware 500 is distributed with the permission of the authors who wrote it and is provided
here for your personal use. You may try it without
obligation, bur if you decide to keep a program permanently, please check the related ReadMe documents and make
the appropriate shareware payment whenever applicable.
Ventana Press provides this software for your use as is and
makes no guarantee or warranty regarding its performance
or compatibility.
Before you begin, we suggest making a careful backup of
the contents of your hard drive and a backup of the companion disks themselves. To install the software from the
three shareware disks and the America Online disk, you
will need about 4.5mb of free space on your hard drive.

AMERICA ONLINE

By special arrangement with America Online (AOL), new
members of AOL will receive 10 free hours with the purchase
of The Mac Shareware 500. You may try America Online withour risk or obligation using the AOL disk that comes with this
book. (See order from in the back of this book.)
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The installation process for America Online is automatic.
You simply insert the AOL floppy into your Mac's drive
and double-dick on the Install icon. If you prefer, you may
copy the contents of the AOL disk to your hard drive first
and then proceed with the installation process. When you
are prompted for a password, please refer to the AOL card
at the back of this book; on that card is a sticker with your
trial password for signing on to AOL.
Should you experience problems installing the AOL software or signing on for the first time, you can contact
America Online directly at 800-827-6364. To access the
Ventana Press Mac Shareware 500 Library once online,
type the keyword (Commandk): Mac 500.

COMPANION SHAREWARE

We've included with this book some of the best shareware
available. By popular request, we have created an installer
for each program included; you can easily install only the
programs that interest you, or as much as you have free
space for. If you decide to install all of the shareware, you'll
need about 3.5mb of free space.
To install the software, insert one of the Mac Shareware
500 disks. Browse through the folders and locate the programs you are interested in. To install a file, double-dick it.
The installer program will prompt you to choose a destinar.ion for the files. Make sure you save to your hard disk
drive and not the floppy disk! A new folder will then be
created at the location you chose, containing the shareware
you selected.
Again, we recommend backing up your hard drive and the
companion disks before beginning the installation process.
All software on these disks was checked using Disinfectant
and was found to be free of known viruses.

Moe Shareware 500 Companion Disks
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If you have a problem installing the companion shareware
onto your Mac, contact Vemana Press at 919-942-0220,
Fax 919-942-1140, P.O. Box 2468, Chapel Hill, NC
27515. If you have technical questions or problems using a
specific piece of shareware, please consult the ReadMe documents and contact the shareware author directly for further assistance. ReadMe documents, instruction files and
manuals for the shareware on this disk are all formatted so
that they may be opened using TeachText, Apple's generic
text-reader application, or you can open them with your
favorite word processing program. If you're having trouble
opening a related text file, try launching your word processing program and then opening the text file from within
that program.

DISK 1
BUSINESS

Easy Envelopes Plus: You can use Easy Envelopes to address
envelopes quickly and effectively using your favorite
Macintosh-compatible printer. Easy Envelopes is also a
DA, and the procedure for installing it is the same as that
for Address Book.

FlashWrite II: This mini-word processor is the perfect place to
keep notes. You can create individual "pages" for different
subjects, and quickly swicth to any page. Full font, style,
and priming support is implemented. FlashWrite II is a
DA (which is installed like any other DA) and an accompanying Control Panel, which is installed by dropping the
Control Panel icon (FlashWrite Opener) into your System
Folder. After restarting, you can access the FlashWrite
Opener under the Apple Menu in your Control Panels.
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Remember?: Remember? comes in two parts: a DA, which is
installed the same way as the Address Book DA, and an
Extension, which you should copy into your System Folder.
Whenever you install something into your System Folder,
it's a good idea ro restart your M acintosh before trying to
use that software. We suggest installing all the Extensions
included with the disks and then restarting only once at the
end of the procedure. If you're already using an older version of Remember?, be sure to read the documents bundled
with this version for details on updating your old files.

DAS, UTILITIES &FKEYS

Disinfectant: All of the software on the companion disks has
already been checked using Disinfectant, but should you
wish to check other software on your drive, you can launch
Disinfectant by double-clicking on its icon. The program
has superb online documentation and help files, and we
suggest reading them just for their splendid explanation of
what viruses are and how they work.

FKEY Master: Since installing function keys can be a tricky
process, we've included a function key installer with the
co mpanion disks: FKEY M aster. Double-dick to launch
the program.

Extensions Manager: T his utility, which lets you control how
your Extensions load during startup, comes in the form of
an Extension and an accompanying Control Panel, both of
which should be copied ro your System Folder. After
restarting your Mac, you can set Extensions Manager's
parameters via irs Control Panel under the Apple Menu.
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DEVELOPER'S AIDS
&HACKS

FONTS

FUN &GAMES

HeWs Programmer Font: If you're using System 6.0x, use rhe
Font/DA Mover program to install rhis font into the System.
If you're using System 7.0, drag the font onto the System
suitcase file; if you're using System 7. 1, drag this font into
your Font folder. Or, you can use a program like Suitcase II
or Master Juggler to add rhe font to a suitcase file.

All the fonts included on these disks are PostScript or
TrueType fonts for use with your ImageWriter, StyleWriter
or laser printer. If you're using System 6.0x, you install the
fonts as usual by using the Font/DA Mover to copy rhe
screen fonts into your System File, or you can use a program like Suitcase II or Master Juggler. Under System 7,
you can double-dick on rhe font's suitcase icon to access its
screen fonts or, again, use Suitcase II or Master Juggler to
install them in the suitcase of your choice. Copy the printer fonts to your System Folder.

BricklesPius: This game is launched by double-clicking on irs
icon. It requires only hand-eye coordination to operate
properly on your Macintosh.
CriHers: Both BigFoot and Eyeballs are Extensions that you
should copy to your System Folder to use. You may need to
restart your Mac after installing them to ensure they operate properly. After you restart, a set of eyeballs will follow
your cursor and a pair of footprints will wander around
your Desktop.

Glider+: Like Brickles, Glider+ requires only quick fingers
and fast chinking. Doubleclick co launch.
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POWERBOOK &
NEWTON

Clicklock: Install this as you would any control panel-drop
it in the Control Panels folder of your Powerbook. When
you restart, you can use the control panel ro choose a key
for the click-locking feature.

Keyboard: After you uncompress this file, use the Newton
Connection Kit ro download the package file ro the
Newton. See your Connection Kit manual for derails.

SOUNDS

SoundMoster:To install Sound.Master, copy irs icon ro your
System Folder. After restarting, you'll be able to access irs
Control Panel under the Apple Menu. You can then use
Sound1v1asrer ro set your Mac to make certain sounds at
appropriate times. We suggest you copy any sounds you
might have into a single folder on your hard drive, where it
will be easy ro use Sound.Master to access them quickly and
easily. If you don't have any sounds, you may use the ones
provided with these disks, which are in the folder labeled
System Sounds. If you wish to use the sounds as System
beeps without using SoundMaster, copy the sounds to your
System File in your System Folder.

DISK 2

PopChor:PopChar lets you access all the extended characters
of a particular font instantly and easily from the menu bar
above any application. To install PopChar, drag it ro your
System Folder and restart, then access irs Control Panel
under the Apple Menu.

Moe Shorewore 500 Companion Disks - -
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SYSTEM ENHANCEMENTS

COMMUNICATIONS

Set Clock: To use SetCiock, simply double-click on its icon,
which will launch the application. You may need to adjust
some of the phone number settings w ithin the program to
make sure, for instance, you dial a 1 before making a longdistance call. You must have a modem to use SetClock.

llerm: You must have a modem to use Z Term; launch it by
double-clicking on its icon. ZTerm has excellent documentation, and we highly recommend opening, printing and
reading the ZTerm manual. We also recommend adopting
ZModem as your standard modem protocol, as it's far more
efficient and easier to use than most other popular protocols available fo r the Macintosh.
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Shareware Program Index
30 C heckers 88
30 Galaxy Collisions 222
3Tris 11 8
11122/63 EXTRA 60

A
ABC Cakularor 327
ABZMon 406
Academ ic Oaramanager 390-91
Address Book 270-7 1
AddToOicr 363
Advenrure Construction Kit, The 88
aidsCloseUp & HIV/AJDS Study 200-201
AJFF Recorder 373
AJTimes 280-81
AKA 54
AI Ei nstein, Simpsons & Opus
Clocks 327-28
Albatross 144
Alias Repair 3 I 7
AltWDEF 281
American Goth ic 89
Amortize 264
Amy's Recipes 202
Ann-Stone 130
Apollo 3 18
AppDisk 343-44
ApplicationMenu 282
Applicon 344-4 5
Archie 196
Archirecr 178
Arctic 140
Area Code & Time Finder 202-203
Area Codes 185, 363
Armadillo 134
Art His tory 39 1
Anillery 89
Arcisto+ 222
ASCII C hart 329
Ashley 14 1
ASLTalk 185
Aurora 282-83

B
Baker's Dozen 86
Balloon 203
Basura 320
BBEdir Lire 407
Bearsville 54-55. 154
BeepShufAe lnit 374
Bell Bottom 154
Benjamin 155
Bibliophile 204
Bigfoot 96-97
BigPar & Pik-a-Pat 283
Bill iard Parlor 90
Bill's Dingbats I 34
Biorhythm II 90
BiPlane 265
Birthday 205
BlackChancery 15 5-56
BlcndCalc 222-23
Blob Manager 87
Block.Painr 223-24
Bloodsuckers 90
BMX-The Racing Game 87
BNOL Banger 408
BoneBlack 156-57
Bongo Bob 319
Brassfield 148
Brickles Plus 91
BroadCast 186
Budgerize 266
Bully 345

c

Cable Dingbats 135
Cairo 135
Cal 26 1-62
Cannon Fodder 91
Capel-Y-Ffi n 149
Caraway Bold 178
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Carpetbagger 346
CartWright 157
Casio 329-30
Cdev Shrinker 283-84
Chasline 158
Cheneau Text 144
Cheque 266-67
Chips & Dips 92
Classica 145
Classifed D ingbats 136
CleanDelete 300
ClickLock 359
Clockspeed 284
CMY 330
CocaCola Font 136
Columbus 158
Concentroids From Planer X
Continuum 92
Convert Ir 330
CopyBeep 3 19
Cowboy Poetry 205
CracklingFire 159
Crillee 179
Crossmasrer 93
CusorFixer 359

Do It All! 272-73
DOCMaker 4 10
Dr. StrangeGiove 410-11
DOS.INIT 286-87
DragWindow Inir 347
Draw Poker 90
Drop-Info 347
Dubiel & Dubiellralic 179

E

92

D
OAKey 339
Darkwood 93
Dares 94
DateKey 55, 339
DavysDingbats 137
Daylight Savings Time 285
Debug Window 408
DeFonr 285
DeprhKey 340
DeskMares 27 1-72
DeskPar 331
Desktop Pattern 285-286
Deskrop Texture I nsrallcr 346
DeskZap 331
Despair 94
Dialog Editor 409
D iner 160
Disinfectant 56-57, 347
Disklock 332

Easy Envelopes Plus 263
Ecco 187
Eclectic One 138
Elecrriciry and Nuclear Fission 392
Electronic Music Encyclopedia 371
Eliza 95
Enigma 95-96
Event Monitor 307
Eviscerate 160-61
Extensions Manager 39--40, 287-88
Eyeballs and Bigfoot 96-97

F

Fa~ade

307
Fakros 149
FatMouse3 332
Faustus 162
Fetch 196
File Buddy 348
Finance 267-68
Finder Commands 288-89
FKEY Master 340-41
Flash-It 348
FlashWrite II 62, 332
Fleurons 180
Flintsone 162
FlipTIFF 224
Floydian 163
Forry Thieves 97
Fred's Finder Hacks 319-20
FTPd 196

Progrom Index

K

G

Kabel 150
Kangaroo Court 206
Kaos 228
Kennon 145
Key Lights 292
Keyboard 1.1 364
KidPix 65-66, 228-29
Kilroy 292-93
Kiwi Envelopes 263
KopyKar 349
Koshgarian-Lighr 151

Galactic Empire 97
Giffer 224
GIFWarcher 187
Glider+ 98
Global Variables Viewer 411
Glypha II 98-99
Goodfellow 164
Goudy Medieval 165
GradeBook 393
Graphic Conven er 225-26
GraphToolz 394
Griffin Dingbats 138-39
Groening 180
Guard Dog 289-90
Gunshy 94

L
LaserFix 308
LaserQuores 308
LasrBoor 309
Laura's Letters 206
Lawn Zapper 99
Lefty Casual 142
Let's Call Upon... 395-96
Lightning Paint 229-30
LockDisk 293-94
Locklr! 349
Logo 207
Loudmouth 374
Lumparsky 142
LunarCrack 309
Luxembourg 166

H
HAL 308
Hamburg 150
Hangman Plus 99
Harquil 165
Heidelberg 141
Helium 290-9 1
HP-35 333
HyperFrog 394-95

Icon Designer 226-27
ICON Maker DA 41 1
Imagery 227-28
Inigo Gets Our 63, 205
init Cdev 291
International T ime & World T ime
InUse 292
Inventory 273-74

J
Judas 166
Jugend 13 1
J usr Click 321

d-

M
333

Mac Fish! 100
Mac Kermit 187
MacAJmanac 333
MacBandir 100
MacCasino 100
MacCiapper 374-75
MacConccpt 230-3 1
MacFoorball 10 1
MachineBiock 151
Maclntcresr 268
Macintosh Memory Guide
MacKeyboard 375

208-209
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MacMailing 275-76
MacMan Classic Pro 10 1
MacNinja 101
MacPorkBarrel 102
MacPuke 309
MacWoof 188
Maelstrom 66, 102
Magellan at Ven us 396-97
MailSlor 189
Mancala 102
MandelTV 232-33
MandelZot 233
Ma rdi Gras 167
Mariner 67-68, 268
Marydale 143
Master Scan 233-34
Math Orchard 397-98
MathBlast 398
Man Paint 234-35
MaxAppleZoom 13-14, 68-70, 309
MCS 190
MemiNIT 294
Memory 103
MenuChoice 294
MenuKey 295
MenuT uner 295-96
Message 333
Miami Nights 168
Mickey Mouse Clock 334
MICN 296
MicroWorld 1.1 398-99
Middleron 152
MIDI Companion 371-72
MIDI Mode 373
MilleBornes 103
Mini Sci Calc 334
miniWRITER 335
MODE32 321
Modem lnicializer 297
ModemMaker 190
Money Matters 269
Monopoly l 03
Monserial 191
Moon 1.0d2 364
Morton Dingbats 140
MountAlias 297
Multi Word Counter 335
Murphy 310

N
NetChat 191-92
NerTrek 104
NeuSansLighr & NeuSansBlack
NeVR Init 412
Newrris 365
NeXT KIT 310
NeXTBrowser 412
NIH ]mage 70-71, 236
Ninjaboy 105
NoFinder 349
NotePad++ 335
N umberCrunch 336
N unrius 197

152-53

0
Occult Pickle 105
Offenbach Caps 132
OkayOkayOkay 310-11
Oliver's Buttons 311
On-the-Contrary 105
OpenWide 298
Opus Clock 327-28
O rion 106

p
Pararena 106
Park Haven 168
Patricia's Greek Vocabulary Review
PeeWee 322
Periodic T able 1.1 400
P!Cf Control Buttons 4 12
PippinPuss 209
PixelFlipper 3 11
Pocket Forth 4 13
Pointing Device 298-99
Polo-Semiscripr 169
PopChar 72-73, 299
PopMenu 3 12
Poprics O ne 170
Popup 312
PosrCrypt 17 1
Pour 365

399-400

Progrom Index
PowerSlcep 360
PRAM 4 14
Private 312
Programmer's Key 73, 415
Programmer's Notebook 210
Protein Structure 1.0 40 1
Psychedelic Smoke 17 1
Public Folder 192-93
Pyramid 107

Q
QuicLaunch 312
Q uizMaster 40 l
Q uote FKEY 342
Q uote !nit 8, 299-300

R
Randomizcr 313
RansomNote 172
Rapmaster Deluxe 376
Reagan's Watching 107
RealDrag 313
Remember? 274
ResMap FKEY 4 15
Risk 108
Riverside 143
Road Arias 276
Rodchenko 172
rot13 342

s

Sample Editor 377- 78
Save the Farm 108-09
Scott's Minigrinders 350
Scout's Honor 360
Screen Test 361
Script Optimizer 2 11
Scroll2 300
SCSIProbc 350-5 1
sdrowkcaB 313
Seal1aven Towers 109
Seck 'n' Destroy 109
SerClock 193
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Sharkrooth 173
Shatrerball 11 0
Shufflep uck 11 0
Shurrle 88 110
SimBush 11 1-12
Simpsons Clock 327-28
Simpsons Gunshy 11 2-13
Sky Travel 402-03
SlabFacc 173-74
Smallvicw 262
Smilie Face Dictionary 336-37
SmoothClock 313
Snap 236
Snd2SysBeep 351
sndConvcrter 378
S.N.LG.S. 113
Snowcaps 174
Snyder Speed 175
SoftwareFPU 4 15-16
Solarian II 74, 11 3
SoundExtracror 380
Sound Manager 378-79
SoundMaster 75-76, 379
SoundRecord 2 11
Sound Studio 380
Space 301
Space Bubbles 114
Space Escape 11 4
SparedDisk 314
Spada 11 5
Speedy Finder? 301-02
SpinO 361
SpiNit 314
SplatMastcr 236-37
Staircase 303
Star 'Roids 107
Star Trek Trivia Q uiz 115
Stars and Stripes 182
StarrupMooV 3 14
StarrupSpecch 3 14-15
Stella O bscura 116
StenciiCut 175
Storyboarder 2 11
Srrarego 116- 17
SrudioCraft 238-39
Srufflt Lite 46, 77-78, 352
SruntCopter 117
Sundcsk 3 15
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Super Ruler 239
SuperCiock 303
Superior Condensed 146
Supcrmind 117
Switch-A-Roo 342-43
SwitchBoot 315
System Errors 337, 416
System Picker 353

T
Tail Dragger 315
Talce A Letter 277
TAO 118
TappyType 304
TattleTale 337-38
Temperament 7, 304-05
TenderleafCaps 132
Termulator 194-95
Thalia 176
Third Dimension 118
Thomas 78-79, 146
Tiffany 147
TIFFScan 239-40
Time 338
Time Card 277-78
Time Drive 353-54
Timekeeper 212
Timer 274
TinyCalendar 262
To Do! 79-80, 275
ToggleAT 362
TooiBar Manager 416
Toxic Ravine 119
Transporter 2 12-1 3
Trash Chute 354
TrashDisable 316
T reasury 269-70
T rck. .. Revisited 120
Tribeca 176a
TurboGopher 197
Tweety 322-23
TypeBook, T he 34

u

UlcraBiack 153
UnderStudy 316
UnZip 355
UPC 181
UULite 198

v

Vaccinate Plus 416-17
Venice Project, The 120-2 1
VM-Eject 354

w

Wackylights 316
Washout Thin 177
Webster's Revenge 121
Welcome 417
Wheel 121
Windows 305
Windsor Demi 148
WoodcutDropCaps 133
Word Minder 316
Wraplnit 317

X
X-Archive

213

y
YesNoCancel

z

305

Zaleski Caps 177
zapPru·am 305-306
Zipscript 181
Zoomation! 122
Zoombar 306-307
ZTerm 21, 8 1-82, 195
Zync 362

Index
A
ABC C alculator 327
ABZMon 406
Academic Datamanager 390-9 1
Address Book 270-7 1
Address books
Address Book 270-7 1
Easy Envelopes Plus 263
MacMailing 275-76
AddToDict 363
Adobe Type Reunion
compatibility with PopChar 73
The Adventure Construction Kit 88
aidsCloseUp & HIV/AIDS Study 200-20 I
AJFF Recorder 373
AJTimes 280-8 1
AKA 54,3 19-20
Al Einstein, Simpsons & Opus C locks 327- 28
Albatross font 144
Alias Repair 3 17
Aliases
AKA 54,3.19- 20
Alias Repair 3 17
labeling disks 320
MounrAlias 297
AltWDEF 281
America Online 24-26, 53
American Gothic 89
Amortize 264
Amy's Recipes 202
Animation
3D Galaxy Collisions 222
Ann-Stone font 130
Apollo 318
AppDisk 343-44
Apple C ustomer Assistance 420
Apple Menu
dropple menu 320
MenuC hoice 294
Apple TaJk nerworks 186
ApplicationMenu 282
Applicatio ns
launching

Apollo 318
monitoring use
Private 312
open
Applicon 344-45
speed
C lockspeed 284
switching
ApplicationMenu 282
Applicon 344-45
Just C lick 321
Applicon 344-45
Archie 196
Architect font 178
Arctic fo nt 140
Area Code & Time Finder 202-3
Area Codes 185
Newton 363
Armadillo font 134
Art H istory 39 1
Artillery 89
Artiste+ 222
Artists Interchange File Format
SeeAIFF
ASCII C han 329
Ashley fonr 141
ASLTaJk 185
Astronomy
MacAlmanac 333
Magellan at Venus 396-97
Sky T ravel 402-3
Aurora 282-83
Authors of Mac Shareware 500
contacting 422

B
Backups 49-50
Backwards items on screen
sdrowkcaB 3 13
Balloon 203
Balloon help
Balloon 203
Helium 290-9 1
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Basura 320
Bardeship
See Seek 'n' Desrroy
Baud rare 22, 184
BBEdir Lire 407
BBS
Su Bulletin-board systems
Bearsville fonr 54-55, 154
Beep, system 385-86
BeepShuffie lnir 374
BeepShuffie lnir 374
BellBonom fonr 154
Benjamin font 155
Bibliographies
Academic Daramanager 390-91
Bibliophile 204
Big C ursor 352
Bigfoot 96-97
BigPar 283
Billiard Parlour 90
Bill's Dingbats font 134
Biorhythm II 90
BiPlane 265
Birthday 205
Bir 22
Black Chancery font 155-56
BlendCalc 222-23
Blends
BlendCalc 222-23
BlockPaint 223-24
Bloodsuckers 90-9 1
BNDL Banger 408
Bombing 41-43
BoneBiack font 156-57
Bongo Bob 3 19
Book catalogs
Bibliophile 204
Booting
SuSrartup
Brassfield font 148
Brickles Plus 91
BroadCast 186
Budgetize 266
Budgets
Budgetize 266
Bulletin-board systems 29-32, 421-422
directory 31-32
FidoNet 188
MacWoof 188

Bully 345
Business programs 259-78
Su also specific names of programs
Buttons
Oliver's Buttons 31 1
PICf Conrrol Buttons 412
Byre 22

c

Cable Dingbats fonr 135
CAD
MacConcept 230-31
Cairo font 135
Cal 261-62
Calculators
ABC Calculator 327
HP-35 333
Mini Sci Calc 334
NumberCrunch 336
Calendars
Cal 26 1-62
Smallview 262
T iny Calendar 262
Cannon Fodder 91
Capei-Y-Ffin font 149
Caraway Bold fonr 178
Carpetbagger 346
CartWright font 157
Casio 329-30
CD Fun House 424
CD-ROMs 19, 424-426
Cdev Shrinker 283-84
Cdevs
See Control Panels
Chasline fonr 158
Cheneau Text font 144
Cheque 266-67
Children's programs
Inigo Gets Our 63-M, 205
KidPix 64-65, 228-29
Laura's Letters 206
Math O rchard 398
MachBiast 397
PippinPuss 209
See also Games
Chips & Dips 92
Classica fonr 145
Classified Dingbats font 136

Index
ClickLock 359
C lip arc
examples 243-58
C lipboards
KopyKat 349
Clocks
AJTimes 280-8 1
AI Einstein, Simpsons & Opus Clocks
Casio 329-30
Daylight Savings Time 285
internal Macintosh 193, 328
Mickey Mouse Clock 334
SetCiock 193
SuperC iock 303
Time 338

Sualso Time
Clockspeed 284
C MY 330
CocaCola Font 136
Coffman, Russ 134
Color
Aurora 282- 83
CMY 330
DepthKey 340
Switch-A-Roo 342-43
Columbus font 158
Command keys
Finder Commands 288-89
MenuKey 295
pulling menus down
Staircase 303
See also Function keys
Communications 183-98
requirements 184-85
Smilie Face Dictionary 336-37
trouble-shooting
Monserial 191
Sl!l! also Downloading
Companion disk 427-34
CompuServe 26-28
graphics
Giffer 224
Computer-aided design
MacConcept 230-3 1
Conccntroids From Planet X 92
Continuum 92
Control Panels 279-306
managing 280
trouble-shooting 280

327-28
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Su also Extensions; Specific names of Control Panels
Conversions, machemacical
Convert It 330
Convert It 330
Coprocessor 228
SofcwareFPU 415
CopyBeep 319
Copying
CopyBeep 3 19
Copyright
graphics 220-2 1
sound 369
Counting
words, sentences, ere.
Multi Word Counter 335
Cowboy Poetry 205
CracklingFire font L59
C rillee font 179
Crossmasrer 93
Cursor
Pointing Device 298-99
SmoothC lock 313
Tail D ragger 315
Wraplnit 317
CursorFixer 359

D
OAKey 339
Darkwood 93
Dans 94
Dace
computer last used
LascBoot 309
DaceKey 55, 339
day of birth, informacion on
Birthday 205
DateKcy 55, 339
Davy's Dingbats font 137
Daylight Savings Time 285
Debug W indow 408
Debugging 34
ABZMon 406
Debug Window 408
DeFonr 285
Deleting
desk accessories 326
Basura 320
Scott's Minigrinders 350
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Tempernmem 7-8, 304-5
TrashDisable 3 16
Word Minder 3 16
DepthKey 340
Descender 162
Desk accessories 326-38
add ing 326
defin ed 325-27
deleting 326
Su also specific subjects and names of desk accessories
D eskMares 27 1-72
D eskPat 33 1
D esktop
aids
DeskMares 27 1-72
patterns
BigPar 283
DeskPar 33 1
Desktop Pattern 285-86
Desktop Texture Installer 346
Pik-a-Par 283
D esktop Pattern 285-86
Desktop publishing
Q uare lnir 299-300
Desktop Texture Installer 346
DeskZap 33 1
Despair 94
D ialog boxes
OkayOkayOkay 310- 11
Dialog Editor 409
Diner fom 160
D ingbats 134-40
defin ed 128
Disinfectan t 56-59, 347
installing 58-59
Disk.Lock 332
Disks
duplication services 18-19
labeling with aliases 320
Su also Floppy disks; Hard disks; RAM disks
Do Ir All! 272-73
DOCMaker 4 10
DOS comparibiliry
DOS.INIT 286-87
DOS.INIT 286-87
Downloading 20-32
bulletin-board sysrems 29- 32
defin ed 20
G IF fi les

GIFWarcher 187
Internet 28-29
online services 23-28
requirements for 20-21
See also Communications; Files--transferring
Dr. SrrangeGlove 4 10-11
D rag and drop
BNDL Sanger 408
Scott's Minigrinders 350
Drag\Vindow !nit 347
Drawing
SplatMasrer 236-37
Storyboarder 211
Drop caps 130-33
defined 128
Drop-Info 347
dropple menu 320
Dubiel font 179
Dungeons & Dragons
See Darkwood

E
Easy Envelopes Plus 263
Ecco 187
Eclectic O ne font 138
Educational programs 206, 389-403
See also specific names of programs
Educorp C D-RO M 5.0 425
Electricity and Nuclear Fission 392
Elecrronic mail
MailSlot 189
Elecrronic Music Encyclopedia 37 1
11/22/63 EXTRA! 60-62
Eliza 95
Encapsulated PostScript 216-18
Enigma 95-96
Envelopes
Address Book 270-71
Easy Envelopes Plus 263
Kiwi Envelopes 263
EPS files 216- 18
Errors
memory-related 49
system codes
Sysrem Errors 337,416
Evem Moniror 307
Eviscerare fo nr 160-6 1
Extensions 38, 317-23

Index
conflicting wich shareware 41--43
controlling startup
Extensions Manager 39--40, 287-88
disabling 40
Extensions Manager 39--40, 287-88
Eyeballs 96-97

F
Facade 307
Faktos font 149
FatMouse3 332
Fausrus font 162
Ferch 196
FidoNec BBSs 188
FileBuddy 348
Files
actribuces
Drop-Info 347
FileBuddy 348
compressing 49
Sruffit Lite 77-78, 352
decompressing
Scuffi c Expander 78
UnZip 355
deleting
Basura 320
Score's Minigrinders 350
Temperament 7-8, 304-5
Trash Disable 316
Word Minder 316
displaying full names
Open\Vide 298
downloading
See Downloading
locking
Locklt! 349
managing
DeskZap 33 1
mapping
UnderStudy 3 16
open
ResMap FKEY 4 15
opening
Apollo 318
Carpetbagger 346
protecting
Guard Dog 289-90
sharing

~- 445

Public Folder 192-93
sound
See Sound
synchronization between portable/desk top
Zync 362
transferring
DOCMaker 410
Fetch 196
Mac Kermit 187-88
MCS 190
Transporrer 212-13
ZTerm 81-82
types

Loudmouth 374
word processor co stand-alone
Take A Lcccer 277
Finance 267-68
Find and replace
Hal 308
Finder
Finder Commands 288-89
Fred's Finder Hacks 319-20
improving
Speedy Finder? 30 1-2
quieting
Bully 345
QuicL1.unch 3 12
Finder Commands 288-89
FKEY Master 340--4 I
FKeys
See Function keys
Flames and flame wars
roc1 3 342
Flash-It 348
FlashW rite II 62-63, 332
Flcurons fonc 180
Flintstone fonc 162
FlipTIFF 224
Floppy disks
damaged
Sparec!Disk 3 14
locking
DiskLock 332
sound 384-85
Floydian fonr 163
Folders
attributes
Drop-Info 347
locking
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Lockit! 349
Foms 123-82
art
See Fonts-display
choosing rype 127
componenrs 124-25
default
DeFom 285
dingbats 134-40
defined 128
display 54-55, 78-79, 154-78
defined 128
displaying characters
PopChar 72-73, 299
drop caps 130-33
defined 128
graphics files 217-18
handwriting 140-43
defined 128
Macintosh supported 285
miscellaneous 181-82
PostScript 125-27, 130-77
creating and saving
LaserFix 308
priming samples 34
sans-serif 148-53
defin ed 125, 128
serif 78- 79, 144-48
defined 125, 128
TrueType 126-27, 178-80
defined 128
See also specific names of fonts
Forth language
defi ned 413
PocketForth 4 13
Forry Thieves 97
Fractals
Kaos 228
MandelTV 232-33
MandelZot 233
Fred 's Finder Hacks 319-20
Freeware 10
FT Pd 196
"Fun" programs
Bigfoot 96- 97
Biorhythm II 90
Bloodsuckers 90-9 1
Bongo Bob 3 19
Dr. StrangeGlovc 410- ll

Eliza 95
Eyeballs 96- 97
Hal 308
Key Lighrs 292
Kilroy 292-93
LunarCrack 309
MacPuke 309
PeeWee 322
Reagan's Watching 107
sdrowkcaB 3 13
SimBush 111- 12
S.N.I.G.S. 113
SpiN it 3 14
TappyType 304
Twecry 322-23
WackyLights 3 16
See also Sound-fun
Function keys 339-43
adding 339
DateKey 55
defin ed 326,339
managing
FKEY Master 340-41
See also Command keys

G
Galactic Empire 97
Games 85-122
adventure
T he Adventure Construction Kit
Glypha II 98- 99
Space Escape 11 4
American Gothic 89
ball
Brickles Plus 9 1
ShatterbalJ II 0
board
3D C heckers 88
Monopoly I 03
Risk 108
Stratego 116-17
Supermind 11 7
card
Forry Thieves 97
MilleBornes I 03
Pyramid 107
Seahaven Towers 109
Chips & Dips 92

88

Index
commercial software lack 86
concentration
Concenrroids From Planet X 92
Memory 103
On-the-Contrary 105
crossword puzzles
Crossmaster 93
Darkwood 93
Dares 94
Despair 94
financial
On-the-Contrary I 05
gambling
MacBandir I 00
MacCasino I 00
Glider+ 98
Hangman Plus 99
Kangaroo Court 206
Lawn Zapper 99
MacMan Classic Pro 101
MacNinja 101
Mancala 102
network
NetTrek 104
Newton
Newtris 365
Ninjaboy 105
Occult Pickle 105
political
MacPorkBarrel l 02
pool
Billiard Parlour 90
Save the Farm I 08-9
Simpsons Gunshy 11 2-13
space
Galactic Empire 97
Maelstrom 66, l 02
NetTrek 104
Orion 106
Shuttle 88 110-11
Solarian II 74, 11 3
Space Bubbles 114
Space Escape 114
Stella Obscura 116
Trek. .. Revisited 120
Sparkz 115
sports
MacFootball I 0 I
Pararcna I 06
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Shuffiepuck II 0
Star Trek
NctTrek 104
StarTrek Trivia Quiz 11 5
T rek... Revisited 120
SruncCopcer 117
TAO 118
3Tris 118
tic-tac-coe
Third Dimension 11 8
Toxic Ravine 11 9
The Venice Project 120-21
war
Artillery 89
Cannon Fodder 91
Continuum 92
Seek 'n' Destroy 109
Solarian II 74, 11 3
Space Bubbles 114
Stella Obscura 116
Trek... Revisitcd 120
Wheel 12 1
word
Webster's Revenge 121
See also "Fun" programs
GIF files 216
Giffer 224
GIFWatchcr 187
Giffer 224
GIFWatcher 187
Gigarom 424
Glider+ 98
Global Variables Viewer 41 1
Glypha II 98-99
Goodfellow font 164
Gopher protocol 197
Goudy Medieval fonr 165
GradeBook 393
Grades (academic)
GradeBook 393
Graphic Converter 225-26
Graphics 215-58
blends
BlendCalc 222-23
choosing 2 16-20
CompuServe
Giffer 224
copyright 220-21
examples 243-58
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fonts 217-18
format 2 16-19
converting
Graphic Converter 225-26
Imagery 227-28
EPS 216-18
G IF 216
MacPaim 2 16
PICT 2 16
TIFF 2 16
Su also specific fi le formats
quali ty of programs 215
resolution 218
Graphics l merchange Format
SuG lF fi les
Graphs
GraphToolz 394
G raphToolz 394
Greek language
Patricia's Greek Vocabulary Review
Grids
BigPat 283
Pik-a-Pat 283
G riffin Dingbats font 138-39
G roening font 180
Guard D og 289- 90

399-400

H
Hacks
defined

405

See also "Fu.n" programs; Gam es; Programming
H al 308
Hamburg fom J 50
Hangman Plus 99
Hard disks
clearing space 48-49
find ing amount of space available
Space 301
lnUse 292
locking
LockDisk 293-94
speed checking
T ime Drive 353-54
Hardware
used to write Mac Shareware 500
Harquil font 165
H eidelberg font 14 1
Helium 290- 9 1

423-424

Help balloons
Balloon 203
Hel ium 290-9 1
HIV virus
aidsCloseUp & H lV/AlDS Srudy 200-201
Horii, Naoto 13-14
H P-35 333
HyperCard 199-2 13
Academic Datamanagcr 390-91
T he Advemure Constmction Kit 88
American Gothic 89
Art History 39 1
BlendCalc 222-23
Budgetize 266
defined 199-200
Electricity and Nuclear Fission 392
Electronic Music Encyclopedia 37 1
11 /22/63 EXTRA! 60-62
exporting files
Transporter 2 J2-13
external commands
X-Archive 2 13
help
Balloon 203
increasing speed
Script Optimizer 2 11
Inigo Gets Out 63-64, 205
Let's C all Upon... 395-96
Patricia's G reek Vocabulary Review 399-400
Periodic Table 1.1 400
Space Escape 114
HyperFrog 394-95

Icon Designer 226-27
ICON Maker DA 4 11
Icons
changing to names
Cdev Shrinker 283-84
copying
BNDL Banger 408
creacing
Icon Designer 226-27
ICON Maker DA 4 1 I
customizing
Facade 307
Icon Designer 226-27
drag to Apple menu

Index
dropple menu 320
redrawing and coloring
Sundesk 3 15
Image
Su N IH Image
Image manipulation
Graphic Convener 225-26
N IH Image 70-71, 236
Imagery 227-28
lnfoMac C D-ROM 426
Inigo Gets O ur 63-64, 205
INIT 39
in it Cdev 29 1
lnirs 38, 306- 17
defined 279, 306
See also Extensions; Specific names of inits
Interest calculating
Maclnrerest 268
lnccrnational Time 333
Internet 28-29, 195-98
access to hard disk
HPd 196
fi les
converti ng to binary
UULite 198
locating
Archie 196
transferring
Ferch 196
navigating
TurboGopher 197
newsgroups 197
rot l 3 342
In Use 292
lnvemories
Inventory 273-74
Inventory 273-74

J
Judas font 166 .
J ugend fonr 13 1
Just C lick 32 1

K
Kabel font ISO
Kangaroo Court 206
Kaos 228

Q_

Keleidos Kache
See C heque
Kennedy, John F. assassination
I 1/22/63 EXTRA! 60-62
Kennon font 145
Kermit fil e transfer protocol 187-88
Kerning 125
Key Lights 292
Keyboard
YesNoCancel 305
See also Comma11d keys; Function keys
Keyboard 1.1 364
KidPix 64-65, 228-29
Kilob)•te 22
Kilroy 292- 93
Kiwi Envelopes 263
KopyKar 349
Koshgarian-Light fonr 151

l
LaserFix 308
L"lserQuotes 308
LastBoot 309
Laura's Letters 206
Lwm Zapper 99
Lefry Casual font 142
Let's C all Upon... 395-96
Levy, Stephen 86-87
Ligh ming Paint 229
Lock.Disk 293-94
Lockie! 349
Log file
Private 3 12
Logo 207
Loudmouth 374
Lumparsky font 142
LunarCrack 309
Luxembourg fo nt 166

M
Mac Clapper 374- 75
Mac Fish! I 00
Mac Kermit 187-88
Mac Shareware 500 Library
MaCf\lmanac 333
MacBandit I 00
MacCasino I 00

53
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MacConcept 230-3 1
Mac Football I 0 I
Machine Block font 151
Macintalk 396
Maclnterest 268
Macintosh
configuration
TattleTale 337-38
fonts supported 285
how it wo rks 37-43
starting
See Startup
system sofrware 37-38
technical informat ion
TacrleTale 337-38
user personaliry 38 1
Macintosh Memory G uide 208-9
M acintosh User Groups 18, 420-42 1
MacKeyboard 375
MacMailing 275-76
MacMan Classic Pro I 0 I
MACnificent 7. 1 CD-RO M 426
M acNinja 101
MacPa.int files 2 16
o pening
Arristo+ 222
MacPorkBarrel I 02
MacPuke 309
M acWoof 188
Maelstrom 66, I 02
Magellan at Ven us 396-97
Mailings
MacMa.iling 275- 76
MaiiSiot 189
Mancala 102
MandeiTV 232-33
MandeiZot 233
Maps
BlockPaint 223-24
Road Atlas 276
Mardi Gras font 167
Mariner 67-68, 268
Marydale font 143
Master Scan 233- 34
Mastermind
See Supermind
Math O rchard 398
MathBiast 397
Mathematical learn ing

Mach O rchard 398
MathBlast 397
Mathematical o perations
Convert It 330
G raphToolz 394
Soft.wareF PU 415
See also Calcularors; Personal fi nance; Spreadsheets
Matt Paint 234-35
MaxAppleZoom 13- 14, 68-70, 309
MCS 190
Measuring
Super Ruler 239
Mem!NIT 294
Memory 44-50, 103
amount available
Event Monitor 307
Mem! N IT 294
conserving 48
errors 49
Macinrosh Memory G uide 208-9
program allocation
changing 45-47
safeguards against run ning out 44
suggested size
finding 45
viewing lower
G lobal Variab les Viewer 411
Su also RAM ; RO M ; Virtual memory
Menu bar
Popup 3 12
space saver
MICN 296
MenuCho ice 294
MenuKey 295
Menus
activating
Applicat.ionMenu 282
adjust time fo r submen us
MenuT uncr 295-96
dropping icons into Apple
dropple menu 320
hierarchica.l
MenuC hoice 294
PopMenu 3 12
pulling down
Staircase 303
W indows 305
Men uTuner 295-96
Message 333

Index
Miami Nights font 168
Mickey Mouse C lock 334
MICN 296
Microsoft Word
compatibility wich shareware 289
Micro World 1.1 398-99
Middlecown fom 152
MIDI Companion 37 1-72
MIDI Mode 373
MIDI programs 368-69,37 1-73
sources 372
MilleBornes I 03
Mini Sci Calc 334
miniWriter 335
MODE32 321
Modem lnicializer 297
ModemMaker 190
Modems
choosing 21-23, 184
defined 20-21, 184
initializing
Modem Initializer 297
speed 22
writing scripts
ModemMaker 190
Money Matters 269
Monitor
OAKey 339
Monitoring program use
Private 3 12
Monopoly I 03
Monserial 191
Moon l.Od2 364
Morton Dingbats fonr 140
MountA.Iias 297
Mouse
FatMouse3 332
position
Evem Mon ito r 307
Wrapln it 3 17
Movies 240-42
QuickTime
StartupMoov 3 14
M ulti Word Counter 335
Multimedia 240-42
Multiplication drill
MathBlast 397
Murphy 310
Music 368-69
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piano keyboard
MacKeyboard 375
Rapmaster Deluxe 376
See also MIDI
Musical Jnstrumem Digital Interface
See MIDI

N
N etCh at 191-92
NetTrek 104
NcC\vorks
charting
BroadCast 186
NerC hat 191- 92
games
NetTrek 104
sharing printers
Ecco 187
NeuSans font 152-53
NcVRinit 4 12
Newton
Area Codes 363
dictionary
AddToDict 363
features 358
games
Newrris 365
punctuation
Keyboard 1.1 364
transferring files co desk cop
Newtris 365
NeXT interfuce
NeVR !nit 412
NeXT KIT 3 10
NeXTBrowser 4 12
NeXT KIT 3 10
NeXTBrowser 412
NIH Image 7 0- 7 1, 236
N injaboy 105
NoFindcr 349
N otePad++ 335
N otepads
FlashWrite II 62-63, 332
miniWritcr 335
NotePad++ 335
NumberCrunch 336
N unrius 197

365
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0
O ccult Picklt I05
Offenbach Caps fo nt 132
OkayOkayOkay 3 10-1 1
O liver's Buttons 3 1I
O n-the-Co m rary I 05
Online services 42 1
downloadi ng from 23- 28
See also Downloading
O penW ide 298
Operating system
See System
O rion 106

p
Pac Man
See MacMan Classic Pro
Paint p rograms
KidPix 64-65, 228- 29
Lightning Paint 229
Matr Paint 234-35
Pararena I 06
Park Haven font 168
Patricia's Greek Vocabulary Review
PeeW ee 322
Periodic T able 1. 1 400
Peripherals
InUse 292
SCSI Probe 350-5 1
Personal finance
Amonize 264
Cheque 266-67
Finan ce 267- 68
Money Matters 269
T reasury 269-70
Piano keyboard
MacKeyboard 375
PICT Control Butto ns 4 12
PICT files 216
Artiste+ 222
Picture
See PICT fi les
Pik-a-Pat 283
PippinPuss 209
PixeiFlipper 311
Pixels
defined 69

399-400

Pixei Fiipper 311
PocketForrh 4 13
Poecry
Cowboy Poetry 205
Pointing Device 298-99
Polo-Sem iscripr fo nt 169
PopC har 72-73, 299
PopMenu 3 12
Poptics One fo nt 170
Popup 3 12
PosrCrypr font 124, 171
PostScript fonts 125-27, 130-77
creating and saving
LaserFix 308
Pour 365
Power key
Programmer's Key 73,415
PowerBook
airport securiry
Scout's H onor 360-6 1
caps lock
ClickLock 359
checking pixels
Screen Test 36 1
conserving barreries
PowerSlcep 360
Cu rsorFixer 359
networki ng
TogglcAT 362
shutring d own hard drive
Spin 36 1
PowerSieep 360

PRAM 4 14
Presentations
SrudioC raft
Primers
sharing

Ecco

238-39

187

Printing
fo nt samples 34
Private 3 12
Problem solvi ng
See Trouble-shooting
Processes d isplay
NoFinder 349
Programmer's Key 73, 415
Programmer's Notebook 210
Programming 405-17
debugging

Index ~- 453
Set Debugging
editing
Dialog Editor 409
Logo 207
Programmer's Notebook 2 10
Programs
Applications
Protein Strucrure 1.0 40 I
Proverbs
Murphy 310
Psychedelic Smoke font 171
Public Folder 192-93
Puzzles
Enigma 95-96
Pyramid 107

s,e

Q
Q JX
SuSparlu
QuickDraw 125-26
QuickTime movies 240-42
StartupMoov 3 14
QuitLaunch 3 12
QuizMaster 40 1-2
Qumation marks
L1SerQuotes 308
Quote FKEY 342
Quote !nit 8, 299-300
Quote FKEY 342
Quote Jnir 8, 299-300

R
Rakowski, David 128-29
RAM
buying extra 47-48
defined 44
parameter
PRAM 414
zapParam 305-6
RAM disks
AppDisk 343-44
Randomizer 3 13
R:msomNotc font 172
Rapmaster Deluxe 376
Reagan's Watching I 07
RealDrag 3 13
Recipes

Amy's Recipes 202
Recording sound
AJFF Recorder 373
Sound Studio 380
SoundRecord 2 11
Remember? 274
Res Map FKEY 4 15
Resolution 218
Restart
sound 383
Risk 108
Riverside font 143
Road Atlas 276
Rodchenko font 172
ROM
defin ed 44
ror l 3 342
Rulers
Super Ruler 239

s

Sample Editor 377-78
Sans-serif fonts 148-53
defined 125, 128
Save rhe Farm I 08-9
Saving 49- 50
Scanning
Master Scan 233-34
Schedules
Do It All! 272-73
Science
Electricity and Nuclear Fission
HyperFrog 394-95
MicroWorld 1.1 398- 99
Periodic Table I. I 400
Protein Structure 1.0 40 I
Scott's Minigrindcrs 350
Scour's H onor 360-6 1
Screen Text 361
Screens
capwrc
Flash-It 348
Snap 236
depth
Dcpth Kcy 340
savers
Mac Fish! I 00
Zoomation 122

392
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size
MaxAppleZoom 13-14,68-70,309
startup
Randomizer 313
Script Optimizer 2 11
Scripting
ModemMaker 190
speeding up HyperCard
Script Optimizer 211
Termulator 194--95
Scroll2 300
Scrolling
Scrolll 300
SCSI devices
InUse 292
SCSI Probe 350-5 1
SCSI Probe 350-5 1
sdrowkcaB 3 13
Sea haven Towers I 09
Search and replace
Hal 308
Security
DiskLock 332
Guard Dog 289-90
LockDisk 293-94
Locklt! 349
Seek 'n' Destroy I 09
Seriffonrs 78-79, 144--48
defined 125, 128
SerCiock 193
Shareware
advantages 5-9
authors' problems 11- 15
changed to commercial 13
defined 2- 3
features 9
installing 4 1
paying for 11- 15, 27-28
sources 17-32
CO-ROMs 19, 424--426
disk-duplication services 18-19
downloading 20-32
Macintosh User Groups 18, 420-42 1
vs. commercial software 3-4, II
Sharktoorh font 173
Shattcrball 11 0
Shortcut keys
Su Command keys; Functio n keys
Shufflepuck 110

Shutdown
clapping
Mac Clapper 374-75
sound 383
Shuttle 88 I 10- 11
SimBush 111 - 12
Simpsons Gunshy 112-13
SkyTravel 402-3
SlabFace font 173-74
Small Computer Standard Interface

SuSCSl
Smallview 262
Smilie Face Dictionary 336-37
SmoothCiock 3 13
Snap 236
Snd Control
SuSound Manager
SND format 368
sndConverter 378
Snd2SysBeep 35 1
S.N.l.G.S. 11 3
Snowcaps font 174
Snyder, Par 175
Snyder Speed font 175
Software
commercial
shareware changed to 13
vs. shareware 3-4, I I
debugging 34
ABZMon 406
Debugging 408
public domain 9
used to write Mac Shareware 500 424--426
SofrwareFPU 4 15
Solarian II 74, 11 3
Sound 367-87
bad disk 384-85
converting to System 7
sndCo nverrer 378
Snd2SysBeep 35 1
copyright 369
disk eject 385
disk inserts 384
disk requests 384
editing
Sample Editor 377-78
extracting from programs
SoundExtractor 380
fo rmat

Index
AJFF 373
SND 368
fun 38 1-87
sources 382
Macintalk 396
managmg
Sound Manager 378-79
new developments 368
recording
AJFF Recorder 373
Sound Studio 380
SoundRccord 21 1
restart 383
shutdown 383
SoundMaster 75-76, 379
sources 369
startup 382-83
StanupSpeech 3 14- 15
trash empcying 387
cyping
TappyType 304
Su also Music
Sound Manager 378-79
Sound Mover
Su Sound Manager
Sound Srudio 380
SoundExtractor 380
SoundMaster 75- 76, 379
converting to System 7
Snd2SysBeep 351
SoundRecord 2 11
Space 30 1
Space Bubbles 114
Space Escape 114
SparedDisk 314
Sparkz 11 5
Speed
cursor
Poi nting Device 298-99
programs
Clockspeed 284
Speedy Finder? 30 1-2
Spin 36 1
SplatMaster 236-37
Spreadsheets
BiPlane 265
Mariner 67-68, 268
Staircase 303
Star Trek Trivia Q uiz 115
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Stars and Stripes fo nt 182
Startup
Carpetbagger 346
clapping
Mac Clapper 374-75
screen greeting
Welcome 4 17
screens
Randomizer 313
sound 382-83
StartupSpeech 3 14-15
StartupMoov 3 14
Switch Boot 3 15
Startup items
defined 38-39
loading order 39-40
managing 38-40
Extensio ns Manager 39-40, 287-88
!NIT 39
init Cdcv 29 1
Startup Manager 40
See also Control Panels; Extensions; Inits
Startup Manager 40
ScarcupMoov 3 14
StarrupSpeech 314-15
Stella Obscura 116
StencilC ut font 175
Storyboarder 2 11
Scracego 11 6-17
Students
calling on in class
Lee's Call Upon... 395- 96
StudioCraft 238-39
Srufflt Expander 78
Sruffic Lire 77-78, 352
StuntCopter 11 7
Sundesk 3 15
Super Ruler 239
SuperClock 303
Superior Condensed fon t 146
Supermind 11 7
Switch-A-Roo 342-43
SwitchBoot 3 15
System
beep 385-86
BcepShuffie !nit 374
software 37-38
switching
Switcl1Boot 3 15
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Sysrem Picker 353
Sysrem Errors 337, 4 16
Sysrem Picker 353
Sysrem 7 37-38

T
Tagged Image Fi le Formar
See T l FF fi les
Tail Dragger 3 15
Take A Lwer 277
TAO 11 8
TappyType 304
TattleTale 337-38
Teachers
G radeBook 393
Let's Call Upon... 395-96
Qu izMaster 40 1-2
Telecom munications
See Communicacions
T elephones
Area Code & T ime Finder 202-3
Area Codes 185
Temperament 7-8, 304--5
Tenderleaf Caps font 132
T erminal emulators 184
ASLTalk 185
Tcrmularor 194-95
ZTcrm 81- 82, 195
Termularor 194--95
Tesrs
Q uizMaster 401 -2
Texr ed iting
BBEdit 407
Thalia fonc 176
Third Dimension 118
T homas fo nr 78-79, 146
3D C heckers 88
3DGalaxy Collisio ns 222
3Tris 118
TIFF fi les 216
analyzi ng
T IFFSean 239-40
converting to
Imagery 227- 28
FlipTIFF 224
T iff.·my fo nt 147
T IFFScan 239-40
Time 338

Area Code & T ime Finder 202-3
DateKey 55, 339
lnrernational Time 333
spem ar work
T ime Card 277-78
spenr o n projecrs
Timekeeper 212
T imer 274
World Time 333
See nlso C locks
Time Card 277-78
Time Drive 353-54
T imekeeper 212
Timer 274
Till}' Calendar 262
To Do! 79-80, 275
To do reminders
To Do! 79-80, 275
Do Ic All! 272-73
Remember? 274
TogglcAT 362
TooiBar Manager 4 16
Toxic Ravine 11 9
Transpo rter 2 12- 13
Trash C hure 354
Trash emprying
Basura 320
sound 387
Trash C hure 354
TrashDisablc 3 16
TrashDisable 3 16
Treasury 269-70
Trei<. .. Revisired 120
Tribeca fonr 176
Trips
Road Atlas 276
Trouble-shooring 33-50
bombing 4 1-43
communications
Monserial 19 1
Control Panels 280
documenti ng problems 35
error messages
Sysrem Errors 337, 4 16
extension conflicts with shareware 4 1-43
keeping rrack of versions 36
memory 44- 50
starrup irems 38-40
summary 50

Index · - 457
VI rUSeS
43
TrueType fo ncs 126-27, 178-80
defined 128
T urboGopher 197
Tweety 322-23
TypeBook 34
Typefaces
See Fones
Typing sou nds
TappyType 304
Typography 124

u

UltraBiack fo nt 153
UnderScudy 316
UnZip 355
UPC font 181
User groups
Su Macintosh User Groups
Utilities 343-55
UULitc 198

v

Vaccinate Plus 4 16- 17
The Venice Project 120-2 1
Ventana Press
Mac Shareware 500 Library 53
Version numbers 36
Virtual memory 48
MODE32 321
VM-Eject 354
Virus protection
blocking other programs 43
creating anti-viral Aoppy disk 57
D isinfectant 56-59, 347
Vaccinate Plus 4 16- 17
Viruses
defined 43
information about 56
VM-Eject 354

w

WackyLights 316
Washout Thin font 177
Webster's Revenge 12 1

Welcome 4 17
Wheel 121
Wheel of Forcune
See Wheel
W indows 305
altering
AltWDEF 28 1
menus
PopMcnu 3 12
Windows 305
movi ng
D ragWindow lnir 347
RcalDrag 3 13
sizing
Zoombar 306
Windsor Demi fonr 148
WoodcutDropCaps fonr 133
Word Minder 316
Word processing
converring files
Take A Lcrrer 277
See also Notepads
World T ime 333
Wraplnit 3 17

X
X-Archivc

2 13

y
YesNoCancel

305

z

Zaleski Caps font 177
zap Param 305-6
Z ipscript font 18 1
Z Mac 27
Zmodcm fi le transfer protocol
Zoomacion 122
Zoombar 306
ZTcrm 8 1-82, 195
Zync 362

81-82
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Colophon

med using Capture 4.02 and Flash-It
files. Custom icons were created using
1 and saved as EPS files. Some image editing
was performed using Adobe Photoshop 2.0.
book was produced using Quark XPress 3.1 on a Mac Ilci and
proofed on a LaserWriter Ilg. Final output was produced on film
using a Linotronic 330.
The body copy is set in Adobe's Garamond Regular; the heads,
rides and most other display copy are set in Adobe's Futura
Condensed. The main ride logo and related display copy are set
in a custom version of Compacta, altered by the authors using
Fontagrapher 3 .1.

NOTES

Maximize
Your
Mac!
Mac, Word & Excel Desktop Companion
$2 1.95
309 pages, illustrated. ISBN: 1-56604-065-5
The Moe. Word & Excel Desktop Companion offers help in a hurry for
newcomers to the Mac. with insight Into System 7, Word 5.1. Excel 4.0, and
inter-program rapport. Understand the Finder, fonts, memory, spreadsheets. formulas. g raphing, formatting, proofing. editing. printing-working
smoothly between Word and Excel. Everything you need c lose at hand In
one convenient package. the quickest way to productivity on your Mac!

IH£

INTERNET~

r- TOUR GUIDE --,

CRU ISING THE INTERNET THE EASY WAY

I

Voodoo Mac
$21.95
307 pages, illustrated, ISBN: 1-56604-028-0
Whether you're a power user or a beginner, working with your Mac has
never been so easy! Voodoo Moe provides never-before-published
secrets, tips and tricks for maximum productivity.

The Mac Internet Tour Guide
$27.95
350 pages. Illustrated. ISBN: 1-56604-062-0
Cruise the Internet the easy way! This bestselling guide comes complete
with Eudora (e-mail), Fetch (FTP), Stuffit Expander (decompression),
Turbogopher (search). and MacTCP. Everything you need to get started!
BONUSI Two free electronic updates. a free one month trial connection
and access to Ventana's online ''Visitor's Center"-the Internet resource.

The System 7 Book, Second Edition
$24.95
423 pages. illustrated, ISBN: 1-56604-027-2
The #1 bestselling book on System 7! Comprehensive-often irreverentalways easy to read and fully expanded to cover every new feature in 7.1,
with Information on WorldScript and Quicklime. Whether you're a new or
veteran Mac user. this is the recognized standard and the last word on the
Macintosh operating system.

Can't wait?
Call toll-free, 800/743-5369! (U.S. only)

The System 7Book

Design

and

Conquer!
Advertising From the Desktop
~tlldo01

lh! Presentation
Design Book

$24.95
345 pages, Illustra ted, ISBN: l-56604-064-7
Advertising From the Desktop offers unmatc hed design advice and
helpful how-to Instructions for c reating persuasive ads. With tips on how to
choose fonts, select Illustra tions. a pply special effects and mo re, this b ook
Is an Idea-packed resource for Improving the looks a nd effects o f your ads.

Looking Good in Print, Third Edition
$24.95
424 pages, illustrated, ISBN: l -56604-047-7
With over 200.000 copies In print Looking Good In Print is even better. with
a new chapter on working with color. plus new sections on photography
and scanning. For use with any software or hardware, this desktop design
bible has become the standard among novice and experienced desktop
publishers alike .

The Presentation Design Book, Second Edltlon
$24.95
320 pages, Illustrated, ISBN: 1-56604-014-0
The Presentation Design Book is filled with thoughtful advice and
Instruc tive examples for creating b usiness presentation visua ls, Includ ing
charts. overheads. type, etc .. that help you to com municate and
persuade. The Second Edition adds advice on the use of multimedia.
For use with any software or hardware.

The Gray Book, Second Edition
$24.95
272 pages. illustrated. ISBN: l -56604-073-6
This "Idea gallery" for desktop publishers o ffers a lavish variety o f the most
interesting black, white and gray graphic effects that can be achieved
with laser printers. scanners and high-resolution output devices. The
Second Edition features new Illustrations, synopses and steps. added tips
and an updated appendix.

To order these and other Ventana Press titles,
use the form in the back of this book or
contact your local bookstore or computer store.
Immediate shipment guaranteed.
Full money-back guarantee!

AT LAST, THE INTERNET PUTS
Down

w~~y u!co~n~~pro~c!~s~h=

tedious

text-based interface! At last, Mac users-the pioneer spirits of the
electronic universe-can explore the infinite reaches of the Internet the
right way: by pointing, clicking, dragging and dropping.

~

The Mac Internet Tour Guide™ comes with everything you'll need to navigate the
Internet with the ease of a Mac, including
~ a helping hand for newcomers: the inside scoop on how to get connected, tips on
finding your way around and morel
~

a road map to the Internet's vast information resources for beginners and
experienced users alike.

~

file transfer software that lets you visit remote sites
quickly and easily and download valuable
programs, files and more.

~

Decompression software that
decodes files from
practically any
computer in the
world.

PLUS! You get two free
electronic updates packe d with tips,
tricks, software re views and insights on the
Internet's ever-evolving la ndscape.
To order these and otherVentana Press titles, use the
form in the back of this book or contact your local
bookstore or computer store. Full money-back
guarantee! Return orde r form to:

Ventana Press
PO Box 2468, Chapel Hill, NC 27515
919/942-0220 Fax 9191942-1140

CAN'T WAIT? Call toll-free 800/743-5369! (U.S. only)

~--

To order additional copies of The Mac Shareware 500, Second Edition, or any Ventana
Press title, fill out this order form and mail it to us, with payment, for quick shipment.
Quantity

Price

Total

Advertising From the Desktop

X

$24.95

=

$

The Official America Online for Macintosh
Membership Kit & Tour Guide, Second Edition

X

$27.95

$

The Gray Book, 2nd Edition

X

$24.95

Looking Good in Print, 3rd Edition

X

$24.95

The Mac Internet Tour Guide

X

$27.95

Mac, Word & Excel Desktop Companion

X

$21.95

The Makeover Book

X

$ 17.95

Newsletters From the Desktop

X

$24.95

The Presentation Design Book, 2nd Edition

X

$24.95

The System 7 Book, 2nd Edition

X

$24.95

Voodoo Mac

X

$21.95

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Subtotal =
SHIPPING:
For aU reg1,1lar.orders, plea~e,)ill.d *'4.50/first ~ook,,.~ 1.3.5/each addi_tipn~ ..
For "two-day air," .ll.ili!. $8.25/first book, $2.25/ea<fh additional.
=
For orders to Canada, add $6.50/bool}. '
l
't
I l1
'rl
~·
For orders sent C.O.D., add $4.50 to your shipping rate.
-n
=i
Not1h Carolina residents muse add' 6% 'sales tax. '~'

$

$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$

l;~>

I!

j

1A-l
Company _______________________________________________________________

Cicy ____________~~~~----~~--~~--Daytime Telephone --'----'-----------------::-:::::-"'---'-""-----"'-___.:.:;--;---,':-:-....,.--,----------

Expiration Date....,.,._________,,--__,
Signature -------------------------------------------------------------Mail or fax to: Ventana Press, PO Box 2468, Chapel Hill, NC 275 15
W 9 19/942-0220 Fax 919/942- 1140

CAN'T WAIT? CALL TOLL-FREE ir 8001743-5369! (U.S. only)

New Members: Your First TEN Hours Online Are Freel
New Members: Sign on to America Online-the Companion Online Service to
Tile Mac Shareware 500-using the AOL disk included with this book, and
your firs t TEN HOURS online are free!
To get started, click on the install icon on the America Online disk and follow the step-by-step instructions. When you are prompted to do so, enter the registration number and code printed on the
label below:

61 - 5913 - 2752
SLAI:J - SACKER

Then, use the keyword "Mac500" to access the Mac Shareware 500 Library-every high-quality file
that you just read about in Tire Mac 5111lreware 500-aUin one easy-to-find place on America Online.

Your Trial America Online Membership Offer includes:
• Your monthly membership fee of $9.95 is waived for one month.
• Your first TEN HOURS of connect time are free. Free time must be used within 30
days of your first sign on.
After you use your first ten hours of America Online, you don' t need to do anything else to become a
member. You will be charged a monthly membership fee of $9.95 for your use of Ameri.ca Online.
This fee-charged at the beginning of each month of your membership-includes:
• Five free hours-each month- to enjoy America Online.
If you use more than five hours each month, you will pay just $3.50 per hour for additional time
spent on America Online. (Unused free time does not carry over to your next billing period.)

Billing
You may have your America Online charges automatically charged to your VISA, MasterCard,
Discover card or American Express· card, or you may have your charges deducted from your checking account. Checking account customers will be charged $2 per month to cover processing fees for
this service.

Cancelling Membership
You may cancel your membership via U.S. mail or by using the keyword CANCEL on America
Online. You must do so within 30 days of your initial connection to avoid being charged your first
monthly fee. Your membership will continue on a month-to-month basis until you cancel.
Terms of Service
Your use of the America Online software constitutes your acceptance of the America Online Terms of
Service. Those Terms of Service are located in the free Member Support area online. America Online,
Inc. reserves the right to change the Terms of Service, membership fees and online charges at any
time after giving notice to members.

What's on the Disks?
Along with America Online's Version 2 for the Mac, the top picks of
authors Prevost and Terrell have found their way onto these two h ighdensity disks. Programs offering productivity, performance and pure fun
include
Stufflt Lite™- compress and archive files in a flash.
+ Sound Master - everybody's favorite! Select and play custom sounds
at start-up, shut-down, ejection and more!
• ZTerm - use your modem to connect with other computers and
transfer files .
• Disinfectant - the latest version of this powerful "seek-and-destroy"
computer virus detector.
Flash Write II - an instant notepad featuring complete find, import,
export, print and format capabilities.
Remember? - the popular personal reminder program with all the
bells, whistles and dialog boxes for important days and events.
Pop Char - the easiest way yet to view, copy and paste special characters in your favorite typefaces.
Fantastic Fonts - unique and distinctive, these selected typefaces,
including Tribeca, Zaleski Caps and Eviscerate, add sizzle and style to
your documents.
Great Games - from basic to arcade classics, there's something for
every gamer plus tricks to turn your Mac into a virtual fun house!
+ Useful Utilities - the latest hot applications and shortcuts to streamline your work, including Extensions Manager, FKey Master,
ClickLock and more!
• America Online - Version 2 of AOL's top-rated graphic interface and
dazzling array of services.
To obtain any other software described in the book, just sign onto
America Online and select "keyword: Mac500" to find The Mac
Shareware 500 Library, or follow the authors' recommendations for locating copies on disk.
Special offers may not be valid outside the United States.

+

+
+
+
+
+

Software
Without
the
Sting!
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Tired of budget-busting software? Fed up with featureladen packages that try to be all things to all users? For
just a fraction of the cost of commercial packages,
shareware offers economy, efficiency and, best of all, a
no-risk, try-before-you-buy policy.
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From literally thousands of shareware programs, authors
Prevost and Terrell categorize, rate and describe top performers in an overview that includes
• Ashareware primer: politics, protocol and ethics .
• The best sources: catalogs, online services and user
groups .
• Program hints: compatibility and system
requirements .
• A vast variety: fonts, clip art, sounds and more!
2 disks with top picks! Along with the book come two highdensity disks with the cream of the crop-a selection of
the authors' favorites (see inside flap).
Online Library! Your favorites aren't on the disks? Use
the free America Online membership offer to check out
The Mac Shareware 500 Library on America Online, and
download the programs of your choice.
An overview of the best programs available and an
inside look at alternative so,ftware, The Mac Shareware 500
offers tips, insights and information to help you make the
most of th~ unlimited resource. Your money
refunded in full if you're not satisfied.
From the publishers of The Official
America Online Membership Kit & Tour Guide

-
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Free America Online disk!
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